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Abstractiii

ABSTRACT

Mainly owing to the dwindling fossil oil resources and the environmental concems of
discharging greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, it is essential to nd an alternative to
kerosene for civil aviation.

The overall objective of this thesis is to evaluate the potential of reducing the
environmental impact of civil subsonic aviation by using hydrogen fuel. Mainly due to
the complex interactions among a number of different elds affected by the introduction
of hydrogen in aviation and due to the nature of the research question, the chosen
scientic approach for this thesis is to carry out a broad study covering a number of
selected fields. Engine and combustion chamber design are studied in detail, along with
the cruise altitude for minimum environmental impact. Airport implications, and
available and envisioned methods for hydrogen production are discussed.

From a technical point of view, it seems to be feasible to use hydrogen for aero gas
turbines. In terms of pollutant emissions, hydrogen use offers the possibility of a
signicantly reduced number of emission species, resulting in only H20 and small
quantities of NOX emissions.

For minimum environmental impact, the results suggest that cryoplanes should cruise at
a altitude of about 2-3 km below where conventional aircraft cruise today. If the
priority is to lower the mission fuel consumption, the results indicate that an engine
employing increased combustor outlet temperature, overall pressure ratio and by-pass
ratio, seems to be the most attractive choice. The mission NOX emissions, on the other
hand, seem to be reduced by using engines with a weak core and lowered by-pass ratio.

Ignoring the cost implications, from an airport infrastructure point of view, it seems
feasible to change to hydrogen use. With respect to the availability of energy, it would
be reasonable to change from kerosene to liquid hydrogen as fuel for all civil aviation
refuelling in Sweden. i
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TOP
U
Uref

USFL
V
Vmol
V2
W
X

Y

o

Y
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Take-off parameter
Overall heat transfer coefcient
Mean velocity across the plane of
maximum of cross-sectional area of the
casing in the absence of a liner (refers to a
combustor)
Unfactored eld length
Velocity
Volume ofa mol (273.l5 K 101325 Pa)
Take-off safety speed
Mass flow
Species
Volume fraction
Mass fraction
Species
Convection heat transfer coefcient
Climb angle
Ratio of specic heats (Cp/CV)
Change
Thermal effectiveness of a heat exchanger
Efficiency
Climate sensitivity parameter
Thermal conductivity
Rolling friction coefcient J "
Density
Relative atmospheric density
Residence time
Equivalence ratio
Mole fraction

Subscripts and Superscripts
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E
C

CO2
corenoz
cseg2
dat

Engine intake front ange
Compressor inlet
Compressor outlet, combustor inlet
Combustor outlet, turbine inlet
Turbine outlet
Engine outlet
Air
Area
Ambient
Carnot
Cold
Carbon dioxide
Nozzle of the core
Second segment of take-off climb
Datum

N/m2
W/m2 K
m/s

m
m/s
ms
m/s
kg/s
DU

DU
w/m2 K

Any unit

K m2/W
W/m K

kg/m3

y or d
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eng
F
f
fan
8

gn
gout
h

HE
H2
H2in
H20
H2out
1

ic
ISA
J

"Q

l
m

N

n
NOx
N07
N2
o

O3
OH
outcore
v
P
pz
R
rf
s
st
St0
1

Engine
Fuel
Fluid
Fan of turbofan engine
Combustion gases
Gas generator (compressor(s), high-pressure turbine and
combustor)
Combustion gases at inlet
Combustion gases at outlet
Highest
Horizontal
Hot
Heat exchanger
Hydrogen
Hydrogen at inlet
Water vapour
Hydrogen at outlet
Generic number
Inner
Initial cruise
International standard atmosphere
Jet
Kerosene equivalent
Lowest
Log mean
Exponent in equation (4-5)
Maximum
Mean
Nacelle
Net
Exponent in equation (4-5)
Nitrogen oxides (NO + NO2)
Net at 0.7 times the take-off safety speed, V2
Net at the take-off safety speed, V2
Outer
Overall
Ozone
Overhead
Exhaust of the core
Vertical
Propulsive
Primary zone
Reaction zone
Rolling friction
Static
Stoichiometric
Total take-off static
Total
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t Energy transformation from the low-pressure turbine to the fan
th Thermal
V Vertical
vol Volume
X Species X
* Nominal measured quantities
0 Rated output (refers to certication according to ICAO°s standard)
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Introduction 1

1 INTRODUCTION

Since commercial aviation staed in 1920 it has undergone spectacular growth, and
today it has become a fundamental part of business and commerce. Mainly for business
purposes, engine and aircraft manufacturers, and airlines compile forecasts for the
future traffic growth. As the global gross domestic product growth and aviation traffic
are closely linked, most air trafc growth forecasts are based upon assessments of
global economic trends. Over the next 20 years global passenger aviation traffic is
expected to grow, averaging around 5.3% annually over the next 20 years [Rogers et al.,
2002], implying a almost threefold traffic volume at the end of this period. It is
expected that capacity growth, i.e. number of seats offered, will expand at a slower rate,
provided that passenger load factors maintain their improving trend over the long term.

In addition to the anticipated air traffic growth, the greenhouse effect generated by
emissions produced by human activity, particularly carbon dioxide, has become an
increased concem. The majority of scientists today are in agreement that discharging
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere has an impact on the global climate. Furthermore,
the dwindling fossil oil resources raise concems. It is, therefore, essential to nd an
altemative to kerosene for civil aviation. In the context of this thesis, hydrogen, in the
longer term produced from renewable energy sources, is addressed as a suitable future
fuel in order to cope with these concems.

In this introductory chapter, rst the scientic approach for the thesis is given (section
1.1), followed by a overview of the environmental concems in general of conventional
aviation, i.e. not cryoplanes (section 1.2). As one of the two main reasons for looking at
hydrogen for aviation is the existing and foreseen climate change due to the combustion
of fossil fuels, a fairly detailed explanation (in the context of this thesis) of the
greenhouse effect and its potential consequences is given. This section also provides a
brief insight on which are the pollutant emissions of conventional aviation, how they are
fonned and their effects on the environment, with emphasis on global wanning. The
second main reason for wanting to find an alternative to kerosene is that oil is a limited
resource that is expected to be depleted within the next few decades. Therefore, an
overview of the availability of fuel resources and effects on fuel costs is given in section
1.3. In section 1.4 the subject of using an alternative fuel for aviation is introduced, and
previous work on hydrogen is outlined in section 1.5. The objectives and scope of the
thesis are included in section 1.6, and finally this chapter is nished by an outline of the
thesis structure (section 1.7).

1.1 Scientific Approach for the Thesis

Introducing a novel fuel for civil aviation will affect various elds, e.g. the fuel
distribution systems, the engines, the airframe and the environmental impact,
particularly if the fuel is cryogenic in contrast to kerosene. All of these issues are
important to know in order to judge the potential of this technology as a measure to
conform to future constrains on civil aviation, especially related to environmental issues
and limited oil resources. Because the introduction of hydrogen will inuence the
complex interactions with a number of different fields affected by the introduction of
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hydrogen and because hydrogen is not considered a practical alternative at present but a
number of years ahead, the most appropriate approach is to carry out a broad study. A
broad ,study results in making it possible to dene those elds of which more research
and development are necessary in order to move towards liquid hydrogen-fuelled
aircraft in civil aviation. A broad approach will provide knowledge on the technical
feasibility of this fuel change, taking practical aspects into account.

Moreover, in order to address properly the overall research question of the thesis, ie".
the potential of reducing the environmental impact of civil subsonic aviation by' using
hydrogen, conducting abroader study is the more suitable approach to take. For 'these
reasons, the chosen scientic approach. for this thesis is to carry out a broad study
covering a number of selected elds, rather than one in-depth study limited to one
subject.

The research presented in this thesis was partly perforrned in collaboration with the EC-
sponsored project CRYOPLANE, in which both Craneld University and FOI were
involved. Being involved in the CRYOPLANE project offered access to the results and
the comprehensive knowledge obtained within the project, and contacts with other
experienced researchers within the eld were established. The connections to the
CRYOPLANE project and to Craneld University°s extensive experience in gas turbine
technology, formed the basis for this Ph.D. project.

1.2 Environmental Concerns of Aviation
In recent years. the environmental effectsof emission from civil aviation have been
under discussion, and' there is a growing body of evidence thatrfuture growthin air
trafc might result in significant impacts on local air quality and the global climate
[Rogers etal., 2002]. While the concems of local air qualityusually arise from the
potential impact on human health of high concentrations of gaseous or particulate
species over a relatively small area (tens. of square kilometres), the global concerns
relateito the 'potential impacts of the emissions on climate change. 4

This section is introduced withan overview of the physical mechanisms behind the
greenhouse 'effect (section 1.2.1). The inuence of man-made emissions on' the climate
system, both up until the present point in time and projected inuences for the future,
are discussed. Section 1.2.2 provides a brief overview of the formation principles,
mitigation strategies, and the effects on the environment and human health» of the
exlaust emissions of aircraft. Assessments of the climate impact of aviationltoday and
in the future are given. _'

1.2.1 The Greenhoise Effect and Its Potential Consequences i
In trying to understand the greenhouse effect one should be aware that the `Earths
climate system is an' extremely complex interactive system. Following the definition in
IPCC (2001), the climate system consists of ve major components: the atmosphere, the
hydrosphere (all liquid surface andsubterranean water), 'the cryosphere (sea ice, ice
sheets and glaciers), the land surface and the biosphere, which are forced or inuenced
by various external forcing mechanisms, of which the sun'is the most important one.

l
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Although the components of the climate system are very different, they are linked by
uxes of mass, heat and momentum. Whilst most of these interactions are understood,
some are poorly known or perhaps even unknown. Describing the interactions among
all these components and attempting to provide a thorough description of the climate
system is beyond the ambitions of this section. The interested reader is referred to IPCC
(2001).

For a stable climate on Earth, a balance is required between the incoming solar radiation
and the outgoing radiation emitted by the climate system. Following the explanation
given in IPCC (2001) on the sun and the global energy balance, about 31% of the
incoming solar radiation of 342 W/m2 is immediately reected back into space by
clouds, the atmosphere and the Earths surface. The remaining radiation (235 W/m2) is
partly absorbed by the atmosphere, but most of it (168 W/m2) warms the Earth's
surface, i.e. the land and oceans. In tum, the Earth°s surface emits heat as infrared
radiation, sensible heat (thermals) and water vapour which releases its heat at altitude
when it condenses. A schematic description of the energy balance is shown in Figure
1-1. The left-hand side of the gure shows what happens with the incoming solar
radiation, while a explanation of what happens with the heat released from the Earth is
given on the right-hand side of the gure.
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Figure1-1. The Earth 's annual and global mean energy balance [IPCC, 2001].

Jann

In order to achieve a balance between the incoming solar radiation and the outgoing
radiation, the climate system itself should radiate on average 235 W/m2 back into space.
As any physical object radiates energy of an amount and at wavelengths typical for the
temperature of the object (e.g. at a higher temperature more energy is radiated at shorter
wavelengths), there is a certain effective emission temperature that corresponds to the
average radiation back into space, i.e. 235 W/m2. With typical wavelengths in the
infrared part of the spectrum this temperature is equal to -19 °C, which is 33 °C lower
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than the average temperature of 14 °C at the Earth's surface [IPCC, 2001]. The effective
emission temperature of -19 °C corresponds in mid-latitude to a height of approximately
ve kilometres. This deviation in temperature is explained by the radiative properties of
the atmosphere in the infrared part of the spectrum.

Within the atmosphere a number of trace gases, so-called greenhouse gases, which own
the features of being partly transparent for shortwave radiation (from the sun), while a
significant part of the longwave heat radiation (from the Earth's surface) are absorbed
and emitted. The most important greenhouse gases are carbon dioxide,'methane (CH4),
nitrous oxide (N20) and ozone (O3). These gases have only a total volume mixing ratio
of less than 0.1%, but play an essential role in the Earth's energy budget. Furthermore,
the atmosphere contains the natural greenhouse gas water vapour (volume mixing ratio
in the order of 1%). ~ 1 '

That is to say that the main part 'of the radiation fromthe sun is absorbed by the Earth°s
surface without being absorbed or reected in the atmosphere. However, a substantial
part of the infrared radiation from the Earth's surface is absorbed by the greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere. In tum, 'these gases emit infrared radiation in all directions
including downward to the Earth°s surface. Hence, the greenhouse gases trapiheat
within the atmosphere, giving an ,average temperature oncthe surface of the Earth 33. °C
lower than the temperature corresponding to the average radiation back into space. This
mechanism is called the natural greenhouse effect [IPCC, 2001]. »_

Human beings, like other living organisms, have always inuenced their environment.
However, since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution in the mid-18th century, the
impact of human activities has become signicant and extends to a much. larger scale
(continental or even. global). In particular the combustion of fossil fuels that produce
greenhouse gases has become a major concem. In addition, human activities have
introduced« strong- greenhouse gases that are not naturally present in the atmosphere:
chlorouorocarbons (CFCs) and other chlorine and bromine compounds. These gases
not only contribute to the radiative forcing', but also lead to the depletion of the
stratospheric ozone layer. a

Mainly due to the combustion of fossil fuels (three-quarters) and the deforestation (one-
quarter) (since the biosphere absorbs carbon dioxide), the concentration of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere has increased by more than 30% since pre-industrial times,
and is still increasing at an unprecedented rate of on average 0.4% per year [IPCC,
2001]. It is the presence of an increased concentration of CO2 and other greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere due to anthropogenic sources that causes the, enhanced
greenhouse effect. An increased concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere
improves the absorption and emission of infrared radiation. The atmospheres opacity
increases and the altitudefrom which the Earths radiation is effectively emittedinto
space increases. At a higher altitude the temperature is lower, and thus the energy
emitted into space is lowered, causing a positive radiative forcing. This is called the

1 Radiative forcing (RF): imbalance due to either a change in solar radiation or the infrared radiation that
changes the net radiation [IPCC, 2001]. A positive radiative forcing ímplies a warming of the Earth's
surface.

I
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enhanced greenhouse effect [IPCC, 2001]. One of the consequences of this positive
radiative forcing is a increased average temperature at the surface of the Earth.

Owing to a number of uncertainties related to various feedback mechanisms of an
increased greenhouse effect, the temperature increase due to a specified additional
amount of, for instance, CO2 in the atmosphere cannot be predicted without including a
wide uncetainty margin. A signicant part of this uncertainty range arises from our
limited knowledge of clouds, which play a important role in the Earth°s energy
balance, and their interactions with radiation. It is believed that the temperature rise will
be higher than that caused by the additional CO2 by itself. The most important feedback
mechanism responsible for the amplication of the temperature increase is the so-called
water vapour feedback, caused by a increase i atmospheric water due to a temperature
increase [IPCC, 2001]. The response of the climate to human-induced forcings is
complicated not only by the feedback mechanisms discussed above, but also by the
strong non-linearity of many processes and by the fact that the various coupled
components of the climate system have very different response times to perturbations.

Since the late 19th century a mean global warming of 0.4 to 0.8 °C of the atmosphere at
the surface has been observed, see Figure 1-2.
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Figure 1-2. Annual anomalies ofglobal average surface air temperature for the period
1861 to 2000 relative to 1961 to 1990 values [lPCC, 2001].

The increase in temperature took place in two distinct phases: the rst one between
1910 and 1945, and recently since 1976. Surface temperature records indicate the 1990s
are likely to have been the warmest decade of the millennium in the Northem
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hemisphere [IPCC, 2001]. Possibly related, amongst other factors, to an increase in
cloud cover, recent years have been exceptionally warm, with a larger increase in
minimum than in maximum temperatures. During the twentieth century the sea level has
risen by 10 to 20 cm and glaciers worldwide, except in a few maritime regions, e.g.
Norway and New Zeeland, have retreated.

It is justied to question whether these observed climate changes are a consequence of
increased greenhouse gas concentrations or simply an effect of natural Variations.
Employing detection and attribution studies, model simulations imposing different
assumptions can be compared with measured data. In Figure 1-3 three different cases of
model simulations are compared with observed data: (a) only natural forcing (solar
variation and volcanic activity), (b) only anthropogenic forcing (greenhouse gases and
an estimate of aerosols) and (c) both natural and anthropogenic forcings. As indicated in
Figure 1-3 (a) natural forcings may have contributed to the observed waming during
the rst half of the twentieth century. On the contrary, simulations of the response to
natural forcing alone do not explain the wanning during the second half of the twentieth
century. In IPCC (2001) it is claimed: In the light of new evidence and taking into
account the remaining uncertainties, most of the observed warming over the last 50
years is likely to have been due to the increase in greenhouse gas concentrations.â
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Figure I-3. Simulation of annual global mean surface temperature variations, which
are compared with measured changes [IPCC, 2001].
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Having concluded that there are reasonable reasons to believe that emission from
anthropogenic sources affect the climate already, it is worthwhile to take a look what
might happen in the future. Using model simulations and applying various scenarios of
the future, IPCC (2001) project that the global average temperature will increase by 1.4
to 5.8 °C over the period 1990 to 2100. During this period global average water vapour
concentrations and precipitation are projected to increase, and extreme weather and
climate events, e.g. higher maximum temperatures, more intense precipitation events
and increased summer continental drying, are expected to be more frequently occurring.
Owing primarily to thermal expansion and loss of mass from icecaps, global mean sea
level is projected to rise by 0.09 to 0.88 meters. There is also a concern that the ocean
thermohaline circulation could weaken, which would lead to a reduction of the heat
transport into high latitudes of the Northem Hemisphere. If the change in radiative
forcing is large enough and applied long enough, the thermohaline circulation could
completely shut-down in either hemisphere beyond 2100, with major consequences on
the Earth°s climate system [IPCC, 2001].

From the preceding discussion it can be concluded that global warming due to
anthropogenic sources is a serious concem that needs to be dealt with in order to
mitigate the consequences. Taking the concem of global wanning seriously and moving
away from technologies based on fossil fuels is of particular interest since greenhouse
gases, such as, C02 and N20, are very long-lived, and hence will continue to affect the
climate system hundreds of years after they have been discharged into the atmosphere.

1.2.2 Aircraft Exhaust Emissions
Provided that a conventional fuel containing both carbon and hydrogen is bumt, the gas
turbine exhaust emissions comprise the primary combustion products: carbon dioxide
(C02) and water vapour (H20), and the secondary combustion products: oxides of
nitrogen (NOX), unbumed hydrocarbons (UHCs), carbon monoxide (C0), oxides of
sulphur (SOX) (if the fuel contains sulphur) and particulate matter. In general, NOX, C0,
Ul-ICs and particles are relevant to local air quality issues, while C02, H20, NOX, SOX
and particles are of most concern with respect to climate perturbations [Rogers et al.,
2002].

The emissions of C02 and H20 are unavoidable end products of the combustion
process, and their quantities are directly proportional to the fuel consumption. In order
to alter any of these, either the fuel consumption or the fuel composition needs to be
changed. The fuel consumption can be reduced by improving the overall efciency of
the engine and/or reducing the aircraft weight. Another option is to improve the
aerodynamic efficiency of the aircraft. Both C02 and H20 emissions contribute to
global warming via the greenhouse effect (section 1.2.1). Carbon dioxide is a long-lived
gas with a residence time in the atmosphere of 100 years or more. An increased
concentration of C02 alters the radiative balance of the Earth, and thereby contributes to
global warming. Although the present C02 emissions from aircraft are only about 2% of
that from the total anthropogenic emissions, and thereby contribute a smaller fraction of
the total C02 radiative forcing, this fraction is expected to increase over the next 100
years [Rogers et al., 2002].
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Water vapour causes partly a direct radiative impact on the climate system, and partly
an indirect effect by the fomiation of line-shaped ice clouds, so-called contrails.
Contrails are formed in combination with particles (present in the exhaust) and they
may alter the cims cloud coverage, which in tum may affect the climate system. In the
troposphere the direct impact on the climate of water vapour is small. Studying
conventional aircraft, IPCC (1999) and Morris et al. (2003) suggest that the direct
impact of water vapour emissions from subsonic aviation on the radiative balance is
negligibly small. Currently research is going on to assess the potential impact on the
atmosphere of water vapour emitted by aviation [e.g. Morris et al., 2003; and Gauss et
al., 2003]. At this point it cannot be excluded that water vapour from aircraft, including
its secondary effects, play a major role in the climate impact of air traffic. ~

Most of the nitrogen oxides formed during combustion are in the form of NO; however,
subsequently the NO oxidizes to N02. Usually these are lumped together, and the result
is expressed in terms of oxides of nitrogen (NOX). The formation processes of NO in
combustion are complex and generally comprise different mechanisms, see section
2.3.1. Except for very fuel lean combustion' systems, thermal NO, which is produced
from the nitrogen and oxygen present in the air in the high-temperature regions of the
ame and in the postame gases,'is the most contributing mechanism to the total NO
fonnation. In order to reduce the NOX emissions there are a number of different
combustor .concepts suggested aimed at reducing primarily the combustion temperature,
but also the residence timein the hot combustion zone. As for possibilities for low N05;
emissions when using hydrogen, this is discussed in detail in section 2.3, whereas
mitigation options for conventional engines are beyond the scope of this thesis. For
information on the latter the reader is directed to, for instance, Lefebvre (1998).` Y .__.} ' _ , :
At ground level the presence of NOX results in an increase in ozone concentration,
which during prolonged exposure may cause respiratory 'illness, impaired vision,
headaches and. allergies [Lefebvre, 1998]. The inuence of NOX emissions on the
climate is indirect through its chemical impact on the atmospheric ozone and methane
concentration: at altitudes belowabout 15 km, NOX emissions cause an increase of the
upper tropospheric ozone, thus contributing -to the greenhouse effect, while at the same
time increasing the atmospheric OH concentration, which decreases the CH4 (and CO)
lifetime [e.g. Isaksen et al., 2001]. The latter lowers the atmospheric CH4 concentration,
and thereby reduces the greenhouse effect. Moreover, NOX emissions cause damage to
plant life as well as add to the problem» of acid rain.~ At high altitudes (above about '15
km) NOX'emissions cause ozone depletion,-and hence increased ground-level ultra-
violet radiation, which might cause skin cancer and eye diseases [Singh, 2001]. - âº

Emissions of UHC and CO fomi due to incomplete combustion in regions of' low
temperature and/or short residence of the combustion chamber. These are circumstances
that in most cases occur at low power conditions. The UHC and CO emissions are
reduced by redistribution of the- air ow to bring the primary zone equivalence ratio
closer to the optimum value (about 0.8), and by an increase in the primary zone volume
and/or residence time [Lefebvre, 1998]. Moreover, these are lowered by a reductionin
liner wall-cooling air and by improved fuel atomization. Emissions of UHC and CO are
both toxic. Carbon monoxide reduces the capacity of the blood to absorb oxygen and in
high concentrations it can cause asphyxiation and even death [Lefebvre, 1998]. In
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addition to the human health concerns of these emissions, UHC combine with oxides of
nitrogen to form photochemical smog.

All of the sulphur in the fuel is oxidised to oxides of sulphur, the main part becoming
sulphur dioxide (S02). Oxides of sulphur are toxic and corrosive, and lead to the
formation of sulphuric acid in the atmosphere [Lefebvre, 1998], which contributes to
the acidication. The only viable limitation strategy is to remove the sulphur from the
fuel prior to the combustion.

Particulate matter is a common notation for various particles with varying chemical
composition in many different sizes that can originate from a range of natural and man-
made sources. With respect to particles from aviation, these can be divided into two
different types: soot and volatile particles [Rogers et al., 2002]. The volatile particles are
thought to form from condensed sulphuric acid and possibly condensable organic
species. Soot consists mostly of carbon (96%) and a mixture of hydrogen, oxygen and
other elements [Lefebvre, 1998]. It is formed in local fuel-rich regions within the
engine°s combustion chamber. The propensity to produce carbon is most severe at high
pressures. In order to lower the soot emissions, attention should be paid to the fuel
injector design and measures to enhance the mixing process of fuel and air.

Soot is not toxic in small quantities (though there are human health concems) but the
larger particles give rise to visible smoke that soils the atmosphere. However, some
smoke suppressants contain heavy metals, such as barium, and whilst they may
eliminate or reduce the smoke production, the resulting emissions now contain highly
toxic metals [Singh, 2001]. Particles play a important role in contrail formation by
acting as condensatíon nuclei for water vapour and other condensable species.

Considering the total climate impact of subsonic aviation in terms of radiative forcing,
the best estimate in 1992 is 0.05 W/m2 or 3.5% of the total radiative forcing by all
anthropogenic activities [IPCC, 1999]. This assessment combines the effects from
changes in concentrations of carbon dioxide, ozone, methane, water vapour, line-shaped
contrails, and aerosols, but does not include possible changes in cims cloud coverage.
In Figure 1-4 the contributions to radiative forcing f`rom the different emissions are
shown. The bars indicate the best estimate, while the line associated with each bar
indicates the uncertainty range. Using the best knowledge and tools available at the time
for publishing this graph, it is claimed that there is a 67% probability that the true value
falls within the uncertainty range [IPCC, 1999]. The level of scientic understanding
for each emission is indicated at the bottom of the figure. lt is anticipated that aviations
contribution to global climate change is approximately in proportion to its contribution
to global warming. Evidently f`rom the gure, the magnitude of the climate impact from
aviation, similarly as from other sources, is highly uncertain.

Based on recent results obtained within the EC-sponsored project TRADEOFF and
other studies, the figures on the radiative forcing contribution from air traffic (Figure
1-4) have been revised [Schumann, 2003]. The main changes originate from a reduced
optical thickness of line-shaped contrails and a first estimate of aviation-induced cirrus
cloud cover changes. The effect of CO2 is expected to be larger and the contrail effect
smaller, while the level of scientific understanding has not changed significantly.
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Recent studies suggest that the global mean radiative forcing effect (including the cirrus
cloud effects) of aviation is higher than assessed in IPCC (1999), though the impact of
supersonic transport is expected to be lower than assessed in IPCC (1999).
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Figure 1-4. Estimates of the globally averaged radiative forcingom subsonic aircraft
emissions in 1992 [1PCC, 1999].

In the future, aviation°s share of the radiative forcing is expected to increase, mainly a
an effect of a signicant air trafc growth. By 2050, aviation's contribution to radiative
forcing is expected to increase to between 5 and 13.4% of the total radiative forcing by
all anthropogenic activities [IPCC, 1999]. The gure in 2050 depends on which
scenario of the air trafc development is applied.

1.3 Availability of Fuel Resources and Effects on Fuel Costs
Today the oil resources are concentrated in a few regions, with the Middle East holding
over 40% of the total and over 65% of current conventional oil reserves [Schnieder and
McKay, 2001]. When the oil resources will be completely depleted is very difcult to
assess and estimations have varied over time and among different experts. In June 2000
the United States Geological Sun/ey (USGS) published new estimates of ultimately
recoverable oil resources [Schnieder and McKay, 2001]. They estimate that slightly
more than 3000 billion barrels of conventional oil could ultimately be recovered with
known and expected technology (see Figure 1-5). In addition to this, they believe that
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another 350 billion barrels of natural gas liquids (NGLs)2 could be recovered, and over
850 billion barrels of unconventional oil (heavy oil and bitumen) could be produced. It
is worth mentioning that producing oil from unconventional sources requires
substantially more energy than recovering conventional oil reserves, which will have a
detrimental effect on the fuel price. According to USGS, up until 2001 about 900 billion
barrels had been consumed, implying that about 21% of the ultimately recoverable oil
of 4200 billion barrels was consumed by 2001. Other experts believe that signicantly
less oil can be ultimately recovered. For instance, Colin Campbell3 believes that only
1800 billion barrels can ultimately be recovered.
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Figure 1-5. Ultimately recoverable oil of conventional resources [Schnieder and
McKay, 2001].

The large deviation between these assessments is explained mainly by two reasons:
different assumptions made for potential new discoveries and different expectations of
the ultimate recovery factors (the percentage of oil in place that can be extracted
economically) in conventional resources. Based on the declining discovery rates over
the past two decades, Campbell believes that only 160 billion barrels of additional
discoveries will be made, whereas USGS assesses that another 460 billion barels could
be found. According to USGS, the average recovery factor could be increased from the

2 NGLS (Natural Gas Liquids): petroleum that occurs naturally a a gas in the reservoír, but a a liquid
under surface conditions.

3 Colin Campbell is a Trustee of the Oil Depletion Analysis Centre ("0DAC"), a charitable organisation
in London that is dedicated t researching the date and impact of the peak and decline ofworld oil
production due to resource constraints, and raising awareness ofthe serious consequences ofoil depletion
(see http://www.hubbetpeakcom/campbell/).
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current 35% to over 40% during the next three decades, which would result in an
additional 700 billion barels of recoverable oil. Campbell, on the other hand, does not
expect an increase in the recovery factor.

USGS estimates that the ultimate recoverable world oil resources would supply an
expansion of 2% per annum through 2025, reaching around 125 million barrels per day
(Figure 1-6). Thereafter a plateau could occur for around two decades before depletion
would lead to a permanent decline in production. Other specialists believe that the
plateau will be reached earlier. Campbell believes that a plateau of conventional oil
production will be reached before 2010, with signicant price rises thereafter
[Schnieder and McKay, 2001]. There are a number of factors that inuence whether the
actual oil supply will reach these levels. Competing fuel prices and environmental
concems may cause the supply to decline earlier. Conversely, if efciency measures are
adopted over the next two decades, Schnieder and McKay (2001) suggest that the oil
supply could continue to expand at a slower growth rate well beyond 2025.
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Figure 1-6. Potential ofliquids (oil) production [Schnieder and McKay, 2001].

The future fuel price is difficult to predict and its magnitude is dependent on various
factors. In the longer run the oil supply, which obviously is highly uncertain, probably
will have the largest inuence on the fuel price. Expressed in the currency of 2000,
Schnieder and McKay (2001) do expect that most of the resource base could be
produced for less than $20 per barrel. The production cost of unconventional resources
has seen dramatic cost reductions over the past two decades, and is now estimated to be
below $15 per barrel for signicant propotions of the resources. Furthermore, gas to
liquids technology is now competitive at below $15 per barrel of oil equivalent. The
marginal cost of non-OPEC oil production has decreased from over $30 per barrel in the
early 1980s to about $16 in 2000. Then, during the rst decade of the twenty-rst
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century, Schnieder and McKay (2001) believe that available technologies lead to even
lower costs until the depletion starts to outweigh technology advances and leads to cost
l1'1CI`CaSCS .

Other forecasts predict the oil production cost to be much higher. For instance, the IEA
2000 outlook expects crude oil prices to reach $28 (2000 prices) per barrel by 2020,
based on a demand of 115 million barrels per day [Schnieder and McKay, 2001].
Assuming a crude oil price of $24 per barrel, the US DOE 2000 energy outlook
forecasts jet kerosene reaching around $6 (2000 prices) per GJ by 2020 [Schnieder and
McKay, 2001]. There is now reason to expect kerosene prices to break out of the
traditional relation to crude oil prices. It is worth mentioning that by the time of writing
up this thesis (October 2004) the crude oil price has exceeded $50 per barrel, i.e. a level
significantly higher than Schnieder and McKay (2001) expect for 2050; the main reason
being that demand for oil is higher than the supply.

The overall efficiency of producing hydrogen is obviously dependent on the production
method, and since it is unknown which methods will be available in the longer run it is
hard to tell what efficiency gures may be expected. Based on the production methods
of 2001, Schnieder and McKay (2001) estimate the overall efficiency of liquid
hydrogen production and delivery to be around 40% for biomass and just over 50% for
fossil fuels, with gas having the highest efficiency of 53%. Based on these gures and
on price forecasts outlined in this section, a rough outlook for the delivery of liquid
hydrogen based on the use of sustainable renewable energy and fossil fuels including
CO2 extraction and sequestration is made [Schnieder and McKay, 2001].

Schnieder and McKay (2001) claim that biomass-based hydrogen could be competitive
with gas-based hydrogen by 2020. If a $l00 per tonne carbon cost penalty for extracting
CO2 from a gas stream, compressing and piping it up to 500 km for sequestration in a
spent oil or gas reservoir is included, this date could be advanced by about ve years.
Solar- and wind-based hydrogen production using electrolysis of water is unlikely to be
economically competitive with biomass or fossil fuels for many decades. Moreover,
Schnieder and McKay (2001) believe that kerosene, based on the $30 per barrel crude
oil with a $100 per tonne carbon penalty, would still be the lowest cost per unit of
energy through 2050 at around $10 per GJ (2000 prices).

Another prediction suggests that the fuel prices for kerosene and liquid hydrogen will be
the same in 2037, and after that, liquid hydrogen will be cheaper than kerosene [Oelkers
and Prenzel, 2001]. Based on this prediction, the direct operating cost of two medium-
range equivalent aircraft - one conventional and one cryoplane - is expected to be the
same in 2040. After 2040 the direct operating cost for a conventional aircraft is
expected to rise due to increased fuel costs, whereasq it is expected to decrease for the
cryoplane as the technology has matured and asgwnigre efcient hydrogen production
methods are available. ~ , ~

Owing to a number of uncertainties briey discussed here, it is not possible to say when
hydrogen as a aviation fuel will become economically competitive with kerosene.
Sooner or later it will happen, that is for sure. However, depending on various factors,
e.g. climate effects of global warming and environmental awareness among those who
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consume the most energy, it might be desirable to introduce a novel fuel before the
point in time when it can compete economically with kerosene.

1.4 Introduction of an Alternative Fuel in Civil Aviation
The challenge is to develop an environmentally`sustainable transportation system for
aviation, in the long temi based on renewable energy sources, capable of coping with
the increasing trafc demand and at the same time limiting the emissions of greenhouse
gases. In order to achieve this, several changes need to be applied. Incentives to change
peop1e's travelling habits and introduction of extemal means of control will probably
play an important role. However, these are issues far beyond the scope of this thesis.
Instead, this thesis will focus on possible changes of a technical nature that may be
applied to civil aviation. Technical improvements applied to conventional aircraft
technology, such as changes of the airframe, which will increase the aerodynamic
efciency, lower structure weight and lower engine specic fuel consumption (SFC),
thus reducing the total fuel bum, will help in limiting the increase in greenhouse
emissions, and are important to consider. However, these improvements will never
make the aviation industry independent of a fossil energy source. Furthermore, as
saving fuel to minimize costs and maximize payload always has been a prime target for
the manufacturers, it may be expected that further progress will be costly and slow.

Taking' a completely new approach. for civil aviation by fuelling with liquid hydrogen,
in the longer tenn pro_c`luced"ffó`mren'e'wable energy sources, would enable^co_mpatibility
with the environment; Tliis, 'would reduceithè uiih"_èä`lthy>`emissions in the airport vicinity,
and, even more importantly, allow a sigrii~'cant_ reduction of civil aviations contribution
toglobal 'warming."Given that liquid hydrogeíi'is"produced from. renewable energy
sources, the emissions are reduced to water vapour (H20) and small quantities of oxides
of nitrogen (NOX). 'All emissions contÃiñi`ñg carbon and sulphur are elifminated. In
addition, the civil aviation would be powered by an energy carrier (in`contrast to an
energy source, which kerosene is) that may be produced from anyenergy source, by
electrolysis of water. F A,

A fundamental difference between kerosene and liquid hydrogen concerns the fuel
energy density. In order to carry the same amountof energy, which is the most relevant
parameter when* comparing two aircraft for the same mission, the mass of the fuel is 2.8
times less for liquid hydrogen,`whereas the volume is four times larger (Figure 1-7): " _' 'Â

°

The high energy content per mass of liquid hydrogen will lower the total el weight 'for
a certain mission, i.e. the fuel weight will be 2.8 times lower, and thus potentially allow
for a higher payload or longer range compared with an equivalent kerosene-fuelled
aircraft. This effect is, however, fcfiunteracted by increased structure weight of the
cryoplanes, owing to a somewhâfíilárgeraircraftneeded to carry the bulky fuel and
additional facilities required tofhaiidle the fuel,e.g. isolation of fuel tanks and a heat
exchanger required to evaporate the fuel prior to the combustor. The low energy content
per volume of liquid hydrogen will require a new aircraft design, provided with roughly
four times larger fuel tanks compared with conventional airplanes. Engines must be re;
designed for the new fuel, particularly with respect to minimization of NOX emissionsj

4
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Figure I-7. The weight and volume of kerosene and liquid hydrogen, respectively,
containing the same energy content.

Moreover, the fuel system will be completely new, and its components will need
dedicated technology development. Usage of hydrogen will make the fuel delivery
system much more complex. Owing to heat transfer, phase change from liquid to gas, 2-
phase ow and compressibility of the medium, a hydrogen system may exhibit
unexpected system dynamics and critical failure modes. In the CRYOPLANE project
(see section 1.5) it was found that the Fuel System Control especially turned out to be
more complex, due to more operational functions need to be handled by the system (e.g.
purging, chill-down, fuel storage on ground and warming up for maintenance), more
components need to be controlled, more information needs to be gathered and evaluated
(fuel system pressures and temperatures), and more possible failure cases need to be
analysed [Klug, 2002].

With respect to availability of components, or at least applicability of known design
principles, no major obstacles are expected. Despite the extreme performance
requirement, e.g. for fuel pumps in the fuel system, it is believed that principles applied
to space technology components can be utilised by sealing. A preliminary feasibility
study of the aircraft fuel supply system did not disclose any technical infeasibilities
[A11idiers, 2002]. However, several problems were identied, such as cavitation in the
fuel pump during idle operation and icing on the heat exchanger surface employed to
vaporise the fuel prior to its entry into the combustion chamber.

Hence, while offering great prospects, use of liquid hydrogen as a aviation fuel poses
fonnidable challenges regarding technical development, energy requirement for
producing hydrogen, handling, aircraft design and making liquid hydrogen (LH2)
economically compatible with kerosene.

Looking at the prospect of altemative els, there are a few more candidates in addition
to hydrogen worth mentioning. These include alcohols, such as, ethanol and methanol,
liquid methane and synthetíc kerosene. Alcohols offer environmental benets as they
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are renewable energy sources, and since they are liquid fuels, they do not impose any
major infrastructure changes at airports. However, as an aviation fuel their usage carries
a number of drawbacks. At low power condition the combustion of alcohols produces
organic acids and aldehydes, with attendant health hazards to ground support personnel
[Eiff et al., 1992]. Introducing it in aviation on a large scale would require an extensive
supply of hydrocarbons from renewable energy sources; a supply wh_ich_ is questionable
whether if is available or even possible to obtain.- The overall idišadvantage, however,
with alcohols, which makes them a less attractive substitute to kšerosene, is their verylow heat contents, both in terms of mass and volume (these are about half the
corresponding values for kerosene)__tlfiu,s_imposingasignicfant penalties in aircraft range
and/or payload capacity. f l _ , 5 i

_ l* ,J a
Another candidate, which is cryogenic just like hydrogen, is liquid methane. Since it is a
cryogenic fuel, it does impose similar challenges with respect to fuel handling and
aircraft design as hydrogen. In terms of energy content methane shows similar trends as
hydrogen, although the differences are smaller compared with kerosene, i.e. both the
penalty in energy density and the gain in specic energy are smaller. The main
advantage with methane is- that it is an energy source that does not need to be produced.
However, since it is _ fossil fuel, it «might be difficult to nd reasonable justication to
introduce this novel fuel, taking into account its major consequences on the aircraft and
airports with only a small environmental benefit, originated in- its higher
hydrogen/carbon ratio compared with kerosene. Methane could also be produced from
renewable energy sources by digesting processes, but it is questionable if these are
feasible methods for large-scale production. It is true that gas resources will be available
for another few ±decad_es after the».oil.-is _,d_epleted, but as the climate change, due`to
anthropogenic sources is anticipated~to`raise the environmental concems in the future, it
seems unlikely that cryogenic methane will become an attractive option for civil
aviation, at least not for large-scale applications.. , r * e ,

The third and last altemative fuel discussed here is synthetic kerosene, which may be
renewable if produced from renewable energy sources. The efficiency for producing the
fuel is about the-.same as for producing hydrogen. It is a liquid fuel with about the same
energy content as kerosene, and would therefore impose the smallest required changes
at aircraft and fuel systems .compared with the other altemative fuels discussed here.
Owing to a small content of aromatic hydrocarbons in synthetic kerosene, it is less
unhealthy to handle and produces less toxic unbumed hydrocarbons emissions when
bumt» than conventional ~ kerosene. Furthermore, the -low content of aromatic
hydrocarbons is likely to reduce the NO,and soot emissions, where the former is an
effect of lowered combustion temperatur;-:.º More ,details on the prospects of using
synthetic kerosene for aviation can be found in Eklund and Hedemalm (2002).

Blending conventional andi synthetic kerosene based on biomass with up to 50%0Ä±
synthetic fuel (i.e. the maximum amount which is allowed 'according to the Standard
Specication for Aviation Turbine Fuels [Eklund and Hedemalm, 2002]) would be an
efficient way to immediately reduce aviation`s contribution to global waming. In the
very long run, however, synthetic kerosene seems to be a less attractive altemative to
kerosene than hydrogen, as its productionirequires large quantities of one single energy
source, namely, biomass. In order to mitigate the climate impacts of the greenhouse
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effect it would be reasonable to increase CO2 absorbing sources, of which the biosphere
is one of the most important, rather than decrease them. Which alternative candidate
will be the most attractive in the future is highly dependent on available future fuel
production methods, implying that that el, for which viable, efcient and renewable
production methods for large-scale applications are available, is likely to be the more
attractive candidate.

1.5 Previous Work on the Concept of Using Hydrogen for Aviation
The history of hydrogen as a aircraft turbojetfuel started in 1937, when a Heinkel He-
S-2 experimental turbojet engine was rig tested running on hydrogen [Dahl and Suttrop,
2001a]. At that time, the reason for choosing hydrogen was actually that the gasoline-
fuelled combustor turned out to require lengthy development efforts, whereas gaseous
hydrogen combustion proved to be applicable in spite of the restricted combustor
volume conditions, and hence could be used immediately for an early demonstration of
the feasibility of the jet engine principle.

About 20 years later in 1956, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft was commissioned by the
United States Air Force to conduct a program to investigate the feasibility of using LH2
as a fuel for aircraft engines. These efforts comprised amongst other things the testing
of the J57 engine modified for hydrogen operation, and the development of a hydrogen-
fuelled demonstration engine to be used for supersonic reconnaissance [Dahl and
Suttrop, 2001a].

Stimulated by military needs of longer range and higher altitude, testing with hydrogen
was performed at the NACA Lewis Research Centre from the mid 1950s [Dahl and
Suttrop, 200la; and Conrad, 1979]. Three different turbojet engines were evaluated in
altitude test chambers (J-47, J-65-B-3 and J-71-A-1 1). The combustor test showed that
the combustion efciencies attained with hydrogen were superior to those achieved by
the production JP-combustor at altitudes above 22-24 kilometres. The hydrogen was
extremely stable and an essentially extended relight capability could be demonstrated.
Somewhat surprisingly regarding the hydrogen combustion system was that exhaust gas
temperature non-uniformities were observed. This drawback was, however, considered
tobe correctable by careful attention to the hydrogen and air injection and mixing
process.

After testing in an altitude chamber, the J-65 engine and hydrogen supply system
components were installed on the B-57 airplane. With one of the engines operated on
hydrogen the aircraft was successfully own in February 1957 (Figure 1-8). The left
engine which was configured for hydrogen was able to run on JP-4 fuel for take-off and
initial cruise. At high altitudes the transition to hydrogen operation was performed in
two steps: purging of hydrogen lines and dual fuel operation for two minutes before
switching to hydrogen alone. Over 40 transitions were performed in the program. The
helium in the right Wing tip mounted tank was used to pressurise the ullage above the
LI-12 in the left wing tip mounted tank, thus forcing it through the heat exchanger.

Having accomplished the tests, it was concluded that various technology advances were
required and some technical problems needed to be solved before application to civil

x
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aviation would be feasible. Engine re-designs to better capitalise on the hydrogen
characteristics to improve performance needed to be studied further. One problem that
occurred was that the transition to hydrogen was accompanied by signicant
uctuations in engine speed, which was believed to be a consequence of unsteady
boiling in the heat exchanger and thus causing rapid changing of hydrogen ow to the
engine. The activities were closed in 1958 because military studies indicated that the
costs ofproviding hydrogen to all strategic aircraft bases would be excessive.
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Figure 1-8.-B-5_7 Aírplane equipped -with hydrogen system [Conrad, 1979].

In the 1970°s, the General Electric Company participated in design studies and research
and development programs conceming using hydrogen for aircraft propulsion systems
[Payzer and Renninger, 1979]. These efforts were mainly a consequence of the OPEC
oil price dictation Which caused the world to become conscious of the possibility that
the availabilityof fossilfuels may be restricted. Performance of various unconventional
cycle congurations were evaluated and compared with a basic cycle. The predicted
aircraft mission performance was also assessed. Some results and conclusions are
presented in section 2.2.4.

During this period also various other studies supported by the NASA Langley Research
Center were accomplished [Brewer, 1981; and Brewer, 1979]. These studies comprised
investigations of both subsonic ¬  and super_soni_c aircraft designed to' use synthetic
aviation grade kerosene (synjet); liquid hydrogeniand liquid methane. The results
showed that LH; was an outstanding fuel for .use in future transport aircraft. Various
engine designs employed in this study were evaluated in a study performed by
AiResearch-Arizona Division [Baerst and Riple, 1979]. More of this study is outlined in
section 2.2.4. Another study initiated due to the energy crisis is Pratt et al. (1974),
looking at the technical, economical and environmental impact of using hydrogen as a
turbojet engine fuel. 1 1 ' 1 ' '
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Further tests with aircraft using hydrogen were performed in the 1980°s by the Russian
TRUD4 who jointly developed an experimental Tu-155 aircraft. On this aircraft one of
the three production engines was converted to the dual fuel engine, NK-88, buming
either kerosene and LI-I2 or liquid natural gas (LNG) and kerosene [Sosounov and
Orlov, 1990]. This experimental aircraft, which is based on the Tu-154 passenger
aircraft, is provided with a hydrogen tank of 18 m3 in the rear fuselage (Figure 1-9). For
safety reasons the aircraft fuel section is either filled with nitrogen or constantly purged
with air from the aircraft conditioning system. The aircraft is also provided with a
helium system used for pipeline purging as well as control of the hydrogen fuel system
valves. The first ight was accomplished in April 1998 and it lasted for 21 minutes. As
opposed to earlier ight tests with aircraft using hydrogen, the whole ight mission was
performed with the NK-88 running on hydrogen. This experimental aircraft conducted
several ights with the NK-88 engine and all its systems running well without any shut-
downs, using both LI-I2 and LNG.
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Fígure 1-9. The Tu-155 aircraft layout [Sosounov and Orlov, 1990].

More recently, environmental concerns, as well as the expected depletion of fossil fuel
resources, have become the driving forces for research and development towards the
introduction of hydrogen energy into air trafc. During the 1990s Airbus Germany and
the Russian aircraft manufacturer Tupolev put much effort on resolving these issues
[Klug, 1997; Klug et al., l996; and Klug and Grassl, 1993]. These studies looked at
hydrogen from a systems perspective including various elds which are affected by
introducing hydrogen as a aviation fuel. In January 1992 a 58-month program, named
Euro-Québec I-Iydro-Hydrogen Pilot Project (EQHHPP), involving industry and
research establishments was initiated. This program was aimed at establishing the NOX

4 TRUD: Kuibyshev scientic-production association (KSPA) and Central Institute of Aviation Motors
(CIAM).
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reduction potential when burning hydrogen and providing design guidelines for later
development of real aero engine combustors [Shum et al., 1996]. In the third phase of
EQHHPP, analytical modelling and experimental tests of low-NOX combustors for aero
engines were performed [Ziemann et al., l998a; Ziemann et al., 1998b; and Dahl and
Suttrop, 1998]. As a result of the project, combustor congurations buming hydrogen
which offered very low NOX emissions were suggested (see section 2.3.3).

ln 2000 the EC-sponsored project CRYOPLANE was initiated. The project covered a
period of two years (from 2000 to 2002) and involved 36 partners from industry,
research institutes and universities. It was a system analysis of using liquid hydrogen for
civil subsonic aviation-, covering a range of subjects from hydrogen production methods
to the enviromnental compatibility. An overview of the results is given in the project
nal technical report [Westenberger, 2003b]. As for the engine and combustor design
when buming hydrogen, a number of papers and theses which condense results obtained
within or after the CRYOPLANE project are published: Svensson and Singh (2005),
Svensson and Singh (2004), Corchero and Montañes (2003), Boggia and Jackson
(2002), Boggia et al. (2001), and Boggia (2001). Examples of studies covering the
environmental effects of introducing hydrogen for aviation are Ponater et al. (2004),
Svensson et al. (2004), and Marquat et al. (2001). -

1.6 Objectives and Scope 1 ' º -
The overall' objective of this thesis .is to evaluate the potential of reducing the
environmental impact'of?c'i'vil subsonic aviation by changing the source of energy from.
kerosene to'the energy carrier hydrogenf In addition, the practical and technical
feasibilityof introducing hydrogen as fuel"i`s investigated. In order to address these
issues a number of selected elds are covered. The areas to study are selected on the
basis of theirrelevance for cryoplanes with respect to the environmental impact. When
buming hydrogen the only pollutant emissions' are water vapour and oxides of nitrogen.
'The NOX issue'is raised byistudying the engine and combustion chamber design in
detail, 'including the potentialto achieve low NOX emissions, when using hydrogen; As
the atmospheric effects of water vapour are highly dependent on' the altitude of
discharge, the subject of optimum cruise altitude for minimum environmental impact is
addressed. In* order to put the topics of the environmental impact of cryoplanes into
context, the'ipracticallviabilityl of this fuel change is assessed by iinvestigating the
implications on aiports and by briefly discussing available and envisioned methods for
hydrogen production. ` 'Y '

The subject of aircraft design when using-hydrogen, on the other hand, not covered
other than in general terms jin the thesis. Since the thesis is focused on the
environmental issues, which in this context mainly considers the pollutant emissions, it
seemed natural to limit the scope of the 'thesis this way. In those studies where an
aircraft is involved,`data are taken from the fmal reports of the work package dealing
with the aircraft congurations within the CRYOPLANE project (see section 1.5)
which suggested a number of liquid hydrpgen-fuelled aircraft congurations covering a
range of aircraft classes. Cost implications of introducing hydrogen fuel in civil aviation
are not embodied in this thesis. ' ' ' '
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As for the aero engine, the cycle and combustion chamber design need careful attention
to secure a safe and reliable operation, as well as to exploit fully the favourable
properties offered by using hydrogen for aero gas turbines. The engine could be
designed either with a minimum number of hardware changes or by employing
unconventional cycles, which exploit the cryogenic properties of hydrogen, in order to
improve the performance. In this thesis the main effects on aero gas turbines when
changing to hydrogen fuel, with emphasis on environmental issues, is covered. The
objective is to answer the question whether there are any signicant gains, in terms of
engine performance and pollutant emissions, as well as to assess the technical feasibility
of changing to hydrogen fuel. For reasons discussed in the thesis, there might be the
potential for lowering the NOX emissions compared with conventional kerosene
combustors. Using simulation tools, the potential of achieving low NOX emissions is
illustrated for a conventional as well as for a hydrogen-fuelled engine by calculating the
ame temperature for relevant operating conditions. Different engine cycle layouts are
evaluated and the consequences on design point performance are quantied. Design and
operational matters of particular interest when using hydrogen are discussed.

In general, the primary contributor to global warrning is, carbon dioxide (CO2). In
addition, essentially depending on the cruise altitude, H20 and NOX can play an
important role. In order to reduce the environmental burden from a aircraft, one may
either perform technical design improvements, for instance, on the airframe or on the
engine, or one may apply operational measures. The way of operating the aircraft may
be changed in several ways. In .the thesis the inuence of lowering the cruise altitude, as
a means of reducing the environmental impact, is investigated. The objective is to
identify the optimum cruise altitude for two equivalent medium-range aircraft, one
kerosene-fuelled and one LH;-fuelled, from a environmental point of view. For this
purpose both aircraft are re-optimised and compared for a number of different reduced
cruise altitudes. By carrying out detailed flight simulations, differences, in terms of
required changes in configuration and optimum cruise altitude for minimum
environmental burden, are identified for both aircraft types. In order to allow a simple
assessment of the global impact, in terms of global warming, from the emissions
discharged on a certain mission, a simple parametric model is derived.

The reason for choosing a medium-range aircraft for this study is that, from an
environmental point of view, ying medium ranges is preferable. For short ranges the
take-off and climb phases make up a large part of the total fuel consumption, and the
fuel consumption per person kilometre becomes high. For long ranges large quantities
of fuel need to be carried, resulting in a high average ight weight in relation to the
number of passengers, hence also giving large fuel consumption per person kilometre.
Thus, independently of which fuel type used, from a fuel consumption point of view, it
is preferable to y medium ranges. Since the main driver towards this fuel change is
environmental concerns, it makes sense also to suggest that the most efcient aircraft
class should be used to the largest possible extent when switching to hydrogen. Another
reason for choosing a medium-range aircraft is that it is the most frequently used aircraft
size in commercial aviation worldwide.

I-Iaving dened and quantied the consequences on the engine of going to hydrogen,
the subject of designing an aero gas turbine using hydrogen for low environmental
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impact is raised. In this context, the fuel consumption and emissions (water vapour and
NOX) are regarded to be of primary interest in order to address the environmental
impact. Rather than addressing a number of specic operating points, complete flight
missions are evaluated. The cryoplane under consideration for this study is also a
medium-range conguration.

The water vapour is proportional to the fuel consumption, whereas the NOX emissions
are dependent on the combustor inlet conditions and a number of combustion chamber
characteristics. In addition, reducing fuel bum and NOX might be in opposition to each.
other, implying that an engine design measure to reduce NOX might give rise to the fuel
bum and vice versa. Whilst the wish to lower the fuel consumption mainly is driven by
the objective of delivering products that promise low direct operating cost, the H20 and
N0 emissions are important to reduce due to environmental concerns of the impact on
the atmosphere and climate (see section 1.2). _ -

Whether engines should be designed for low mission fuel consumption or for low
mission NOX emissions in order to minimise the environmental impact is not obvious.
Therefore, both these options are covered. In order to study the potential of either lower
fuel bum and mission H20, or mission NOX emissions, a number of alternative engine
.cycles are selected, i.e. cycles featuring different combinations of COT (combustor
outlet temperature), 0PR (overall pressure ratio) and BPR (by-pass ratio). The amount
of H20 emissions is known directly from the fuel consumption (since the H20
emissions are proportional to the fuel bum)_,'while the NOX emissions are calculated
using a semi-empirical correlation. Rather than nding the optimum. engine cycle' for a
specic objective, the aim is to investigate a number of promising cycles in order to
provide some guidance on how to design «hydrogen-fuelled aero engines for medium-
range aircraft either for minimum mission fuel consumption or mission NOX emissions.

Introduction of cryoplanes in civil aviation has several advantages, both on a regional
and on a global scale. However, it poses formidable challenges regarding infrastructure
build-up at airports and obtaining efcient and viable methods for hydrogen production.
In addition, there is a need for the evaluation of practical feasibility by compilation of a
number of transition scenarios, which imply_ changing from a conventional eet .of
aircraft to a LH2-fuelled fleet over a certain time period. ~

The objectives of this thesis are to explore the feasibi_li.ty, potential and consequ_ences of
introducing a LH2-fuelled aircraft eet on a regional scale. The chosen .air traffic
segment is Scandinavian Airlines (SAS's) share (major airline in the region) -of the
Swedish domestic air trafc. Thetmain reason ,for choosing this air traffic segment.is
that the feasibility for introducing cryoplanes in .this region is expected, to be high..
Traffic growth curves are compiled by means of forecasts perfomed by the aviation
authority in Sweden, namely, the Swedish Civil Aviation Administration (SCAA).
According to these traffic growth curves and through consideration of the airline*s
approach to eet development, two different conventional eet developments are set up.
Next, four realistic transition scenarios are compiled, and the fuel requirement and
emissions related to these scenarios are estimated, and presented in relation to gures of
the conventional eet. The infrastructure changes needed at Stockholm/Arlanda airport
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and for distribution of the LH; are identified and assessed. Possible methods available
today and in the future for producing hydrogen are briefly discussed.

1.7 Thesis Structure

This thesis consists of six chapters, references and a number of appendices. After this
introductory chapter, the fundamental effects on aero engine pollutant emissions,
performance and design of changing to hydrogen fuel is covered (chapter 2). In this
chapter it is discussed how the engine cycle and combustion chamber should be
designed to exploit fully the favourable properties, in terms of performance and
pollutant emissions, offered by hydrogen usage.

In chapter 3 reducing the cruise altitude as a means to reduce the environmental impact
for a conventional and an equivalent cryoplane is investigated. The environmental
impact, in terms of global wanning potential (GWP), of a certain mission is assessed
using a simple parametric model. A derivation of the model is outlined in Appendix B.

Having looked at the fundamental effects on the engine of changing to hydrogen and the
optimum cruise altitude, the subject of designing an aero gas turbine using hydrogen for
low environmental impact is raised in chapter 4. The environmental impact is addressed
in terms of the mission fuel consumption and emissions (water vapour and NOX). A
derivation and evaluation of a semi-empirical NOX emission correlation is included. The
ight mission el consumption and emissions are estimated using a computer program
developed by the author for the purpose of this task. â

In chapter 5 the feasibility of introducing cryoplanes on a regional level is explored by
considering SAS°s share of the Swedish domestic air trafc. The air trafc growth
scenarios are described. Based on these growth gures, transition scenarios, i.e.
scenarios in which cryoplanes are gradually introduced, are compiled. The infrastructure
changes and possible hydrogen production methods at Stockhohn/Arlanda airport are
discussed.

To give a background to aero gas turbine performance, which this thesis discusses to a
large extent, a description of the fundamental aero engine theory and a discussion of
engine performance in general are given in the rst appendix, i.e. Appendix A.
Performance simulation softwares are described with particular emphasis on the
TurboMatch (Cranfeld University's own software) scheme, which is the code used for
the main part of the engine performance calculations conducted in this thesis.
Improvements and developments of the TurboMatch code performed by the author for
the purposes of this thesis are also described.
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2 EFFECTS OF USING HYDROGEN ON AERO

GAS TURBINE POLLUTANT EMISSIONS,

PERFORMANCE AND DESIGN

2.1 Introduction

As for the aero engine, the cycle and combustion chamber design need careful attention
to secure a safe and reliable operation, as well as to exploit lly the favourable
properties offered by using hydrogen for aero gas turbines. The engine could be
designed either with a minimmn niunber of hardware changes or by employing
unconventional cycles, which exploit the cryogenic properties of hydrogen, in order to
improve the performance.

This section covers the main effects on aero gas turbines when changing to hydrogen
fuel, with emphasis on environmental issues. The objective is to answer the question
whether there are any significant gains, in terms of engine performance and pollutant
emissions, as well as to assess the technical feasibility of changing to hydrogen fuel.
The effects on the performance are outlined in section 2.2, while the emissions are
discussed in section 2.3. For reasons discussed below, there might be the potential for
lowering the NOX emissions compared with conventional kerosene combustors. Using
simulation tools, the potential of achieving low NOX emissions is illustrated for a
conventional as well as for a hydrogen-fuelled engine by calculating the ame
temperature for relevant operating conditions (section 2.3.4). In section 2.4 design and
operational matters of particular interest when using hydrogen are discussed. The
chapter is concluded by a brief overview of the conclusions (section 2.5).

2.2 Engine Performance
When buming hydrogen in an aero gas turbine there are several issues that need to be
regarded. In addition to re-designing the combustion chamber, the minimum change that
needs to be adopted with the engine cycle is the implementation of facilities to
evaporate the hydrogen (which is stored in the tanks in a liquid state at 24 K) prior to its
entry into the combustion chamber. The fuel heating can be accomplished either by a
external heat source or a heat exchanger (HE) located at a suitable engine location.
Placing the HE outside the engine does not affect the engine performance; however, it
might cause practical problems when the fuel system is integrated with the other aircraft
systems. Available external heat sources are, for instance, cooling systems of hydraulic
uids, pumps, electric equipment and the cabin area [Boggia et al., 2001].

Looking at the option of employing a HE, there are various possible engine locations
which have been studied within the CRYOPLANE project [Corchero and Montañes,
2003; Boggia et al., 2001; Boggia and Jackson, 2001; and Boggia, 2001]. When
deciding where to place the HE, possible benefits in performance need to be weighed
against increased engine complexity and safety issues. Aiming at minimising the
number of hardware changes and prioritising safety issues, a HE located at the LPT
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(low-pressure turbine) exit is employed here. Other possible engine congurations are
discussed in section 2.2.4. - âº

In section 2.2.1 the engine used in the simulations is described. The heat exchanger is
analysed in section 2.2.2, including an approximate assessment of the heat transferring
area that would be required if the struts in the exhaust are to be employed to heat up the
hydrogen. A detailed design of a heat exchanger is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Effects on performance are illustrated in section 2.2.3 by carrying out engine
simulations. In addition, a number of suggested unconventional engine cycle
congurations are described and discussed (section 2.2.4). `

2.2.1 Choice of Engine for Simulations _
In order to investigate the consequences on performance when changing to hydrogen, a
particular engine, namely the V2527-A5 engine manufactured by IAE5, is simulated.
This is a tvvo-shaft boosted turbofan engine suitable for short- and medium-range
aircraft. The jets from the by-pass and core are unmixed. It features a single-stage fan, a
four-stage LP (low-pressure) compressor and a ten-stage HP (high-pressure)
compressor. The inlet guide vane and the rst three stages are variable. The HP and 'LP
turbines feature two and ve stages, respectively. The reason for choosing this engine is
that it is a typical, reasonably modern, medium-thrust turbofan engine, and that there are
sufficient public data on it to create a sufciently detailed model of .its performance.
Furthermore, this engine is suitable for the main study aircraft within the Cryoplane
project, namely the A320, which this work is based on. 4 º V ' '

With small modications (lower HPC isentropicó efciency and inclusion of losses in
the exhaust duct)' the -model is based on the one proposed within the CRYOPLANE
project [Boggia et al, 2001; Boggia and Jackson, 2001 ; and Boggia, 2001]. Also-, as
opposed to their model, a thrust coefcient, which is calculated depending on the
expansion ratio of the nozzle and hence varies with the operating condition, is applied
here. Using this methodology, a thrust coeffcient equal to about' 0.98 'is applied. In
total, therefore,~ a slightly. decreased performance in terms of SFC (specic fuel
consumption) and ISPT (specic thrust) is obtained here than~ presented ~ in the
CRYOPLANE project. The-main design parameters at thedesign point areas follows: 5

0 Design point: take-off, static sea-level, ISA+l0 K
0 BPR: 4.8
0 OPR: 28.5 (1.5 x 2.0 x 9.5)
0 Thust:l1`7.9 kN P º ~ -V º '

The component efciencies and pressure ratios assumed are given in Table'2~l, while
the assumed pressure losses taken account for'fare displayed in Table 2-2.' Neither
overboard bleeds nor power extraction is included. The outer fan pressure ratio chosen
here is lower than the optimum, i.e.' the valuethat minimises' SFC and m.axim.ises
specic thrust for a given engine core and BPR-. A fan.pres.s_ure ratio lower than_th_e

5 Intemational Aero-engines AG: international consortium comprising UTC (Pratt`& Whitney), JAEC
(Japanese Aero Engines Corporation, comprising IHI, KHI and-MHI) and MTU DaimlerChrystler
Aerospace). . j ~âº6 A isentropic process is a process that is both adiabatic (no heat transfer) and reversible. A
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Qptirmn...i§_9@9..@nn.h§§_.19;@u<2§_.§1§sign at_.tb_@. expense oía
yery_ ,s_rnal_l_p_en,alty_in__ S_]F_Q [P_i_lid_i_s,_Ä)_0__1_]. In Appendix A.3, section A.3.2 the design
point performance behaviour including prerequisites for a proper choice of fan pressure
ratio of a turbofan engine is outlined.

Table 2-1. Assumed component datafor the V252 7-A5 engine.

Component Pressure ratio Isentropic efficiency
Outer fan 1.7 0.88
Inner fan 1.5 0.89
Booster 2.0 0.88
High pressure compressor 9.5 0.87
High pressure turbine - 0.91
Low pressure turbine - 0.91

Table 2-2. Losses taken accountfor to model the V252 7-A5 engine.

Component Pressure loss [%]
Intake 0.2
By-pass duct 1.5
Combustor 3.0
Exhaust duct 1.0

To enable higher turbine entry temperatures than the maximum allowable metal
temperature, cooling ofhot parts is required. This is accomplished by bleeding off a part
of the compressed air which then passes through cooling passages inside the blades.
Generally the NGV (nozzle guide vane) and HP turbine rotor need to be cooled. Also air
needs to be taken off for sealing, aiming to stop expanding gases from penetrating the
disk system. I order to simulate these effects, the same numbers as applied by Boggia
et al. (2001) are applied. It is assumed that 15% of the core air is bled off after the HP
compressor. Depending on where expansion work takes place, this air is mixed with the
hot gases at different points along the expansion. To simulate NGV cooling, 12.5% of
the bleed is injected immediately before the HP turbine, and the remaining 2.5% is
injected immediately before the LP turbine to be used for HP rotor cooling and seals.

2.2.2 Evaluation of Heat Exchangers i

Practicallyilgheat exchanging might be accomplished by employing the ,struts_,_º\_/hich
are the mechanical structures in the exhaust which hold the rotors in place and are
connecting the bearings° outer structure. These are already-existing structures that do
not add any pressure loss and do not cause any significant changes in engine complexity
or engine weight. The idea is to pass the hydrogen through the hollow struts which are
heated on the outside by the exhaust gases. Due to the potential detrimental
consequences of a fuel leakage, there are, however, safety issues associated with this
design. In order to employ this idea, the design would have to meet the airworthiness
requirement. Alternatively, the HE could feature a simple co«il_t_ube_ placed over the

Qaêingtawiding major engine changes
and@od|Qy_ge_a_1lj_ç_t_p_ipe,_[Corchero and_1\/Iontañes, 2003],
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In order to obtain a stable combustion and to avoid the critical temperature where
density and viscosity of the hydrogen varies essentially with temperature, which is
about 60 K, the hydrogen needs to be heated up prior to its entry into the combustion
chamber. Furthermore, hydrogen re-liquefaction across the fuel nozzle due to the
pressure drop is prevented by the fuel pre-heating. For these reasons it was suggested
within the CRYOPLANE project that the temperature of the hydrogen prior to the
combustion chamber should exceed 150 K_[Corchero_~, and l\_/Iontañes, 2003], In the
subsequent calculations a fuel injection temperature of<2®( is used.

The energy necessary to raise the fuel temperature to the required value is taken into
account by decreasing the exhaust gases totaltemperature before the nozzle expansion,
which in turn decreases the thrust output slightly. The temperature drop is calculated by
employing the consevation of energy equation for a steady-ow system [Cengel and
Boles, 1996], with the notations given in Figure 2-1:

Control H2 in:
V0|l-'me WH2. hnzin, TH2in

""'I

Â¦Ä±Ä±Ä±Ä±Ä±Ä±Ä±
Â¦Ä±Ä±__-4

Gases in: Gases out:
VVgº hgin, Tgin Heat Wg, hgouh Tgout

exchanger
*Fi*

Ä±Ä±Ä±Ä± .Ä±Ä±Ä±Ä±IÄ±Ä±Ä±Ä±
Ä±

H2 OUlI
WH2º hH2outº TH2out

Fígure 2-1. Nqtatiensfor a heat exehanger to evaporate the hydrogen.

I ` I Q = Z W014! i hau! i_ Z VVír i hin i

iwhereQ denotes heat transfer, E denotes work input (or output), W denotes mass ow
and h denotes enthalpy. The left-hand side_of the equation is equal to the total energy
crossing the control volume boundary as heat and work per unit time. The right-hand
side is equal to the change in total energy of the control volume per unit of time
(potential and kinetic energy is neglected). Neglecting any heat losses of the heat
exchanger (Q=0), the left-hand side is equal to zero,«thus: V ^ º 1

Ws `(hg _ hg0)=

W112Knowingthe mass ows, inlet condition for the combustion gases (subscript g) as well
as the inlet and the required outlet condition for the hydrogen for a certain operating
point, the enthalpy of the gases. at the outlet may be calculated, and thereby also -the
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4 K. n accordance with the methodology for recuperators, a thermal effectiveness, 2,|amre drop of the gas ow. The Ml1ydrogen_i_r1l_b_tM@_n_1perature is assumed to be
%âºHE may be defined as the ratio of hydrogen temperature rise to the ideal value,
the latter being the difference between the gas and hydrogen inlet air temperatures
[Walsh and Fletcher, 1998]:

T V T .
8

=Tgn _ TH2zâ

In the calculatio1_i_s__the_e_ffecfdven§s is computed for the design point using equati9__nºp(2-
_3), and for off-design conditions the temperature drop__prior to the exhaust nozzle is
c_alcul_a_ted by assumingtliat the effectiveness is preserved, In practice, during part load
conditions the effectiveness increases, as physical mass ow reduces while the volume
or area remains xed [Walsh and Fletcher, 1998]. However, as the temperature drop in
the exhaust has a small inuence on the thrust output, the exclusion of increased
effectiveness for decreased power settings will have a negligible effect on the off-design
performance.

Knowing the required heat transfer, Q, to heat up the hydrogen as desired and the
temperatures of the gas and hydrogen in and out of the heat exchanger, the area, A,
required to accomplish the heat exchange can be estimated. Note that this Q is different
from the Q used in equation (2-1), which concerned heat uxes across the boundaries of
the control volume. The objective here is to estímate approximately the area
requirement if using the struts to evaporate the hydrogen. From the definition of the
overall heat transfer coefcient, U, the heat transfer for a heat exchanger can be written
as [Incropera and DeWitt, 1996]:

Q = UA ~ AT, (2-4)

where ATm is the overall mean temperature difference for the heat exchanger. If effects
of fouling are neglected and the overall surface efficiency is assumed equal to one, the
total thermal resistance to heat transfer between two uids can be expressed as the sum
of the thermal resistance for convection on the hot and the cold side, respectively, and
the thermal resistance for conduction [Incropera and DeWitt, 1996]:

1: 1 + b + 1 25
UA (ot-A), º~A (ot-A), (`)

where o is the convection heat transfer coefcient, b is the wall thickness (between the
hot and cold uids),]t is the thermal conductivity of the heat exchanger material, and h
and c refer to the hot and cold sides of the heat exchanger (HE), respectively. The
expression for ATm is dependent on the directions of the ow streams within the heat
exchanger, i.e. whether it is a parallel- or cotmter-ow heat exchanger. In addition, it
could be a mix of these types. As for the case discussed here to warm up the hydrogen,
the heat exchanger appears to be more like a counter-ow type. Following Incropera
and DeWitt (1996), the appropriate mean temperature difference for a heat exchanger is
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a log mean temperature difference. For a counter-ow heat exchanger, the following
expression for the log mean temperature difference is derived:

ATI" = : (Timm _ Tcin )_ (Thin _ I1c0ut )
ln Iiot _ Tcín_ TcouÄ±

The heat transfer coefcient is estimated using the Nusselt number, dened as:

cx~L
NE? _~H

Ä/ (27)

where L is a characteristic length of the heat transferring object and Äf is the thermal
conductivity of the uid in question. Considering the option of employing the struts to
evaporate the hydrogen, the heat transferring area is assumed to be a flat plate in parallel
ow. According to Incropera and DeWitt (1996) the Nusselt number can be shown to be
a function only of a dimensionless length parameter, Reynolds number, Re, and Prandtl
number, Pr. The denitions of Re and Pr can be found in textbooks on heat and mass
transfer, for instance, Incropera and DeWitt (1996). Assuming a at 'plate in parallel
ow and that the ow is turbulent, i.e. the Reynolds number of a strut is larger than the
critical value of 5x105, an average Nusselt number can be determined 'by [Incropera and
DeWitt, 1996]: .fm ` , _ _ 4

,.1 ~ '_ -- '~` 'x
, W _ i' ñL=Pf'~(o.o3i'R@-871) Ä (2-s)

This equation is valid for 0.6<Pr<60, 5x105<Re<108 and a critical Reynolds number
equal to 5x105. 1 1

In this context an approximate number on area requiremfent is sufcient. Therefore, a
number of simplifying assumptions are made, in accordance with guidance from
Professor Bengt Sundén at Lund University, Sweden [Sundén, 2004]. The thermal
resistance for conduction (second term of the right-hand side of. equation (2-5)) is
expected to be small in comparison to the resistance terms for convection., Furthermore,
the convection heat transfer coefcient on the cold side, Otc, where the uid is a mixture
of liquid and gaseous hydrogen, is expected to be essentially higher than that on the hot
side at which the fluid is a warm gas of high velocity. For these reasons, therefore, the
thermal resistance is assumed only to be constituted of the thermal resistance, for
convection on the hot side._An area assessment based on these simplications indicates
a minimum area requirement, as the thermal resistances for conduction and convection
on the coldside are neglected (taking these into account might increase the area
requirement). -1 -

Using TurboMatch (Craneld Universitys own software for gas turbine engine
design/off-design performance calculations) the required heat transfer, the temperature
of the gas ow at inlet and outlet, and the exhaust velocity are calculated for the design
point for the V2527-A5 engine (the operating point corresponds to the third column in
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Table 2-5 in section 2.2.3). The version of TurboMatch employed here is changed to
enable simulation of hydrogen-fuelled engines [Boggia, 2001]. A brief description of
the code along with the changes and improvements that have been performed in the
code are presented in Appendix A.3. The relevant heat exchanger conditions for the
design point are listed in Table 2-3.

Table 2-3. Relevant heat exchanger conditions.

Parameter Value
Q [kw] 14035
vg... [m/S] 450.9
Tg... [K] 789.7
Tg... [K] 770.6
Tam [K] 24
Tmom [K] 250

A schematic figure of the exhaust struts are shown in Figure 2-2 and approximate
dimensions are listed in Table 2-4. The thermo physical properties of the exhaust gases
are taken for air at the average gas temperature (780.1 K) at atmospheric pressure
[Incropera and DeWitt, 1996]: kinematic viscosity: 8l.53xl0`6 m2/s, heat conductivity:
56.35xl0`3 W/m K and Prandtl number: 0,706. Taking the chord of the struts as the
characteristic length, the Reynolds number (chord times gas velocity divided by
kinematic Viscosity) equals 9.57xl05, i.e. larger than the critical Reynolds number
(5xl05) and hence the ow is turbulent. Using equation (2-8) the average Nusselt
nmnber becomes 12308, and from the denition of 'Nusselt number (equation (2-7)) an
average convection heat transfer coefcient of 400.9 W/m2 K is obtained. Equation (2-
6) gives a log mean temperature difference, AT| equal to 637.5 K. Combining

equatizons (2-4) and (2-5), the minimum heat transferring area at the gas side is equal to5.5 m _

iº

Figure 2-2. Schematicgure ofthe exhaust struts.
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Table 2-4. Approximate dimensions ofthe V2500 exhaust slruts [Jac/(son, 2004]. ~

Parameter _ Value
Chord [mm] 173
Root radius, inlet [mm] 259
Root radius, outlet [mm] 230
Tip radius, inlet [mm] 461
Tip radius, outlet [mm] 422
Thickness [mm] 35
Lean [°] 10
Number of stmts Unknown ~ approximately 12

Considering the approximate stnt dimensions, the total area on the ggas side_becomes
about 0.82 m2, which is signicantly less_than the magnitude required to heat up the
hydrogen from 24 to 250 K. Thus, in order to employ the struts as the heat exchanger,
an additional heat source, such as an external system, is needed. The simplified
calculations outlined here, suggest that the stnts would be sufcient to heat up the
hydrogen only by about 25-30 K. One option would, therefore, be to use an extemal
heat source for the remaining temperature rise prior to the struts. An altemative is to
place a heat exchanger in the exhaust, featuring a simple coil tube placed over the inside
face of the jet pipe casing. Though this solution .may incur additional pressure losses in
the exhaust, it is, as discussed previously, believed that it would give a relatively
aerodynamically clean jet pipe. ` ~ ' ' r V

In all calculations presented in this thesis, the-, energy necessary to.raise the fuel-
temperature from the storage temperature-vis *taken into accountiby decreasing the
exhaust gas temperature accordingly. A detailed design of a heat exchanger is beyond
the scope of this thesis, and no reasonable gures on possible losses due to the inclusion
of a heat exchanger are available. Therefore, no other effects of a heat exchanger than
_an exhaust gas temperature drop are taken into account in subsequent calculations.
Looking at the design of a heat exchanger and its consequences on engine performance
and weight is recommended as further work. .

2.2.3 Engine Performance Estimations _
The effects on the engine performance by changing to hydrogen fuel are estimated for
the V2527-A5 engine using TurboMatch. Three engines with the same BPR, OPR and
inlet mass ow `- one using kerosene and two using hydrogen - are simulated for the
design point. When changing to hydrogen, either the combustor outlet temperature or
the net thrust could be retained. Performance data for these two options together with
the datum engine burning kerosene are shown i Table 2-5. 4 e'
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Table 2-5. Performance comparison at take-offcorditíons.

Ker. H2, eq.
COT

A [%] H2, eq. FN A [%]

W| [kg/s]
W12 S]
FN [kN]
Cor [K]
TET [K]
SFC [g/kN s]
ESFC [J/N S]
SPT [N s/kg]
Acorenoz369.3

1.167
117.9
1555
1471
9.8999
426.9
319.2
0.3343

369.3
0.4369
121.7
1555
1473
3.5909
430.9
329.5
0.2862

C-.62š>
3.2

0.2
-63.7
0.9
3.2
-14.4

369.3 .
0.4136
117.9
1522
1443
3.5092
421.1
319.2
0.3228

,/`1
-64.64,

-2.2
-1.9
-64.6
-1.4

-3.4
WOM., [kg/S] 64.839 64.109 _1.1 64.086 -1.2
Vom., [m/S] 387.8 450.9 16.3 391.9 1.1

Due to the considerably higher heating Value of hydrogen, the fuel ow to achieve the
same COT or net thrust is reduced by almost two-thirds. When the COT is preserved,
the net thrust increases by 3.2% for this particular case, resulting in a corresponding
increased specific thrust (SPT). The energy consumption, reected here as energy
specic fuel consumption (ESFC) (SFC times the lower heating Value), increases
slightly, but less than 1%. Despite the fact that the mass ow through the core nozzle
decreases, the Velocity increases and a smaller nozzle area is required. The other option
considered is to retain the net thrust. This is obtained by lowering the COT by 33 K. In
terms of energy consumption, this is slightly benecial, since ESFC decreases by l.4%.
The values of area, nozzle mass ow and Velocity of the by-pass stream are not
displayed, since they do not change when changing fuel.

Following Boggia and Jackson (2002), the performance improvements could be
explained by the two fundamental changes when using hydrogen: reduced mass ow
and changed composition of the gases expanding through the turbine(s). Whereas the
latter improves the performance, the former deteriorates the performance. Reduced mass
ow through the turbine lowers the thrust output for two reasons. Decreasing the fuel
ow implies that the exhaust mass ow decreases accordingly (see Table 2-5); hence,
without any Variation in gas composition, the thrust output decreases. For the computed
cases, the mass ow through the core nozzle decreases by about 1%. In addition, a
reduced mass ow through the turbine will result in a higher total temperature drop, and
thereby also a total pressure drop across the turbine in order to deliver the same amount
of power to the compressor. As a consequence of the lower total temperature and
pressure at the turbine exit, both the pressure thrust (thrust due to different pressure at
engine inlet and exit, see Appendix A.l, equation (A-1)) and the momentum thrust
decrease. The latter is an effect of decreased core nozzle Velocity.

I-Iowever, the loss in thrust_due_to reduced mass _ow is offset by the increased thrust

With the use of hydrogen, the combustion products contain no CO2 and a larger portion
of H20, which has a higher Cp Value than CO2. Having investigated a simple turbojet
engine, Boggia and Jackson (2002) concluded that the Cp Value has increased by about
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4% in the hot section of the engine when changing to hydrogen fuel use. Increased Cp
value through the turbine will similarly, but in the opposite direction as reduced mass
ow, affect the performance. For a xed power output it will cause smaller total
temperature and pressure drops across the turbine. Provided that the core nozzle is not
choked, a larger nozzle expansion ratio will result in a larger exhaust velocity, which in
turn will increase the momentum thrust. In total,_the_positive effectof increasedßp
value outweighs the effect of reduced mass ow, and hence results in an increased net
thrust when switching to hydrogen and retaining the COT. V ~

Since ESFC does not decrease when changing to hydrogen and preserving the COT,
slightly more fuel in terms of energy is required when buming hydrogen to attain a
certain COT for the conguration investigated here. It should be pointed out that the
energy consumption to attain a certain COT is highly dependent on the fuel injection
temperature and the location of the heat exchanger (HE) used to evaporate the liquid
hydrogen. By heating the fuel more, it is possible to achieve performance benets (see
section 2.2.4). .

The effects on engine performance are quite small; but still there are some desired
features that could be exploited. If the COT is kept the same, the TET is also about the
same, thus requiring the same cooling technology. An increased specic thrust implies
that the inlet mass ow, and thereby the physical size of the engine, may be reduced to
achieve the same net thrust.~ The in-ight performance will in turn be benecially
affected through reduced -engine drag and weight. However, to fully address the mission
performance of a cryoplane compared with a conventional aircraft, the increased thrust
requirement at cruise needs to be included. Mission performance V estimations are
addressed in chapters*3, 4 and 5. ` ` v f « 4 ' - t

As for the option of lowering the COT to preserve the net thrust, there are a few
interesting consequences worth mentioning. The decrease in TET of more than 30 K
will require less advanced cooling technology as well as having a favourable effect 'on
turbine blade life. Due to a lower ESFC, the amount of fuel needed for a certain mission
is decreased. Moreover, -designingv for a lower maximum cycle temperature will help to
suppress the NOX emissions (see section 2.3.l); ' ' C `

2.2.4 Unconventional Engine Cycles . ' ` .
-Asfor the case of evaporating the hydrogen using a -HE suited within the engine cycle,
the cryogenic properties of hydrogen could be exploited to improve the perfonnance
through the usage of unconventional cycles. Some of these cycles are also""proposed.for
kerosene-powered cycles; however, the main advantage when using hydrogen is the
involvement of an additional fluid with favourable properties. 'Considering
unconventional designs, there are basically fouroptions, and various combinations of
these that could be employed [Boggia et al., 2001; Boggia and Jackson, 2001; Boggia,
2001; Baerst and Riple, 1979; and Payzer and Renninger, 1979]:

0 Pre-heating the hydrogen fuel with exhaust gases
0 Cooling the compressor air with hydrogen fuel
0 Cooling turbine cooling air with hydrogen fuel
0 Hydrogen topping cycle
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The design principle, objectives, advantages and drawbacks of these concepts are
outlined in the following subsections.

2.2.4.1 Pre-heating the Hydrogen Fuel with Exhaust Gases
If the hydrogen was to be evaporated using a heat source within the engine cycle, a HE
suited at the LPT exit is considered to be the safest solution as well as the configuration
that imposes the minimtun number of hardware changes. Us_igg_this configurati_Qn_g and
heating the hydrogen to¬_tl_¶e minimum_fuel tei_np_erature impo_sçd ,by_fue_l
systemneeds,was considered to be the conventional hydrogen engine congration within
the CRYOPLANE project [Corchero and Montañes, 2003]. However, by heating_tE
fuel more, a larger amount of energy needs to be taken out of the exhaust ow, but on
the other hand, less fuel would be required to achieve a certain COT, thereby providing
performance benefits. In order to extract more energy from the exhaust ow, the HE
needs to be designed for a higher thermal effectiveness, which implies that the physical
size of the I-IE needs to be increased.

By repeating the calculations for the engine discussed in section 2.2.3 (without re-
optimising the outer fan pressure ratio) for a fuel temperature of 600 K instead of 250 K
and preserving the COT, it was found that the ESFC decreased to 414.2 J/N s, the net
thrust decreased to 120.7 kN and the HE thermal effectivenessíequation (2-1)) needs to
b_e_increased/om 0.295 to 0.755. Thus, at the expense of a significantly increased HE
effectiveness and a slightly decreased net thrust, the energyconsumption to attain the
same COT may be decreased by 3.7% as compared with the kerosene-fuelled engine.
As hydrogen has a high Cp value, it is capable of capturing large amounts of energy,
hence reducing the ESFC [Boggia et al., 2001]. The small thrust loss is explained by the
increased temperature drop prior to the exhaust nozzle.

Although a effectiveness of 0.755 is not large compared »with those of recuperators
which are designed for an effectiveness of about 0.8, it might not be .reasonable to
exclude pressure losses in the exhaust nozzle when evaluating the engine performance.
_If an externalheat source is not employed, a heat exchanger suited at the LPT exit to
increase the fuel temperature to 600 K might give rise to no_n-n_e_gl_igible pressure losses
in the exhaust nozzle.

These results are in agreement with the results of Boggia et al. (2001), who found that
the SFC decreased by 3.9%, while the SPT decreased slightly, by 08%, when heating
the fuel to 600 K instead of 250 K.

2.2.4.2 Cooling the Compressor Air with Hydrogen Fuel
As the compression work is roughly proportional to the temperature rise across the
compressor (assuming constant Cp), cooling the compressor air offers performance
advantages. If the compressor outlet temperature is fixed, the OPR could be increased,
which mainly affects the SFC benecially. Alternatively, the excessive work could be
used to provide a higher fan pressure ratio, thus giving a higher fan thrust.
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The compressor air could be cooled before the compressor (pre-cooling), between the
HP and LP compressor (inter-cooling) or continuously during the compression process.
The latter is accomplished through the cooling of the stator and intermediate guide
vanes along the compression process. This technique offers the highest perfomiance
gains, but technically it is also the most complicated method to use [Payzer and
Renninger, 1979]. âº

Using a HE suited before the booster inlet of the V2527-A5 engine, Boggia et al. (2001)
found that the SFC decreased by 5.7% and the SPT increased by 6.7% compared with
their reference cycle. »To obtain these benets they increase the OPR and BPR, and even
when the increased weight (due to the heat exchanger) is included, the performance is
improved because the thrust to weight ratio is increased by l.2%. .â

There are, however, problems with designs featuring a HE at engine inlet. In addition to
the increased engine weight and complexity owing to the inclusion of a HE, the main
disadvantage of this concept is the 'risk of foreign object damage [Corchero and
Montañes, 2003]. Another problem, which is particularly pronounced for pre-cooled
cycles, is the risk of icing on the air side of the HE. If the air is cooledbelow the
equilibrium temperature at which the partial pressure of the water vapour is equal to its
vapour pressure, water vapourwill deposiit out on the HE'walls directly as an ice lm
[Payzer and Renninger, 1979]'-. Ice and frost formation initially tend toincrease the heat
transfer coefcient, but eventually clogging will occur and consequently the air flow
will be -reduced. Neverthe'le'ss, Payzer and Renningeri.'(l979) concluded that an-to-fuel
HEs that -fully, justify; the engine P fuel - ow without air side ,freezing can be
accomplished; _ ~ º V . .. _ A - . - r âº

2.2.4.3 Cooling Turbine Cooling Air with Hydrogen Fuel
Nomally the NGVs and the rotor of the HP turbine need to be cooled, as the TET
exceeds the maximum-allowable metal temperature. This is accomplished by bleeding
off a portion of the compressed air which is passed through cooling passages inside the
blades, By cooling the «bleed air using the hydrogen fuel in a hydrogen-to-air HE, the
blade cooling is made 'more effective andrhence the maximum allowable TET is
increased. The energy output of.the core is highly dependent on the level 'of TET. If it is
increased, more energy needs to be provided through the fuel, but the thrust output
increases significantly. By employing this concept (increasing TET by l40'K;) and re-
designing the cycle through increased BPR and number of LPT stages, Boggia et al.
(2001) attained an increased thrust to weight ratio of'8.4% and a decreased SFC of
2.l%. - 1 ' . ~ .

One drawback associated with this technologyis. the complex design problems that have
to be addressed when the routing of the turbine cooling air is re-designed. Another
drawback is the severe thermal gradients in the blades due to the colder cooling air,
which might cause low cycle fatigue damage [Baerst and Riple, 1979].

Although very advanced in tenns of design features, it might in the very long run be
possible to cool the relevant parts of the turbine directly using the hydrogen, without the
usage of any HE. This would imply that there would be no decrease in cycle
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performance as a consequence of the normal cooling air extraction [Payzer and
Renninger, 1979]. Moreover, the losses associated with the heat exchanging process are
eliminated, and the introduction of any signicant weight penalties is avoided.

2.2.4.4 Hydrogen Topping Cycle
In order to boost the net thrust output, the main engine could be mechanically coupled
to a topping loop. The topping loop could, depending on how much increased engine
complexity is accepted, be more or less complex. The conguration proposed by
Boggia et al. (2001) consists of a fuel pump, HE, compressor, combustor and turbine. In
their design a fraction of the compressor air ow, which is fed to the topping cycle
where it is pre-cooled (in a hydrogen-to-air HE) and compressed, is bled off. Hydrogen
is compressed, pre-heated (in the hydrogen-to-air HE) and bumt very fuel-n'ch in a
combustor which is provided with the bled air. The combustion products, composed of a
mixture of stoichiometric products and hydrogen, are then expanded in the topping
turbine and fed to the main engine bumer where the hydrogen bums completely with
the main air stream. Using this configuration it was found that the SPT increased by
11.1% and the SFC decreased by 1.1% compared with their reference cycle.

Looking at the practical feasibility of the additional components, Boggia et al. (2001)
found that the small dimensions of the radial turbomachinery to perform the topping
cycle compression, do not pose any design problems. Neither is the design of the
combustor of the topping loop expected to cause any problems. However, they claim
that the sealing of the topping cycle, where a el-rich, high=.pressure hot mixture must
be kept separate from the air, would be technically very difficult to achieve safely.
Owing to this the concept was rejected as impractical.

2.2.4.5 Conclusíons on Unconventional Engine Design
According to Boggia et al. (2001) who studied and compared the four different cycles
described above, the_¶__p~re_-__cool§ed and__l|1*igh TET cycles appeared to be the most
promising, offering a reduction in operationalicost in the order of 3%. Furthermore, they
point out that the positive aspect of these two cycles is that the innovations are
technically feasible and do not involve any additional turbomachinery. The
configuration with pre-heating of the fuel is the simplest solution and would require
only minimum modifications to the base engine.

Payzer and Renninger (1979) conclude that there is a denite thermodynamic benet in
switching from hydrocarbon fuel to hydrogen fuel due to the difference in fuel
properties. However, having evaluated eight, different unconventional cycles, both in
terms of uninstalled engine perfonnance and ,aircraft mission performance, they state
that the additional complexity associated with these cycles does not appear to be
justied. r

2.3 Pollutant Emissions
When buming hydrogen the emissions are reduced to water vapour(I-120) and oxides of
nitrogen (NOX). In fact, the emission index of H20 increases by a factor of about 2.6.
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All emissions containing carbon and sulphur are eliminated. Besides, for reasons
discussed in this section, there is the potential for lowering the NOX emissions as
compared with conventional combustors using kerosene. Therefore, to achieve
satisfactory emission characteristics, the challenge is to minimize the NOX emissions
while presen/ing or reducing the SFC. Performing research focused on reducing NOX
emissions of gas turbines is highly important, since the effects of these emissions upon
the environment and on human health are considerable, see section 1.2.2.

This' section is introduced by a discussion of the NOX formation processes, followed by
a section dealing with the consequences on the NOX emissions of using hydrogen. In
section 2.3.3 combustion chamber design is discussed, and nally in section 2.3.4 the
potential of achieving low NOX emissions is illustrated by conducting simulations for
the V2527-A5 engine. .

2.3.1 NOX Formation Processes in Combustion
Most of the nitrogen oxides formed during combustion are in the form of NO; however,
subsequently the NO oxidizes to N02. Usually these are lumped together, and the result
is expressed in terms of oxides of nitrogen (NOX). The formation processes of NO in
combustion are complex and generally comprise different mechanisms: thermal NO,
prompt NO, nitrous oxide (N20) mechanism and fuel NO [Lefebvre, 1998]. In buming
hydrogen, thermal NO formation is the most contributing mechanism to the total N0
formation. Therefore this mechanism will be discussed more in detail (although still not
very comprehensively), whilst the others will only be covered very briey. As for fuel
NO, this is nitrogen which 'is'org`anically-bonded to the fuel that during combustion
reacts with oxygen. Since neither kerosene nor hydrogen contains any nitrogen, this
mechanism is not discussed any further.

Thermal NO ispproduced from _t_h_e nitrogen and oxygen present in the air in the high-
temperature regions 'of the ame and in the postame gases. The process .is endothermic
and it proceeds at a considerable rate,__on_l_y_ at temperatures above around ~1~850º K
[Lefebvre, 1998]. In.stoichiometric and lean systemspthe thermal NO formation is
generally considered to be predicted by the extended Zeldovich mechanism: V A

- ~.- . 1 ' 2.1.... J _ (_ . f '3
- « _o._;.20 1 (2-9)

e-~ ' ~ *
N+0H=N0+H ._ Q4n. . f  -

. « ,. _«-^ - 1 âº
As a consequence of the competition between the fuel and the nitrogen for the available
oxygen, NO fonnation is found to peak on the fuel lean side of the stoichiometric fuel-
air mixture [Lefebvre, 1998]. The thermal NO formation is largely controlled by ame
temperature, and little NO is formed at temperatures below around 1850 K. As the
flame temperature increases roughly linearly with the inlet air temperature, the thermal
NO fomiation is expected to be highly inuenced by the inlet air temperature, which
also is conrmed by experimental work by Rink and Lefebvre (1989). According to
Lefebvre (1998) the N0 formation increases linearly with time but it does not achieve
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its equilibrium value, since the time generally is too short in a conventional gas turbine
combustor. For very lean premixed combustors, however, the NO formation is largely
independent of residence time. In order to derive an empirical correlation to predict NO
production for conventional kerosene-fuelled combustors, Lefebvre (1984) assumed that
the exhaust concentrations are dependent on three terms which are selected to represent
mean residence time in the combustion zone, chemical reaction rates and mixing rates.

Prompt NO is a designation for NO that under certain conditions is fomed very early in
the ame region. According to Nicol et al. (1992) the initiation reaction is:

N2 +CH =HCN+N (2-13)

For lean premixed combustion this formation mechanism can be a significant
contributor to the NO emission produced [Correa, 1991]. Prompt NO may play a
significant role for lean systems burning kerosene, whereas it does not contribute to the
NO formation in combustion systems using hydrogen, since there are no carbon atoms
present in the fuel.

The nitrous oxide (N20) mechanism is according to Nicol et al. (1992) initiated by the
reaction:

N2 +O=N2O (2-14)

and the N20 formed is then oxidized to NOrmainly by reaction with O, H or CO.

2.3.2 Effects on NOX Emissions by Using Hydrogen
In order to address properly the issue of NOX production of hydrogen combustion
compared with kerosene combustion, several different combustion characteristics of
these fuels need to be considered. The engine load in a gas turbine is controlled by
varying the TET, which is determined by the overall fuel-air ratio in the combustion
chamber. When a conventional kerosene-fuelled combustor is operating at full power,
the primary zone operates at roughly stoichiometric fuel-air mixtures, where the ame
temperature is highest and the chemical reactions are fastest [Ziemann et al., l998a]. At
low power idle conditions, the fuel-air ratio is essentially leaner and the primary zone
fuel-air ratio has to be maintained above the ame-out limit with a sufficient margin.
Hence, in order to minimise the NOX emissions, it is desirable to modify the fuel-air
ratio in the combustor primary zone in a way that lean combustion is achieved at all
engine load conditions without suffering a ame-out [Ziemann et al., 1998a]. In Figure
2-3 the ame temperature of kerosene and hydrogen combustion versus primary zone
equivalence ratio is shown.
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.Figure2-3. Temperature characteristics of the combustion chamber primary zone
[Ziemarn et al.,

1998a].Thecomparison, illustrated in Figure 2-3 applies only to a conventional kerosene-fuelled
combustor featuring aprimay, intermediate and dilution zone. If the kerosene-powered
combustor would employ any unconventional technology such as, for instance, a staged
or an LPP (Lean Pre-mixed Pre-vaporized) combustor, the situation would change.
Generally, the combustion zone of these combustors is operated at an equivalence ratio
which is closer to the lean blow-out limit than the conventional, and hence it is not
applicable to the situation sketched in the figure. s

As illustrated in Figure 2-3, the stoichiometric ame temperature of hydrogen-air
ames is in fact higher _tha'n'tha_t of kerosene-air ames (about 100 K higher), which.
would have a detrimental effect on the NOX production. For a given equivalence ratio,
the ame temperature is higher when buming hydrogen, which means that m_o_r_e _NOX
would' be generated. Hiowever, more importantly is that_the hydrogen ame has a wider
ammability range; particularly the lean liniit is, much lower than that encountered for
kerosene ames [Ziemann et al., 1998a]. Therefore the entire operating range may be
shifted further into the lean region, with reduced NOX emissions as a consequence..¦ . V

Due to the rapid reaction kinetics of hydrogen-air ames, the buming velocity increases
about eight times when changing to hydrogen [Ziemann et al., l998a]. The higher ame
speed will result in a shorter combustor, hence reduced cooling requirements. Owing to
this, more air will be available for the combustion, hence offering lower ame
temperatures which will reduce the NOX emissions. Another effect of the increased
burning velocity is that the actual dwell time in the hot ame zone decreases, which. is
benecial for hindering NOX formation.
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The fact that hydrogen is a gaseous el while kerosene is liquid, is also an argmnent in
favour for hydrogen. The reason is that for liquid els there is always the potential of
near-stoichiometric combustion temperatures in local regions adjacent to the fuel drops,
and thereby high NOX formation, even if the average equivalence ratio throughout the
combustion zone may be appreciably less than stoichiometric [Lefebvre, 1998].
1-Iowever, for increasing flame temperatures, the bulk ame temperature becomes closer
to the stoichiometric value, and local conditions around the fuel drop have less
inuence on the overall combustion process and NOX emissions. Hence, the difference
in NOX production decreases, and for equivalence ratios close to the stoichiometric
value the difference becomes negligibly small. Moreover, the minimisation of the NOX
emissions of hydrogen combustion is facilitated by the fact that no other secondary
combustion products (e.g. CO, UHC, soot) need to be regarded in the combustor design
process.

From the preceding discussion, it may be concluded that theoretically there seems to be
the potential to design a combustion system buming hydrogen that produces less NOX
emissions than a system buming kerosene. By calculation of the ame temperature at
different relevant operating conditions -this statement is illustrated in section 2.3.4.
Before that the design of hydrogen-fuelled combustors is covered.

2.3.3 Combustor Congurations Burning Hydrogen
A brief overview of the functionality and the requirements that a conventional kerosene-
powered combustor needs to satisfy is given in Appendix A.2. In order to design a
reliable combustor that exploits the favourable properties offered by buming hydrogen,
a range of factors needs to be regarded. In section 2.3.3.1 the design criteria for a
hydrogen-fuelled combustor, and the development work that has been conducted to
obtain a successful hydrogen-powered combustor are described. Next, the micromix
design, which is selected for her investigation in the thesis, is described more in
detail and emission results of this combustor type running on an APU GTCP 36-300
engine are outlined (section 2.3.3.2).

2.3.3.1 Design Criteria and Development Work for Obtaining a Combustor Using
Hydrogen

In order to exploit the favourable characteristics of hydrogen combustion, the
combustor needs to be re-designed compared with the conventional designs using
regular diffusive combustion. When using conventional combustors, with their limited
number of fuel injection points, the mixing of hydrogen and air tends to be incomplete.
Moreover, the large-scale hydrogen diffusion arnes form layers of stoichiometric
mixtures of high local temperature and viscosity in which the NO formation rate
remains high and acts as a barrier against the further progress of mixing [Ziemann et al.,
1998a].

Generally when burning hydrogen the attempts to reduce the NOX emissions are focused
on lowering the ame temperature, eliminating hot spots from the reaction zone and
reducing the duration and exposure in the ame region [Ziemann et al., l998a].
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Since the beginning of the 1990s various combustor congurations have been
developed and evaluated experimentally and theoretically. In 1992 the third phase of the
Euro-Québec Hydro-Hydrogen Pilot Project (EQHHPP), analytical m.odelling and
experimental tests of low-NOX combustors for aero engines were performed [Ziemann
et al., 1998a; and Ziemann et al., 1998b]. I this program, generic tests for development
of the micromix hydrogen combustion principle and others were conducted. Various
burner concepts for lean hydrogen combustion were evaluated in a generic can-type
combustor at Pratt and Whitney, Canada. The two most advanced burner concepts
applied the principle of premixing of the fuel and air, prior to delivery to the combustor.
Four of the injectors were. of non-premixing devices, with the strategy of injecting
gaseous hydrogen into a vigorous shear-layer mixing region of the combustor- The
principle of premixing tumed out to offer the highest NOX reduction potential. However,
to avoid the potential auto-ignition and ashback problems that can occur in the
premixing tubes at high inlet temperatures, a major hardware design challenge is to
achieve a fuel-air mixing time less than the auto-ignition time [Ziemann et al., l998b].
Two injector concepts that seem most prom.ising - one premixed -and one non-premixed
- were selected for further investigation. These were the premixed perforated plateâ
and the high shear swirl injector, representing the premixing and non-premixing
concepts, respectively (see Figure 2-4). V
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í'Figure2-4. Fuel irjector cofcepts: Premiixedperforated plate (left) and High shear
swirl concept (right) [Ziemann et al.,^ I998b]. ' ~ ' c * l " K

The premixed perforated plate bumer is designedso that the gaseous fuel is injected
radially into the premixing tubes, where' it is r'apidly'm.ixed withthe turbulent axial air
stream. The airflow in the tubes is kept highwenough to prevent ame propagation
upstream of the tubes. The aim of the high shear swirlconcept is to create rapid mixing,
buming and quenching of the gases. This is achieved by injection of gaseous hydrogen
into a highly turbulent region created by an intense tangential shear flow.
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For the two combustors, steady-state and transient sector combustor tests were
performed. Trade-offs that can be encountered between emissions performance and
stabílity margin were illustrated for the premixed perforated plate. Problems that usually
occur for premixed devices, such as partial or local blowout and local ashback, were
encountered. However, these problems were evident only under the most extreme
conditions. The high shear swirl concept displayed excellent stabílity characteristics, but
with higher NOX emissions than the premixed concept [Ziemann et al., 1998b].

The above cited studies and other preceding studies show that lean premixed
combustion is undoubtedly superior to any combustion scheme without premixing in
terms of temperature pattern unifomity and N0 production. However, premixing
implies the major drawback of premature burning and ashback danger, which may
cause structural damage and compromise the operational reliability [Ziemann et al.,
l998b]. The risk of auto-ignition for premixed systems and the problems of large-scale
hydrogen diffusion ames, have led to the lean non-premixing concept of micromix
combustion, which is based on miniaturized diffusive combustion. Employing this
principle, imperfections in fuel-air mixing cannot be avoided; however, the local
standard deviations from the nominal equivalence ratio are kept to a minimum
[Ziemann et al., l998a].

2.3.3.2 The Micromíx Combustor Configuration

Tlçsmíçrøriäs.99mb±$t9L < «9r1_§.i§tS 0f §1. .Very large numbf-=r(typica11y more than 1000)
dfusion ames uniformly distributed acrossitheiburneršsi main cross section, thereby
-r11i11i.1nisin.g.th.<~; g<0.1¶1§ztr.i.0.__S_ize.__<º.f the 00.n1buSti0n..20n.e. [Dahl and Suwp. 2001b;
Ziemann et al., l998a; and Dahl and Suttrop, 1998]. Theoretically, the lowest NOX
production would be achieved by an infinite number of miniaturised ames. The
minimum size is, however, restricted by the manufacturing cost and the combustion
stabílity at engine idle conditions; the latter being deteriorated with reduced ame
dimensions. In addition to minimising the scale of the combustion zone, the micromix
concept aims at optimally utilising the available pressure loss (providing energy for the
dissipative turbulent mixing process) in the combustion system to enhance the mixing
process of hydrogen and air. Simultaneously minimising the scale of combustion and
maximising the intensity of mixing will minimise the number and size of local
stoichiometric ame regions, where the gas phase NO formation processes are most
likely to occur. _Due to the high ame speed and high reactivity of hydrogen compared
with other fuels, the degree Hihydrogeízärdiffsíilímešmvery

oforherfues [zie1š``äa1., 1998211.sb _es___,__, A A

The development of a gas turbine combustion system for hydrogen started in the late
l980s at the Germany University FH-Aachen. To obtain the current micromix bumer
configuration, which is considered in this thesis, several preceding congurations were
designed and studied experimentally. The rst micromix configuration was a low-cost
device that could easily be manufactured. This was used to demonstrate the bumer
configuration by conveting a FH-Aachen-owned shaft power gas turbine into hydrogen
operation. This bumer was called the rst generation [Dahl and Suttrop, 200lb]. The
engine was tested both using the engines original tubular combustor with hydrogen
injection nozzles instead of the original kerosene nozzles, and by using the first

l
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generation of the micromix combustor. An essential NOX reduction was measured by
applying the micromix design.

Within the third phase of the EQHHPP project, generic tests of burner concepts were
performed to develop the micromix hydrogen combustion principle. A considerable
amount of micromix specimen bumers were rig tested, including two-dimensional and
matrix type designs [Ziemann et al., l998a]. The bumers
m_ay_bethecategories of regular diffusion ame bumers (hydrogeninjected int_9__an airgyg)
and inverted diffusion ame bumers (eir_1_etS__.i1.`Le9±es_1_.i11fe a Su_1í§<\±f<1i1ah.x<l_f.9g<:=.n
atnospllerç). From this work one bumer was selected for sector combustor
demonstration tests. This bumer may be called the second generation of the hydrogen
bumer development at FH-Aachen, and it is a cone bumer with inveted diffusive
hydrogen combustion. The results seemed promising with respect to low NOX emissions
(about 3 ppm at atmospheric bumer entrance conditions) and uniformity of the bumer
exit temperature distribution [Dahl and Suttrop, 200la].

The next step was to convert an APU GTCP 36-300 located in the Aircraft Engine
Laboratory of FH-Aachen into hydrogen operation (see Figure 2-5). The engine was
tted with a micromix combustor according to the second generation combustion
principle. As a comparison a minimum change combustor was tested, where the original
combustor was provided with hydrogen injection nozzles instead of the kerosene
nozzles. The NOX emission for these two concepts was measured and compared with
those of the conventional kerosene combustor (Figure 2-6). lt__\5/as ,covnc_lu_cl_e_d__tha,t__no
NOX reduction eeuld be eehieved by Simlxenlaeing,.theker9§e1e.,n9zz1e.s.with ges
iLjectiorlnozzles__ºfor hydrogen, whereas essential reduct_ign__in_ emitted N_Q fraction
1/3§2_b_Se1"ve.d._f<L.th§mier9mix.hydrogeeonlustor.

Figure 2-5. Cross section ofthe APU GTCP 36-300 (Honeywell) [Dahl, 2002].
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Figure 2-6. NOX emissions for APU GTCP 36-300 operation conditions, fitted with
different combustion systems, including the hydrogen micromix combustor of second
generation [Dahl and Suttrop, 2001b].

In parallel with the experimental work on the inveted diffusive hydrogen combustionâ
systems, the regular diffusive hydrogen combustion congurations were continuously
developed at FH-Aachen [e.g. Bagheri, 1996; and Schweiger, 1997]. This development
work resulted in a new bumer that may be called the conguration of a third generation.
Compared with the bumers of the second generation, further NOX reduction was
achieved, and the thennal and mechanical stability were improved. A combustor based
on this technology was developed, manufactured and tested in the rig as well a on the
APU GTCP 36-300 engine. A drawing of the combustor, which is a ring-shaped device
with 1600 amelets spread uniformly across the burner°s plate area, is shown i Figure
2-7. The fuel and air injection device is illustrated in Figure 2-8. The air stream is
guided in the axial direction through individual apetures in sheets of metal to each
amelet. Aligned with these air jets, hydrogen is injected perpendicular to the main
airow direction. The degree of miniaturisation applied in this conguration is
considered to be the optimum. with respect to the NOX reduction level versus expense in
manufacturing costs and stability at idle engine operation conditions. The described
bumer of the third generation is the current solution of the micromix hydrogen
combustor. This conguration is considered in this thesis.
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_

ii__Figure2- 7. Ring-shaped Astructure of the micromix hydrogen combustor of third

generationfor the APU G_TCP 36-300 engine [Dahl and Suttrop, 2001b].
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Figure 2-8. Air and hydrogen admission for `dusive_combustion in the rnicromfjc
hydrogen combustor of third generation for the APU -GTCP 36-300 engine [Dahl and
Suttrop, 2001b]. .

3.

Finally, the APU GTCP 36-330 was tted with various combustion systems and the
NOK mole fractions were. measured. The combustion systems were as follows: original
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combustor using kerosene, original combustor using gas nozzle hydrogen injection,
micromix hydrogen combustor using inverse diffusive combustion (second generation)
and present micromix combustor using regular diffusive combustion (third generation),
see Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9. NO emissíons of the APU GTCP 36-300 tted with dijjferent combustion
systems [Dahl and Suttrop, 2001b].

From Figure 2-9 it may be concluded that significantly lower levels of NOX may be
achieved with the micromix combustors compared with conventional combustors using
kerosene. obsçrvegd_t_l_1_atthe_,lowest_level of NOX is attained with the

.12__re§e_I1,t__ _§Q1gL1rati§º_n__ _<_º_f____a miçr,Qmix___eQmbu_stor. ._ ___empl.oy_ing regular _ d_iffus_iv__e
Cßmbustiqn- There is,
lmexmoo;iginal_combustorto hydrogen injection nozzles; this would even _i_nc_r_ease_ the I\lOX
çmissions. It is worth mentioning that by the time of the test runs, the APU output was
restricted to about 210 kW because the electric generator was not available. The curve
in Figure 2-9 is however extrapolated for higher power loads. A cautious estimation of
the NOX emission level for main engine start or full power operation, corresponding to
an APU power output of roughly 300 kW, may yield about 20 ppm [Dahl and Suttrop,

?
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2001b]. The gure shows that for main engine start conditions, the mole fractions of
NOX emissions are reduced by about 88% compared with the minimum change
configuration (only hydrogen injection nozzles), and by roughly 85-86% when
compared with the emissions of the kerosene-fuelled engine. As the output power is
reduced the difference increases.

From the theoretical advantages of achieving low NOX emissions outlined in section
2.3.2 and the experimental results presented in this section, there seems to be the
potential to design a hydrogen-fuelled combustion system that produces very low NOX
emissions. In the following section the theoretical potentials of achieving low NOX
emissions for kerosene- and hydrogen-fuelled combustion systems, respectively, are
assessed and compared by carrying out engine simulations.

2.3.4 Illustration of the N91; Reduction Potential
Here, the NOX reduction potential when using hydrogen and kerosene is illustrated by
simulating the V2527-A5 engine, consiélered to be provided with different combustion
systems. The aim of this section is tô*=qgantify and compare the leanest possible
attainable levels for the operation conditions take-off and idle (assumed to be 7% power
setting) at static sea level, and the ame' temperatugs associated with these, for
kerosene and hydršgeng combustion, respectively. Ratheri:tli`aín==\attemp.tir1g to design a
combustion system, theätialitlive differences in ame temperature associated with.
these different fuels are assesseid When_)_designing a combustion system for an aero
engine, the mosttiëhallenging operating coiid?iti'íº`1i's^;*-'such_=as,.re=l.ightat=high altitude and
low flight mach numbers, need to be addressed [Walsh and Fletcher, 1998]. V

The take-off condition is modelled with the performance code Tu_rboMatch. As the
compressor maps provided in TurboMatch were not sufficient to model the idle
condition (resulting in that' the program did not converge), GasTurb [Kurzke, 1998] is
employed to simulate thisoperating condition. The drawbacks of using GasTurb for the
off-design point, 'besides the fact that different codes may give slightly different results,
are that there is no option of including a heat exchanger suited in the exhaust to
evaporate the liquid hydrogen (unless the code is changed), as well as GasTurb assumes
a slightly lower (-2.5%) heating value (LHV) than desired in this analysis. The thiust
loss due to temperature drop in the exhaust is", however, negligibly small, especially for
this low operating condition. For' the purposes of the present study a reasonable
performance estimation is sufficient, and hence it is considered acceptáble to use
GasTurb to model the idle condition. 8 '

The characteristics for kerosene and hydrogen used in the calculations are given in
Table 2-6. The molecular weight of kerosene is taken from Goodger (1993) and of
hydrogen and air from Wester (1996). The ammability limits are from'Jones"and
Sefain (2000), the lower heating values fromlackson (2000) and the stoichiometric
fuel-air ratios are calculated by setting up chemical balances and assuming
stoichiometry. *
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Table 2-6. Characterístícs ofkerosene and hydrogen.

Elainniabity StoichiometricMW [g/mol] lmts in ar LHV [MJ/kg] FAR [_][0/Ovol]
Kerosene 175 0.6-4.7 43.124 0.0683
Hydrogen 2.016 4.0-75.0 120.0 0.02916
Air 28.966 - - -

The ame temperatures are calculated assuming chemical equilibrium. This implies that
the time dependence is cancelled, the complexity is reduced and it is possible to
calculate the ame temperature without studying the ow field and chemical kinetics.
Calculating the flame temperature without assuming chemical equilibrium is beyond the
scope of this thesis. For the ame temperature computation, a well-established
computer program developed at NASA Lewis Research Centre is employed [McBride
and Gordon, 1996; and Gordon and McBride, 1994]. In the latest version of the
program, which is called CEA (Chemical Equilibrium Applications), the chemical
equilibrium compositions and thennodynamic properties of the equilibrium mixtures
can be calculated for a variety of problems (e.g. assigned-temperature and assigned-
pressure problems, assigned-enthalpy and assigned-pressure problems, and rocket
problems). When a gas turbine combustor is modelled, combustion at constant pressure
is assumed. For details about the mathematical analyses and physics for obtaining
chemical equilibrium used in the CEA program, see Gordon and McBride (1994), and
for general theory about chemical equilibrium in combustion, see, for instance, Tums
(1996). p _

Although the ame temperature computed this way tends to be overestimated, due to
the fact that the dwell time in a gas turbine combustor is slightly too short for chemical
equilibrium to be achieved, it clearly qualitatively indicates differences i ame
temperatures, and thereby the thermal NO levels, that may be expected from the
different combustion systems. To complete theícombustion_,a__dwell timeclose to 5 ms is
required, while the dwell time in ag gas turbine typically is 3 ms [Shum et al., 1996].

Under normal operating conditions, the maximum percentage of air entering the
combustor that may be introduced in the primary zone is restricted by the ame-out
limit of the fuel-air mixture. Knowing the mass ows of fuel and air in the primary zone
(PZ), the mass fraction of fuel, YF, can be calculated as:

W
Y =_-F_ _F

W,+W (215)

As the ammability limits shown in Table 2-6 are given in volume fractions, XF, the
calculated mass fraction needs to be transformed accordingly. This transformation can
be accomplished using the molecular weights (MW) of the fuel and air with the
following equation [Turns, 1996]: `
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Y
XF=i__Fm

MW, MW,

In order to avoid weak extinction at low power, Walsh and Fletcher (1998) recommend
that the equivalence ratio in the primary zone for sea level static maximum rating is 1.02
for a conventional kerosene-fuelled combustor. According to the calculations performed
here, this equivalence ratio is achieved by distributing about 31% of the air entering the
combustor to the primary zone. An overview of the results is presented in Table 2-7. At
idle condition, the overall volume fraction of fuel would become less than the leán
blow-out limit of 0.6%v0. However, since there still would be local regions of fuel-air
ratios sufciently high to sustain a ame, it would be possible to run the combustor
leaner than this limit without suffering a ame-out. According to Walsh. and Fletcher
(1998), the weak extinction limit is around an equivalence ratio of 0.25, which is well
below the equivalence ratio of 0.40 derived here for the idle condition. _

At take-off condition, an equivalence ratio of 1.02 in the primary zone corresponds to a
ame temperature of 2613 K, which is about 300 K higher than that given in Walsh. and
Fletcher (1998). Assuming chemical equilibrium, comparing the flame temperature
derived here with the number given in Walsh. and Fletcher (1998), it is indicatedthat
overestimated ame temperatures by about l0¬l5% might 1' -be expected Äfor
stoichiometric conditions buming kerosene. This deviation is, however, not expected to
change substantially the conclusions, since. the main purpose of this exercise is' to
compare the ame temperatures (and the expected NOX emissions production) obtained
when buming two different fuels, and the difference in ame temperature between the
two fuels is not expected to be affected signicantly by this deviation. However, since
the rate of chemical kinetics and the combustor lengths of thesettwo fuels are different,
it cannot be excluded that the difference in ame temperatures would change if the ow
eld and chemical kinetics were taken into account. At take-off "condition with a
prevailing ame temperature .of 2613 K (or rather 2300 K), depending on the
combustion system, it is likely that excessive amounts of thermal NO are formed. V

In order to reduce the ame temperature at take-off conditions, variable geometry
combustors could be employed. Practically this could be achieved by the use of
variable-area swirlers, to control the amount of air owing into the combustion« zone,
variable air openings into the dilution zone, or a combination of these [l_efebvre, 1998].
Using this technology, a large proportion of air is admitted in the primary zone at
maximum power conditions in order to lower .the ame temperature and provide
adequate lm-cooling air, and as the power is decreased, an increasing proportion of
this air is diveted to the dilution zone. . . .

Theoretically, the utmost lowest ame temperature that may be achieved by ernploying
variable geometry combustors at full power condition for _a kerosene-fuelled
combustion system, is the temperature obtained by assuming a -primary zone
equivalence ratio equal to the weak extinction limit including a safety margin. This is
the leanest possible fuel-air mixture at which the combustion zone may be operated
using any novel combustion concept. In order to achieve this condition in the
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combustion zone, there might be other novel combustor concepts more appropriate than
a variable geometry combustor. According to the computations conducted for idle
condition when the equivalence ratio at take-off is equal to 1.02, this corresponds to an
equivalence ratio of 0.40. An equivalence ratio of 0.40 is achieved at take-off by
diveting up to 78% of the incoming air to the primary zone, giving a substantially
reduced ame temperature of 1733 K (see Table 2-7). Combustor inlet conditions, in
terms of mass ow, temperature and pressure, are also given in the table.

All forms of variable geometry systems are associated with drawbacks, like complex
control and feedback mechanisms, which tend to increase cost and weight and reduce
reliability [Lefebvre, 1998]. Furthermore, Lefebvre (1998) states that problems of
achieving the desired temperature pattern in the combustor efux gases could be
encountered, especially if the liner pressure drop is allowed to vary too much.

Table 2-7. Comparison ofcombustion characteristics.

Ker., I-I2, T/O Ker., H2, Idle
T/O Idle

FN [kN] 117.9 117.9 8.3 8.3
COT [K] 1555 1522 812 807
W; [kg/s] 54.1 54.1 10.4 10.2
T3 [K] 835.1 836.2 478.6 476.7
P3 [kPa] 2882 2882 398 393
Maximum air to the primary zone during idle
Airto PZ [%] 31 95 31 95
XF [%\/01] 1.14 10.36 0.45 4.43
(pp, [_] 1.02 0.28 0.40 0.111
Tame in PZ [K] 2613 1587 1438 825
Maximum air to the primary zone during T/O
Air to PZ [%] 78 95 31 95
XF [%v<º] 0.46 10.36 0.45 4.43
(pp, [_] 0.40 0.28 0.40 0.111
Tame in PZ [K] 1733 1587 1438 825

As for hydrogen combustion when employing the concept of micromix combustion,
there is no splitting of the combustor air into different zones, but all available air, which
is the total compressor exit mass ow minus bleed air and cooling air, is used for
combustion. Considering the V2500 engine, the air ow at compressor exit is divided
according to the following proportions [Suttrop, 2003]: 71.9% combustion air, 13.4%
liner cooling air and 14.7% bleed air. As a consequence of the high ame speed of
hydrogen ames, it has been shown experimentally that the micromix combustor needs
roughly one-third of the conventional combustor's liner length [Dahl and Suttrop,
200lb; and Suttrop, 2003]. Accordingly, the liner cooling air may be reduced by a
factor of about one-third, as an order of magnimde. Comparing with the numbers stated
for the conventional combustor of the V2500 engine, about 5%' of the air entering the
combustor (having subtracted the bleed air) is needed for liner cooling of the micromix
combustor.
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Due to the very wide ammability limits of hydrogen-air ames, it would be possible to
devote all air entering the combustor for combustion. However, owing to the cooling
requirement, maximally 95% could actually be used for combustion. Allowing 95% of
the air to take part in the combustion, a very lean fuel-airratio is achieved (equivalence
ratio equal to 0.28) in the primary zone for take-off condition. This equivalence ratio is
yielded both when maximising the amount of air to the primary -zone at take-off and at
idle. Despite the fact that the stoichiometric ame temperature is about 100 K higher for
hydrogen-air ames, the ame temperatures corresponding- to the same operating
condition are essentially lower than those yielded for the kerosene case.

Looking at the take-off condition where most of the NOX is formed, the ame
temperature is 1587 K, which is about 1000 K lower than the corresponding gure for
kerosene. At idle the relation is in the same order of magnitude. If the kerosene
combustor would be provided with a variable geometry combustor, theoretically the
difference might be reduced to about 150 K. As the hydrogen-fuelled combustor would
be operated with a remarkably larger margin to the weak extinction limit than would the
kerosene-fuelled combustor provided with a variable geometry combustor, the
hydrogen-fuelled combustor is likely to be the more viable of these two (see section
2.4). The differences in ame temperatures will have a substantial effect on the amount
of thermal NO produced by the combustion system. In addition, since the lean kerosene-
powered combustor would probably also generate prompt NO, whereas the combustor
burning hydrogen would not (see section 2.3.1), ther difference in NOX formation
between these two fuels is likely to be even larger than assessed when looking at the
.primary zone ame temperatures. º 4 -. 1. . ~ - ~ º _

Even if the ame temperatures of the hydrogen combustor are low for both take-off and
idle, they are higher than the lower limit, which is the temperature required by the cycle
needs to give the desired performance, namely, the combustor outlet temperature
(COT). In spite of the simplicity in the approach of this study, the results of the
calculations clearlysuggest that there is thepotential to__des_ign a combus_ti_oLs.ys.t.em
using hydrogen that producgs less NOX em_i'ss_i_gns than any system bumin.g_keLo.s.ene.

2.4 Design and Handling Issues .-
In order to adapt the combustion chamber. for hydrogen, some changes are necessary
and some others are desired in order to utilise the favourable properties of hydrogen in
an optimal fashion. The minimum change that has to be done to adapt a conventional
combustion chamber for hydrogen, is to replace the injection system, becausewhen the
hydrogen is injected into the combustor it is in thegaseous state, while the kerosene is
liquid. In addition, there are several other changes that need to be considered to utilise
optimally the changed conditions owing -to burninghydrogen. The higher ame. speed
will result in a shorter combustor, and hence, reduced engine weight and combustor
liner cooling requirements.

When burning hydrogen the thennal energy radiated to the surroundings is lower than
that of kerosene, thereby benecially affecting the liner durabilityi and liner cooling
requirements. The reason for the reduced radiation could be explained as follows. In
most gas turbine combustors, a sizeable propotion of the heat from the hot gases
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contained within the combustor to the liner wall is by radiation. Generally for
combustion gases generated by combustion of kerosene, the total emitted radiation
comprises two components [Singh, 2002]: non-luminous radiation which emanates
from certain heteropolar gases, notably CO2 and H20, and luminous radiation which
depends on the number and size of the solid particles (mainly soot) in the flame. At high
levels of pressure encountered in modern gas turbine combustors, the ame is
characterised by a predominance of luminous radiation [Singh, 2002]. Since no particles
at all are present in the combustion gases when btuning hydrogen, there is no luminous
radiation, thus essentially lowering the total heat radiation as compared with
combustion gases of kerosene combustion.

As discussed, hydrogen-air ames have an essentially wider ammability range, which
will allow operation of the combustion zone at an equivalence ratio which has a large
margin to the lean blow-out limit. This will facilitate the handling of the engine, as well
as reduce the creation ofwhite noise (noise with lots of different frequencies) that might
give rise to pulsations and vibrations in the engine, which in tum via resonance can
have a detrimental effect on engine components.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter the effects of using hydrogen on aero gas turbine pollutant emissions,
performance and design are investigated. From a technical point of view, it seems to be
feasible to use hydrogen for aero gas turbines. The main changes comprise re-design of
the combustion chamber and fuel control system, as well as the implementation of
facilities to evaporate the hydrogen prior to its entry into the combustion chamber. The
fuel heating can be accomplished either by an external heat source or a I-IE located at a
suitable engine location. In practice, the heat exchanging might be accomplished by
employing the struts, which are the mechanical structures in the exhaust which hold the
rotors in place and are connecting the bearings' outer structure. Altematively, the HE
could feature a simple coil tube placed over the inside face of the jet pipe casing,
avoiding major engine changes and giving a relatively aerodynamically clean jet pipe
[Corchero and Montañes, 2003]. Simplified calculations suggest _tha_t_ the heat
ffesfeffing area available from the e2s_1ay.§.t..S.,fr.L1t§ .is.__.119.t..Suff1ei.eIJt1y lafgefe aeeomp1_i§h
all the desired temperature rise of the hydrogen fuel.

Small perfonnance gains, which depend on the fuel temperature and cycle
configuration, in the order of a few percent may be obtained by changing to hydrogen
fuel. In order to obtain a certain performance, a lower TET could be used, thus requiring
less advanced cooling technology as well as having a favourable effect on turbine blade
life. By employing unconventional cycles, it would be possible to increase these
performance gains. However, it appears to be questionable if these benets justify the
increased complexity imposed by unconventional cycles.

In terms of pollutant emissions, hydrogen use offers the possibility of a significantly
reduced number of emission species, resulting in only H20 and NOX emissions. In
addition, the results of the calculations suggest that there is the potential to design a
combustion system using hydrogen that produces less NOX emissions than any system
buming kerosene. With respect to combustor congurations buming hydrogen, the lean
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non-premixing concept of micromix combustion, which is based on miniaturized
diffusive combustion, is suggested as a promising conguration.

Due to the wider ammability range of the hydrogen-air flames (compared with
kerosene-air ames), which allows operation of the combustion zone at an equivalence
ratio which has a large margin to the lean blow-out limit, the engine handling is
facilitated and the creation of white noise is reduced. Furthermore, when buming
hydrogen the thermal energy radiated to the surroundings is lower than that of kerosene,
thereby benecially affecting the liner durability and liner cooling requirements.
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3 OPTIMUM CRUISING ALTITUDE FOR

MINIMUM GLOBAL WARMING

3.1 Introduction

The 'primary contributor to global waming is carbon dioxide (CO2). In addition,
essentially depending on the cruise altitude, H20 and NOX can play an important role. In
order to reduce the environmental burden from an aircraft, one may either perform
technical design improvements, for instance, on the airframe or on the engine, or one
may apply operational measures. The way of operating the aircraft may be changed in
several ways.

In this thesis the influence of lowering the cruise altitude, as a means of reducing the
environmental impact, is investigated. The option of changing the cruise altitude has
been studied before, particularly for kerosene-powered aircraft [Grewe et al., 2002;
Williams et al., 2002; Air Travel ~ Greener by Design, 2001; and Sausen et al., 1998],
but also to a minor extent for cryoplanes [Klug et al., 1996]. At a lower altitude the air
has a higher density, which causes larger loads on the airframe. The wings therefore
need to be stiffer, thus increasing the structure weight [Hume, 2001]. On the other hand,
the load on the fuselage would be lower due to the lower pressure difference between
the cabin and outside air, which would decrease the structure weight [Hume, 2001].
Flying lower would reduce the radiation exposure, but the aircraft would be more
exposed to gusts that would increase the fatigue and make the ride less comfortable.

The objective of this study is to identify the optimum cnise altitude for two equivalent
medium-range aircraft, one kerosene-fuelled and one LH2-fuelled, from an
environmental point of view. For this purpose both aircraft are re-optimised and
compared for a number of different reduced cruise altitudes. By carrying out detailed
ight simulations, differences, in terms of required changes in configuration and
optimum cruise altitude for minimum environmental burden, are identified for both
aircraft types.

The methodology including modelling tools which are used are described in section 3.2.
Assumptions about technology levels are outlined in section 3.3. In section 3.4 a simple
parametric model is described that is used to assess the global impact, in tems of global
warming, from the emissions discharged on a certain mission. The results are given in
section 3.5, and the chapter is concluded by an outline and discussion of the conclusions
(section 3.6).

3.2 Methodology
In order to assess the environmental improvement that is possible to be achieved by
changing the aircraft configuration and ight procedures, two different simulation tools,
Piano [Simos, 2000] and Hurdy-Gurdy [Hasselrot, 2000], are employed. Piano is a
commercial software that may be used for performance estimations, preliminary design
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studies and ight mission. calculations. Hurdy-Gurdy is a software developed at FOI for
off-design ight mission studies. For the purposes of this task, a module for evaluation
of the Global Wanning Potential (GWP) from a certain flight mission, is implemented
in Hurdy-Gurdy.

The simulation procedure consists of a sequence of operations. Firstly, a datum aircraft
is established in Piano by dening geometries, weights, aerodynamic performance (drag
polar) and engine performance. The aircraft weights and the aerodynamic characteristics
are taken from Oelkers and Prenzel (2001), while the engine perfomiance is obtained
using the gas turbine performance code TurboMatch, see Appendix A.3, section A.3.1..
Then the aircraft is re-optimised for the datum as well as reduced cruise altitudes, and
changes in aircraft performance, fuel burn and emissions are determined. In order to
translate the changes in emissions and fuel bum into a measure of global warming, each
optimised conguration is simulated in Hurdy-Gurdy to calculate the amount of
emissions emitted at different altitudes. In addition, a GWP model (see section 3.4) is
used. This procedure is carried out for both the kerosene- and the LH2-fuelled aircraft.
Differences between these two aircraft types due to a reduction in cruise altitude are
estimated. From these results, conclusions about the optimum cruise altitude from the
environmental point of view can be drawn, for both the kerosene and the hydrogen
aircraft. The calculations conducted in this study using Piano and Hurdy-Gurdy are
performed in collaboration with Anders Hasselrot at FOI. .

The aircraft selected to be studied is a low-wing conguration based on the Airbus
A321 aircraft. Since the liquid hydrogen is substantially bulkier than kerosene, storing
the fuel in the wings as commonly done for. conventional aircraft is not suitable. This
would make the wings far too large, with a high fuel consumption penalty as a
consequence. In order to minimise the tank isolation requirements and the evaporation
losses, the aim is to store the hydrogen in tanks that have a high volume to area ratio.
For the aircraft under consideration, an aircraft that stores its fuel on top of the selage
and in a tank outside the pressure cabin in the tail cone of the fuselage tumed out to be a
viable solution that offers the lowest penalty in energy consumption [Oelkers and
Prenzel, 2001]. In Table 3-1 some fundamental performance data for the two
investigated aircraft are summarized, and in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 the aircraft
layouts for the conventional aircraft and the cryoplane are presented. Further details
about the aircraft are given in Oelkers and Prenzel (2001), Westenberger (2003a) and
Westenberger (2003b). u '

When the required aircraft fuel volume is changed due to re-optimising the aircraft, it is
assumed that the fuel volume of the tail cone of the aircraft is re-sized. For
simplication it is assumed that only the length of the tank in the tail cone, and hence
also the aircraft length, changes when either a larger or smaller fuel volume is required.
This implies that the length of the tail cone is assumed to be proportional to the change
in required fuel volume. V ,_
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Table 3-1. Fundamental performance data ofthe two investigated aircraft.

Conventional - RK 200 Cryoplane ~ CMRI 200
Engine type V2527-A5 (impr. & scaled) V2527-A5 (impr. & scaled)
SSLT [kN] 136 136
Design range [nm] 4000 4000
No of seats (2 CL, MR) 185 185
Wing area [m2] 170 170
MTOM [tonne] 89.3 87.6
OME (2 CL, MR) [tonne] 48.7 61.4
Payload [tonne] 1 6.8 1 6.8
Fuel capacity [tome] 23.9 9.4
Fuel density [kg/m3] 803 71

-~¬:ºf ~ .¬~ > « º~.~,.~,f:«:-«-:.,¬,1g;«,;\=§* ..,_.º_.,

_ºFigure3-I. Aircraft layoutfor RK-200 [0elkers and Prenzel, 2001].

Figure 3-2. Aírcra layoutfor C1l4fRI -200 [Oelkers and Prenzel, 2001].
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3.2.1 Implementation of Data in Piano V
Piano does include the feature of dening a new aircraft from scratch. To do so
geometries, weights, fuel reserve policies and aerodynamic characteristics (drag polar),
taken from Oelkers and Prenzel (2001) are specified. By applying correction factors, the
aerodynamics and structure weights are adjusted to match the data published by Oelkers
and Prenzel (2001), aimed at reecting a technology level of 2010 (see section 3.3.2).
Take-off eld length, landing eld length. and approach speed are kept within their
requirements according to Oelkers and Schulz (2000).âº

As for the engine characteristics, these data are obtained using TurboMatch. In addition,
the inherent engine characteristics (fuel ow and thrust versus Mach number and
altitude) provided in Piano for different engine types are employed. Having chosen a
suitable engine type, the absolute perfonnance level is adjusted using correction factors
applied at different altitudes to match a desired performance. In order to estimate these
correction factors, TurboMatch is used to deive installed performance for static sea-
level (design point) and cruise. The emission data of the engine in question are taken
from ICAO (1995) and supplied to Piano as emission indices versus fuel ow for ISA
static sea-level conditions in the fonnat that they are provided in the database. To
calculatethe amount of emission of a certain species, Piano uses the Boeing2 emissions
method as described in ANCAT/EC (1995). The Boeing2 method is an empirical
method that, based on knowledge of the fuel ow and the atmospheric conditions,
corrects the emission index data from the ICAO emissions databank for other conditions
than given in ICAO. _ _ 1 1

Having established the characteristics of airframe aerodynamics, engine properties and
configuration structure, the range performance based on design altitude is computed.
Since slightly different engine data compared with Oelkers and Prenzel (2001) is
chosen, the MTOM is changed slightly in order to attain the same range as reported in
Oelkers and Prenzel (2001). ' ` ' 2

3.2.2 p Optimisation Procedure in Piano and Hurdy-Gurdy 4
In order to optimize the aircraft congurations in Piano, a target function needs to be
dened, i.e. what should be minimized, as well as a set of main design parameters,
allowed to vary within some specied design constraints.__Pian/o offers, three basic types
of target functions for optimization, namely, minimizing MTOW ,(m,axi m.um take-off
weight), FW (fuel weight)_,_DOCf(direct operating cost) or a weighted combination of
two or all of them. In this study, a function weighting the FW (fuel weight) by about
two-thirds and the MTOW (maximum take-offweight) by one-third is used as the target
function. The design parameters allowed to vary in the optimization procedure are wing
area, wing aspect ratio and maximum take-off weight, whereas, amongst others, the
engine thust for static sea level is xed. The given design parameters for the design
range, namely, the take-off eld length, landing eld length and approach speed are
kept within their requirements.

Having optimized the datum congurations, the two aircraft are re-optimised for
reduced cuise altitudes in Piano, and required changes ,in aircraft design are
determined. It is assumed that the aircraft stays at a constant altitude during the whole
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cruise phase, which is slightly in contradiction to real ight procedures. The Mach
number is kept constant at 0.8 for all cruise altitudes. More correct would be to keep the
total ight time constant when lowering the ight altitude, but since this complicates
the assessment, the Mach number is kept constant instead. This assumption will result in
the ight time decreasing to a small extent (<3%) when the cruise altitude is reduced.

3.3 Assumed Technology Level
In this section the assumptions made concerning the technology level are stated. Since
future technologies are dealt with, the aircraft and engine data are meant to reect the
technology level of year 2010. .

3.3.1 Performance and Emissions Data of Engines
In order to assess properly the perfonnance and emissions data, both the effects of a
future technology and the effects of switching to hydrogen need to be addressed. All
engine and emission data are based on the data of the V2527-A5 engine. A description
of the engine model is given in section 2.2.1. The engine performance at take-off
(design point) and at cruise are calculated using the gas turbine performance code
TurboMatch (a description of the code is given in Appendix A.3, section A.3.1). In
addition, the inherent engine characteristics (fuel ow and thrust versus Mach number
and altitude) provided in Piano for different engine types are employed. These
characteristics are corected to match the performance obtained by TurboMatch.
Installed performance for the V2527-A5 engine, for burning kerosene and hydrogen, is
displayed in Table 3-2. ~ t

Table 3-2. Installed performance data for an up-scaled V2527-A5 engine burning
kerosene and hydrogen, respectively. The design point is take-o' static sea-level,
ISA+]0 K, BPR=4.8, OPR=28.5. Cruise: Ma=0.8, altitude=l0 668 m, ISA. The thrust
requirement at cruise is calculated for an average aircraft ight mass for a design
range mission assumíng a cabín factor of65%.

Kerosene
Take-off Cruise

Thrust requirement [kN] 136 20.9
TET [K] 1471 1155
SFC [g/kN s] 9.900 16.826
SFCKE [gKE/kN s] 9.900 16.826

Hydrogen
Take-off Cruise
136 22.6
1443 1174
3.510 6.033
9.780 16.805

The only emission data of civil aircraft engines which are available in the public
domain, are those reported in the ICAO Engine Exhaust Emissions Data Bank [ICAO,
1995] for certication approval. These data are measurements from engines running at
static sea-level ISA conditions in a test-bed according to a specic procedure, namely,
the LTO (Landing and Take-off) cycle, meant to reect a operational cycle around
aipots. The regulatory data are presented in tenns of a parameter that consists of the
total mass in grams of a given gaseous pollutant (i.e. CO, UHC and NOX) emitted
during the LTO cycle per kilo Newton of rated thrust. The emission indices of NOX,
UHC and CO of this engine are given in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3. Selection of measured certcate data for the V2527-A5 engine [ICAO,
1995].

Mode
Power Setting
[°/0]

EI of NOX
[g/kg fuel]

EI of UHC EI of CO
[g/kg fuel] [g/kg fuel]

Take-off
Climb out
Approach
ldle

100
85
30
7

26.5
22.3
8.9
4.7

0.041
0.041
0.061
0.105

0.53
0.62

. 2.44
1.2.43

When changing to hydrogen two fundamental differences that affect the performance
occur: reduced fuel mass ow and changed composition of the gases expanding through
the turbine(s) [Boggia and Jackson, 2002]. These two have opposite effects on the
engine performance. While the decreased mass ow reduces the thrust, the changed gas
composition causes a higher exhaust pressure; thus, if the nozzle is not choked, a higher
exhaust Velocity. In total these changes are slightly benecial in terms of performance.
The perfonnance gain can be seen in Table 3-1 through lower SFC in terms of kerosene
equivalent7 (SFCKE) for the hydrogen engine for equal TET. At cruise altitude this prot
is eliminated due to the higher thrust requirement for the cryoplane., The effects on
engine performance of changing to hydrogen fuel were covered more in detail in section
2.2.3. -

The present and the future research (at least for the next few decades) concerning civil
aircraft engines will focus on reducing both fuel consumption and em.issions of NOX.
Since measures topreduce the SFC, suchas. increasing the OPR and the TET,_ tend to
increase NOX fonnation and vice versa, lowering both fuel consumption and NOX
emissions simultaneously is a very challenging task. Various attempts to assess the SFC
and NOX reduction potential are made, both in the context of theoretical studies and as
objectives of commercial development projects [BEFAE, 2001; US NASA, 1999; and
EU-BRITE/EURAM, 1999]. Depending on the time frame, the potential in SFC
reduction for kerosene-fuelled engines is believed to be between 8 and 20%,.while the
corresponding numbers for NOX range from 50 to 80%. The references differ slightly,
b_ut generally the reductions arecompared with technology levels of the mid-1990s. ln
the present study Va .SFC improvementof 8% compared with the V2§27-A5 engine
performance data (Table 3-1) is assumed for both engines to reect a technology 'level
of20l0.'Fu1thermore, a NOXA emission index improvement of 60% is assumed. f0.rfth_e
kerosene-fuelled engine. .The em.ission'Kind_ices of CO and UHC are assumed to be
unchanged. . W _ V _

As for the NOX emissions when burning hydrogen, theoretically there is, in spite of the
higher stoichiometric ame .temperature of phydrlogen, a potential to achieve lower
emissions as compared with engines using -kerosene. The main reason for thisis that the
hydrogen ame has a wider ammability range; particularly the lean limit is
substantially lower than that encountered for kerosene ames [Ziemann et al., l998a].

7 KE=Kerosene equivalent, i.e. the mass of kerosene that corresponds to the mass of hydrogen of the
same energy content.
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Therefore the entire operating range may be shifted further into the lean region, with
considerably reduced NOX emissions as a consequence (see sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.4).

Employing the concept of micromix hydrogen combustion for an APU, experimental
tests have illustrated that the mole fraction of NOX emissions can be reduced by about
85-86% compared with conventional kerosene-fuelled combustors for full power
conditions [Dahl and Suttrop, 200lb]. By means of modelling work it was shown by
Dahl and Suttrop (200lc) that to decrease the SFC by 10%, the N0X emissions of a
hydrogen-fuelled engine would increase by about 8%. Assuming that it would be
possible to attain the same reduction in NOX emission for main engines as was shown by
the APU test results, taking into account the SFC improvement as well as converting to
the emission index, it would be reasonable to assume a reduction potential of about
84%. This is the number that is applied for all power settings in this study.

To conclude, the emission indices used here, aimed at reecting a technology level of
2010, are as follows. For the kerosene engine, the N0 emission index is decreased by
60%, and the C0 and UHC emission indices are unchanged compared with the emission
indices of the V2527-A5 (Table 3-3). In the hydrogen case the corresponding number
for the N0X emission index is 84%, while the emission indices of UHC and C0 are zero
(since the fuel does not contain any carbon). Consequently, considering the 2010
technology level, the NOX emission index for the hydrogen engine is then 60% lower
than for the kerosene engine.

The produced amounts of the primary combustion products C02 and H20 are
proportional to the fuel consumption. In this study, the used emission indices of
kerosene are 3.16 for C02 and 1.24 for H20. For LH2 the emission index of H20 is 3.21
(kerosene equivalent) or 8.94 (absolute, i.e. per kg LH2).

3.3.2 Aircraft Performance ,
The airframe technology level of 2010 is govemed by assumptions of 7.5% reduction in
structure weight and 4% improvement in aerodynamic efciency compared with the
current A321 aircraft [0e1kers and Prenzel, 2001]. By having a lighter and more
aerodynamically efcient aircraft to full a ight mission, the total aerodynamic drag in
the cruise segment becomes lower, and the net performance is remarkably improved.
The reason for achieving a high improvement in performance is due to the often called
leverage effect, which implies that several parameters combine to improve the
performance. For instance, let us consider how reduced drag affects the performance.
The reduced drag results in less required thrust, and thereby lower fuel consumption.
Less fuel required for a certain range leads to a lighter take-off weight, due to both a
lighter fuel weight and a lighter structure. The latter is a consequence of a lighter
structure loading. In turn, the lighter aircraft requires even less fuel. Another effect is
that a smaller engine may be used.

3.4 Global Warming Potential (GWP) Model
Each pollutant produced by aviation has a different impact on the atmosphere,
depending on the quantity emitted, its chemical and light-absorption properties, and on
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what altitude it is discharged. In order to allow a simple assessment of the global
impact, in terms of global warming, from the emissions discharged on a certain mission,
a simple parametric model is derived following the methodology proposed by Klug et
al. (1996) and Klug (200la), taking into account model results and recommendations
from IPCC (1999). The methodology is explained in Appendix B. This simplified
treatment avoids the necessity of running a sophisticated 3-D climate model with its
formidable resources; it rather tries to comprise the influence of the numerous chemical,
physical, and dynamic interactions in a parametric sense.

The model provides layer-specic values of the global warming potential (GWP),
which is a measure of how pollutants contribute to the global greenhouse effect relative
to the effect of CO2 [IPCC, 1990]. The original GWP concept (which is largely adopted
here) relates the effect of an instantaneous pulse emission of ia given tracer to a
corresponding pulse emission of CO2, in terms of mass (see Appendix B). As the
lifetime of the tested tracer is different from that of CO2, a time horizon has to be
dened to yield a unique quantitative comparison. The time horizon is somewhat
arbitrary, but a value of 100 years has been established as a standard. Fuglestvedt et al.
(1996) provided a critical review of the use of GWP as a climate impact measure for air
pollutants that are not homogeneously mixed throughout the troposphere and that are
acting indirectly through. their secondary products. While there are indeed several
caveats, an accepted altemative measure suitedfor this kind of study has not yet been
proposed.

The application of the GWP concept usedhere is directed towards the effect of aircraft
H20 and NOX emissions (Figure 3-3). Water vapour causes a direct radiative impact on
the climate system, whereas the inuence of NOX emissions is indirect through T' its
chemical impact on the atmospheric ozone and methane concentration: at altitudes
below about 15 km, NOX emissions cause an increase of the upper tropospheric ozone,
thus contributing to the greenhouse effect, while at the same time increasing the
atmospheric OH concentration, which decreases the CH4 (and CO) lifetime [e.g.
Isaksen, 2001]. The latter lowers the atmospheric CH4 concentration, and thereby
reduces the greenhouse effect. Sensitive parameters to describe these effects in_ the
parametric model, like (ozone) production rates, chemical lifetime, atmospheric mixing
times, and altitude specific radiative forcing of the species in question are chosen to
represent the situation in summer atmosphere at mid-latitudes. As to be expected from.
such a highly, parameterised model, the uncertainties are considerable, in particularwith.
respect to the effect of NOX emissions. Ã i _ - _

For each pollutant, the global warming potential can be estimated by multiplying, the
emfission value in kilograms by the measure of that pollutant for each altitude. The total
GWP number for a certain mission is then the sum of the individual GWPs due to CO2,
H20 and NOX, emitted at different altitudes over the whole mission. Total GWP
calculated in this way indicates the mass of C02 which would produce the same effect
upon the heat balance of the Earth as the various substances actually emitted do
together, taking a total period of 100 years into account.
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Figure 3-3. GWP numbers per kilogram pollutant versus altitude.

According to Figure 3-3, per kilogram pollutant, NOX has the greatest impact on global
warming. For altitudes below 4 k it has a negative global warming effect (cooling the
Earth), and as the altitude increases its impact increases until about at 10 km in altitude,
where it peaks and starts to decrease. The reason for this behaviour lies in the complex
interactions among factors such as the lifetime of the NOX, ozone (03) and methane in
the atmosphere, ozone and methane production/destruction rates and the magnitude of
the Earth's temperature changes due to a specific change in ozone or methane
concentration at a certain altitude (see Appendix B).

The global warming effect of H20 from aircraft cruising in the troposphere is negligibly
small compared to that of C02, hence it is here assumed to be zero below 10 km. Above
10 km it has a small impact on global warming, but it increases with altitude (see
Appendix B). This is in agreement with conclusions drawn in previous studies [IPCC,
1999 and Morris et al., 2003] suggesting that the impact of water vapour emissions from
subsonic aviation on the radiative balance is negligibly small.

The GWP model has drawbacks for application on aircraft emissions. The main
drawback lies in its unsuitability as a means of characterising short-lived emissions, e.g.
NOX, the effects of which show strong regional and seasonal Variations [Greener by
Design, 2001 and IPCC, 1999]. Another drawback is that the model does not take into
account any possible contrail formation arising from the emitted H20. However, it
appears that patial compensation occurs between increasing contrail coverage from
cryoplane traic (due to higher H20 emissions) and decreasing optical thickness of
cryoplane contrails (due to fewer but larger ice particles, as there are less condensation
nuclei present in the exhaust). The net result of contrail formation on global warming
may, therefore, be in the same order of magnitude for both cryoplanes and conventional

I
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aircraft. According to Sausen and Ponater (2002), switching from conventional aircraft
to cryoplanes is likely to reduce the global average aircraft climate impact due to
contrails by roughly 20%. This may imply that the conclusions of this study would not
fundamentally change, iffcontrail effects had been included. As for many other aspects
of aircraft related climate impact, all matters in this issue are not yet claried.

In the end, in spite of its limitations and simplied approach, this model is believed to
be an appropriate tool for the purposes of this study.

,/Q
,f

3.5

ResultsTheobject of the simulations is principally to compa=rê7'two similar aircraft - one
conventional and one LH; fuelled - able to/fifll the same requirements of
transportâti'on§3=froTn= a`T}peñfomä an`cê?=p'oint=ôff-view. Moreover, both aircraft are re-
optimised for reduced cruise altitudes, and differences in perfonnance and emissions are
determined. Data for the reduced cruise altitudes are compared with data for the datum
cruise altitudes, and differences in changes between the two aircraft are computed.

Before the aircraft are re-designed, an important difference between the two aircraft in
tenns of energy consumption needs to be highlighted. If operation of both aircraft is
simulated under datum conditions, i.e. a design range of 4000 (7408 km), assuming
a cabin factor of 100% and a maximum cruise altitude of 39 000 f (ll.9 km), the fuel
consumption expressed in kerosene equivalent is about 10% higher for the cryoplane
than for the conventional, in spite of the fact that the MTOW is slightly less (by about
2%) for the fonner. The explanation for this is partly that the zero lift drag is higher for
the cryoplane (3.5% penalty in drag polar compared with the equivalent conventional
configuration), due to a less efcient aerodynamic design, and partly that the average
ight weight is higher, owing to a higher structure weight for the cryoplane than for the
conventional airplane. A higher structure weight is a consequence of increased
geometric sizes and the additional facilities imposed by the handling and stoing of a
bulky cryogenic fuel.

All results in the following sections refer to fuel consumption and emissions of climb,
cruise and descent for a range of 2500 nm with a cabin factor of 65%. For practical
reasons, the el consumption and emissions related to operation below the take-off
screen height (35 ft) are not included. This limitation is not expected to affect the
qualitative results and conclusions. ' ` W

3.5.1 Effect of Reduced Cruise Altitude on Aircraft Characteristícs, Fuel Burn
and

EmissionsInorder to get an understanding of how the aircraft congurations, fuel burn and
emissions change due to Cruising at an altitude lower than the optimum (in terms of
energy consumption), both aircraft are optimised for the datum as well as for three
lower cruise altitudes. In Figure 3-4 the changes in aircraft characteristics, and i Figure
3-5 the changes in fuel bum and emissions, are presented as functions of ight levels,
for both the conventional airplane and the cryoplane.
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Figure 3-5. Eect ofcruise altitude on fuel burn and emissions.

It may be observed in Figure 3-4 that as the cruise altitude is reduced, the Wing area
increases for both the airplanes, while the Wing span is constant or slightly decreased. In
total, the take-off mass increases to a smaller extent, which can be explained as follows.
When cruising at an altitude different from the optimum, in terms of minimum energy
consumption, the required fuel ow increases in order to overcome the increased drag.
Increased fuel ow during the cnise phase, which represents the main share of the
flight, results in an increased fuel burn for the mission (see Figure 3-5). As a
consequence of the increased fuel bum, the aircraft take-off mass increases, due to both
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the increased fuel weight required for the mission and the increased structural weight,
including the need for bigger lifting surfaces as the take-off weight is increased. Hence,
when cruising at reduced altitude, the aircraft become heavier and the wing area
increases. C 4

\
\

The effect of increased wing area, and to a smaller extent also the take-off mass, is more
emphasized for the cšventional aircraft than for the cryoplane. Since liquid hydrogen
has a lower énergy conteštsper volume compared with kerosene (four times lower), it is
thereby expected \tö<have a g`reater impact on the conguration for the same amount of
extra energy required, tliis resiiTi`m=ight at a first sight appear to be slightly surprising.
When the cruise altitude is ireduce2d«aT\ci`th_e\a\nlount of fuel required for the mission
increases, larger tank volumes are demanded. Ais aconsequence of the conventional
aircraft which stores its fuel in the wings, the wing size becomes the critical point, in
order to carry .the additional fuel required for the mission. This implies that the wings
need to be enlarged more than required for performance needs (e.g. achieving the
required take-off perfonnance).

The cryoplane, on the contrary, which stores its fuel in the fuselage, is affected. through
a longer fuselage when mission fuel burn is increased. Under the circum.stances studied
here, the results suggest that a larger performance penalty is indicated by storing the
additional fuel in the wings rather than in the fuselage. It is expected that the impact on
conguration and fuel bum for the conventional aircraft would be less ;f~}s_ome of the
additional fuel required when lowering the cruise altitude is stored in the._.fuselage, thus
avoiding theôvsging size being the critical point. This, however, would imply that the
conventional aiicra would no longer be conventional, but a novel aircraft
conguration. Fuithërmore, preceding investigations performed by the author (ofthis
thesis) in collaboratiošogvith colleagues, suggest that the impact on the aircraft
conguratioiiübecgénes largërfor the cryoplane than for the conventional aircraft if part
of the fuel isstoredëinsthe winvgs of the cryoplane. Obviously, the matter of where to
store the fuel seems to makäaílargíifference on mission performance when altering
the cruise altitude. 2 _ 2 _S*'=_~ ºtâºC . .,___ _ - V .

According to-fFigure"3-5, the fuel consumption šiiicreases when the cruise altitude is
reduced, and since the emissions of CO2 and H20 are proportional to the fuel
consumption, they also increase by the same percentages. The UHC, CO and NOX
emissions are not, as CO2 and H20, proportional to the fuel consumption, but are
dependent on the specic conditions in the engine combustion chamber, such as
temperature, pressure, equivalence ratio ,(a measure of the fuel ow related to the air
ow in the combustor) and the physical design of the combustor (see section 2.3).
Thermal NO is formed by the oxidation of atm.ospheric nitrogen in high-temperature
regions of the ame and in the postame gases, whereas UHC and CO are formed in
low temperature regions, due to incomplete combustion [e.g. Lefebvre, 1998].

When the cruise altitude is reduced, the power setting during cruise must, if the cruising
velocity should be kept constant, be increased to overcome the increasing drag. An
increased power setting im.plies a higher combustion temperature, which raises the
emission index of NOX and diminishes the emission indices of UHC and CO.*ln
addition, since the power setting is increased, the fuel ow is also increased, affecti.ng
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all emissions detrimentally. As for C0, the effect of the lowered emission index is
larger than the effect of increased fuel flow (see Figure 3-5), causing reduced emissions
when the cuise altitude is lowered. For UHC, the effect of increased fuel ow
dominates for the lower altitudes. Generally, the emissions of NOX increase more than
the fuel consumption, and the largest increase occurs for the conventional aircra.

3.5.2 Effect of Reduced Cruise Altitude on Global Warming Potential (GWP)
By employing the described GWP model (section 3.4), a measure of GWP due to C02,
H20, N0,< and the sum of these can be estimated for an aircraft performing a ight
mission. Conceming the conventional aircraft, C02 is the major contributor to global
warming, with H20 and NOX being of similar magnitudes which are essentially lower
than that of C02, see Figure 3-6. As the cuise altitude is reduced, the effect of NOK
increases slightly, whereas the effect of H20 decreases to become zero at FL 270. The
N0x effect of altered altitude is sensitively dependent on the shape of the GWP curve
(Figure 3-3), particularly the locus of the peak effect. Due to the large uncertainties
associated with assessing the global wanning effect using this simplified approach, it is
not possible to draw any condent conclusions on the environmental effects of NOX
emissions discharged at different altitudes.
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Figure 3-6. Eect ofcruíse altitude on GWPfor the conventional aircra.

As the effect of C02 on global warming is independent of the discharging altitude and
since the emissions of C02 increase by decreasing altitude, the inuence on global
warming increases by decreasing cnise altitude. The net result, i.e. the sum of the
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contributions from C02, H20 and N0 (upper curve in Figure 3-6), is a GWP curve
mostly inuenced by the effect of C02, which continuously increases as the cruising
altitude is decreased. Hence, these results suggest that there seems to be no global
warming benet from loweríng the cruise altitude for a conventional medium-range
aircraft.

For the cryoplane the situation is different, see Figure 3-7. As the fuel contains no
carbon, the C02 curve vanishes for the cryoplane. The shape of the NOX curve is similar
to that of the conventional aircraft, but the magnitude of the GWP values is smaller, as
the cryoplane is assumed to emit less N0. As the cryoplane discharges signicantly
more water vapour (2.6 times more if the same energy consumption is assumed), the
H20 effect of this aircraft is essentially greater than for the conventional aircraft. In
contrast to the conventional aircraft, the H20 effect is totally dominating for the highest
ight levels, leading to a continuously decreasing contribution to global warming with
decreasing cruise altitude (at least for the considered ight levels). In this case the effect
of a decreasing GWP effect with decreasing ight altitude overcompensates the effect
of increasing H20 emissions.

In Figure 3-8 the GWP sum curves for the two aircraft are shown in the same graph.
The results suggest that the global warming effect of cryoplanes is considerably less for
all cruise altitudes, becoming smaller as the cruise altitude is reduced. For the datum
cruise altitude (1 1.9 km), the contribution is slightly less than 40% of that of the
conventional aircraft, and for ight level 270 (8.2 km) the contribution has decreased to
a few percent compared with the conventional aircraft cruising at the datum level.
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Figure 3- 7. Eect on cruise altitude on GWPf0r the cryoplane.
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Figure 3-8. Eect ofcruíse altitude on GWPfor both aircra.

Finding the optimum cruise altitude from the environmental point of view for the
cryoplane is in this case a trade-off between, on the one hand, reduced global warming,
and on the other hand, increased operational costs due to increased fuel consumption
and increased investment due to a heavier construction. Thus, cruising below the
optimum cnise altitude to reduce the global waming, will always be at the expense of
increased weight and fuel consumption. The important issue is to nd a cruising
altitude, and its corresponding conguration, that allows for a significant reduction in
the GWP, with a reasonable penalty in fuel consumption and stncture weight. In order
to nd the optimum, the change in GWP is plotted versus the change in fuel burn
(Figure 3-9) and MTOM (Figure 3-10), respectively, as the cnise altitude is reduced.

As for the conventional aircraft, as far as this study is concerned, there is no obvious
reason for lowering the ight altitude, since it appears that the fuel consumption and
MTOW would increase for no reduction in global wanning. For the cryoplane, on the
other hand, the possible reduction in global warming is limited only by the amount of
increase in take-off mass and fuel consumption that is accepted. At the end of the day, it
becomes a question of manufacturing and operating cost of the aircraft, which are
detrimentally affected by increased aircraft TOM and fuel consumption. If the ight
level is reduced to FL 310 (9.4 km), the contribution to global warming is reduced by
about 60% for a penalty of about 2% in TOM and 12% in total fuel consumption.
Furthermore, there is a tendency towards higher penalty in fuel consumption the lower
the reduction is applied, i.e. the penalty in fuel consumption is higher when reducing
from FL 310 t 270 than from FL 390 to 350. lt is thus questionable if the potential of
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reducing the GWP further by lowering the ight altitude below FL 310 s Justed by
the increased cost for manufacturing and operating the aircraft.
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For comparison purposes the absolute figures of GWP and fuel bum are also plotted
(Figure 3-1 1). The figure shows that the lower the cruise altitude, the higher the cost in
fuel burn for each equivalent GWP saved, which also was indicated in previous gures.
If the ight level is, as discussed above, reduced to FL 310, 6.4 kg equivalent GWP is
saved for every kilogram of equivalent fuel spent for the cryoplane.
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Figure 3-] I . GWP versus fuel burn for reduced cruise altitude.

3.6 Conclusions and Discussion
In this section indicative results are presented, showing how changes in aircraft fuel
technology and ight altitude may inuence the aircraft configuration as well as the
environmental impact. The study is aimed at stimulating further research work on ight
altitude optimisation to reduce aircraft environmental impact. From the results obtained
it is difficult to draw any condent conclusions regarding whether there are any
significant gains in terms of environmental impact by lowering the cruise altitude. The
main reason is that the results are highly dependent on the assumptions (e.g. the
geographical location under consideration, and the type of model used to derive the
figures) made in the GWP model, which is derived by comprising the inuence of the
numerous chemical, physical, and dynamic interactions in a parametric sense (see
Appendix B). The relative inuence of NOX emissions compared with CO2 and the
altitude where the impact of NOX emissions peaks are factors that highly inuence the
result. Conclusions concerning the effects on aircraft characteristics, fuel consumption
and pollutant emissions when reducing the flight altitude, on the other hand, are much
more reliable.
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When comparing two equally performing medium-range aircraft - one powered by
kerosene and one powered by LH2 - the energy consumption is inevitably higher (in
this case by about 10%) for the cryoplane. This is due to the higher structural weight
and the higher drag for the cryoplane configuration. Reduced cruise altitude has smaller
impact on the cryoplane than on the corresponding conventional aircraft, in terms of
physical size, fuel burn and emissions. This means that, compared with the datum case,
these quantities will increase more in percentages for the conventional airplane than for
the cryoplane, when the cruise altitude is lowered. The main reason for this is a different
fuel storage conguration.

=C=

In spite of the uncerta-inty of the results concerning the change in environmental impact
of lowering the cruise altitude, it might be reasonable to conclude that there seems to be
a substantial. qualitative difference between the conventional aircraft and the cryoplane.
The results suggest that the .contribution to global warming is considerably lower from
the cryoplane than from conventional aircraft, particularly if the ight altitude for the
cryoplane is reduced. That the effect upon the radiative balance of Earth is smaller from.
cryoplanes than from conventional aircraft is also suggested by Ponater et al. (2004).
Ponater et al. (2004) cover the effects of changed CO2 emissions, NOX emissions and a
change in contrail radiative impact of gradually introducing cryoplanes into the global
air trafc according to different transition scenarios. According to their best estimate, a
relative reduction of aircraft induced radiative forcing in 2050 by between 16% and
29% (depending ont the speed of transition=)/`<r:`ofuld be achieved if cryoplanes were
introduced. Due to inherent scientießuríštainties this range widens to between 14%
and 40%. ~ - ^ -

Whereas the environmental impact of the conventional aircraft tends to increase, it
seems to decrease essentially for the cryoplane when lowering the ight altitude.
Provided that an increase in fuel consumption in the order of 10% and an increase in
TOM of a few percent-are accepted, the results suggest that cryoplanes should cruise at
an altitude of about 2-3 km below where conventional aircraft cruise today. At this
reduced ight level, the contribution to global warming from the cryoplane isslightly
less than about 15% of that of the conventional aircraft cruising at the datum level. That
the difference in environmental impact between the conventional aircraft and the
cryoplane is, according to these results, larger than obtained by Ponater et al. (2004) is
to be expected, sincethe results obtained here reect only two different aircraft,
whereas their results are obtained for different aircraft eets consisting of ~both
cryoplanes and conventional aircraft. ºIn addition to the aspects considered. »here,
reducing the ight altitude will help to avoid the formation of contrails [Williams et al.,
2002]. Inevitably, this change in cruise altitude causes increased aircraftinvestments
and operating costs. - * âº

In order toireduce the cruising altitude, air. trafc management aspects need careful
attention before .such a measure may be realised. Williams et al. (2002) studied the
option of limiting the cruise altitude as a means to reduce the formation of contrails.
Their results indicate that this strategy could provide a net benet to the climate, despite
the associated increase in CO2 emission. According to their analysis, the most likely
operational obstacles to_~such a scheme are the implications for .controller workload,
hence a reconguration of the air space would be required to mitigate the impacts. ~ '
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4 DESIGN OF HYDROGEN-FUELLED AERO GAS

TURBINES FOR LOW ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT

4.1 Introduction

In chapter 2 the main effects on aero gas turbines when changing to hydrogen fuel, with
emphasis on environmental issues, were covered. The potential of lowering the
environmental impact and the technical feasibility of changing fuel was assessed by
investigating the effects on pollutant emissions, performance and design. In this section
this work is extended by looking at engine design for low environmental impact. In this
context, the fuel consumption and pollutant emissions (water vapour and oxides of
nitrogen) for complete ight missions are considered.

The water vapour is proportional to the fuel consumption, whereas the NOX emissions
are dependent on the combustor inlet conditions and a number of combustion chamber
characteristics. In addition, reducing fuel burn and NOX emissions might be in
opposition to each other, implying that an engine design measure to reduce NOX might
give rise to the fuel bum and vice versa. Whilst the wish to lower the fuel consumption
is mainly driven by the objective of delivering products that promise low direct
operating cost (and recently also for conforming to ture environmental constraints on
aviation), it is important to reduce the H20 and NOX emissions due to environmental
concems of their impact on the atmosphere and climate. The environmental effects of
H20 and NOX emissions are discussed in sections 1.2.2, 3.4 and Appendix B. .

Whether engines should be designed for low mission fuel consumption or for low
mission NOX emissions to minimise the enviromnental impact is not obvious. Therefore,
both options are covered. In practice, of course, a combination of these two aims could
be desired. In order to study the potential of either lower fuel bum and mission H20, or
mission NOX emissions, a number of altemative engine cycles are selected, i.e. cycles
featuring different combinations of COT, OPR and BPR. The amount of H20 emissions
is known directly from the fuel consumption (since the H20 emissions are proportional
to the fuel bum), while the NOX emissions are calculated using a semi-empirical
correlation. Rather than nding the optimum engine cycle for a specic objective, the
aim is to investigate a number of promising cycles, to provide some guidance on how to
design hydrogen-fuelled aero engines for medium-range aircraft either for minimum
mission fuel consumption or mission NOX emissions.

This chapter is introduced (section 4.2) by a derivation of a semi-empirical correlation
valid for the micromix combustor concept suggested in section 2.3.3. In order to study
the effects on ight mission emissions and fuel consumption of varied engine cycle
parameters (COT, OPR and BPR) parametrically, a computer program is developed. In
section 4.3 the methodology which the computer program is based upon is outlined. The
principles for re-sizing the aircraft and the engines owing to a changed engine
performance are explained. Furthermore, the physical principles and equations which
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the performance estimations for the different flight phases are based upon are described.
In section 4.4 the datum engine cycle is described, and a number of promising
alternative engine cycle concepts, either to lower the mission fuel consumption and H20
emissions or the mission NOX emissions, are suggested. Evaluations of the alternative
engine concepts for ight missions are described in section 4.5, and the results of the
study are concluded and discussed in section 4.6.

4.2 Estimation of the N0, Emissions for the Micromix Combustor
Using a Semi-Empirical Correlation

Following the discussion in section 2.3.3, the concept of micromix combustion is
suggested as a promising concept for buming hydrogen, the main reason being that' this
concept enables the exploitation of the favourable properties with respect to low 1NO,_(
emissions when buming hydrogen without sacricing the safety and combustor
reliability. In order to estimate the emissions of NO; at a specic operating condition, a
semi-empirical correlation valid for the micromix combustor concept is derived,
following the methodology suggested by Dahl and Suttrop (2001c) (section 4.2.1). An
evaluation of the correlation is given' in section 4.2.2. Based on ,this correlation
methodology, additional routines that enable' the calculation of the NOx`em,issions are
developed and implemented in the hydrogen 'version of TurboMatch. A brief description
of the TurboMatchicode and its supplenientary routines are giivenvin Appendix A.3,
section A.3.1. ` 1 1 i ' i ' A

4.2.1 "Derivation of a'NO,{ Emission Correlation ` ' " `i
Theoretical estimation of the NOiemission's'of agcertain gas turbine combustor with.
accuracy is a very difficult task, comprising several uncertainties. As for combustion
chambers using kerosene, considerable efforts have been made to predict the pollutant
emissions, particularly NOX, using 3-D models, and empirical and semi-empirical
coeaions [e.g. Lefebvre,.199s; Lef<~ºbvre,l1"99s; Rizk, and Mongia, 1994; smfgess èÄ±
al., 1993; and Heywood and Mikus, 1973]. Also various ,experimental results are
available, includingmeasurements of the pollutant emissions [e.g.5Segalman etal.,
1993].` On the contrary, only a few aerogas turbines used for propulsion have been
converted, to hydrogen use, and none of these have been evaluatedwith respect to NÖX
emissions (see section 1.5). Therefore, it is an even' more difcult task to prediçt_ the
NOK emissions which may be expected from future hydrogen-operated aero gas
turbines. The only available NOX emissionsídata (at least to' the author's knowledge)
obtained from a hydrogen-fuelled engine are those of the Honeywell APU GTCP 36-
300, as outlined in section 2.3.3. However, compared to main engines this engine is
operated under relatively low temperature and pressure conditions. .

To estimate' the NOX emissions of future hydrogen-poweredengines in this thesis, the
measured emissions data of the APU engine are extrapolated for higher combustor inlet
pressures and temperatures by appropriate modelling based on similarity considerativons.
The methodology was proposed within the EC-sponsored project CRYOPLANE, aimed
at assessing the NOX emission level of 'future high. pressure ratio aircraft .engines
employing ,micromix combustors compared with kerosene engines [Dahl and_ Sutt|rop_,
2001c]. Using this methodology, it is' assumed that the hydrogen engine uses the same
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combustor configuration as the APU engine, namely, a micromix combustor of the third
generation (see section 2.3.3.2). The correlation is therefore not valid for any other
combustor types. The micromix combustor concept is considered to be the most
promising diffusive combustion configuration, with respect to NOX reduction, safety of
operation and exit temperature pattern [Dahl and Suttrop, 200lc].

Factors that normally have an essential inuence on the NOX formation in diffusive
systems, such as the structural combustor design, fuel-air mixing conditions and the
uniformity of the cross sectional fuel distribution, are not taken into account since the
combustor type is unchanged. In the similarity consideration the total relative pressure
loss is assumed to be constant, i.e. the total relative pressure loss is the same for the
APU and the main engine under consideration, and its inuence on the NOX formation
is not regarded.

As for pressure losses for gas turbine combustors, there are two different dimensionless
parameters that are usually regarded. These are the overall pressure loss, which is the
ratio of the total pressure drop across the combustor to the inlet total pressure, and the
pressure-loss factor, which is dened as the ratio of the total pressure loss across the
combustor to the reference dynamic pressure, qfef [Lefebvre, 1998]. The pressure~loss
factor denotes the ow resistance introduced into the air stream between the compressor
outlet and the turbine inlet. Whereas the overall pressure loss depends on the operation
condition, the pressure-loss factor, which represents the sum of the pressure loss in the
diffuser and across the liner, is a fixed property of the combustion chamber. In order to
attain the same relative total- pressure loss for the main engine as for the APU, the
aerodynamic and mixing characteristics need to be preserved. This implies that the
combustor of the main engine needs to be designed such that the pressure-loss factor, as
well as the combustor dimensionless mass ow, is unchanged compared with the APU.

From NOX emissions data obtained from a combustor rig test at an atmospheric pressure
level [Ziemann et el., l998a] and from test runs of the GTCP 36-300 under different
engine load conditions [Dahl and Suttrop, 2000; Schelzig and Bleimund, 2000; and
Breit, 1999], it was concluded that the NO, formation depends on the pressure level, the
equivalence ratio, (I), and the total relative pressure loss, APQ4/P3. The equivalence ratio
represents the. average combustion temperature, which for a given mass ow, inuences
both the Velocity (or residence time) and the reaction rate in the chemical reaction zone.
The relative total pressure loss, which for a given combustor configuration is a function
of the combustor air mass ow, represents a measure of the energy available for
enhancement of the turbulent mixing rate in the diffusive reaction zone.

In this study, thennal gas phase formation of nitric oxide, only, is assumed to be
representative for the total NOX formation. All NO formation principles are described in
section 2.3.1. Since neither carbon nor nitrogen is present in the fuel, both the prompt
NO and the fuel NO can be disregarded. If the study is conned to high engine
operating conditions, at which most of the NO is formed, the nitrous mechanism is less
important and may be omitted [Dahl and Suttrop, 200lc]. For this study it is assumed
that a large amount of the NOX is formed in regions of the diffusion ames where the
reactions proceed under stoichiometric or near stoichiometric conditions. Moreover,
since normally almost all NOX formed in a gas turbine combustor is made up of NO and
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since N02 is formed by further reactions, NO is assumed to be representative of the
total amount of NOK emitted. According to Lefebvre (1998) the thermal NO formation
is generally considered to be predicted by the extended Zeldovich mechanism (see
section 2.3.1). The reverse reaction resulting in conversion of NO back into N2 and O2
is relatively slow in gas turbines; hence, the NO once produced does not decrease in
concentration at an appreciable rate by cooling. The rst reaction (equation (2-9)) is
signicantly slower than the following two reactions, thereby the NO formation is
controlled by the rst reaction and the NO .formation rate can approximately be
estimated by [Dahl and Suttrop, 2001 c]:

%l=2-k1~[N2]~[0l <4-1)

where the concentrations, [i], are given in mole/cm3 and the rate factor, k, is
determined by [Baulch et al., 1970]:

- ~ ' -3v7oo< º Â¬

k, =1.36~1oí~e (4-2)
h mole-s

where TS, is the prevailing stoichiometric ame temperature in the reaction zone of the
diffusive ames. Duringvthe combustor tests, the mole fractions of species' i, i, are
measured rather than the concentrations, [i]. Converting equation (4-1) to mole fractions
and inseting equation (4-2), introducing a dependence on the temperature, Tst, and the
pressure, P, the formation rate is _estimated,~by: . i - » '

d\|/N0) u V14 cms V P r 'i. H . . .í 4-3
dt . mole-s e wm wo R-1;, ( )

where R., denotes the universal gas constant. By assuming that the mole fractions of N2
and O remain approximately constant in the considered reaction zone, and combining
these and all other constant quantities to one single constant, C, equation _(4-3) may be
integrated to obtain: A _ V _ r ~ t _,

r
-37700 K .

\.|fN0=C'e I1"

'TtkwheretR is the available reaction time in the reaction zone of the diffusion ames. The
reaction time depends on the size and dimensions of the considered diffusion ames.
For the micromix diffusion hydrogen combustion principle, typically featuring a
multitude of hundreds of miniaturized amelets, the time in the reaction zone _is
expected to be much less than for theconventional diffusion combustion principle
featuring a' few large ames. The reaction time also depends on the prevailing ow
velocities and all quantities that inuence the molecular and turbulent mixing transport
characteristics in the diffusion flame, such as the density and viscosity of the ,gas
mixture in the reaction time (determined by the pressure and temperature), and the
energy that is introduced by dissipation into the turbulent transport mechanism.
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(determined by the total relative pressure loss, APÜ4/P3). Since the pressure and
temperature levels are higher in the main engine compared with the APU, the transport
characteristics might differ slightly, and hence also the reaction time might differ
slightly. For the preliminary NOX assessment conducted here, these possible deviations
are neglected.

Introducing the equivalence ratio (for reasons discussed earlier in this section) as a
variable, considering emission the index rather than mole fractions and extending the
consideration to NOX, the NOX production of a specific combustor design may
approximately be determined by [Dahl and Suttrop, 200lc]:

-37700 K
m ~ '_ P n q Ts e Til

e vÄ±

where P and TS, are the prevailing conditions of pressure and temperature in the reaction
zone. The symbol * denotes nominal measured quantities known from experimental
work [Dahl and Suttrop, 2000; Schelzig and Bleimund, 2000; and Breit, 1999]. These
quantities could be selected from an arbitrary hydrogen operating condition of the APU
GTCP 36-300 test engine. In the present analysis the following operation point from
Dahl and Suttrop (200lc) is used: P*=6.27 bar absolute, T*=573 K, qº*=0.2439 (related
to the total engine air flow and hydrogen fuel) and EIN0X*=0.887 g/kgKE.

The equivalence ratio given for the APU engine, qº*, is related to the total engine airow
and hydrogen fuel; hence the corresponding equivalence ratio for the main engine
should be inserted in equation (4-5). Using a equivalence ratio related to the total
engine airow and hydrogen fuel implies that differences in cooling air fractions for
different combustor liners are neglected. As shown in section 2.3.4 all air could be used
for combustion without getting an equivalence ratio lower than the weak extinction
limit. However, due to the cooling requirement, maximally 95% of the air entering the
combustor could be used for combustion. For a conventional combustor using kerosene,
on the other hand, about 60-80% of the combustor inlet air takes part in the combustion,
i.e. the air injected in the primary and in the intermediate zone [Lefebvre, 1998]. The
remaining air is used to dilute the combustion products, aimed at reducing the
temperature and creating an acceptable pattern factor (overall temperature distribution
factor) into the turbine. Moreover, for the current study bleed air mass ow fractions are
omitted. Omitting the bleed air and cooling air fractions is not expected to change
significantly the results, since the liner cooling fraction and the bleed air mass ow
fractions are considered to be the same for the different engine sizes considered.

Calculation of the stoichiometric ame temperature, T51, is a complex matter, involving
various difficulties. It depends on the reactant pressure and temperature, but most
sensitively on the equivalence ratio. Moreover, the ame temperature is dependent on
the product species composition, which in turn depends on the time available for
combustion. By assuming chemical equilibrium, which implies that the time
dependence is cancelled, the complexity is reduced, and it is possible to calculate the
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ame temperature without studying the ow eld and chemical kinetics. However, the
time is generally too short in a gas turbine combustor to attain chemical equilibrium.

According to calculations presented in section 2.3.4 it is indicated that overestim_ated
ame temperatures by about 10-15 % might be expected for stoichiometric conditions at
full power when assuming chemical equilibrium. For other conditions the difference
might be less. Assuming chemical equilibrium wh_en calculating the NOX emissions
does imply that the NOX emissions are also overestimated. Thus, the risk of obtaining a
correlation that predicts lower emissions than possible to attain in a real combustor is
minimised. In addition, since the objective in this study is to investigate the inuence on
the ight mission NOX emissions of altered engine cycle parameters, the absolute level
of the NOX emissions is of secondary interest.

Attempting to calculate the am_e temperature without assuming chemical equilibrium
is beyond the scope of this thesis, and hence the stoichiometric ame temperature is
calculated under the assumption of chemical equilibrium. For this purpose the NASA
CEA code is used [McBride and Gordon, 1996; and Gordon and McB_ride, 1994]. This
program was discussed in section 2.3.4. _ ~ ` a

The exponent m is estimated experimentally by comparing results calculated .using
equation (4-5) with experimental results of the APU GTCP 36-300 [Dahl and Suttrop,
2001c], see Figure-4-1. _ «_ _ _ _ . º. - . ^ -.
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Fígure 4-1. The exporent m as evaluatedfrom experimental results [Dahl and Suttrop,
2001c]. ` 9

It is found that the exponent m increases__with increasing overall equivalence ratio and
with lowered pressure level. In this study combustor pressures ranging from about 5 bar
to about 40 bar are considered. The lowest pressures correspond to engines with a low
OPR at cmise conditions, while the higher levels occur during take-off conditions. In
order to take into-account the pressure effect and the fact that the equivalence ratio at
cruise is slightly lower than at take-off, an m value of 1.1 is used for cruise conditions
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(and lower altitudes) and a slightly lower m value of about 0.9 is used for take-off
conditions.

As for the exponent n, experimental results for kerosene-powered engines indicate that
the NOX fonnation depends on the pressure, such that n should be something between
zero and about one. According to Dahl and Suttrop (2001c) independent evaluation of
published ICAO data for kerosene-powered aircraft engines yields an n value of about
0.9. Since the reaction kinetics expressed in equation (4-3), which is independent of fuel
type, proposes a linear dependency on pressure, it seems reasonable to assume that an n
value close to one would be adequate also for the hydrogen engine. An n value equal to
one is hence used in the present analysis.

4.2.2 Evaluation of the NOX Emission Correlation
In order to evaluate the semi-empirical NOX correlation derived above, its results are
compared with other sources. The potential of reducing the NOK emissions by replacing
the combustion chamber of a full-scale conventional kerosene-powered engine by a
micromix combustor is assessed by comparing the NOX emissions results obtained using
the semi-empirical correlation with known NOX emission data of a civil kerosene-
fuelled engine. For this purpose the V2527-A5 engine is chosen. By comparing the
reduction potential predicted by the emission correlation for a full-scale engine with the
reduction shown experimentally for the APU engine, it might be possible to make a rst
preliminary assessment of the reliability of the NOX emission correlation.

The measured data available in the public domain [ICAO, 1995] which are interesting
for the present purpose are displayed in Table 4-1. I background of the ICAO data was
given in section 3.3.1. The following three cycle parameters are also given in ICAO
(1995):

Bypass Ratio: 4.82
Overall Pressure Ratio: 27.2
Rated Output (F.) [kN]: 111.2

Table 4-1. Selection ofmeasured certificate data ofthe V252 7-A5 engine [ICA O, 1995].

Power Setting [%], Emission Index ofMode
percentage of F... Fuel Flow [kg/S] NOX [g/kg Fuel]

Take-off 100 1.053 26.5
Climb out 85 0.880 22.3
Approach 30 0.319 8.9
Idle 7 0.128 4.7

In order to compare the NOX correlation with experimental results of the APU (shown in
Figure 2-9) the engine is modelled. Thermodynamic data for the engine are obtained
using TurboMatch (see Appendix A.3, section A.3.1).

ln addition to those three parameters given in ICAO (BPR, OPR and Rated output),
gures on component efciencies, cooling ows, the combustor outlet temperature and
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losses need to be assumed. The model that is used for the present purpose is the same as
the one outlined in section 2.2.1, except for a slightly different pressure ratio and
efciency of the HPC, different losses and slightly different BPR, OPR and rated output
according to ICAO. The engine is designed for take-off static sea-level ISA conditions,
using the component efciencies and pressure ratios given in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2. Pressure ratíos and eiciencies of the V2527-A5 engine used to equal the
performance stated in ICAO (1995).

Component Pressure ratio Isentropic efciency
Outer fan 1.8 0.88 _
Inner fan 1.5 0.89
Booster 2.0 0.88
High pressure compressor 9.067 ' 0.89
Combustion chamber 0.97 (3% pressure loss) 1.0 (combustion efciency)
High pressure turbine - 0.91
Low pressure turbine - 0.91

Since the aim is to equal the performance obtained from experimental work (ICAO
data), it is believed that the results have been corrected for losses in the inlet and in the
nozzle. Therefore, no intake losses are taken into account and a thrust coefcient equal
to one is assumed. No losses in ducts are applied.

Based on the assumptions outlined above, the SFC given in ICAO (1995) (can be
calculated from the fuel ow and thrust) islfairly well emulated. For the kerosene-
fuelled engine, an SFC 2.2% higher than that given in ICAO for the design point is
obtained. When comparing measured results with model simulations, deviations of a
few percent are fully acceptable, hence the results are considered to be satisfactory. As
to the engine buming hydrogen, a slightly better performance, in terms of SFC based on
energy equivalence, is achieved. The performance differences of changing to hydrogen
were covered more in detail and discussed in section 2.2.3. 9

Since the APU results are presented in terms of mole fractions, the NOX emission index
is transformed. Using TurboMatch the ows and thermodynamic quantities (i.e.
temperature and pressure) in and out of the combustor are computed. For comparison,
the NOX mole fractions are calculated at the combustor efflux. Based on the ICAO data
and on the results obtained by TurboMatch, the mole fractionof NOX for the kerosene-
fuelled engine is' calculated. As for the hydrogen engine, the improved version of
TurboMatch which 'employs the above derived NOX correlation (equation (4-5)) is
employed (see Appendix A.3, section A.3.1). The results, showing the mole fraction of
NOX versus the power setting for the V2527-A5 engine using kerosene and hydrogen,
are displayed in Figure 4-2. The lowest power setting, namely, 7% is not displayed
since convergence problems in the engine model are encountered for the lowest thrust
settings. The reason is that the standard compressor maps provided in TurboMatch. are
insufcient. Since the NOX emissions are very low at this thrust setting and the
comparison is mainly made for the full power condition, there is no reason to put a large
effort on resolving this problem. In addition to the power settings given in ICAO (1995)
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(30, 85 and 100%), another operating point of 53% power setting is included for the
hydrogen-fuelled engine.
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Figure 4-2. Mole actions of NOx at combustor elux versus power setting for the
V2527-A5 engine.

From the results in Figure 4-2 it can be concluded that the reduction in the NOX mole
fraction changing from kerosene to hydrogen is 68.6% at full power (1 11.2 kN), and as
the load is lowered the difference increases. The reduction in NOX emissions is about
l.6% points less when considering the emission index instead of the mole fraction. This
1.6% deviation is explained by the slightly higher molecular weight of the combustion
gases when burning hydrogen (when converting from emission index to mole fraction,
multiplication by the molecular weight is performed).

In qualitative terms the result is in good agreement with the measured results of the
APU (Figure 2-9). However, an even larger reduction in NOX emissions was achieved
for the APU engine at full power: 85-86% in terms of mole fraction. In order to judge
whether the result of the NOX correlation is satisfactory, one needs to be aware of the
simplications involved in this methodology and several issues need to be kept i mind.

Firstly, it might be fair to question whether it is reasonable to expect the same NOX
emission characteristics from future full-scale hydrogen-fuelled engines as
demonstrated for the APU engine. In order to verify properly whether this is possible or
not, it would be desirable to build and run a high-pressure combustor rig, or even better,
a complete engine provided with a micromix combustor. For the time being no
measurements of such tests are available. Hence, it is assumed that at least a similar
NOX reduction is to be expected for full-scale engines.

si I
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A reason why the correlationpredicts too low levels of NOX might be that the time in
the combustor is too short for achieving chemical equilibrium, thus giving a too high
ame temperature. If the combustion process is not completed there will be radicals
such as OH, O and H present in the combustion products, which lowers the ame
temperature.

When Dahl and Suttrop (2001c) evaluated equation (4-5), they found 'gliagthe calculated
NOX levels for main engines very sensitively depend on the value of the ame
temperature. When calculating the stoichiometric ame temperature assuming chemical
equilibrium, they concluded that the ame temperature -got too high and that the NOX
emissions become unrealistically large in comparison to the experimental results of the
APU GTCP 36-300. They explained this by saying that the real combustion temperature
is lower than that yielded when assuming chemical equilibrium, due to dissociation of
H20 which is beyond equilibrium. As a consequence they state that in the conned
stoichiometric reaction zones of the micro-diffusion ames, it is not realistic to assume
chemical eqiñlvibåm to calculate the stoichiometric ame temperature in equations (4-
2) to

(4-5).Independently of whether the p_resence%ñburned-radicals in the products is explained
by dissociation of H20 or incomplete combustion owiii?` öÜlack of time, the
consequence is the same: a ame temperature lower than that obtained when assuming
chemical equilibrium. To solve this with reasonable efforts, Dahl and Suttrop (200lc)
arbitrarily assumed atmospheric pressure throughout theoperation range, regardless of
the actual combustor pressure when. estimating the stoichiometric ame temperature.
Doing this adjustment, the ame temperature adecreasestandthey got a NOX emission
reduction of about' 71% in terms of emission index' for the highest load for this
particular engine, a reduction which they considered reasonable. 4

It is observed that the NOX emissions calculated using equation (4-5) without cancelling
the effect of pressure on flame temperature became lower thanthe level calculatedby
Dahl' and Suttrop (200lc). The deviation is likely to be explained by a slightly different
engine model (giving slightly different combustor inlet conditions) being used here, 'and
a different computer code being used to calculate the ame« temperature. A third reason,
which probably is of minor importance, is that an m value of 0.9 is assumed here, while
Dahl and Suttrop (200lc) assumed an m value of 1.0. Without cancelling the pressure
inuence on the ame temperature, a NOX reduction of about 67% in terms of emission
index is achieved. This is only 4% points -less than obtained by Dahl and Suttrop
(2001c) when they cancelled the pressure inuence on the ame temperature. Ã

Another issue that needs further attention in order to understand why the correlation
seems to under-predict the NOX emissions, is the choice of equivalence ratio assumed to
calculate the ame temperature, and thereby to predict the NOX formation. Considering
a diffusion ame, a range of equivalence ratios are present, from innity in the root «of
the ame to zero outside the ame front. The maximum ame temperature occurs at the
slightly rich side of stoichiometric fuel-air ratios. 'In spite of that, the NO formation is
found to peak on the fuel-lean side of stoichiometric fuel-air ratios [Lefebvre, 1998].
This is a consequence of the competition between fuel and nitrogen for the available
oxygen. Although the ame temperature is higher for slightly fuel rich mixtures, the
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available oxygen is then consumed preferentially by the fuel. However, as some NOX is
produced at both leaner and richer conditions than stoichiometric, it may be argued that
an equivalence ratio different from stoichiometric, and hence a temperature lower than
the stoichiometric, should be applied to predict the NOX formation properly. Assuming,
as has been done here, that it is the stoichiometric ame temperature that detennines the
NOX fomation might therefore over-predict the NOX emissions slightly.

To fully address the issues of chemical equilibrium and relevant equivalence ratio to
calculate the ame temperature, more sophisticated models need to be employed. This
would involve running 3-D ow calculations including heat and mass transport, and
chemical kinetics. Efforts applying detailed chemical kinetic modelling of hydrogen
ames in general, have shown that the rate of NO formation is dynamically controlled
by numerous chemical reactions in the primary ame zone, while the thermal NO
formation in the post reaction zone is mainly controlled by thennal equilibrium
conditions [Shum et al., 1996]. Employing 3-D modelling tools to address the issues of
ame temperature and equivalence ratio ise beyond the scope of this thesis. Any attempt
to investigate these issues in detail is excluded.

Being aware of the uncertainties associated with the accuracy of the correlation and
with the levels of NOX that may be expected from full-scale engines burning hydrogen,
and the simplications made when deriving the correlation, this correlation is
considered to give an indication of the amount of NOX produced at a certain operating
condition. Moreover, it is believed to reflect the inuence of different combustor inlet
conditions on NOX emissions good enough for the preliminary engine design studies
conducted here. Equation (4-5) is therefore employed in this thesis to estimate
approximately the amount of NO, produced from various altemative turbofan engine
cycles using hydrogen. Due to the large uncertainties involved and that much larger
efforts would be needed to estimate the NOX emissions more accurately, no attempts to
change the equation to be more in line with the experimental results are made. The
stoichiometric ame temperature, which is obtained by assuming chemical equilibrium,
is assumed to predict the NOX formation, and the pressure inuence on flame
temperature is included.

4.3 A Modelling Tool for Aircraft Mission Analysis
ln order to study the effects on ight mission emissions and fuel consumption of varied
engine cycle parameters (COT, OPR and BPR) parametrically, a simulation tool is
developed. For the investigation object, the same medium-range liquid hydrogen-fuelled
aircraft as considered in chapter 2 is selected. It is a low-wing conguration based on
the Airbus A321 with its fuel stored on top of the fuselage and in a tank outside the
pressure cabin in the tail cone of the fuselage. The performance data in terms of range,
thrust and weights are, however, slightly different; see Table 4-3. All calculations are
conducted for a fully-laden aircraft, i.e. the cabin factor is assumed to be 100%. As a
result of this the take-off mass is equal to the maximum take-off mass, MTOM. The
aircraft was designed within the CRYOPLANE project, and more details can be found
in Westenberger (2003 a), Westenberger (2003b), and Oelkers and Prenzel (2001).
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Table 4-3. Fundamental performance datafor the datum aircraft.

Quantity Value
Design range [km] 6614
Static sea-level thrust [kN] 134.0
MTOM [tonne] 87.6.
OME [tonne] 61.2
Number of seats 185
Payload [tonne] 16.8
Fuel capacity [tonne] 9.6

When changing an engine cycle parameter, the engine and consequently also the aircraft
need to be re-sized to provide. still thethrust required at the most demanding flight
phases. By providing a power setting (i.e. the ratio of COT at thatight phase to that of
take-off) for each ight phase, the amount of engine scaling that is required is
estimated. The program needs to be provided with engine data (i.e. thrust, fuel ow and
emissions versus altitude, Mach number and power setting), which are obtained-using
the TurboMatch scheme. Various aircraft characteristics (e.g. the aircraft drag polar and
weights) are taken from the Piano software and technical reports from. the
CRYOPLANE project. , . .

The main .purpose of this study is to evaluate and compare different altemative engine
cycleis in tenns of ight mission emissionsand fuel consumption, rather than to perform.
a very accurate ight mission analysis. For this reason, the flight mission only
comprises the take-off, climb and cmise phases; the descent and landing phases are
excluded. Since these twoneglected phasesonly constitute, a few percent (about 2%) of
the total fuel consumption, and in terms of NÖX, even less, for the medium-range flight
mission of about 6600 km considered here, this simplication is not expected to affect
signicantly the.results. -Any possible Variations in emissions and .fuel consumption
between thedifferent engine concepts« forthe neglected ight phases would make a
smalldifference, indeed, on the amounts for the complete ight missions. .

In this section is outlined the methodology for assessing the effects on' ight mission
fuel consumption and emissions of changed engine performance. In section 4.3.1 the
principles for re-sizing the aircraft and the engines owing to a changed engine
performance are explained. The physical principles and equations which-4 the
performance estimations for the different ight phases are based upon are described in
sections 4.3.2 to 4.3.4. a .

4.3.1 Re-sizing the Engines and the Aircraft
When an engine parameter is changed the performance changes, and as a consequence
the engines might need to be re-sized to provide still the required thrust at the operating
point that dimensions the engine. For high by-pass ratio turbofan engines considered
here it is normally the thmst requirement at initial cruise that determines the engine size
[Walsh and Fletcher, 1998]. This is in contrast toturbojet engines .where the th..rust
requirement at take-off is used to size the engine. In this study the engines are sized for
the cruise point, and then checked against the required take-off eld length. If the
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required eld length tums out to be longer than permitted, the engines are up-sized to
meet the maximum eld length requirement.

As a consequence of both an altered engine perfonnance and size, the engine weight
changes. In order to predict accurately the engine weight for a particular engine,
detailed knowledge of the engine configuration and its components is required.
Knowing this, the engine weight can be calculated as the sum of the weights of the
individual components, which usually are estimated using analytically-based
correlations that are calibrated against historical databases. For the preliminary design
studies conducted here, this detailed information is however not available. Instead, a
method based on cycle parameters is employed. Methods based on cycle parameters are
presently the only ones available When the aim is to estimate the weight of a non-
existing engine. I-Iowever, errors up to about 20% are to be expected for these types of
simplified models. The accuracy of these methods, as well as other methods to estimate
engine weights, is discussed in Appendix C. l.

The method used here to estimate the engine weight of different engine concepts is
developed by Torenbeek (1982), and it does divide the engine into a gas generator
(consisting of compressor(s), high-pressure turbine and combustor) and a propulsive
device (consisting of fan, low-pressure turbine and nozzle(s)). By assuming that gas
generator weight is proportional to the mass ow owing through it and that the weight
of the propulsive device is proportional to the fan thrust, the following expression for
the dry engine weight including its fundamental accessories is obtained:

_ 0.25
EW=Fm. |+0_12. 1_i_l___i (4_6)SPT ~ (1 + BPR) ¬/1+ 0.75 -BPR .

The result is hence an equation for the dry engine weight dependent on FSK, (total take-
off static thrust), OPR, SPT and BPR. All parameters refer to static sea-level conditions.
The specic thrust (SPT) is in turn highly dependent on the turbine entry temperature
(TET). Using this equation, the contribution from the fan should be 20% higher for
geared fans and another 20% should be added for variable pith fans. If present, also
extra weight for acoustic treatment needs to be added. Torenbeek (1982) also states that
the variation of engine weight with high values of BPR cannot be predicted with
certainty with this equation. A derivation of equation (4-6) is given in Appendix C. 1.

In addition to the dry engine weight, the nacelle weight including its accessories is
changed when the engine is re-sized. For convenience, the ratio of the diameter of the
scaled engine to the diameter of the datum engine is named the linear scale factor, LSF:

D
LSF =i _

Da <4 7)(ll

By assuming that the thickness of the nacelle (annulus ring) is proportional to D15 and
that the size changes symmetrically, i.e. that the ratio of engine length to dianeter is
constant, the nacelle mass of a re-scaled engine is determined by:
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MN = MNd `LSF245 (4'8)

As the accessories weight is small in comparison to the nacelle weight, both these
weights are scaled by the exponent for the nacelle weight. Using equation (4-6) and the
information on distribution of the total engine mass from Gunston (2002), the sum of
nacelle and accessories mass for the V2527-A5 engine is estimated to 100l.6 kg. A
more detailed description of the background to obtain equation (4-8) is given in
Appendix C.2. A

Another contribution to a changed aircraft mass, i.e. MTOM, when changing the engine
size, is the altered drag of the nacelles. By assuming that the engine size changes
symmetrically, and that thenacelle has the form of a cylinder, it is assumed that the drag
coefcient times the reference area, CDSN, for the nacelle is proportional to the nacelle
inlet diameter squared. This is in agreement with assumptions made in a similar study
by Whellens (2003). More information could be found in Appendix C.2. Therefore, the
change in drag coefcient times the reference area for the nacelle, ACDSN, due to a re-
sized engine is estimated by: «_

ACDSN = CDSdat -(LSF 2 -1) (4-9)

The correlations to estimate effects on nacelle and accessories mass and on CDSN are
derived assuming that the engine -size changes symmetrically, i.e. the ratio of engine
length to diameter is constant. This is a simplication that might overrate the effect of
engine; scaling on engine »weight and drag.. For instance, when the diameter is? increased,
the engine length might not increase by*the same proportion; On the other hand, no
interference drag that might occur due to changing the engine size is taken into account.
Interference drag, which usually results from an increase in viscous separation, is the
increase in drag of an aircraft component due to the change in the airow »caused by
another component [Raymer, 1999]. If the engine nacelle diameter is increased, the drag
of the wing might hence, owing to the interference effect, increase more than obtained
by adding the contributions from the nacelle and the wing.' Doing a more detailed study
on the quantitative effects of overestimating the effect of altered engine diameter and
the effect of excluding 'the-interference drag is beyond the scope of this investigation..
For the preliminary engine' design study conducted here, the correlations as outlined
aboveare believed to be sufciently

accurate.Whenthe engine size is changed, the MTOM also needs to be changed in order to
preserve the range for a given payload. If the engine diameter is increased the wetted
area of the nacelles is increased, and `hence also the total drag. As a result the mission
fuel consumption will rise. An increased engine weight will raise the need for stiffer
wings, and thusta higher aircraft structureiweight. Both these effects will impose the
need for an aircraft with a larger MTOM.~For these reasons the MTOM will increase
more than the additional engine weight. If the engines are down-sized it would have the
opposite effect on the MTOM. The additional effect on MTOM, here denoted overhead
mass, by altering the engine size is estimated using Piano. By changing the engine size
and drag coefcient times reference area for the nacelles, CDSN, and then nding -the
MTOM that gives an unchanged range, a table of changed engine sizes versus overhead
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mass is obtained. The change in total engine mass (dry engine mass plus the nacelle and
its accessories) is denoted ATEM, and its contribution to the increase in the MTOM is
denoted MOH. The numerical values of MOH versus ATEM are given in Appendix C.3.
The effect on MTOM of a changed engine size is hence detennined by:

MTOM = MT0M, + AMTOM + ATEM + M (4-1 0)

where AMTOM is a parameter which is used in the iteration loop in order to nd the
MTOM that gives a specific range. By varying AMTOM the number that gives the
desired range could be found (see also section 4.3.4).

When the aircraft MTOM is changed the need for lifting surfaces also is changed.
Therefore, it is reasonable also to change the wing area. In this study it is assumed that
the wing area is changed in proportion to the change in MTOM (see equation (4-11))
and that the wing plan form is kept unchanged, i.e. the wing aspect ratio is unchanged.
This is indeed a simplied approach. Nevertheless, it is considered to be a reasonable
assumption for the type of preliminary design studies conducted here.

MTOM
S=S~f <4->

dat

Since the amount of sealing, í.e. the value on LSF, for a given power setting (here
quantied by the combustor outlet temperature, COT) at cruise not only deternines the
thrust available, but also the aircraft weight at the initial cruise (which in turn
determines the thrust required), nding the proper amount of engine scaling is an
iterative process. By initially guessing the LSF, the take-off and climb phases can be
modelled (see sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3), and thus the thrust requirement at initial cruise
can be calculated. Knowing the thrust requirement, a LSF to obtain this thrust can be
calculated; the figure of LSF is updated and this process is continued until convergence.
If it turns out that the take-off eld length is shoter than permitted, the LSF that gives
the maximum permitted eld length is found.

Using the same approach as used in chapter 3, it is assumed that the fuel volume of the
tail cone of the aircraft is re-sized when the aircraft fuel volume is changed (see section
3.2). However, for aerodynamic purposes, the minimum tail cone length is considered
to be about two times the diameter of the fuselage. Below this length the tail cone is not
reduced, even if it would be possible to store the required fuel volume in a smaller tank.

4.3.2 Take-off Performance
The take-off performance required here comprises the eld length, the time until
reaching the screen height of 35 ft, the fuel consumption and the emissions produced.
While the information on required eld length is used to size the engine, the fuel
consumption and emissions data are needed for the mission performance estimation. In
order to estimate properly the required eld length, unexpected occurrences, such as an
engine failure, need to be considered. For this purpose the required eld length is
estimated by employing an empirical method proposed by ESDU (1985). The take-off
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time, the amount of fuel burnt and the emissions produced during the take-off are
estimated by applying the equation of motion and integrating. The methodology for
estimating the eld length is outlined in section 4.3.2.1, and the principles and equations
for modelling the take-off phase are described in section 4.3.2.2.

4.3.2.1 Field Length Estimation
In order to decide whether the engine size, for a given aircraft/engine combination, is
sufficient for take-off, the required eld length is estimated by employing an empirical
method [ESDU, 1985]. This method is meant for obtaining rst approximations to take-
off eld length of multi-engined transport aeroplanes for take-off over a 35 f (l0.7 m)
screen from hard runways of zero gradient in still-air conditions. Using this
methodology thetake-off eld length is dened as the greater of the following two:

0 1.15 times the unfactored, all-engines-operating distance to 35 f screen height
(UFL) 5 p

0 The balanced eld length (BFL)

The balanced eld length is dened as the eld length where, following an engine
failure, the distance taken to abandon the take-off and to stop is equal to the distance
taken to continue the take-off and to attainthe safety speed, V2, at screen height. Having
calculated the parameters, TOP and tan('yCSeg2), the unfactored and balanced eld lengths
are obtained using diagrams provided in ESDU (1985): . , .

AM2
TOP (4-12)

CL2 i neng .FN07 . S l G

(nen _1)` FN2 D

The parameters are related both to the aircraft and to the engines. The ones related to the
aircraft are the ,aircraft mass (AM), the wing area (S), the number of engines (neng), the
lift coefcient (CL2) and the aerodynamic efciency (L/D)2 at the take-off safety speed
(V2), while the parameters related to the engines are the net thrust at V2 (FN2) and 0.7
times V2 (FN07). If the take-off performance is evaluated for any other than ISA
condition, 6, which is the relative atmospheric density, should be given a value lower
than one.

Estimating the low speed aerodynamics is inherently difficult. The aerodynamic
characteristics, namely, the CL2 and (L/D)2, used here are taken from the low speed
aerodynamics provided in Piano. The lift coefcient at the take-off safety speed, CL2, is
equal to CLma divided by 1.44. Piano estimates CLmX for arbitrary ap deections on
the basis of ap geometry and ap type. In addition to considering effects of flaps,
Piano includes effects of slats, adjustments for 3-D effects, for sweepback and for
reduction caused by the tail download required to trim the flaps° pitching moment
[Simos, 2000]. For the conditions considered in the present model flaps are extendedto
15°, which corresponds to a CLmaX value o_f2.18. . _ . _ .~ L
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The aerodynamic drag with high-lift devices deployed is estimated in Piano by taking
into account the increase in 2-D prole drag, which is derived from empirical data
matrices as a function of flap type, chord fraction and deection, and then adjusting for
3-D effects according to the propotion of the wing covered by the aps [Simos, 2000].
Furthermore, the effect of undercarriage is added. In the present model a (L/D)2 value
that equals 10.08 is used.

Physically the TOP parameter can be understood by noting that it is proportional to the
distance taken to accelerate the aircraft from rest to the take-off safety speed, V2,
assuming a constant acceleration, zero retarding force and zero change of potential
energy. The gures of UFL and BFL versus TOP and tan('yg2) are obtained from
ESDU (1985) and tabulated. The data used for the calculations are given in Appendix
C.4.

4.3.2.2 Modelling the Take-Off Phase
In addition to the required field length, the time, fuel consumption and emission during
the take-off phase are quantities of interest. By employing a physical model of the
aircraft, these quantities are integrated during the whole take-off phase from the start
until the screen height of 35 f (l0.7 m). Figure 4-3 shows a simplied picture of the
forces acting on the aircraft during take-off before lift-off.

L
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Figure 4-3. Forces acting on the aircraft during take-obefore l-ojf

Summing the forces in the horizontal direction yields:

2F=F-D-1~¬=F-D--(AW-L) (4-14)

where F denotes the thrust, D the drag and F,f the rolling friction of the wheels; the
latter being expressed as the rolling friction coefcient, , times the weight on the
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wheels, i.e. the aircraft weight minus the lift (AW-L). A typical value for on a hard
runway is 0.03 [Raymer, 1999]. Applying the equation of motion (Newton's second
law) in the horizontal direction before lift-off yields:

dv

where AM denotes the aircraft mass, a the acceleration, V the velocity and t the time.
The force, the acceleration and the velocity are directional quantities, which are
indicated by the subscript h.

By combining equations (4-14) and (4-15) the following expression is obtained:

IdV-I|dt 416
_

AM (`i

If the time step, At, is sufciently small, the right-hand side of the equation could be
assumed constant during a time step, hence: _ _

F-D- ~AW-L _
_ T º-AM t

where V;+ and V, denote velocities before and after the time step. After lift-off the
ight path could be divided into several segments in each of which the aircraft steady
climb gradient must equal or exceed a specied minimum value. For the second
segment climb ESDU (1985) gives a minimum value on tan(YcSeg2) of 0.024, which
implies a climb angle, Y, of 1.375 degrees. In the model employed here, it is assumed
that the aircraft climbs with this angle from lift-off until the screen height of 35 f (l0.7
m). During this phase there is no rolling friction, but a component of the aircraft weight
is acting in the ight path direction. Furthermore, the ph_ysics are simplied by
neglecting the angle of attack, which implies that the thrust acts in the ight path
direction (Figure 4-4 below is applicable). The velocity change during atime step is
thus determined by: ~ V - - n _

F-D-AW~'
I4., -V. =_-i'-Af <4-18)AM

The lift, L, and the drag, D, are calculated using the denitions of their coefcients: `

1 _ 2

zº=š~p,<V2lc-s+ -AcDs) (440)
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where pA denotes the density of air (other quantities are explained earlier). The change
in CD times the reference area for one nacelle (ACDSN) is explained more in detail in
Appendix C.2, and it applies only if the nacelle is re-sized compared with the datum
engine.

From the start to the point where the rotation of the aircraft starts, CL is approximately
constant. Then it increases owing to an increased angle of attack until lift-off where it
reaches its maximum value, which is the value corresponding to the velocity V2, i.e.
CL,x/ 1.44. During the remaining part of take-off until it reaches the screen height, CL
decreases as the velocity increases. For simplicity only two different CL and their
corresponding CD are used in this model. From the start until lift-off a CL value of 0.4 is
assumed. This is a reasonable average value for a medium-range aircraft with deployed
high-lift devices if applied from the start until lift-off. Using the low speed drag polar
for the aircraft in consideration (provided in Piano) and assuming a ap setting of 15°,
an L/D value of 5.5 is obtained for this CL. Thus, CD becomes 0.0727.

Assuming CL equal to 0.4 from the start until lift-off will overestimate the drag at the
beginning of the acceleration, while it will underestimate it when the aircraft approaches
V2, since the effect on CL of rotating the aircraft is excluded. In total, the drag is
probably slightly underestimated before lift-off. This is compensated by assuming a CL
equal to CL2 (CL at the take-off safety speed) from lift-off until screen height. In reality,
due to acceleration of the aircraft, CL and therefore also CD would decrease. The
numerical values of CL and CD at V2 used in this model are taken from Piano and equal
1.535 and 0.1496, respectively. -

Data on fuel ow rate and emissions for a given thrust requirement are taken from
tabulateddata (i.e. thrust, fuel flow and emissions versus altitude, Mach number and
power setting) that are obtained using TurboMatch. A regular take-off for a civil airliner
is usually performed at full power condition or slightly reduced to increase the engine
durability. The COT that should be used is given by the user during the execution of the
program.

4.3.3 Climb Performance
The climb procedure is divided into three different phases: acceleration with a constant
climb angle until a predened CL (or Velocity), climb with constant IAS (indicated air
speed) and climb with a constant Mach number. Here, the physics are simplified by
neglecting the angle of attack, which implies that the thrust acts in the flight path
direction. A simplication of the forces acting on the aircraft during climb is shown in
Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4. Forces actirg on the aircra during climb (angle ofattack is neglected).

Following the methodology outlined in section 4.3.2.2 and applying the equation of
motion in the flight path direction, the equation that describes motion for an
innitesimally small- time step (or at least sufciently small to justify that the thrust,
drag and aircraft weight are constant duringa time step), At, reads: " "

F-D-AW-*A VM -V.~ =e"'-Af <4-21)AMº : ~ , '

This is the same equation as the one that describes the motion from lift-off, until the
screen height. The drag is calculated using equation (4-20). A

A model for calculation of the atmospheric conditions, namely, pressure, temperature
and density, and the speed of sound as a function of pressure altitude and ISA deviation
is described in Appendix C.5.

The drag coefcient in equation (4-20) is calculated b'y assuming a pquadratic
relationship between the drag coefcient and the lift coefcient. This is a simplified
approach that tends to underestimate CD for high CL values; however, for the
preliminary design studies conducted here it is believed to be a reasonable
simplication. The drag coefcient is hence determined using the following equation:

c=c§+k-Cf (4a2)

where CD0 is the drag coefcient at zero lift and k is a constant. The lift coefcient, CL,
is determined using:

C _ AW~cosYL __-T _,
š_pA_V2_S (423)
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Data on CD0 and k versus altitude and Mach number are obtained from drag polar of the
aircraft under consideration [Oelkers and Prenzel, 2001] and using the aircraft
characteristics provided in Piano. The characteristics in Piano are obtained by
employing a variety ofpreliminary design-style techniques.

In the model used here it is assumed that the aircraft is clean, i.e. undercarriage and
aps are retracted, during the complete climb phase. On a real medium-range ight the
undercarriage is retracted almost directly after take-off, while the aps not are
completely retracted until the aircraft has climbed about 1-2 km in altitude. Neglecting
the inuence of undercarriage and aps will therefore underestimate the total drag
coefcient in the beginning of the climb phase. Data on CD0 and k versus Mach number
and altitude are supplied to the program in the form of tabulation, see Appendix C.6.

Comparing the drag coefcient results obtained using the described methodology with
the complete drag polar provided in Piano for a clean aircraft, it is concluded that CD is
underestimated by 10-20% during approximately the rst 400 meters (in altitude), while
it is overestimated by 1-2% for the remaining of the ight mission. For low altitudes
where CL is high, a parabolic equation (equation (4-22)) is obviously not sufcient to
imitate accurately the drag polar. This is the main reason why CD becomes too low for
low altitudes where CD is high. Since the effect of undercarriage and aps are neglected,
CD will be even more underestimated during the initial climb. However, in terms of fuel
consumption and emissions this deviation might be compensated by a slightly
overestimated CD for the remaining part of the ight.

Data on the fuel ow rate and emissions for a given thrust requirement are taken from
tabulated data (i.e. thrust, fuel ow and emissions versus altitude, Mach number and
power setting) that are obtained using TurboMatch. The climb phase is also often
perfonned at a constant COT, but there are minor variations for different engines in
different applications. A typical value on the ratio of COT at max climb to COT at take-
off for a high by-pass ratio engine at ISA condition is equal to 0.98 [Jackson, 2004].
Since the top of climb is the most difcult part, COT is usually higher at the higher
altitudes than at the lower altitudes.

The vertical, SV, and horizontal, Sh, distances for a time step are estimated by the
velocity vector times the time step:

SV =RoC~At=V-sírY~At (4-24)

S =Vh-At=V~cos'y-At (4-25)

The velocity in the vertical direction is equal to the rate of climb (RoC), which is an
essential climb performance parameter.

During the rst climb phase the climb angle is kept constant, and the velocity change
over the time step is determined using equation (4-21). For each time step the values on
thrust, drag, aircraft weight and aircraft massiare updated. The vertical and horizontal
distances are determined using equations (4-24) and (4-25), respectively. At a
predefned CL the climb mode is changed to be performed at a constant IAS. This
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i-mplies that the difference between the total and the static pressure is calculated
initially, and then the velocity can be calculated, assuming that the pressure difference is
unchanged. For Mach numbers larger than 0.3 the ow velocity is too large to justify
the assumption of incompressible ow [Anderson, 1989]. At this ow regime,
equations for subsonic compressible ow that take account for compressibility effects
are used to calculate the pressure difference and the velocity, see Appendix C.7.

Knowing the velocity, the climb angle is determined using equation (4-21) and solving
for Y. When the aircraft has attained the cmise Mach number (or a lower predefned
value) the climb is changed to be performed at a constant Mach number for the
remainder of the climb procedure. During this phase the ight velocity is calculated as
the Mach number times the speed of sound at that particular altitude. Similarly as for
the second climb phase, the climb angle is determined using equation (4-21) and solving
for Y. Since the vertical distance, which is needed to calculate the next velocity, VM, for
a time step is initially unknown, integrating the relevant quantities over a time step is an
iterative procedure for the second and third climb phases.

4.3.4 Cruise Performance f
At cruise the engines need to provide exactly as much thust as to overcome the total
drag of the aircraft, i.e. the thmst of the engines equals the total drag of the aircraft.
Using equations (4-20), (4-22) and (4-23) and setting the climb angle, Y, equal to zero,
thetotal aircraft drag can be obtained. As for the cmising altitude, due to the controlled
air space the most realistic choice from an operational perspective would be to cruise at
a number of different discrete ight levels, measured in feet divided by 100 (this applies
mainly to long-range flights). However, for simplication the cruising altitude is kept
constant in this model. For short- to medium-range aircraft the benefits of step-cmising
are negligibly small anyway. As fuel is consumed, the aircraft becomes lighter, CL is
decreased, and hence CD and D are also decreased. Therefore, the power setting may be
reduced with reduced fuel ow rate as a consequence along. the cruise phase.
Practically, in the program this is achieved by nding the COT that gives the required
thrust. The cruise phase is performed at a constant Mach. number. º ' '

The COT provided for cruise is-used to estimate the amount of engine scaling required
at the most demanding cruise condition, which is initial cruise. As fuel is consumed, the
aircraft becomes lighter, the drag decreases and the power setting necessary to
overcome the drag decreases. The higher the COT the larger the thrust, and the smaller
the engine that is required. At a certain COT at cruise the engine becomes too small to
be able to take-off within the specied maximum. take-off eld length, which here is
dened to be 7000 f (2133.6 m). This is the smallest possible engine size. For a high.
by-pass engine at ISA condition, a typical value on the -ratio of COT at max cruise to
COT at max climb is equal to 0.965 [Jackson, 2004]. In practice, engines often are
designed for signicantly lower COT at cruise.

When the datum aircraft is re-scaled the question arises on how large amount of the
take-off mass is fuel, which in turn detemines the range. For a given MTOM, an
increased engine size (which does not necessarily mean that take-off thrust is changed)
would result in a decreased usable fuel mass and thus also a decreased range. Likewise,
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if the MTOM is increased for a given engine size, the usable fuel mass and range would
increase. In order to include properly these effects in the model, Piano is used to obtain
a set of data, giving the inuence on the usable fuel mass of scaled engines and MTOM
for the aircraft under consideration, see Appendix C.8. Using linear interpolation these
data are used to estimate the usable fuel mass for the aircraft/engine combination in
question. Knowing the usable fuel mass and having subtracted the amounts used for
take-off and climb, the amount left for cruise is known, which in tum determines the
range. If the range turns out to be different from the desired value the MTOM is
changed by adding or subtracting a minor amount, for which the value initially is
unknown (AMTOM in equation (4-10)). Finding the desired range is hence an iterative
procedure.

4.4 Engine Cycle Concepts
ln this section the datum engine cycle is described, and a number of promising
altemative engine cycle concepts either to lower the mission fuel consumption and H20
emissions or the mission NOX emissions are suggested. Figures for the cycle parameters
for the alternative cycles are chosen so as to cover the available options to attain either
of these objectives.

4.4.1 Datum Engine Cycle
The datum engine is an up-scaled version of the V2527-A5 engine, i.e. the engine
described in section 2.2.1. This engine is a two-shaft boosted turbofan engine suitable
for short- and medium-range aircraft. The jets from the by-pass and core are unmixed.
The losses and efciencies of various components, cooling ows and the location ofthe
heat exchanger to evaporate the hydrogen prior to its entry into the combustion chamber
are the same as assumed in chapter 2. The differences are that the datum engine
considered here is designed for ISA conditions rather than ISA+l0 K and that the inlet
mass ow is larger to provide the thrust required by the aircraft. Furthermore, in
contrast to the study outlined in chapter 2, the optimum outer fan pressure ratio is used
here. As discussed in Appendix A.3 (section A.3.2), for a given core engine (i.e.
specified COT and OPR) and a xed BPR, there is an optimum value of the fan
pressure ratio, that both minimises SFC and maximises the specific thrust. In practice,
to reduce design and handling problems at the expense of a very small penalty in SFC, a
value of the fan pressure ratio lower than the optimum is chosen [Pilidis, 2001].
Choosing a value on fan pressure ratio lower than the optimum for practical reasons
seemed unnecessary for the preliminary design studies conducted here.

4.4.2 Alternative Engine Cycle Concepts
In order to study the inuence on engine and flight mission performance of different
values of cycle design parameters, a number of altemative cycles are selected. These
engine cycles are not sufficient to dene an optimum parameter combination for a
specic objective. Finding the optimun parameter combination for a specic objective
requires either that performance software including an optimisation feature is used or
that an extensive parameter study, indeed, is performed. The objective here is rather to
investigate a number of relevant parameter combinations selected on the basis of
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general gas turbine performance knowledge, to provide some guidance on how to
desi n h dro en-fuelled aero en ines for medium-ran e aircraft, either to minimiseY
mission fuel consumption or mission NOX emissions. 1

The options comprise employing a stronger or weaker core (higher or lower COT), a
different OPR and a different BPR. During the past decades and in the future there is for
conventional kerosene-powered engines a trend towards engines with. higher COT, OPR
and BPR. By increasing COT, the specic thrust is always increased, which implies that
a smaller engine cant be used to provide the- same thmst, and SFC could either be
increased or decreased depending on the values on BPR and OPR. For very high BPR
engines SFC is improved with COT due to an increased core jet velocity-, whereas the
oppošite istrue for low BPR engines [Walsh and Fletcher, 1998]. If OPR is increased
for fixed COT and BPR, SFC is improved due to an increased th.ermal efciency for
most COT and BPR combinations. The specic thrust tends to decrease with OPR for
low COT, while it tends to be constant for high COTs. An increased BPR has a
benecial effect on the propulsive efciency, and in turn SFC is improved and the
specific thrust is lowered. As the optimum value of COT for minimum SFC increases
v;ith_ BPR, COT and BPR are usually increased together to achieve the best SFC [Walsh
and Fletcher, 1998]. K F Z

The incentive to decrease COT and OPR is to lower the emission index of NOX and, in
tum, it is hoped also the ight mission NOX emissions. If the BPR is unchanged this
may be accomplished at the expense of deteriorated engine performance in terms of
SFC and specic thrust. As the specic thrust is decreased, a part of the gain in NOK
emissions expressed as emission index might 'be cancelled when the engine cycle is
evaluated for a complete ightmission. _ .. . -~ . .

Similarly as for the datum engine cycle, the optimum value on fan pressure ratio is used,
provided that it is not larger than 1.9, which is the highest attainable pressure ratio of a
single fan stage [Walsh and Fletcher, 1998]. If the optimisation procedure wouldshow
that the optimum fan pressure ratio is larger than 1.9, the pressure ratio is setto 1.9.
Here, the fan is considered to be divided into an inner and an outer fan. The inner fan
pressure ratio is kept constant, while the outer fan pressure ratio is optimised for the
cycle. Walsh and Fletcher (1998) suggest that. the root pressure ratio should initially be
assumed equal to the tip for low by-pass ratio engines, and around 80% of itfor the
highest by-pass ratio civil engines. The approach used here might imply that the
difference between the inner and the outer fan pressure ratio becomes impractically
large. From a performance point of view, however, it is expected to make very little
difference. . . t ~

When different engine cycles using different pressure ratios are..compared, the
component efciencies (in terms of isentropic efciencies) of.the components of which
the pressure ratio is altered need to be adjusted. However, for moderate changes in
pressure ratios the effect of keeping the isentropic efficiency unchanged is very small.
In order to compare properly two different engine cycles that employ different pressure
ratios, thepolytropic efciencys should be the same. When the pressure ratio is

The polytropic efciency is dened a the isentropic efficiency of an elemental stage in the process,
such that it is constant throughout the whole process [Cohen et al., 1996].

8
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increased for a fixed polytropic efciency, the isentropic efciency increases for a
turbine and decreases for a compressor. In this study only the pressure ratio of the high-
pressure compressor (HPC) is changed when the OPR is changed. In order to make a
fair comparison of the different engine cycles, the isentropic of efficiency of the HPC is
changed such that the polytropic efficiency is the same as for the datum cycle. All the
component efciencies are the same for all engine cycles.

As the design point, take-off conditions, i.e. static sea-level, ISA, is chosen. Another
option would be to design the engines for the cruise operation point to make sure that
SFC is minimised at this operating condition, since the main share of the fuel is burnt
during cruise. However, if the datum engine cycle is designed at cruise instead of take-
off, SFC at cruise is reduced by less than 1%. .In obtaining this figure the ratio of COT
at cruise to COT take-off is equal to 0.85, which is the datum engine value. Hence, from
the fuel burn point of view, there is in this case no point in letting cruise being the
design point. As earlier work performed by the author and earlier work conducted
within the CRYOPLANE project use take-off as the design point, the engines are also
|aäkeafr§a1gdiqq±1í"as as* a a a

4.4.2.1 Engine A. Datum core, high BPR
In this cycle the BPR is increased without changing the core engine. This cycle is
dened mainly to investigate if it would bring any gains in mission fuel consumption by
only increasing the BPR.

When the by-pass ratio is increased the engine frontal area increases, and thus also do
the weight and nacelle drag. Moreover, in order to keep the fan tip speed approximately
constant the rotational speed needs to be decreased. The reduced rotational speed
together with the fact that the turbine specic work needs to be increased, owing to the
ratio of fan flow to turbine flow being increased, means that the loading of the turbine
would be unacceptably high. Thus, to avoid that the high loading leads to low efficiency
the number of turbine stages needs to be increased [Walsh and Fletcher, 1998].

As the by-pass ratio is increased, SFC and the specic thrust are decreased. The latter
implies that the engine needs to be up-scaled, i.e. the engine weight and nacelle drag are
increased, to provide the thrust required at the most demanding ight condition. A
heavier engine with a larger frontal area would have a detrimental effect on mission fuel
consumption. If weight and drag penalties are to be minimised, high by-pass ratio
engines would therefore require shorter inlet and nozzles than conventional engines
[Zimbrick and Colehour, 1988]. There is an upper limit on BPR beyond which the
mission fuel consumption would increase. Le Dilosquer (1998) suggest that for
kerosene-fuelled engines at about the l995s level of technology, the optimum BPR
with respect to mission fuel burn lies between six and nine depending on the
installation.

A detailed investigation of optimtun BPR for minimum mission fuel consumption for
liquid hydrogen-fuelled aircraft is beyond the scope of this study. Bearing in mind the
discussion above and that the equation to predict the engine weight is not reliable for
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high values of BPR, a BPR equal to 6.5 is chosen for this engine cycle. For the datum
core and with a BPR of 6.5, the optimum outer fan pressure ratio is equal to 1.6.

4.4.2.2 Engine B. Low power core, datum BPR
Aiming for reduced NOK emissions the COT is reduced by 100 K. A reduced COT
implies that there is less pressure available downstream of the turbines to produce
thrust, and hence the optimum values of OPR and BPR decrease with reduced COT. In
addition, a lowered OPR helps to lessen the NOX emissions. In Figure 4-5 the effect on
engine performance of varying OPR from 15 to 30 is shown for a COT equal to 1455 K
and a BPR equal to the datum value of 4.8. Foreach parameter combination the outer
fan pressure ratio is optimised.
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Figure 4-5. SFC versus specific thrust for varied OPR. COT is equal to 1455.K and
BPR is equal to the datum value, 4.8.

For OPRs lower than 20 there seems to be a trend towards a greater penalty in SFC for a
fixed gain in specic thrust. If SFC versus the NOX emission index is plotted' the trend is
less emphasized; nevertheless, for OPRs lower than 20 the SFC penalty seems to rise
for a given reduction in the NOX emission index (see Figure 4-6). Therefore, an OPR
equal to 20 is chosen for this cycle, which corresponds to an optimum outer fan pressure
ratio of1.71. ' ` '
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Figure 4-6. SFC versus NO, emission index for varied OPR. COT is equal to 1455 K
and BPR is equal to the datum value, 4.8.

4.4.2.3 Engine C. Low power core, low BPR
As argued for engine B, the optimum BPR decreases with reduced COT. Hence, it
seems reasonable to include an option where the low power core dened for engine B is
combined with a lower BPR. For this purpose a BPR of 3.8 is chosen. This gure is
about 20% lower than the datum BPR, and is considered to be a reasonable value for an
engine powering a medium-range aircraft. Due to the reduced BPR the optimum outer
fan pressure ratio becomes larger than 1.9, and therefore a value of 1.9 is used.

4.4.2.4 Engine D. High power core, datum BPR
Instead of employing a weaker core as in engines B and C, a stronger core is employed
in engines D and E. The reason for this is to study the possibility of lowering the
mission fuel consumption, and thus also the mission water vapour emissions, using
advanced engine technology. Being aware of the practical limitations of increasing the
maximmn cycle temperature of gas turbines, the COT is increased by 100 K compared
with the datum value to 1655 K. Based on the same arguments as raised for the engine
with reduced COT saying that the optimum values on OPR and BPR change with COT,
the OPR is also increased.

In Figure 4-7 the performance, in terms of SFC versus specic thrust, is shown when
OPR is varied from 27.5 to 42.5. The outer fan pressure ratio is optimised for each
parameter combination. It may be concluded from the gure that the SFC is improved
and that the specic thrust is deteriorated with OPR. The variation is not large, but for
0PRs larger than 35 there seems to be a trend towards a larger penalty in specic thrust
for a given SFC gain. Examining Figure 4-8, showing SFC versus the NOX emission
index, it may be argued that the penalty in the NOX emission index for a given SFC
improvement tends to increase for OPRS larger than 35. Based on these gures an OPR
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equal to 35 is chosen for this engine cycle. Likewise, for engine C the outer fan pressure
ratio becomes larger than 1.9, and thus a value equal to 1.9 is used.
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Figure 4-7. SFC versus specc thrust for varied OPR. COT is equal to 1655 K and
BPR is equal' to the datum value, 4.8.
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Figure 4-8. SFC versus NO, emission index for varied OPR. COT is equal to 1655 K
and BPR is equal to the datum value, 4.8.

4.4.2.5 Engine E. High power core, high BPR .
Since the optimum OPR and BPR increase with COT, it seems reasonable to include an
option where both OPR and BPR are increased with COT. Here thegsame increased
BPR as chosen for engine A, namely 6.5, is chosen. The parameters for this engine are
»hence: COT is equal to 1655 K, OPR is equal to 35 and BPR is equal to 6.5; and the
optimum outer fan pressure ratio becomes equal to 1.74.
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4.4.2.6 Performance of Selected Engine Cycle Concepts
A summary of cycle parameters for the selected engine concepts is displayed in Table
4-4, and the engine performances are shown i Table 4-5. All data refer to the design
point, i.e. static sea-level, ISA, and all engines have the same inlet mass ow (and hence
also inlet diameter), which is equal to 395 kg/s.

Table 4-4. Engine characteristics ofselected engine cycle concepts at the design point,
static sea-level, ISA.

Cor [K] o1>R [-1 BPR [_] op. o1=PR[-1
Datum 1555 28.5 4.8 1.85

âšfëtglš °°'e= 1555 23.5 6.5 1.60
B. Low power
core, datum BPR
C. Low power
core, low BPR
D. High power
core, datum BPR
E. High power
core, high BPR

1455 20 4.8 1.71

1455 20 3.8 1.90

1655 35 4.8 1.90

1655 35 6.5 1.74

Table 4-5. Performance ofselected engine cycle concepts at the design point, static sea-
level, ISA.

SFC ASFC EINOX AEINOXF [kN] N 1%]
ig/kN S1 1%] ig/1<gKE1 i%1

Datum 134.0 0.0 3.6046 0.0 9.8607 0.0
A. Datum core,
high BPR 116.4 -13.2 3.2099 -11.0 9.8607 0.0
B. Low power
core, datum BPR
C._Low power
core, low BPR
D. High power
core, datum BPR
E. High power
core, high BPR

125.6 -6.3 3.6385 +0.9 5.2569 -46.7

139.3 +3.9 3.9635 +10.0 5.2569 -46.7

143.2 +6.9 3.6972 +2.6 15.0560 +52.7

124.9 -6.8 3.2764 -9.1 15.0560 +52.7

Increasing the by-pass ratio and keeping the core engine unchanged for engine A has a
substantial effect on the performance. The SFC is improved by 11%, while the thrust (or
specic thrust) is deteriorated by 13.2%. This is the option that offers the largest SFC
reduction; however, this is accomplished at the expense of the largest fall in specific
thrust. As the NOX emission index (EINOX) only is dependent on the temperature and
pressure at the combustor inlet as well as the fuel-air ratio, i.e. quantities that are solely
dependent on the core engine, the NOX emissions are unchanged.
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By employing a core engine with» lower COT and OPR (engines B and C), a reduction
in EINOX by ahnost 47% can be achieved. If the BPR is unchanged the SFC is more or
less unchanged also, but the thrust is reduced by about 6%. On the other hand, if the
BPR also is lowered the thrust increases, at the expense of a 10% SFC deterioration.

Increasing COT and OPR is efcient with respect to SFC provided that the BPR also is
increased; otherwise SFC actually increases. See engines D and E. In terms of specic
thrust, the most benecial option is not to increase the BPR. Inevitably a higher COT
and a higher OPR imply an essential increase in EINOX. For the engines considered here
the NOX emission index is increased by more than 50%.

4.5 Flight Mission Performance I
Using the computer program described in section 4.3, the mission emissions and fuel
consumption are calculated for the datum engine/aircraft and the alternative
engines/aircraft for a range equal to the design range of the datum engine/aircraft
(6614 km). The conditions are given in section 4.5.1 and the results are given in section
4.5.2.

4.5.1 Conditions for Flight Mission Simulations º L
During the execution of the program the user is asked to provide the power setting in
terms of COT for take-off, climb and cruise. While the values of the COT ratio, i.e.
COTi to COTmax§ at take-off and climb are set to be the same 4 for all engine
congurations, the COT ratio at cruise is able to be varied. A regular take-off for a civil
airliner is usually performed at full power -condition or slightly reduced to increasethe
engine durability. In the calculations presented here COT is set to the maximum value at
take-off. The climb phase is performed at a constant COT which 'is 96% of -the
maximum allowable value. The datum engine in this study is designed for a ratio of
COT at cruise to COT at max climb equal to 0.877. The cruise phase is conducted at the
Mach number of 0.8 at a constant altitude equal to 11 000 m. ' `

4.5.2 Results :

The amount of engine scaling inuences the aircraft size, mission fuel consumption,
mission emissions and the flight envelope (rate of climb). In Figure 4-9 the mission NOX
is plotted versus the mission fuel consumption and in Figure 4-10 mission the NOX is
plotted versus the aircraft MTOM for a range of COT values at initial cruise (COTic) for
the datum and the selected engine cycles. Going from right to left in`the gures, the
maximum power setting at cruise increases, which means that the necessary engine size
decreases. Smaller engines mean that the aircraft could be smaller and' lighter forsa
given payload and range, which also implies that it consumes less fuel (see Figure 4-9).
The mission NOX emissions, on the other hand, increase, since a higher power setting
during cruise where the main share of the NOX emissions are formed enhances the NOX
production. In addition, the take~off distance gets longer and the rate of climb gets lower
when the engine size is decreased (even.if~ the aircraft is lighter), and hence the climb
phase becomes longer and nore time-consuming. All engine concepts are evaluated for
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the same power settings and the COT at initial cnise is increased until the limit where
take-off becomes the operating point that sizes the engines.
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Figure 4-9. Flight mission NO emission versus mission fuel consumption for varied
COT at initial cruise (sizes the engine) for the design range mission.
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Figure 4-10. Flight mission NOX emission versus aircraft MOMfor varied COT at
initial cruise (sizes the engine) for the design range mission.

In general, the higher the by-pass ratio, the larger the ratio of thrust at take-off to thust
at cruise (for given power settings). This is because a high by-pass ratio engine, which
produces its thrust by low Velocity exhaust Streams with high mass ows, gets a larger
loss in thrust as the forward speed is increased than a low by-pass ratio engine which
possesses the opposite characteristics. Therefore, the curves for engines A and D that
feature a higher by-pass ratio than the other engines include more points. The encircled
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points are those corresponding to the same power setting at initial cruise as the datum
aircraft/engine combination. For engine C with the lowest BPR it is not possible to
increase much the COT at initial cruise compared with the datum engine until the take-
off thrust becomes too low. Therefore this line features fewer points.

For values on COTE higher than the datum case the slope of the cuwes seems to
increase, implygingüthat the mission NOX penalty for a given mission' fuel consumption
or MTOM gainincreases. Another general observation is« that in relative terms the
potential to reduce NOX emissions seems to be larger than the potential to reduce fuel
consumption (and the water vapour emissions) by employing alternative engine cycle
concepts. , _

If the objective is to minimise the fuel consumption and/or the mission H20 emissions,
increasing the power of the core engine along with the BPR seems to the most effective. _ nf; . . _ _ . .measure.

l(Igv\;e:v;er,.f«ghe=.aºrcraft weight plays an important role, it s questonable f the
BPR shouldbe increased. The higher BPR engine needs to be larger and hence also
heavier to provide the required thrust, which has a detrimental effect on the aircraft
structure weight and thus also on'MTOM. For this reason engine E offers the 'highest
fuel saving potential, while engine D seems to be the best choice if the aircraft weight
also is an important factor.

According to these calculations. increasing BPR without changing the core engine does
not bring any advantages in terms of mission fuel bum, mission NOK emissions or
MTOM (engine A). In order to reduce themission NOX emissions an engine includingra
low power core is to be employed, since. low temperatures and pressures are effective
measures to suppress the thermal NO formation (see section 2.3) (engines Band C).
Furthermore, to limit the increase in MTOM the calculationsrsuggest,that the BPR
should be deé?eäsed rather than increased as suggested; to lowerf mission fuel
consumption. As the BPR is decreased the spëcic thrust increasesfanid hence a smaller
engine is requiríeícli. :The effect of decreased BPR on the NOX"emissi0nis` very small, but
a smaller engine implies that the aircraft structure weight could be decreased, and due to
this, both the MTOM andthe mission fuel consumption are decreased.

In-Table 4-6 the effects on engine sd<2 lšIi"l;;,(;);`l\J/l«nn_ission fuel consumption and mission
NOX emissions of the differeneñšiñeíöncepts are summarised. These data areiobtained
for ratios of COT at initial cruise to COT at max climb equal to the value for themdatim.
engine (the encircled points in Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10), which. is 0.877. Using the
datum COT ratio for engine E, the fuel consumption is reduced by 3.5%, and the
MTOM is more or less unchanged at the expense of increased mission NOX emissions
by about 49%. To achieve this, the engine diameter is increased by 6.9%. By reducing
the engine size to approximatelythe datum size, which is the smallest possible size, and
allowing for a higher power setting during cruise (the ratio COT at initial cruise to COT
at max climb is equal to 0.919), it would be possible to raise the fuel bum benet to
5.6% and the MTOM benet to 2%. 'However, the mission NOX-emissions would
increase to being 71% higher than the datum engine. ' ' '
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Table 4-6. Flight mission performance for the various engine concepts for the design
range of6614 km.
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con.
[K]

LSF
[-1

MTOM
[kg]

A
MTOM
[%]

Mis.
Fuel

AMis.
Fuel
[°/9]

Mis.
NOX

AMis.
NOx
[°/9]

Datum
A. Datum
core, high

13360

l336.0

1.000

1.157

87596

92687

0.0

+5.8

[kg]
83899

87188

0.0

+3.9

[kg]
49.63

51.89

0.0

+4.6
BPR
B. Low
power core,
datum BPR
C. Low
power core,
low BPR
D. High
power core, l421.9 0.947 85613 -2.3 8130.2 -3.1
datum BPR
E. High
power core, 142l.9 1.069 88180 +0.7 8100.2 -3.5
high BPR

1250.1 1.072 92400 +5.5' 9203.5 +9.7 29.39 -40.8

1250.1 0.973 89767 +2.5 9l20.0 +8.7 28.98 -41.6

72.76 +46.6

73.77 +48.6

If the increased COT and OPR are combined with the datum BPR (engine D), the
MTOM is reduced for a given COTi, but the potential of lowering the fuel consumption
is deteriorated compared with engine E. Assuming the COTic is the same as for the
datum case, the engine diameter is decreased by 5.3%, MTOM is decreased by 2.3%,
the fuel burn is decreased by 3.1%, and the NOX emissions are increased by 47%. If the
engine size is decreased to the minimum size, the fuel burn becomes 3.4% lower and the
MTOM becomes 2.9% lower than the figures obtained for the datum engine. In this
case the mission NOX emissions are about 56% higher than those for the datum engine.

As can be seen in Table 4-6 the mission fuel burn, mission emissions and MTOM are all
detrimentally affected if the BPR is increased and the core is kept unchanged
(engine A). It would be possible to keep the fuel consumption at about the same level as
the datum engine/aircraft combination if the COTic is increased maximally and thereby
the engine size is decreased to a minimum. However, it may be accomplished at the
price of a MTOM increase of l.6% and NOX emission increase of 24%.

Employing engine C, the mission NOX emissions can be reduced by 42% at the expense
of increased MTOM by 2.5% and increased fuel consumption by 8.7%. Owing to an
increased specific thrust, the engine diameter is actually decreased by 2.7% compared
with the datum engine. If the BPR is not lowered the engine size needs to be increased
(see engine B). The reduction in mission NOX emissions is about the same, but the
enlargements i MTOM and fuel consumption become larger: compared with the datum
engine the MTOM increases by 5.5% and the fuel bum increases by 9.7%. Looking at
engine C and employing a larger engine and thereby allowing for a lower COT during
cruise (and the other phases), the reduction in the mission NOK may be increased to
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become 49% lower than that of the datum case, at the expense of an increase in MTOM
by 5.8% and an increase in fuel burn by 12.3%. This is accomplished by increasing the
engine diameter by 5.1% compared with the datum engine, indicating that it would be
possible to increase the engine size even more to reduce NOX emissions if desired. The
extent to which the engine size may be increased is limited by how large an increase in
aircraft weight and fuel consumption is considered to be acceptable, and ultimately the
maximum engine size also will be limited by practical geometric constraints.

4.6 Conclusions and Discussion

In this chapter a number of alternative engine cycle concepts are selected, and their
engine performance and ight mission fuel consumption and emissions are estimated
and compared with a datum engine/aircraft combination. A general observation, not
very unexpected, is that in relative terms, the potential to reduce NOX emissions seems
to be larger than the potential to reduce fuel consumption (and the water vapour
emissions) by employing alternative engine cycle concepts.

In order to lower the mission fuel consumption and thus also the mission H20
emissions, the results indicate that engine E, which employs increased COT, OPR and
BPR, seems to be the most attractive choice. In terms of engine performance, the SFC is
improved and the specic thrust and the NOX emission index are deteriorated compared
with the datum engine. Taking into account the engine scaling needed due to the loss in
specic thrust, the ight mission performance isestimated. Using the same ratio of
COT at initial cruise to COT at max climb as for the datum engine, the fuel
consumption is reduced by 3.5% and the MTOM is more or less unchanged at the
expense of increased mission NOX emissions by about 49%.

According to these calculations, increasing BPR without changing the core engine does
not bring any advantages in terms of mission fuel burn, mission NOX emissions or
aircraft MTOM (engine A).

In order to reduce the mission NOX emissions, the results suggest that an engine
including a low power core engine, i.e. reduced COT and OPR, along with a lowered
BPR (engine C), should be used. Low temperatures and pressures at combustor inlet are
effective measures to suppress the thermal NO formation, and a reduced BPR, which
enables the use of a smaller engine, limits the increases in mission fuel consumption and
MTOM. With respect to engine performance, the specic thrust is slightly increased
and the SFC is deteriorated, while the NOK emission index is substantially decreased.
Employing the same ratio of COT at initial cruise to COT at max climb as for the datum.
engine, the mission NOX emissions for engine C can be reduced by 42% at the expense
of increased MTOM by 2.5% and increased fuel consumption by 8.7%.

Technologies involving a high power core accompanied with increased BPR are
changes that are subject to improvements. Increasing the temperatures and pressures in
the gas turbine cycle require advancements in high temperature materials and cooling
technology. A increased by-pass ratio requires an increased number of turbine stages,
shorter inlet and shorter nozzles than those of conventional engines. It is, therefore,
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likely that engines based on such technologies raise the development, production and
maintenance costs. Moreover, the durability of the core engine is likely to decrease.

ln contrast, engines designed for lowering mission NOX emissions employing a core
engine with lowered COT and OPR along with reduced BPR, are based on reliable
technology that may eliminate the development cost, reduce the production and
maintenance costs and increase the durability. As for the durability, a decreased COT
and OPR will have a favourable effect on turbine blade and compressor life,
respectively
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5 INTRODUCTION OF CRYOPLANES INTO THE

SWEDISH DOMESTIC AIR TRAFFIC

5.1 Introduction

Introduction of cryoplanes in civil aviation has several advantages, both on a regional
and on a global scale. ln addition to the subjects already covered in the thesis, there is a
need for the evaluation of the practical feasibility by compilation of a number of
transition scenarios, which imply changing from a conventional eet of aircraft to a
LH;-elled eet over a certain time period.

In doing so, one may either change over on a global or on a more specified regional
level. By having a global approach, the overall consequences in terms of hydrogen fuel
requirements and effects on emissions can be investigated. In order to perform a
detailed study, where a realistic transition of a specific airline,s eet is changed, it is
appropriate to compile regional transition scenarios, providing information on what
transition rate is feasible without burdening the airline too much. Furthermore, each
scenario indicates the amount of LH; required for a realistic transition scenario, and one
may discuss different methods of hydrogen production at the airport. The required
infrastructure changes of changing to hydrogen as fuel could also be investigated.

The objectives of this section are to explore the feasibility, potential and consequences
of introducing a LI-12-fuelled aircraft eet on a regional scale. The chosen air traffic
segment is SAS°s share (the major airline in the region) of the Swedish domestic air
traffic. The main reason for choosing this air trafc segment is that the probability for
introducing cryoplanes in this region is expected to be high in comparison to other
regions. Trafc growth curves are compiled by means of forecasts performed by the
aviation authority in Sweden, namely, the Swedish Civil Aviation Administration
(SCAA). According to these traffic growth curves and through consideration of the
airline's approach to eet development, two different conventional eet developments
are set up. Next, four realistic transition scenarios are compiled, and the fuel
requirements and emissions related to these scenarios are estimated, and presented in
relation to figures of the conventional eet. The infrastructure changes needed at
Arlanda airport and for distribution of the LH; are identified and assessed. Possible
methods available today and in the future ofproducing hydrogen are briey discussed.

The traffic growth scenarios are outlined in section 5.2 and the transition scenarios are
described in section 5.3, including projected fuel consumption and pollutant emissions
of each scenario. In section 5.4 the implications on airpots in general, and on
Stockholm/Arlanda in particular, are discussed along with possible hydrogen production
methods that may be employed to satisfy the fuel requirement as imposed by the
scenarios. This chapter is completed by a section covering the conclusions and
discussions (section 5.5).
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5.2 Traffic Growth Scenarios

Attempting to predict the future, particularly the far future, is difficult and always
associated with major uncertainties. When addressing the future there are two
approaches which are slightly different that can be used: forecasting and compiling
scenarios. Both these approaches imply that a synopsis of a projected course of actions
or events for the future are dened. In forecasting, the not-too-distant future is predicted
by making assumptions about the most likely future development. Using this method,
the aim is to predict what is really going to happen as accurately as possible. s

Under circumstances where it is desired to look far ahead into the future and investigate
the outcome of the introduction of, for instance, a novel technology, the compilation of
a number of scenarios might be a better approach. When working with scenarios it is
not necessary to consider-only the most likely future development; the scenarios could
be used to encircle the extremes of the outcome. Then it may be claimed that the actual
outcome is somewhere between the extremes. In general, for being successful in
scenario and forecast compilation, the future should be predicted by knowledge of the
present situation and by making reasonable assumptions about the future, rather than by
merely extrapolating the past.

5.2.1 Trafc Growth Scenarios for Stockholm/Arlanda Airport
In order to perform transition scenarios, scenarios for the future development in air
trafc need to be compiled. In this investigation, two different trafc growth gures -
one high-growth and one low-growth - for Stockholm/Arlanda airport are compiled.
These gures are assumed to be applicable for the whole Swedish domestic trafc. V

When examining forecasts for the trafc growth of civil aviation, one notices that
forecasts performed by the industry often tend to assume a higher growth rate than those
performed by aviation authorities. The low trafc growth scenario used in this study is,
therefore, based upon forecasts for Arlanda performed by the Swedish Civil Aviation
Administration. The high-growth scenario is more in line with forecasts performed by
the larger aircraft manufacturing industries.

The SCAA has conducted a number of trafc growth forecasts, for different time
periods and regions, which are based upon assumptions for the airport situation in
Stockholm. Besides Arlanda there are two other aipots with heavy air trafc in the
Stockhohn region, namely, Bromma airport close to the city centre and Skavsta airport,
about 100 kilometres south of Stockholm. Mainly due to complaints from the
inhabitants close to the airport, the Bromma airport may be closed when the airport
owner's (the SCAA) contract with the local authority expires in 2011. The development
at Arlanda is dependent on whether Bromma will close in 2011 or not, along with the
future . growth in passenger demand. Depending on those local conditions and the
development of new runways at Arlanda, trafc growth gures at Arlanda for 10 and 30
years, respectively, have been performed by the SCAA [Äh_lgren, 2000a; and Jonforsen,
1999]. Based on these gures and on private communication with Mats Ählgren at the
SCAA [Ählgren, 2000b], the low-trafc growth scenario for 2001-2050 used in this
study for the Swedish domestic trafc is created (Table 5-1). '
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One should bear in mind that as the number of passengers increases, a certain
percentage increase implies a higher increase in absolute terms. The result of the low-
growth curve is roughly a linear passenger growth at Arlanda (Figure 5-1). Generally
the passenger growth rate is expected to decrease with time.

Table 5-1 . Assumed annual growth ratesfor the Swedish domestíc air traic.

Low-Growth Scenario High-Growth Scenario
Years Yearly Growth [%] Years Yearly Growth [%]
2001-2015
2016-2035
2036-2050

3.5
2.5
1.5

2001-2010
201 1-2020
2021-2035
2036-2050

6
4
2
0.5

80

II

60-

l -O Low Growth
_g 70 --High Growth

/' /

SNumber of passenger
bO

10

0 _ I I I I I l
1990 2000 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 2060

Year

Figure 5-J . Passenger growth scenaríofor Stockholm/Arlanda airport 2000-2050.

Comparing these two growth rates, it is noticed that an essentially higher growth rate is
expected during the rst 20 years in the high-growth scenario, but then the growth rate
is decreased considerably. During the first 19 years the trafc growth rate is similar to
that assumed by Boeing and Airbus Industry, namely, about 5% increase per year
[Kappers and Essers, 2001]. The reasons for significantly reducing the growth rate after
2020 are mainly to avoid predicting unrealistic annual passenger increases for the
relatively small population of about nine million in Sweden, and to limit the number of
passengers at the end of the investigated period, 2050.

In order to evaluate whether the number of passengers of about 70 million in 2050 -
which is about four times the number of passengers at Arlanda in 2000 - resulting from
the high-growth scenario, is reasonable, the theoretical maximum travelling that the
population of about 10 million may perform is assessed. If it is assumed that each
person makes one leisure trip each year, that one-fourth of the population makes one
business trip once a week during 45 weeks a year and that 60% of the population travels
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via Arlanda, the number of passengers at Arlanda in 2050 will be about 150 million.
Since this is roughly twice the result according to the high scenario, it may be
concluded that the traffic growth according to the high scenario is reasonable.

The transition scenarios presented in the next section are based on these two traffic
growth gures.

5.3 Transition Scenarios

In order to compile realistic transition scenarios, a specic airline and its aircra eet is
studied. The airline under consideration is Scandinavian Airlines (SAS), which.
dominates the Swedish domestic aviation market. About 70% of the Swedish domestic
air trafc, in terms of passengers, is operated by SAS. Related to the total air trafc in
Sweden, comprising both domestic and international flights, the corresponding number
is about 35%. The following transition scenarios should be intepreted as transition
scenarios, compiled to show the feasibility and gains of introducing cryoplanes into the
Swedish domestic trafc, and not as SAS's future plans for their aircraft eet.

Firstly, the aircraft eet dWë¬löpm.ent based on conventional airplanes is compiled
according to the two traffic growtT',\scenarios. Secondly, four transition scenarios are
compiled - two for each conventional ešdevelopment.

Having taken a closer lo.ok at SAS's time |'hoy{ng the operation routes for
individual aircraft, it may be concluded that Stockholm/ATl'anda serves as a hub airport
for the Swedish domestic air trafc, i.e. almost every schedtiišdåight within Sweden
departs from or arrives at Arlanda airport. This makes Arlanda a seiisible choice for the
production and refuelling of liquid hydrogen. In order to restrict the complexity and
costs, the implementation of production facilities for liquid hydrogen as well as
infrastructure build-up is limited to Arlanda, only. As time passes this system of
hydrogen production facilities may be expanded, eventually covering the whole world.
Having refuelling facilities only at Arlanda will affect the fuel -bum of the cryoplanes
detrimentally, since the aircraft will _need to carry fuel for the return trip as well.
However, this drawback is relatively modest and is acceptable in this connection. When
the transport capacity needs to be increased in the future, the number of individual
aircraft is increased; alternatively, larger aircraft types are introduced, but it is assumed
that the operation routes are unchanged. _ 0 I T ,_ _ _

In Table 5-2, data for a simplied current eet, as well as for aircraft types that will b_e
introduced when the capacity needs to be increased, are given. Data for the projected
cryoplanes are also given in the table. The choices of aircraft types and their
performance are explained below. ' A i h
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Table 5-2. Datafor SAS 's current andfuture aírcrafteet.

Aircraft type No. of seats Design range [nm] Engine typeg
Current
B737-800
B73 7-600
Future
A321-100
A330-200
Cryoplanes
CMRI -300
CMR1-400

179
123

220
278

220
278

1000
1000

1000
1500

2000
3000

crvss-71326-zp
cF1\/156-7320-zp

V2530-A5
RR Trent 772B

V2527-A5
V2527-A5

The design ranges of the current and future aircraft eets are chosen according to
recommendations from SAS. Since all airplanes are used for a shorter range than
traditionally when they operate internationally, they are designed for a shorter range and
with a higher payload. Thus, the aircraft are re-designed to suit the required demands.
The basis for the liquid hydrogen-fuelled aircraft, CMR1-300, is taken from Oelkers
and Prenzel (2001). A picture of the CMRI-300 showing the tank arrangement is
presented in chapter 3 (Figure 3-2). The CMRI-400 is a fuselage-stretched and Wing
scaled-up version of the CMRI-300. The cryoplanes are designed for a range twice as
large as for the corresponding conventional aircraft. The reason for this is that these
aircraft need to be able to carry double the amount of fuel, since Arlanda airport is the
only refuelling station for liquid hydrogen. More details of the aircraft are given in
section 5.3.3.

Before the compilation of transition scenarios, SAS°s expected eet development for
the next 50 years needs to be assessed.

5.3.1 Development of the Conventional Fleet
In the beginning of the considered period (2001), the SAS eet operating as domestic in
Sweden, solely, consists of eleven B737-800, seven B737-600 and two MD-87.
Furthermore, a number of MD-81 operates partly within Sweden and partly within
Europe. All together, the MD-80s correspond to about two aircraft operating solely
domestically. In addition, there are a few regional aircraft, such as the Dash8-Q400,
operating partly domestically, but due to its low passenger capacity these are neglected
in the study. The MD-87s and the MD-81s will, however, be transferred to operations
on the European market within the next few years, and will be replaced by the B737-
600 and B737-800, respectively, in the domestic trafc. It is therefore assumed that the
SAS domestic eet in the beginning of the considered period, 2001, consists of thirteen
B737-800 and nine B737-600.

The choice of future aircraft types is based on SAS°s plans for the future. SAS is
presently putting a number of A321 (184 seats) into international service, and in the
future when more capacity is required, a domestic version of the A321 (220 seats) will

9 The engines used in the simulations have the same performance a those stated in the table, but are
scaled with respect to size according to a procedure explained in section 5.3.3.2.
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also commence commercial service. The situation is similar for the A330, but as far as
the author knows, no dates for introduction of this aircraft type are established yet.

When assessing the development of the conventional eet, which. means that no
cryoplanes are involved, the airlines eet development philosophy needs to be
considered. An airline's transport capability can be increased either by adding
individual aircraft or by replacing the current aircraft by larger types. The choice is
dictated by the desire of maximising the overall prot for the airline. Figure 5-2 gives
an illustration of how this might be solved. In general, one may claim that an average
load factor of 50% corresponds to break even, i.e. for load factors higher than 50% the
ight is protable. The prot will increase with the average load factor until 75%. At
this point it is, as shown in the gure, most favourable to change to a larger aircraft
type. If the average load factor would be allowed to increase above 75%, there is a risk
that the capacity is insufcient in peak hours. In general, an airline strives to have about
30-40% difference in size between their aircraft types [Näs, 2001]. -

Prot

100 seat AIC 140 seat A/C

I V
Number of passengers

LÄ±O

\\

Figure 5-2. An aírline's choice of aircraft size depending on loadfactor for maximum
prot [Näs, 2001]. 1 V a

This is a simplied theoretical model; the reality is somewhat more complex, but still,
the objective is to stick to these numbers as far as possible, with regards to types of
aircraft available on the market. -

Due to increased trafc demand as time passes, the average load factor will increase,
and reach. 75%. Then, the airline may either add aircraft types or change to a larger
aircraft type. The number of airplanes that may be added is limited by the allowable
increase in movements at the airport, without any rebuilding and expansion of the
airport. Thus, the number of aircraft that may be added without congestion is very much
dependent on the airport capacity. V ` _

In this study, the demand of increased trafc is satised by adding aircraft, provided
that the number of movements is sufciently low. At a certain point, depending on the
assumed trafc growth, the aircraft type is replaced by a larger aircraft type. Another
occasion when the aircraft are replaced by new ones, is when the retirement age of 30
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years, as assumed in this study, of the aircraft is reached. In this case, the airplanes are
not necessarily replaced by larger ones; they could also be replaced by aircraft of the
same size. Replaced aircraft that have not reached their retirement age are assumed to
be used on other routes, operated by SAS or another airline, i.e. they are no longer
included in the scenarios.

In the beginning of the considered period, 2001, the average load factor is assumed to
be 65%. This number is often used for the Swedish domestic traffic. In 2000, the
average load factor of SAS°s Swedish domestic trafc was 64% [Näs, 2001].

Figure 5-3 shows SAS°s domestic eet development for the period 2001-2050,
according to the low passenger growth scenario. During this time period of 49 years, the
number of aircraft increases from 22 to 39. This implies that the number of movements
increases by 77%, or l.2% on average per year. Accordingly, an essential increase in
airport capacity is required. In 2045 the A321s need to be replaced by new ones, since
they will have reached their retirement age. At the end of the scenario period, in 2050,
the eet operating within Sweden consists of airplanes in the size of the A321 and the
A330.

40
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Figure 5-3. SAS 's domestic eet development, according to the low passenger growth
scenario, for the period 2001-2050.

Figure 5-4 shows the corresponding graph for the high-growth passenger scenario.
When a higher traffic growth is assumed, specifically notable in the first 20 years, the
capacity in terms of increased number of individual aircraft needs to be increased
earlier, and the change to a larger aircraft type also needs to be applied earlier. At the
end of the transition period, in 2050, airplanes of the same size as for the low-growth
scenario are used, but another three individuals are in service. This means that the
number of movements is increased by 91%, or l.3% on average per year, over this time
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period of 49 years. Another difference is that the A32ls will reach their retirement age
of 30 years seven years earlier, since they are introduced earlier.
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Figure 5-4. SAS 's domestic eet development, according to the high passenger growth
scenario, for the period 2001-2050.

From this exercise it may be concluded that an essential increase in airport capacity, at
all airports, is required in order to cope with the increasing trafc demand. So far only
conventional technology has been treated, and the next step is to introduce liquid
hydrogen-fuelled aircraft when the capacity needs to be enlarged.

5.3.2 Fleet development with introduction of cryoplanes
One of the main issues to consider when dening transition scenarios, is the reasonable
point of time to start introducing the new unconventional aircraft types. Before any
cryoplane may be put into scheduled sen/ice, much research and development is
required. After the CRYOPLANE - System Analysis - which was nished in mid-
2002, a phase of basic research and development, lasting about two and a half years,
needs to be carried out. In addition to the research work, a demo-type aircraft may, if
desirable, be developed and tested. An early introduction implies that much of the
research and development work needs to be done in parallel, consequently increasing
the risk of higher development costs. Later introduction of cryoplanes will allow more
time for research and development, thereby minimising the risk of early cost increases.
On the other hand, an extended programme may imply that the total cost of the project
increases, and that interests paid on invested capital will go up [Klug, 200lb].

In this study, two different dates are assumed for the introduction of cryoplanes. In two
of the scenarios, all new aircraft that are put into service in 2015 and aftewards are
cryoplanes, and in the other two, all aircraft that are put into service in 2025 and
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afterwards are cryoplanes. In general, reducing the environmental burden from civil
aviatíon is probably most effectively accomplished by means of incentives, policy and
legislative changes, without specifying any particular technology that should be used. It
should be up to the industry to choose the proper technology in order to meet future
demands.

Figure 5-5 shows scenario 1, which is a transition scenario with the introduction year
2015, where the low traffic growth scenario is applied. In practice, this is the same
graph as Figure 5-3; the only difference is that cryoplanes with the same passenger
capacity are introduced instead of the A321 and the A330. In this scenario, the SAS
domestic eet is operating on liquid hydrogen, solely, in 2028. In Figure 5-6, the
introduction year is unchanged, but the high trafc growth gure is assumed
(scenario 2). The higher trafc growth results i the changes to the larger aircraft types
being required earlier, which means that the switch from the B737-800 to the A321 is
needed in 2008. By this year, introduction of cryoplanes is unfeasible and not in line
with the scenario. This implies that only a small number of cryoplanes in the size of the
A321 may be introduced in 2015, i.e. to satisfy the capacity demand. However, when
airplanes with the size of the A330 need to be introduced in 2019, cryoplanes are a
feasible alternative. In this scenario, the eet is powered by LH2, solely, in 2038 - ten
years later than when the low trafc growth scenario is assumed.
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Figure 5-5. Scenario I : all aircra introduced in 2015 and afterwards are LH;-fuelled;
low passenger growth scenario is assumed.
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Figure 5-6. Scenario 2: all aircra introduced in 2015 and aerwards are LH2-elled;
high passenger growth scenario is assumed.

In the next two scenarios it is assumed that all the aircraft that need to be introduced in
2025 and afterwards are LH;-fuelled. In Figure 5-7 (scenario 3) the low passenger
trafc growth numbers are assumed, and in Figure 5-8 (scenario 4) the high trafc
growth numbers are assumed. In scenario 3 the introduction of cryoplanes starts on a
small scale in 2026 with airplanes the size of the A321, followed by the introduction of
larger cryoplanes, like the A330 with 278 seats, in 2028. In 2045, the major part of the
conventional A32ls will have reached their retirement age, and therefore are replaced
by cryoplanes of the same size. In scenario 4, where the high traffic growth is assumed,
the broad-scale introduction of cryoplanes is much delayed compared to the other
scenaios. The introduction of both 220- and 278-seat cryoplanes starts simultaneously
in 2030. In the same way as for scenario 2, the conventional A32ls are replaced in 2038
by cryoplanes when the former should be phased out. When airplanes with the capacity
for 278 passengers are required in 2019, it is, according to the prerequisites of the
scenario, too early to introduce cryoplanes. A small number of cryoplanes of this size is
required in 2030 and the next 20 years, but a broader introduction is not required until
2049, when the conventional ones will have reached their retirement age and therefore
need to be replaced.
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Figure 5- 7. Scenario 3: all aircraft introduced in 2025 and aerwards are LH;-fuelled;
low passenger growth scenario is assumed.
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Figure 5-8. Scerario 4.' all aircra introduced in 2025 and aerwards are LH;-fuelled;
high passenger growth scenario is assumed.

All four scenarios, with respect to the percentage increase of cryoplanes by time, are
summarized in Figure 5-9. After compiling these four scenarios, it may be concluded
that in all scenarios it is feasible to change the eet to be solely LH;-fuelled over the
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considered time period of 50 years. Furthermore, high trafc growth results in a delayed
broad-scale introduction of cryoplanes.
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Figure 5-9. Percentage introduction ofCryoplanes, according to scenarios 1-4.

5.3.3 Emission Scenarios

Having established a number of transition scenarios, the required amount of fuel and the
quantity of emissions for each of these may be determined. These quantitative
assessments are intended to point out differences in fuel bum and emissions among the
scenarios. Furthermore, the fuel requirement is used when discussing different methods
for hydrogen production. For these purposes simplied assumptions about the future
technology developments (5.3.3.l) are considered to be sufficient.

In order to reect the changes in emissions of each scenario and assumed trafc growth,
the total amount of emissions on a typical day (June 6) are calculated for SAS's
domestic trafc in 2001, 2010, 2020, 2030, 2040 and 2050. In order to do this, each
individual aircrafts operation schedule is simulated according to SAS's timetable by
means of the commercial aircraft design software Piano [Simos, 2000] and spread
sheets. When the number of aircraft types and movements needs to be expanded later
on, it is assumed that operation routes are unchanged and that Arlanda still serves as the
hub airport.

Since the time horizon for the scenarios is as much as 50 years, technology
developments need to be taken into account. ln doing so the time period is divided into
periods, each reecting a certain technology level. For the conventional aircraft, the
periods are 2001-2012 (today°s technology level), 2013-2025, 2026-2037 and 2038-
2050. Corresponding time periods for the cryoplanes are 2015-2032 and 2033-2050.
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The idea is that each aircraft is at first designed for the range and the number of
passengers given in Table 5-2, to obtain the performance using today°s technology
level. Then, fuel consumption is decreased and emissions performance is improved to
reect a technology development; the size of the improvements is predicted by the time
period it is meant to reect. With these improvements taken into account, the aircraft is
re-optimised, and hence, the performance is increased, i.e. reduced fuel consumption for
the same range. The technology level assigned to a certain individual aircraft is
determined by the introduction year of the aircraft. The computations using Piano was
conducted in collaboration with Anders Hasselrot at FOI (Swedish Defence Research
Agency).

5.3.3.1 Technology Levels
When considering technology improvements for aircraft, there are three main
parameters, basically independent of each other, that need to be taken into
consideration: aerodynamic efficiency, structure weight and the specic fuel
consumption (SFC) of the engines. In addition, the emissions, particularly oxides of
nitrogen (NOX) are of interest and subject to improvements over time.

Improved aerodynamic efciency is equivalent to generating the aerodynamic lift at a
cost of less aerodynamic drag. This may be achieved in several ways: smoother
surfaces, improved aerodynamic shapes, boundary layer control, lift distribution control,
etc. Based on some rough estimations, it is assumed that a reasonable improvement in
aerodynamic efciency within the next 50 years would be about 20%, i.e. the total drag
may be reduced by 20% by 2050. Numbers for each time period are given in Table 5-3.

As to the structure weight, there may be an even greater potential for improvements. By
introducing new lightweight materials, improving the manufacturing process of new
composites, using load monitoring, etc., weight savings of about 45% may be achieved
by 2050 [Ireman, 2001]. In this study a somewhat more conservative number is
assumed, namely, 30% by 2050. In order to simulate this, the weights of the fuselage
and the wing box mass, i.e. those parts that make up the main part of the aircraft weight,
are reduced by the corresponding number depending on the technology level. Numbers
for each time period are given in Table 5-3.

Finally, the engine performance in terms of SFC will improve with time. One or two
decades ago most of the research on aircraft engines was focused on improving the
engine efciency, whereas most efforts during the last decade and at present are laid on
reducing oxides of nitrogen (NOX). The overall engine efficiency - the product of the
thermal and the propulsion efciency ~ is inversely proportional to the specic fuel
consumption SFC, i.e. fuel ow for a given engine thrust (see Appendix A.l).
Consequently, improved engine efciency decreases SFC and thus decreases the total
el burn for a specific mission. Measures for achieving reduction in fuel burn deal with
improving the thermal and the propulsion efciencies.

The propulsion efciency is favoured by a high by-pass ratio, and the thermal efciency
may be increased through a higher overall pressure ratio (OPR) and, under some
circumstances, higher turbine entry temperature (TET); two measures which are both
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detrimental for the production of NOX. Accordingly, measures to reduce SFC and NOX
emissions might be in conflict. For the scenario work conducted in this chapter, for
which approximate numbers on emissions and fuel' burn levels are sufficient, the
reduction potential of SFC is not addressed, but the SFC level during the 50-year period
is assumed constant and equal to the level of 2001. The conservative SFC development
might be compensated for when assessing the total fuel consumption in section 5.4.3.1
by assuming that the average flight distance for the international routes is as long as the
average ight distance for thedomestic ights. In reality the average international ight
is somewhat longer.

Looking at the NOX emissions, the reduction potential is as discussed in section 2.3
expected to be higher when burning hydrogen than kerosene. How large this reduction
potential might be cannot be said without further research. Nevetheless, for the purpose
of this scenario assessment some approximate numbers are applied. As shown in section
2.3.3.2, a reduction potential of about 85-86% has been illustrated for an APU engine
provided with a micromix combustor using hydrogen. This number is, therefore, for this
study considered to be the ultimate lowest level when using hydrogen. If LPP
combustors are not considered, due to the danger of ashback and premature burning if
used, and if simultaneously the CO and UHC emissions are taken into account, the NOK
reduction potential might be in the order of 50-60% when buming kerosene. These
levels maybe accomplished using staged or RQL combustors. The numbers on the NOX
emission levels .assigned for each technologylevel versus time used- in this study are
displayed in Table 5-3.. .Considering recent achievements with respect to attaininglow
NOX emissions, the gures applied here 'for the conventional aircraft might be slightly
too conservative. ' . º_ . . . . *_ ._ . *

Table 5-3. Speccatiors of technology levels for the convertioral'a:rcraft and
cryoplanes. W
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Measures for NOX reduction tend to increase emissions due to incompletecombustion,
namely, carbon monoxide (CO) and unbumed hydrocarbons (UHC). It would, therefore,
be a challenging task to reduce also the UHC and CO emissions at the same time as the
NOX emissions are lowered. Hence, in this study it is assumed that the emissions of CO
and UHC are retained at the 2001 values for all technology levels.

1° The numbers on EINOX are given related to the NO, emissions of kerosene in 2001, i.e. kerosene 0.
This also applies to Cryo 2. .
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To sum up, the assumptions for SFC reduction are very conservative, reductions for the
NOX emissions for the conventional technology might be low, and reductions for
aerodynamic drag and structure weight may also be somewhat on the low side.

5.3.3.2 Aircraft Design Process
Before technology improvements may be applied to the different aircraft congurations,
a basic version of each of these, representing the technology level of today, are created.
The conventional aircraft are re-designed in the sense that the maximum take-off mass
(MTOM) is adjusted to achieve payloads and ranges as recommended by SAS. This
modification may involve a slight fuselage lengthening in order to accommodate the
required number of passengers. The wing conguration of each aircraft is, however,
kept constant regardless of the technology level.

In Oelkers and Prenzel (2001) the cryoplane conguration (CMR1-300) is designed to
reect a technology level of 2010, which implies that the total drag, aircraft weight and
SFC of the engines (basically the V2527-A5) are slightly decreased compared to the
general levels of 2001. I-Ience, these levels need to be restored to the levels of 2001. In
order to nd a sensible cryoplane conguration for the larger of the two studied aircraft,
a new conguration is created, implying that the fuselage is stretched and the wing size
is up-scaled. The larger version is denoted CMRI-400. The wing size is found by an
optimisation process (using Piano) using the original technology level (2010) for a
range of 4000 nautical miles, with a xed wing shape (xed sweep and aspect ratio).
Before the scenario aircraft can be designed, the technology level is restored to the level
of 2001. The wing size is kept unchanged when the aircraft are re-designed for the
shorter ranges required in this study, 2000 and 3000 nm, for the CMR1-300 and the
CMRI-400 aircraft, respectively.

Having found reasonable confgurations for the aircraft needed in the transition
scenarios, the technology improvements are applied, i.e. the total drag and the weight
(of fuselage and wing box) are decreased according to the technology levels dened in
Table 5-3. Reduced drag and weight either increases range or reduces fuel bum, with
the latter leading to reduced MTOM. In this study, the MTOM is adapted to obtain the
proper range. With a lower take-off weight, a smaller take-off thrust is required for the
same take-off performance. Therefore, the aircraft is re-optimised with the engine thrust
and the MTOM allowed to vary. Then a take-off thrust 20% larger than the optimum is
used as a safety margin to ensure that no engine deterioration will prevent the aircraft
from taking off within the allowable eld perfonnance. Finally, the proper MTOM is
found with the proper engine thrust.

Table 5-4 below presents an overview of the main characteristics of all aircraft
combinations that are used to quantify the fuel requirement and the emissions for each
transition scenario.
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Table 5-4. Main characteristics
scenarios.

of aircraft combinatíons used in the transition

Aircraft type iii/Ünology
Engine thrust
[KN]

MTOM [kg]
Fuel for climb,
cnise and
descent [kg]

B737-600 0
B737-800 0
A321-100 0

Kerosene 1
Kerosene 2
Kerosene 3

A330-200 (0)
Kerosene 1
Kerosene 2
Kerosene 3

CMR1-300 (0)
Cryo 1
Cryo 2

c1AR1-400 (0)
Cryo 1
Cryo 2

79.2
96.6
143.1
132.9
116.9
104.5
212.9
193.7
170.3
149.0
169.3
152.0
144.0
203.9
182.6
154.9

54200

66800
83200
78600
73 800
69900
143000
134500
125500
117900
98mm
92100
84000
118000
110000
98mm

4414
5498
6876
6136
5318
4821
14532
12987
11521
10501
2866
2492
2106
4648
4039
3316

5.3.3.3 Results 4 _, A
In Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11 the fuel consumption for the low- and high-growth
passenger scenarios, respectively, are shown. Figure 5-12 to Figure 5-14 show
emissions of CO2, H20 and NOX of the low-growth scenarios." The corresponding
emission gures for the high-growth scenarios are not shown, since they do not give
any new infonnation. The trends are the same; the only difference is that the changes
occur earlier, owing to the high-growth rate in the beginning of the period. Fuel
consumption and emissions are calculated using SASs timetable of 6 June 2001. This
day is believed to be representative of the average daily fuel consumption of SAS°s
domestic eet [Näs, 2001]. There will, however, be some periods of reducedtrafc on
some routes; hence, the fuel consumption and emissions .presented are slightly higher
than the daily average. The aircraft types that are used when the em.issions^'are
calculated are presented in Appendix D.

Without introducing any cryoplanes, the daily fuel consumption is estimated to increase
from about 320 000 kg in 2001 to about 950 000 kg in 2050 (Figure 5-10). This implies
a threefold increase in fuel consumption during this period of 49 years. Simultaneously
the number of passengers has increased 3.6 times (Figure 5-1), and the number of
movements has increased 1.8 times. Thus, the fuel consumption has increased more
than the movements, caused by using larger and larger aircraft types. It could also be
observed that the increase in fuel use is lower than the increase in passengers, which is a
consequence of technology improvements. When comparing the absolute numbers for
kerosene and LH; use, it needs to be pointed out that the numbers for kerosene represent
the total amount of fuel that needs to be supplied, divided on all Swedish airportsthat
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are involved; whereas the numbers given for LH2 refer to the amount that needs to be
supplied at Arlanda only, since this is the only refuelling station for hydrogen.
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Figure 5-10. Daily consumption
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Figure 5-11 . Daily consumption of kerosene and LH2 for the high passenger growth
scenario.
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Figure 5-I4. Daily emissions ofNOXfor the lowpassenger growth scenario.

The kerosene consumption drops when the cryogenic fuel is introduced, nally falling
to zero at the end of the period, 2050, for all scenarios. As to the demand for LH2, it
increases from zero in 2015 or 2025 depending on the scenario to almost 400 000 kg a
day in 2050 (in Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11 it appears that LH2 is needed from 2010
and 2020, respectively, but this is due to the situation that only values every tenth year
are used when drawing the curves). In general, the higher growth rate implies that the
introduction of new aircraft types is needed earlier; hence, more generations of aircraft
will be involved by 2050. A high growth rate, therefore, results in a more modem
aircraft eet in the end of the period than the low-growth rate does. This is the reason
why the demand for hydrogen is roughly the same in 2050 for the low- and high-growth
scenarios, even though the high traffic growth rate results in a larger aircraft eet in
2050.

According to Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13, the emissions of CO2 and H20 follow the
same trends and have the same percentage changes as does the fuel consumption. This
was expected, since these emissions are proportional to the fuel consumption. Note,
however, that whereas the CO2 emissions diminish when cryoplanes are introduced, the
H20 emissions increase. This is due to the fact that a cryoplane emits about 2.6 times
more water than a conventional aircraft, provided that they consume the same amount of
energy.

By introducing cryoplanes early, according to scenario 3, the amount of NOK may be
retained at a level not much higher than todays level (Figure 5-14). If a conventional
eet scenario is assumed, the NOX emissions will be about 2.8 times higher in 2050 than
in 2001.

1

I
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Other emissions of kerosene-powered air trafc, such as CO, UHC, soot and SOX, are
not shown in any gures, but since cryoplanes emit none of these, these emissions will
drop off in a manner similar to CO2 when cryoplanes are introduced. GC:

For the domestic trafc of SAS with the assumptions made in this study, it may be
concluded from the gures that a delay in the introduction of cryoplanes would result in
a lagging in emissions reduction that is larger than the delay in their introduction, i.e.
starting to introduce cryoplanes in 2025 instead of 2015 would mean that it takes more
than ten years for the emissions to be at the same level as those of the aircraft eet that
would,-gbe=i=n.trodueed3in*20=l=5'fm'=;%*=|«----dm \l

Having dened the consequences of the different scenarios in terms of fuel
consumption, the fuel sources at Stockholm,/Arlanda airport are considered next.

5.4 Fuel Sources at Stockholm/Arlanda Airport
This section gives an overview of current conditions at Arlanda airport, deals with
implications for the airport of using liquid hydrogen and describes different methods for
hydrogen production. ' â

5.4.1 Current Conditions '
Arlanda is the largest airport in Scandinavia and Europe°s sixth largest airport. During
2000183 million people travelled to or from Arlanda; two out of three travelled on
international ights [SCAA, 2002]. It is considered to be one of Europe's`most modern
airports, having, for instance, a high-speed railway to central Stockhohn and a new 80-
metre control tower featuring the world°s most PC-based air trafc management
system. Since the latter part of 2002, when a third runway was taken into operation;
there are now three runways in use. '= ' C ' '

Currently, the kerosene is, transported by trucks from la harbour in Stockholm
(Värtahamnen) to Arlanda airport. About 40_trucks a dayare normally in service. In the
future, the fuel distribution system will probably be changed, such that the fuel will be
transported by rail from Gävle harbour (about 200 km. north of Stockholm) to Brista
(about 5 km north of Stockholm). From here it will be piped to Arlanda. At Arlandathe
fuel is stored in tanks located 2-4 k south of the gates and about 1 km from the closest
runway, which is well beyond the 305 meters that is suggested as a safetyidistance in
case of any aircraft accident [Sefain and Jones, 2,001-]. The fuel is storediin four tanks, in
total giving a storage capacity of 20 000 m3 (Figure 5-15). From the tanks the fuel is
pumped in buried pipelines to the gates, i.e. hydrant system. Atthe gates the fuel is
taken from pits (Figure 5-16) and passedvia a dispenser truck (Figure 5-17) that cleans
the fuel before it enters the aircraft tanks. The majority, about 85%, of the fuel is
provided in this way; the other 15% is provided by tankers, which are equipped with
cleaning facilities. 1 .
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Figure 5-15. Current kerosene distribution system at Arlanda airport. For comparison
the area requirement for a plant producing 200 000 kg LH2/day is shown [Bracha,
2002a]. (Photo by Michael Bracha, 2002, Linde Gas, Germany)

Figure 5-I6. A pit where fuel is taken for refuelling. (Photo by Alichael Bracha, 2002,
Linde Gas, Germany)

Figure 5-I 7. Dispenser truck in operation during refuelling. (Photo by Michael Bracha,
2002, Linde Gas, Germany)
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Arlanda airport covers a large area of about 32 km2, and there are plans that another 25
km2 will be occupied in the future. Additional buildings, such as a cargo terminal and a
large post terminal, are planned to be built, but considering the large unused areas, there
should still be areas left for new facilities. ' ' âº

The current total consumption of electrical energy, used for lighting, computers, etc., at
Arlanda is about 160 GWh/year. This amount could be enlarged to 1095 GWh without
any modications of the electrical network.

5.4.2 Special Requirements and Infrastructure Changes Needed for Operation of
Cryoplanes

There are a number of measures that need to be taken to ensure that the safety level at
the airport is maintained when changing to hydrogen fuel use. Since hydrogen is a
colourless and odourless gas, new safety detection equipment would be required. At any
airport, vehicles used for the various ground support activities, such as towing aircraft,
cleaning, catering and galley service, are required. ln general these are powered either
by diesel or spark ignition engines. In order to avoid a re hazard, spark ignition
engines should be avoided. A solution would be to provide the spark ignition engines
with spark-arestors, but better would be not to ,use any vehicles powered by such
engines at all near cryoplanes or their fuel infrastructure. At Arlanda« the majority of the
vehicles in use are diesel-powered; hence-, this requirement would not cause any major
measures to be taken. f V * º ~ - 1 'Ã

A very pleasing and feasible solution to this constraint would be to power all airport
vehicles by fuel cells driven by hydrogen. This would be very convenient, since the
infrastructure and production facilities are already there and easily accessible. One
obstacle for fuel cell-driven vehicles today is their limited range, but this is a limitation
that does not have any relevance at an airport. Moreover, it would--eliminate the
pollutant emissions at and around the, airport, thereby significantly improving; the
working environment for the personnel who are working' at'the ramp. A 5 " 5

Using hydrogen for aviation would also involve the personnel who are working at the
airport, such as in the training of new emergency and personnel safety procedures for all
ramp personnel. 1 ' º g º ~ 5 ~

Largely, the required changes have to do with the refuelling procedures. However, the
intention is that the hydrogen should be distributed in a way similar and parallel to that
of the kerosene. For several decades there needs to be infrastructure for handling both
kerosene and hydrogen. The hydrogenvshould be liqueed and storedin the vicinity of
the current kerosene storage, and transported to the aircraft by pipelines in a similar
manner as for kerosene (Figure 5-15). The overall' airport layout and procedures do not'
need to be changed, and the aircraft. canbe refuelled at gate positions exactly like
conventionally-fuelled aircraft, thus guiding and gate operatingtsystems can, remain the

same.Considering general safety aspects of handling and using hydrogen for aviation, studies
have shown that the overall safety level is at least as high as when using kerosene
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[Sefain and Jones, 2001; and Schmidtchen and Geitmann, 2001]. According to
Schmidtchen and Geitmann (2001), future hydrogen aircraft might even be saferthan
today°s aircraft, if recommended additional precautions are realized. It will, however,
involve other safety considerations. There is no reason to change the overall airport
layout. Such changes would increase costs of infrastructure build-up unnecessarily. For
instance, fuelling at isolated locations would probably yield excessive tum-around
times, and it would require a system of taxiways.

Since hydrogen is a cryogenic fuel, what really needs to be changed is the interface
between the fuel supplies and the aircraft fuel tanks, as well as most of, if not all, the
fuel system components [Sefain and Jones, 2001]. A question that arises is what to do
with the boil-off of hydrogen. Preferably, this could be compressed and used as fuel for
H2-buses operating at the airport. ln fact, this is what is presently being done at Munich
airport in Germany where a small infrastructure for hydrogen and liquid hydrogen
production has been established, powering cars and busses operating at the airport
[Bracha, 2002a]. This implies that H2 recovery lines need to be established.

In order to avoid that any combustible mixture of hydrogen and air occurs, tanks need to
be purged prior to refuelling by an inert gas that does not liquefy upon exposure to LH2
[Sefain and Jones, 2001]. Only a few inert gases full this requirement, and amongst
them, helium seems to be the most feasible one. Therefore, additional facilities handling
helium, such as storage tanks and pipes, are required at the airport. The storage may be
located quite close to the gates, since there are no safety risks with such storage.
Connections to all aircraft refuelling places, as well as to the maintenance area, need to
be established. âº

One important challenge of introducing cryoplanes is maintaining turn-around times as
close as possible to current schedules. What undergoes the most change is the refuelling
process; changes in the rest of the turn-around activities are small in comparison.
Mainly owing to the higher volume of liquid hydrogen compared with kerosene, this
process will be longer (in the order of twice as long). In spite of this, the refuelling time
is not judged to be a critical factor (affecting the turn-around time) for cryoplanes, since
it may be performed whilst other turn-around activities are being performed [Sefain and
Jones, 2001]. lnstead the embarking/disembarking of passengers and cleaning
operations, which are the most time-consuming activities, are considered to be the
critical path. These are operations that are not expected to change significantly when
going to hydrogen. Neither for conventional aircraft does the refuelling process
constrain the turn-around time. To conclude, no significant changes on tum-around
times are expected with cryoplanes.

To sum up concerning the airport infrastructure, the demand for new facilities for
conversion to operation of cryoplanes is evident; however, the changes required at the
airport seem to be practicable and no major obstacles are expected. These conclusions
are in line with conclusions drawn in other previous studies on the subject [Schmidtchen
and Geitmann, 2001; and Hoyt, 1976].

5
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5.4.3 Methods for LH; Production

Considering the technologies for hydrogen production that are feasible at present, there
are a number of technologies, both renewable and fossil-based, that may be adopted. As
time goes on, these technologies are probably made more effective, and new ones are
introduced. For instance, using sunlight to produce hydrogen offers large environmental
benets, especially if the efficiency of the process could be improved and the costs
could be lowered. Gasication of biomass and electrolysis of water are methods that
may be based on renewable energy sources. Gasication of biomass involves hydrogen
being extracted from hydrocarbons, originated in a renewable energy source, by a
gasication process. This process is always renewable. Electrolysis of water means that
water is decomposed into hydrogen and oxygen by letting an electric current run
through water. In order to state whether this method is renewable or not, one needs to
know how the electric energy is produced. It could be produced from renewable energy
sources, such as wind, water, solar, geothermal or biomass, but it could also be
produced from fossil sources, such as oil, coal or gas. ~ 1

As to the fossil-based LH; production methods, the feedstocks are hydrocarbons, such
as gas, coal or residual oil and water. The products are hydrogen and other by-products,
for instance, the greenhouse gas«CO^2. Steam Methane Reforming (SMR), which' uses
methane from. natural gas and steam as feedstocks, is the most efcient and widely used
method based on a fossil source. ~~ 1 ' ' " ' '

Comparing the different methods for hydrogen production in terms of efciency and
costs, the fossil-based are the more favourable. In general, the fossil-based methods
have the highest overall efciency for liquid hydrogenproduction and delivery. It is
estimated to be around 40% for biomass-and just over 50% for fossil fuels, with gas
having the highest of about 53% [Schnieder and McKay, 2001]. The fossil-based
methods 'are also more cost-effective than the renewable ones -to install. For a plant
producing-50 000 kg/day, the investment of a SMR plant is aboutione-third of an
electrolysis plant andabout one-fth of a biomass gasication plant [Braclia 2002a]. In
tem1's of cost per GJ produced liquid hydrogen, Schnieder and McKay (2001) assess
that solar- «and wind-'based hydrogen production from electrolysis`~is unlikely toibe
competitive with biomassor fossil fuels formanydecades. -.` 1 4 ' 1 ' r

Sarigiannisi and Kronberger (2001) examined different renewable-based methods for
producing hydrogen by carrying out Life Cycle Assessments (LCAS) of the
technological system. All are based on producing electricity by a renewable energy
source and then producing hydrogen by electrolysis of water. They concluded that wind
and hydropower energy sources lead to very low emissions, even for long distance
transports. Biomass. also leads to low emissions of greenhouse gases, provided that the
biomass is produced locally, thus avoiding transportation. Extensive transportation
could lead~to large amounts of emissions that contribute to acidication as well as- to
smog formation.

From Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11 it was concluded that the amount of liquid hydrogen
that needs to be produced varies from zero in 2015-2025 to about 400 000 kg/day in
2050. Therefore, the production capacity should be continuously increased, starting with
a module capacity of 50 000 kg/day, and end up with eight modules each producing
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50 000 kg/day in 2050. The minimum storage capacity for each module is two tanks,
one being constantly filled and the second one being in supply operation. A storage
volume corresponding to an average day of LH2 consumption is reasonable to install as
a minimum. However, as more modules will be added within a reasonable time, it is
sensible to start with larger and more tanks. Furthermore, having more modules will
give more exibility. Having three tanks would imply that one may be used for lling,
one for consumption and the third one for peak shaving and to cover plant failure
demand [Bracha, 2002b]. With respect to the demand of SASs domestic traffic, it
would be reasonable to start with a capacity of three to four tanks of 1500 m3 each. This
would be enough for the demand in 2050.

In addition to the regular production facilities for liquid hydrogen at Arlanda, mobile
refuelling facilities are required. These are required if an aircraft for some reason would
land at an airport other than Arlanda without enough fuel for the return trip. The most
economical and efficient mobile supply would probably be using LH; containers
transported via rail. At airpots where no railway connection is established, trucking the
LH; is probably the most sensible way to transport the fuel.

Three different methods for the hydrogen production at Arlanda, namely, electrolysis of
water, gasication of biomass and SMR (conventional method) are considered. The
liquefaction process, which is needed independently of the hydrogen production, is also
addressed.

5.4.3.1 Electrolysis of Water
Using electrolysis of water would have the very large benet that the hydrogen could be
produced from any energy source; preferably om renewable ones, but it could also be
produced from fossil resources. The method requires large amounts of desalted water,
and above all, electrical energy. Consumption data for the electrolysis plant are given in
Table 5-5 and for the liquefaction plant in Table 5-6. In addition to the data given in
Table 5-6, instrument air and city water are needed. The electrolyser and liqueer
would need about 1.14 TWh/year per module of 50 000 kg/day. This is about seven
times the consumption of electrical energy today at Arlanda and less than one percent of
the total net supply of electricity in Sweden in 2000, which was about 160 TWh [SCB,
2002]. In 2050 when SASs domestic fleet, according to the scenarios, will be operated
on hydrogen, solely, eight times this amount will be required, i.e. 9.2 TWh/year.

Table 5-5. Consumption data for an electrolysis plant producing 50000 kg/day
[Kr0nberger, 2002].

Electric power 105 MW
Water 28 m3/h desalted water (efciency: 80%)
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Table 5-6. Consumptíon data for a líquefactior plant producing 50 000 kg/day
[Allid`eres, 2002].

Main electrical power 25 400 kW (95 % paran H2)
Utilities/Control electrical power 155 kW
cooling water (AT 10°C) 4000 mi*/h
N2 (gaseous) 90 kg/h

In order to get an understanding of the amount of electrical energy that would be
required to fuel the complete aircraft eet operating at Swedish airports in 2050, the
amount required for the Swedish domestic trafc of SAS°s eet could be up-scaled.
This is a very rough estimation, but it still gives some useful information. SAS°s
domestic eet makes up about 70% of the total domestic and about 35% of the total
trafc, including both the domestic and the international trafc that arrive at or depart
from Swedish aiports. In doing this assessment, it is assumed that the concept of using
hydrogen for aviation is spread all over the world; hence, hydrogen refuelling facilities
are available at the arrival/departure airports outside Sweden. Likewise, it is assumed
that the average ight distance for the intemational routes is as long as the average
ight distance for the domestic ights. In reality the average international ight is
somewh_at longer. This limitation will result in a slightly underestimated fuel
consumption. However, this effect is probably cancelled by the rather consewative
technology improvements assumed for the aircraft eet, which are to reect new
technology and more efcient aircraft with time.

Based on the trafc growth gures and technology improvements with time presented
earlier, the amount of electrical energyneeded to power all aircraft refuelling with.
liquid hydrogen in Sweden in 2050, produced by electrolysis of water, would be about
20 TWh. This is. about 12% of the total net supply of electricity in Sweden in2000
(160 TWh). In 2050 the electricity production will be considerably larger than in 2000,
but still the comparison gives some indication of the magnitude of the required
electricalº.energy_ in order to completely use hydrogen for aviation. Inorder to calculate
this value, today°s efciency of producing LH; is used. If electrolysisof water is still
the mostfeasible way of producing hydrogen i 2050 (which from the authors pointof
view seems unlikely), the efciency of the process probably will .be higher, thus
reducing the requirement of electrical energyf . V _ 4

Next, one needs to ask whether these amounts of electricity are reasonable and from.
where theadditional electricity will come. Today, the electricity in Sweden comes
mainly from hydropower and nuclear power, and is therefore more or less free from
greenhouse gas emissions. To be more specic, the total gross supply of electricityin
2000 was 163.3 TWh_, based on 48.1% hydropower, 35.0% nuclear power, 5.4%
conventionalthermal, 0.3% wind power and 11.2% imported power [SCB, 2002].
However, if a considerably extra amount of electrical energy would be required, the
hydropower and nuclear power would not be able to deliver this without extending the
facilities, since they are operating at almost full capacity already [Söder, 2002]. Instead,

H Para refers to the spin of the hydrogen molecule. There are two possible states: para and ortho
hydrogen. At atmospheric conditions there is a mixture of 25% para and 75% ortho hydrogen. In the
liquid state the equilibrium is almost 100% para hydrogen (Bracha, 2002b).
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there is a risk that the additional power would be imported from sources that probably
are not renewable-based. Thus, the electrical energy would be less c1ean. Therefore, it
is really important that the renewable sources, such as wind, solar and biomass are
extended in Sweden parallel to the implementation of cryoplanes.

Expanding the hydropower would also be an acceptable solution from a global warming
point of view. However, mostly owing to the disturbance of the local ecology and the
exploitation of unspoiled countryside, no extension of hydropower is at present planned
to take place in Sweden. If the airlines could assert that they only produce hydrogen
from renewable energy sources, they would gain much goodwill. One possible way to
obtain that would be for the aviation industry to support the development of renewable
energy sources.

5.4.3.2 Gasication of Biomass

Biomass could either be used as a primary energy source for electricity production,
which is utilised for hydrogen production via electrolysis, or the hydrogen could be
extracted from the biomass by a gasication process. The latter technology, however,
needs further development before it may enter the commercial market. Owing to the
very large supply of biomass in Sweden (more than half of Sweden's area is covered by
forest), using biomass for hydrogen production seems an attractive solution.

A biomass gasifcation plant producing 50 000 kg/day consumes 490 000 kg biomass
per day (dry basis), resulting in 179x106 kg biomass per year [Kronberger, 2002]. In
2015 one such plant would be enough, whereas eight would be needed in 2050. In a
similar manner as the amount of electricity required to produce all hydrogen by
electrolysis of water, the amount of biomass required could be estimated. Taking into
account the part that SAS°s domestic trafc makes up, the amount of biomass to power
all trafc refuelling in Sweden in 2015 and in 2050 could be estimated to be 386x106
and 3.087x109 kg (dry substance)/year, respectively. In order to compare these numbers
to the biomass supply in Sweden today and in the future, the mass requirement is
transformed to the energy unit TWh. If it is assumed that all the biomass is logging
residuals with 40% moisture content, the heating value is about 4.9 kWh/kg (dry
substance) [Lantz, 1996]. Using this value, the energy requirement in terms of biomass
in 2015 and in 2050 would be 1.9 and 15.1 TWh/year, respectively.

In 1999 the total use of biomass, including biofuels, peat, etc., in Sweden was a little
more than 90 TWh [Swedish Energy Agency, 2000]. Taking ecological considerations
into account, the biomass supply may be expanded to about 200 TWh/year by 2020
[Svebio, 2002]. Of this amount 120-130 TWh/year would be wood fuel [Parikka, 1997
and Svebio, 2002]. Comparing the amount of energy, in tenns of biomass, that would be
required to power all aviation refuelling in Sweden with hydrogen, with the potential of
biomass supply in Sweden, it may be concluded that the amounts that the aviation
would need are not unreasonably large. However, it requires that the biomass use would
be enlarged.
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5.4.3.3 Steam Methane Reforming (SMR) -

Producing hydrogen by SMR is the most commonly used method, and today it is the
most efficient and cost-effective method. It would also require the smallest amount of
ground area for the plants. According to Bracha (2002b) each plant occupiesi about
2 000 m2, whereas an electrolysis plant and a biomass gasication plant occupy 8 000
and 16 000 m2, respectively. However, in the very long .run this method is not
preferable, because it isibased on a fossil energy source - gas. In addition, there is at
present no supply of gas in the Stockholm region, and the closest pipeline is located in
Gothenburg, about 400 km southwest ofStockholm. Nor is any pipeline planned to be
established in the near future. If there should be a pipeline established in the future this
method could, if necessary, be used as an intermediate method before renewable
methods have been improved, expanded and made more cost-effective. A way to avoid
CO2 emissions and still use SMR would be to extract the CO2 in the process and
sequester it in deep reservoirs or utilise it, for instance, in the chemical industry. This
would make the method more expensive, but it might still be economically competitive
with renewable-based production methods.

In addition to gas, SMR requires relatively large amounts of electrical energy (Table
5-7). Having such a plant and "a liqueer in operation one year would consume about
229 GWh, which would mean that the consumption would be about 2.4 times higher
than currently at Arlanda. Related to the net total supply of electricity in Sweden in
2'000 (160 TWh), the consumption is 0.2%. So, the requirementof extra electrical
energy would not be any obstacle, not even at the end of the considered period when
eight modules would be required. The electrical network at Arlanda would need to be
increased in terms' of capacity when severalmodules are taken into operation. is

Table 5-7. Corsumptior data for a SMR plant producing 50000 kg/day [Bracha,
2002a]. _ . _ _ « 4.

Natural gas
9800Deminwater 1 10 700 kg/h
Cooling water (AT 10°C)
1520Electricity640 kW
Instrument air Approx. 140 Nm3/h
Expo: steam 12 800 kg/h

5.4.3.4 Conclusions concerning LH; Production ` _ Ü '
In the verylong term, aviation, just as the energy and other transportation sectors, needs
to move away from fossil-based energy sources. When introducing cryoplanes in
aviation, with the primary goal of reducing emissions of greenhouse gases, it would be
preferableto use renewable energy sources to the largest possible extent. 'v, .

Today, steam methane refonning is the most commonly used, efcient and cost-
effective method to produce hydrogen. However, since it is based on a fossil energy
source it is not a preferable method in the long mn. Under a transition phase it might be
reasonable to employ this method to reduce production costs, particularly if the CO2 is
extracted and sequestered in reservoirs or utilised. The method does require electrical
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energy, but not a significant amount when compared with the total electricity production
in Sweden.

Looking at possible renewable production methods viable in the near future, electrolysis
of water and gasifcation of biomass are promising technologies. The amount of
electrical energy needed to power all aircraft refuelling in Sweden in 2050, using liquid
hydrogen produced by electrolysis of water, would be about 20 TWh. This is
considerably much, but not any unreasonably large number, particularly if one considers
that today's technology level of LH2 production is used when deriving this number.

In 2050, the technologies for hydrogen production will probably be considerably
improved compared to today, and some will possibly be driven out of competition by
other more efficient ones. However, development and extension of renewable energy
sources parallel to the introduction of cryoplanes is important to make sure that no or
very little fossil-based energy is used for the LH2 production. Gasication of biomass is
also a feasible alternative for hydrogen production; particularly when observing that
Sweden owns a large supply of biomass. Given the estimated biomass supply in Sweden
in 2020, about 8% of that would be required to power all civil aviation refuelling with
hydrogen in Sweden in 2050. The most feasible renewable energy sources to extend in
Sweden are probably biomass and wind-power.

In the very long run there will probably be sustainable hydrogen production methods
available which are in the early phase of research and development today. Hydrogen
production in photochemical and photobiological systems using sunlight are examples
that probably will offer large environmental benets in the future if successfully
developed.

It is clear that powering civil aviation with hydrogen does not necessarily imply that all
emissions of greenhouse gases are eliminated, since greenhouses gases may be emitted
during the hydrogen production process. However, it is a step away from the oil
dependence and it offers the possibility of using renewable energy sources for aviation.
This is impossible as long as kerosene is used.

5.5 Conclusions and Discussion
This chapter embodies an exploration of the feasibility, potential and consequences of
introducing a liquid hydrogen-fuelled aircraft eet on a regional scale. According to the
trafc growth scenarios applied here, the number of passengers will increase three to
four times by 2050. During the same time period, the number of movements will have
increased, but by less than the number of passengers, due to the larger aircraft types that
will have commenced on the domestic market. Depending on the scenario, the number
of movements will have increased by 70-90%. Hence, it may be concluded that an
essential increase in airport capacity, at all airports, is required to cope with the
increasing trafc demand assumed here.

Based on the two different prerequisites, saying that all new aircraft introduced in 2015
and in 2025 and afterwards, respectively, should be cryoplanes, four different scenarios
are compiled. In all scenarios, it is reasonable to change to a eet powered solely by

5
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liquid hydrogen by 2050. A high trafc growth rate results in a delayed broad-scale
introduction of cryoplanes. In general, the higher growth rate implies that the
introduction of new aircraft types is needed earlier, and hence, more generations of
aircraft would be involved by 2050, and a more modern eet would be in operation at
that time.

By starting to introduce cryoplanes in 2015, the amount of NOX may be retained on a
level not much higher than today's level, provided that the emission indices of NOX for
the hydrogen engine are reduced by 70-85%, depending on the technology level,
compared with a conventional engine of 2001. If a conventional eet scenario is
assumed, the NOX emissions will be about 2.8 times higher in 2050 than in 2001. The
effect on the NOX emissions for conventional aircraft is obtained by assuming a
reduction potential in NOX emission index of up to 50% (which might be slightly too
conservative).

Regarding the changes needed at the airport when using hydrogen, there are a number
of measures that need to be taken to ensure that the safety level at the airport is
preserved. In order to avoid a fire hazard, spark ignition engines should be avoided. A
very pleasing and feasible solution would be to power all airport vehicles by fuel cells
driven by hydrogen. The overall airport layout and procedures do not need to be
changed, and the aircraft can be refuelled at gate positions exactly like conventionally
fuelledt aircraft. Largely, the required changes have to do with refuelling procedures.
Since hydrogen is a cryogenic fuel, what really needs to be changed is the interface
between the fuel supplies and the aircraft fuel tanks, as well as most of, if not all, fuel
system components. However, the intention is that the hydrogen should be distributed in
a way similar and parallel to that of the kerosene. Hence, ignoring the cost implications,
from an infrastructure point of view, it is certainly feasible to change to hydrogen use.
No significant changes on tum-around times are expected with cryoplanes.

Taking the local conditions into account, with respect to the availability of energy, it
would be reasonable to change from kerosene to LH; as fuel for all civil aviation
refuelling in Sweden, according to the scenarios compiled in this study. However,
development and extension of renewable energy sources parallel to the introduction of
cryoplanes is important to make sure that no or very little fossil-based energy is used for
the LH; production. If electrolysis of water or gasication of biomass would be used for
the LH; production, considerable amounts of electrical energy and biomass sources,
respectively, ,would be required, but not unreasonably much.

It is. worth mentioning that the cost penalty of changing the eet to use LH; is not
assessed in this study. In order to cover fully the implications with. respect to costs of
changing the eet, several aspects comprising difculties need to be addressed. As the
scenarios stretch several decades ahead and as most of the technologies need further
development, it is crucial to assess the costs of allnew facilities. Moreover, to make pa
fair comparison between cryoplanes and conventional aircraft, future price trends of
kerosene need to be taken into account. The price of kerosene will rise in the future,
both due to dwindling oil resources and possibly due to future taxation on fossil fuels
(orCO; emissions). As discussed in the introduction (section 1.3), prices of kerosene
and hydrogen far ahead in the future are ,very difficult to assess. Besides, to fully
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understand the cost implications of introducing hydrogen in aviation, other sectors, such
as the other transportation sectors and the power industry, should be considered as well.
Possible co-ordination benets could have a significant effect on the cost penalty. A
study addressing these issues is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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6 CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION AND

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

In this nal chapter the major conclusions drawn in the thesis are summarised and
discussed (section 6.1). In addition, a number of recommendations for further work are
stated (section 6.2).

6.1 Conclusions and Discussion
As set out in the beginning (section 1.6) the overall objective of this thesis is to evaluate
the potential of reducing the environmental impact of civil subsonic aviation by
changing the source of energy from kerosene to the energy carrier hydrogen. In
addition, the practical and technical feasibility of introducing hydrogen as fuel is
investigated. In summary the objectives are the following:

0 Estimate the effects of using hydrogen on aero engine pollutant emissions,
performance and design.

0 Identify the optimum cruise altitude for two equivalent medium-range aircraft,
one kerosene-fuelled and one LH2-fuelled, from an environmental point of view.

0 Provide guidance on how to design hydrogen-fuelled aero engines for medium-
range aircraft, either for minimum mission fuel consumption or mission NOX

emssons.0Explore the feasibility, potential and consequences in terms of fuel
requirements, emissions and airport implications of introducing a LH2-fuelled
aircraft eet on a regional scale.

ln those studies where an aircraft is modelled, the thesis is limited to consider only
medium-range aircraft. The reasons are, as explained in the introduction section, that it
is the preferable choice from an environmental point of view and that it is the most
frequently used aircraft size.

The principal background of the study and conclusions regarding the eects of using
hydrogen on aero engine pollutant emissions, performance and design are asfollows:

The effects on the engine performance by changing to hydrogen fuel are estimated for
the V2527-A5 engine using the simulation tool TurboMatch. Based on the ammability
limits of hydrogen and kerosene, the NOX emission reduction potentials are assessed by
calculating the ame temperatures assuming chemical equilibríum. Various combustor
congurations buming hydrogen are evaluated, and design and operational matters of
particular interest when using hydrogen are discussed.

From a technical point of view, it seems to be feasible to use hydrogen for aero gas
turbines. The main changes comprise re-design of the combustion chamber and fuel
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control system, as well as the implementation of facilities to evaporate the hydrogen
prior to its entry into the combustion chamber. The fuel heating can be 'accomplished
either by an extemal heat source or a heat exchanger located at a suitable 'engine
location. Practically, the heat exchanging might be accomplished by employing the
struts, which are the mechanical structures in the exhaust which hold the rotors in place
and are connecting the bearings' outer stmcture. Alternatively, the heat exchanger could
feature a simple coil tube placed over the inside face of the jet pipe casing, avoiding
major 'engine changes and giving a relatively aerodynamically clean jet pipe [Corchero
and Montañes, 2003]. Simplied calculations suggest that the heat transferring area
available from the exhaust struts is not sufciently large to accomplish all the desired
temperature rise of the hydrogen fuel.

Small performance gains, which depend on the fuel temperature and cycle
configuration, in the order of a few percent may be obtained by changing to hydrogen
fuel. When changing the fuel either the thrust or COT could be retained. If the thrust is
kept the same the COT is decreased by more than 30 K, which would require less
advanced cooling technology as well as having a favourable effect on turbine blade life.
Due to a lowerESFC (energy SFC) (-l.4%), the amount of fuel needed for a certain
mission «is decreased. Moreover, designing for _a lower maximum cycle temperature
would help to suppress the NOX emissions. If, on the other hand, COT is retained when
changing fuel the specific thrust increases slightly (3.2%), implying that the physical
size of the engine may be reduced to achieve the same net thrust. The ESFC is increased
by less than 1%. » M

Regarding unconventional engine « cycles, basically four options and various
combinations of these are identied .from previous work: pre-heating the hydrogen fuel
with exhaust gases, cooling the compressor air with hydrogen fuel, cooling turbine
cooling air with hydrogen fuel and hydrogen topping cycle. By employing such cycles,
it would be possible to T* increase the performance gains. However, it appears to be
questionable if these benefits justify the increased complexity imposed by
unconventional cycles. . - ' º '

Ini terms of pollutant emissions, hydrogen use offers the possibility of a significantly
reduced number of emission species, resulting in only H20 and NO,@ emissions. All
emissions containing carbon and sulphur are eliminated. In order to assess the NOK
emission reduction potential for combustors burning hydrogen and kerosene,
respectively, the flame temperatures are calculated, assuming chemical equilibrium, and
compared. The results of the calculations suggest that there is the potential to design a
combustion system using hydrogen that produces less NOX emissions than any system,
buming kerosene. This is a consequence mainly of the essentially leaner weak
extinction limit when burning hydrogen. ~ '

As for how hydrogen-fuelled combustors should be designed, previous studies have
shown that lean premixed combustion is undoubtedly superior 'to' any combustion
scheme without premixing .in terms of temperature pattem uniformity and NO
production. However, premixing implies the major drawback of premature burning and
ashback danger, which may cause structural damage and compromise the operational
reliability. Due to the riskiof auto-ignition for premixed systems and the problems of
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large-scale hydrogen diffusion ames, the lean non-premixing concept of micromix
combustion, which is based on miniaturized diffusive combustion, is suggested as a
promising hydrogen combustor configuration. The micromix combustor consists of a
very large number (typically more than 1000) diffusion ames unifonnly distributed
across the bumer's main cross section, thereby minimising the geometric size of the
combustion zone. In addition to minimising the scale of the combustion zone, the
micromix concept aims at optimally utilising the available pressure loss (providing
energy for the dissipative turbulent mixing process) in the combustion system to
enhance the mixing process of hydrogen and air. These design principles help to
minimise the number and size of local stoichiometric ame regions, where the gas
phase NO formation processes are most likely to occur.

Due to the wider flammability range of the hydrogen-air ames (compared with
kerosene-air ames), which allows operation of the combustion zone at an equivalence
ratio which has a large margin to the lean blow-out limit, the engine handling is
facilitated and the creation of white noise is reduced. This combustor noise might
otherwise give rise to pulsations and vibrations in the engine, which in turn via
resonance can have a detrimental effect on engine components. The higher ame speed
will result in a shorter combustor, and hence, reduced engine weight and combustor
liner cooling requirements. Furthermore, when burning hydrogen the thermal energy
radiated to the surroundings is lower than that of kerosene, thereby benefcially
affecting the liner durability and liner cooling requirements.

The principal background of the study and conclusions regarding the optimum cruise
altitude for two equivalent medium-range aircraft, one kerosene-fuelled and one LH2-
fuelled, om an environmental point ofview are asfollows:

In the thesis indicative results are presented, showing how changes in aircraft fuel
technology and ight altitude may inuence the aircraft conguration as well as the
environmental impact. This study is aimed at stimulating further research work on flight
altitude optimisation to reduce aircraft environmental impact. From the results obtained
it is difcult to draw any condent conclusions regarding whether there are any
significant gains in terms of environmental impact by lowering the cruise altitude. The
nain reason is that the results are highly dependent on the assumptions (e.g. the
geographical location under consideration, and the type of model used to derive the
gures) made in the GWP model, which is derived by comprising the inuence of the
numerous chemical, physical, and dynamic interactions in a parametric sense (see
appendix B). The relative inuence of NOX emissions compared with CO2 and the
altitude where the impact of NOX emissions peaks are factors that highly inuence the
result. Conclusions concerning the effects on aircraft characteristics, fuel consumption
and pollutant emissions when reducing the ight altitude, on the other hand, are much
more reliable. The results are obtained using TurboMatch, the commercial aircraft
performance simulation software Piano and HARP (in-house tool of FOI).

When comparing two equally performing medium-range aircraft - one powered by
kerosene and one powered by LH2 - the energy consumption is inevitably higher (in
this case by about 10%) for the cryoplane. This is due to the higher structural weight
and the higher drag for the cryoplane conguration. Reduced cruise altitude has a
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smaller impact on the cryoplane than on the corresponding conventional aircraft, in
terms of physical size, fuel burn and emissions. This means that, compared with the
datum case, these quantities will increase more in percentages for the conventional
airplane than for the cryoplane, when the cruise altitude is lowered. The main reason for
this is a different fuel storage configuration. âº

In spite of the uncertainty of the results concerning the change in environmental impact
of lowering the cruise altitude, it might be reasonable to conclude that there seems to be
a substantial qualitative difference between the conventional aircraft and the cryoplane.
The results suggest that the contribution to global warming is considerably lower from.
the cryoplane than from conventional aircraft, particularly if the flight altitude for the
cryoplane is reduced. That the effect upon the radiative balance of Earth is smaller from
cryoplanes than from conventional aircraft is also suggested by Ponater et al. (2004).
Their study covers the effectsof changed CO2 emissions, NOX emissions and a change
in contrail radiative impact of gradually introducing cryoplanes into the global air trafc
according to different transition scenarios. According to their best estimate, a relative
reduction _ of aircraft-induced radiative forcing in 2050 by between 16% and, 29%
(depending on the speed of transition) could be achieved if cryoplanes were introduced.
Due to inherent scientic uncertainties this range widens to between 14% and 40%. '

Whereas the environmental impact of the conventional aircraft tends to increase, it
seems to decrease essentially for the cryoplane when lowering the ight altitude.
Provided that an increase in fuel consumption in the order of 10% and an increase in
aircraft TOM of a few percent are accepted, the results suggest 'that cryoplanes should
cruise at an altitude of,about 2-3 km belowf where conventional aircraft cruise today. At
this reduced ight level, the contribution to global warming from the cryoplane is
slightly less than about 15% of that of the conventional aircraft cruising at the' datum
level. That the difference in environmental impact between the conventional aircraftand
the cryoplane is, according to these results, larger than obtained by Ponatertet al. (2004)
is~to be expected, since the results obtained here reect only two different aircraft,
whereas their results are obtained for different aircraft fleets consisting of both
cryoplanes and conventional aircraft. In addition to the aspects considered here,
reducing the ight altitude would help to avoid the formation of contrails. Inevitably a
reduced cruising altitude causes increased aircraft investments and operating costs. ~ er

Furthermore, in order .to reduce the cruising altitude, air trafc management aspects
need careful attention before such a measure may be realised. Williams et al. (2002)
studied the-option of limiting the cruise altitude as a means to reduce the formation of
contrails. Their results indicate that this strategy could provide a net benet to the
climate, despite the associated increase in CO2 emission. According to their analysis,
the most likely operational obstacles to such a scheme are the implications for controller
workload; hence, a reconguration of the air space would be required to mitigate the

mpacts.Theprincipal background of the study and conclusions regarding *the design of
hydrogen-powered engines suited for medium-range aircraft for either minimum
mission fuel consumption or mission N03 emissions are asfollows: i
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In this thesis a number of alternative engine cycle concepts are selected, and their
engine performance and ight mission fuel consumption and emissions are estimated
and compared with a datum engine/aircraft combination. For this purpose a computer
program to estimate the inuence on mission fuel consumption and emissions of altered
engine cycle parameters, taking into account the necessary engine scaling, is developed.
A general observation, not very unexpected, is that in relative terms the potential to
reduce NOX emissions seems to be larger than the potential to reduce fuel consumption
(and the water vapour emissions) by employing alternative engine cycle concepts.

In order to lower the fuel consumption and thus also the mission H20 emissions, the
results indicate that an engine employing increased COT, OPR and BPR, seems to be
the most attractive choice. In terms of engine performance, the SFC is improved and the
specific thrust and NOX emission index are deteriorated. Taking into account the engine
scaling needed due to the loss in specic thrust, the ight mission performance is
estimated. Using the same ratio of COT at initial cruise to COT at max climb as for the
datum engine, the mission fuel consumption is reduced by 3.5 % and the MTOM is more
or less unchanged at the expense of increased mission NOX emissions by about 49%.

According to these calculations, increasing BPR without changing the core engine does
not bring any advantages in tenns of mission fuel burn, mission NOX emissions or
aircraft MTOM.

In order to reduce the mission NOX emissions, the results suggest that an engine with a
low power core engine, i.e. reduced COT and OPR, along with a lowered BPR, should
be used. Low temperatures and pressures at combustor inlet are effective measures to
suppress the thermal NO formation, and a reduced BPR, which enables the use of a
smaller engine, limits the increases in mission fuel consumption and MTOM. With
respect to engine performance, the specific thrust is slightly increased and the SFC is
deteriorated, while the NOX emission index is substantially decreased. Employing the
same ratio of COT at initial cruise to COT at max climb as for the datum engine, the
mission NOX emissions can be reduced by 42% at the expense of increased MTOM by
2.5% and fuel consumption by 8.7%.

Technologies involving a high power core accompanied with increased BPR are
changes that are subject to improvements. Increasing the temperatures and pressures in
the gas turbine cycle require advancements in high temperature materials and cooling
technology. An increased by-pass ratio requires an increased number of turbine stages, a
shoter inlet and shorter nozzles than conventional engines. It is therefore likely that
engines based on such technologies raise the development, production and maintenance
costs. Moreover, the durability of the core engine is likely to decrease.

In contrast, engines designed for lowering mission NOX emissions employing a core
engine. with lowered COT and OPR along with reduced BPR, are based on reliable
technology that may eliminate the development cost, reduce the production and
maintenance costs and increase the durability. As for the durability, a decreased COT
and OPR would have a favourable effect on turbine blade and compressor life,
respectively.
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The principal background of the study and conclusions regarding the feasibility,
potential and consequences in terms- of fuel requirements, emissions and airport
implícations of introducing a LH;-fuelled aircraft eet on a regional scale are as
follows:

According to trafc growth curves and through consideration of an airline°s approach to
eet development, two different conventional fleet developments are set up. Next, four
realistic transition scenarios are compiled, and the fuel requirements and emissions
related to these scenarios are estimated, and presented in relation to gures of the
conventional eet. The scenarios are compiled on a regional basis. The infrastructure
changes needed at Stockholm/Arlanda airport and for distribution of the LH2 are
identied and assessed. Possible methods available today and in the future of producing
hydrogen are briey discussed. Â«

According to the trafc growth scenarios 'applied here, the number of passengers will
increase three to fourtimes by 2050. During the same time period, the number of
movements will have increased, but by less than the number of passengers, due to the
larger aircraft types that will have commenced on the domestic market.. Depending on
the scenario, the number of movements will have increased by 70-90%. Hence, it may
be concluded that an essential increase in airport capacity, at all airports, is required to
cope with the increasing trafc demand assumed here. . ~

Based on the two different prerequisites, saying that all new aircraft introduced in 2015
and in 2025 and afterwards, respectively, should be cryoplanes, four different scenarios
are compiled. In all scenarios, it is reasonable to change to a eet powered solely by
liquid hydrogen 'by 2050. A high trafc growth rate results in a delayed broad-scale
introduction of cryoplanes. In general, the higher growth rate implies 'that the
introduction of new. aircraft types is needed earlier, and hence,`more generations of
aircraft would be involved by 2050, and a more modern eet would be in operation at
that time. ' ~ 1 â

By starting to introduce cryoplanes in 2015, the amount of NOX may be retained onla
level not much higher than todays level, provided that the emission' indices of NOX for
the hydrogen engine are reduced by 70-85%, depending on the technology level,
compared with a conventional engine of 2001. If a conventional eet scenario is
assumed, the.NO,-< emissions will be about 2.8 times higher in 2050 than in 2001.-'The
effect on the NOX emissions for conventional aircraft is obtained by assuming a
reduction potential in NOX emission index of up to 50% (which might be slightly too
conservative). º V t T V *

Regarding the changes needed at the airport when using hydrogen, there are a number
of measures that need to be taken to~.ensure that the safety 'level at the "airport 'is
preserved. In- order to avoid a re hazard, spark ignition engines should be avoided. A
very pleasing and feasible solution would be to power all airport vehicles by fuel cells
driven by hydrogen. The overall airport layout and procedures do not need to be
changed, and the aircraft can 'be refuelled at gate positions exactly like conventionally
fuelled aircraft. Largely, the required changes have to do with, refuelling procedures.
Since hydrogen is a cryogenic fuel, what really needs to be changed is the interface
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between the fuel supplies and the aircraft fuel tanks, as well as most of, if not all, fuel
system components. However, the intention is that the hydrogen should be distributed in
a way similar and parallel to that of the kerosene. Hence, ignoring the cost implications,
from an airport infrastructure point of view, it is certainly feasible to change to
hydrogen use. No significant changes on tum-around times are expected with
cryoplanes.

Taking the local conditions into account, with respect to the availability of energy, it
would be reasonable to change from kerosene to LH2 as fuel for all civil aviation
refuelling in Sweden, according to the scenarios compiled in this study. However,
development and extension of renewable energy sources parallel to the introduction of
cryoplanes is important to make sure that no or very little fossil-based energy is used for
the LH2 production. Today, steam methane refonning is the most commonly used,
efcient and cost-effective method to produce hydrogen. Since it is based on a fossil
energy it is, however, not a preferable method in the long run. Under a transition phase
it might be reasonable to employ this method to reduce production costs, particularly if
the CO2 is extracted and sequestered in reservoirs or utilised. The method does require
electrical energy, but not signicant amounts when compared with the total electricity
production in Sweden.

Looking at possible renewable production methods viable in the near future, electrolysis
of water and gasication of biomass are promising technologies. The amount of
electrical energy needed to power all aircraft refuelling in Sweden in 2050, using liquid
hydrogen produced by electrolysis of water, would be about 20 TWh. This is
considerably much, but not any unreasonably large number, paticularly if one considers
that today°s technology level of LH2 production is used when deriving this number. In
2050, the technologies for hydrogen production will probably be considerably improved
compared to today, and some will possibly be driven out of competition by other more
efcient ones. Gasifcation of biomass is also a feasible alternative for hydrogen
production; particularly when observing that Sweden has large sources of biomass.
Given the estimated biomass supply in Sweden in 2020, about 8% of that would be
required to power all civil aviation refuelling with hydrogen in Sweden in 2050. The
most feasible renewable energy sources to extend in Sweden are probably biomass and
wind-power.

ln the very long run there will probably be sustainable hydrogen production methods
available which today are in the early phase of research and development. Hydrogen
production in photochemical and photobiological systems using sunlight are examples
that probably will offer large environmental benets in the future if successfully
developed.

It is worth mentioning that the cost penalty of changing the eet to use LH2 is not
assessed in the thesis. In order to cover fully the implications with respect to costs of
changing the eet, several aspects comprising difculties need to be addressed. As the
scenarios stretch several decades ahead and as some technologies need further
development, it is crucial to assess the costs of all new facilities. Moreover, to make a
fair comparison between cryoplanes and conventional aircraft, future price trends of
kerosene need to be taken into account. The price of kerosene will most certainly rise in
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the future, both due to dwindling oil resources and possibly due to future taxation on
fossil fuels (or CO2 emissions). As explained in the introduction, prices of kerosene and
.hydrogen far ahead in the future are very difcult to assess. Besides, to fully understand
the cost implications of introducing hydrogen in aviation, other sectors, such as other
transportation sectors and the power industry, should be considered as well. Possible co-
ordination benets could have a significant effect on the cost penalty. A study
addressing these issues is beyond the scope of this thesis.

It is clear that powering civil aviation with hydrogen does not necessarily imply that all
emissions of greenhouse gases are eliminated, since greenhouse gases may be emitted
during the hydrogen production process. However, it is a step away from the oil
dependence and it offers the possibility of using renewable energy sources for aviation.
This is impossible as long as keroseneis used.

6.2 Recommendations for Further Work

A number of recommendations for further work are identied:

Design of a hvdrogen-to-gas heat exchanger
In order to obtain a stable combustion and to avoid the critical temperature where the
density and viscosity 'of the hydrogen vary essentially with the temperature, the
hydrogen needs to be heated prior to its entry into the combustion chamber. The; fuel
heating t' can be accomplished either by°an external heat source or a heat exchanger
located at a suitable' engine location. As for employing a heatexchanger within the,._º. ~ - . ,. . -
engine, two options are' discussed: employing the exhaust struts, and employingf a
simplehcoil tube placed over the ins"ide`*face of 'the jet pipe casing. Simplified
calculations suggest that stnts are not isiuicient to accomplish all the desired
temperature rise of the hydrogen fuel; however, no detailed, heat exchanger design is
conducted. Looking at the design of a heat exchanger and its consequenceson engine

performance and weight is hence recommended as further work. Such astüdy should
preferably address issues such as heat exchanger type, space requirement of the heat
exchanger, and weight and pressure loss implications of including a heat exchanger. In
tum; consequences on engine performance and weight can be estimated/ I ' ` I

Modelling of hydrogen-fuelled engines in TurboMatch
As discussed 'in section 2.2 the heat exchanger could be located hat a number of different
locations, each owning its merits, within the engine. In the current hydrogen-adapted
version of TurboMatch, there is no brick (see Appendix A.3, section A.3.1) available
to simulate a hydrogen-'to-gas heat exchanger, but this calculation needs to be conducted
extemally to TurboMatch and the result, in tenns of a temperature drop of the gas
stream, needs to be supplied manually to the input le. The temperature drop is
calculated using spreadsheets. "Since the ow quantities (mass ow, temperature,
pressure) which are required for the heat exchanger calculation are 'not known until
TurboMatch is executed, this procedure needs to be performed for each, operating point,
making it a lengthy process if a larger number of operating points should be studied. In
addition, the risk of errors increases when data are taken from and provided manually to
the program. t
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A potential improvement to TurboMatch would be to provide it with an additional
brick which handles a hydrogen-to-gas heat exchanger. This would enable that
desired data, such as the temperature of the hydrogen in and out (conceming the design
point) of the heat exchanger and heat exchanger effectiveness (conceming off-design
conditions), could be supplied to the input le prior to the execution of the program. To
achieve this also the routines that read data from the input le need to be changed.

Estimation ofN05 emissions
In the thesis the flame temperatures are calculated on two different occasions. In section
2.3.4 the NOX reduction potential when burning kerosene and hydrogen, respectively, is
assessed by comparing their combustor primary zone flame temperatures. The second
occasion is when the NOX emission is estimated for a hydrogen-fuelled micromix
combustor using a semi-empirical correlation, in which the flame temperature is
included, in section 4.2. In both cases the ame temperatures are calculated assuming
chemical equilibrium. For this purpose a well-established code developed by NASA is
used (see section 2.3.4). As discussed in section 2.3.4 it is a simplication to assume
chemical equilibrium, since the dwell time in a gas turbine combustor in general is too
short for chemical equilibrium to be attained.

As long as the deviation between the real ame temperatures and the equilibrium values
for these two fuels are the same, it makes no difference on the results to assume
chemical equilibrium (this concems the study on NOX reduction potential covered in
section 2.3). However, since the rate of chemical kinetics and the combustor lengths of
these two fuels are different, the deviations between the real ame temperatures and
those obtained when assuming chemicalequilibrium might not be exactly the same.
Although this deviation due to assuming chemical equilibrium is not expected to change
the overall conclusions, it could affect the qualitative difference between these fuels in
terms of potential to attain low NO emissions. A suggestion for further work, therefore,
would be to calculate the ame temperatures without excluding the inuence of time,
implying that the ow eld and chemical kinetics are taken into account. As for the
study aimed at assessing the NOX reduction potentials, an additional substantial
improvement would be not only to compare the primary zone ame temperatures, but
also to calculate the amount of NOX emission formed, taking into account all relevant
formation principles.

The NOX emission correlation derived here according to the method suggested by Dahl
and Suttrop (200lc), is an initial attempt to assess the NOX emissions of full-scale
engines provided with micromix combustors. Due to a large number of simplications
and uncertainties discussed in the thesis (section 4.2), as well as the lack of
experimental results of full-scale engines, the correlation's results should be interpreted
as a rough assessment only. In order to improve the NOX assessment, either or both of
the following suggestions could be followed: evaluating and improving the correlation
by comparing its results with results obtained when including the ow field and
chemical kinetics, and comparing its results with experimental results of full-scale
engines (if such results are available).
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'Estimation of the environmental impact of aircraft
The method adapted here to estimate the global climate impact of a specic ight,
namely, using the concept of global warming potential (GWP), is as discussed in the
thesis (section 3.4 and Appendix B) associated with large uncertainties. In this case the
GWP model is used to estimate the inuence on global waming of altered ight
altitude. It is recommended that further work is done to dene an optimum cruising
altitude, from an environmental point of view, for both conventional aircraft and
cryoplanes, using a more sophisticated climate impact model. One option is to use the
concept of radiative forcing (RF) as a measure of the climate impact, which requires
that a 3-D global model is employed that includes both the chemistry and radiation
effects. However, these climate models require emissions from a eet of aircraft
covering the whole Earth or at least a region, e.g. northem Europe. The inuence of
single ights as investigated hereis indiscemible in these models. It would be a
challenge to develop an alternative measure to GWP, generally accepted within the
atmospheric community, that can be used to study the inuence on the climate impact
of various technology changes, e.g. changed cruising altitude, changed engine or
airframe technology.

Effects on aircraft mission performance of altered engine size and technology
In chapter 4 the inuence of altered engine cycle parameters on flight mission
performance is estimated. To take account for changed engine weight and drag of
changed size and characteristics (BPR, OPT or COT) of the engine, highly simplified
methods are used. It is recommended that conelation methods, more sophisticated than
those used here, to establish the inuence on nacelle drag and weight of changed engine
diameter and characteristics are developed. As for the drag correlation, it should
preferably, in contrast to the model employed here, take interference drag effects into
account. More sophisticated models in this respect would increase the level of accuracy
in the ight mission performance effects of changed engine cycle parameters.

Engine design for reduced cruising altitude
It is stated in the conclusions that provided that an increase in el consumption in the
order of 10% and an increase in TOM of a few percent are accepted, the results suggest
that cryoplanes should cruise at an altitude of about 2-3 km below where conventional
aircraft cruise today. In addition, some guidance on how to design hydrogen-fuelled
engines to lower either the mission fuel consumption or mission NOX emissions is
provided. However, the latter results concern an aircraft cruising at a conventional
cruising altitude. A recommendation for further work« would be to look at the engine
design Äfor the suggested lowered cruising altitude. Doing this, it might be possible to
reduce the penalty in fuel consumption (and H20 emissions) of cruising at an altitude
different from the conventional, which is chosen to minimise the mission fuel
consumption, and thereby the operating cost. It would also be worthwhile to carry out a
parametric study, similar to the one outlined in chapter 4, or an optimisation study
aimed at nding the optimum engine design for reduced cruising altitude. _

Methods to produce and store hydrogen
Producing and storing hydrogen are areas in which extensive research are required
before the commercialisation of hydrogen as an energy carrier in any eld. A number of
obstacles need to be solved. More efcient and cost-effective hydrogen production
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methods based on renewable energy sources need to be developed. Today the renewable
production methods are less efficient than those based on fossil energy. Methods to
produce hydrogen are only touched upon briey in this thesis when discussing
implications on airports. Storing hydrogen is also complicated, as it is a bulky fuel in its
gas state and requires insulation when liqueed. Research in these elds is
recommended to enable the introduction of hydrogen as an energy carrier in aviation
and other sectors.

Cost implications of using hydrogen for aviation
It is recommended that the cost implications of changing to hydrogen are investigated.
Both possible additional costs of manufacturing and operating the aircraft and costs of
carrying out the required infrastructure changes at airports need to be addressed. Having
an idea of the cost implications, it would be reasonable to address the political and
legislative changes needed to enable an introduction of liquid hydrogen-fuelled aircraft
before that point in time when hydrogen can compete economically with kerosene.
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APPENDIX A - AERO GAS TURBINE

FUNDAMENTALS AND PERFORMANCE

ANALYSIS

As the great majority of this thesis in one way or another deals with aero gas turbines,
and in particular their performance behaviour, these subjects are raised in this rst
appendix. The elementary aero gas turbine theory and the most important parameters
are outlined in Appendix A.l, and in Appendix A.2 a brief description of the
components included in a gas turbine is given. In Appendix A.3 the performance of gas
turbines, including simulation tools for estimating the performance and the general
design point performance behaviours are, outlined. Particularly the performance code
used for the computations in this thesis is described, and amendments made to the code
for the purposes of the work conducted in the thesis are outlined.

Appendix A.1 - Elementary Gas Turbine Theory
In an aero gas turbine thermal energy derived from combustion of fuel with air is
converted to a high-speed gas stream to propel an aircraft. A simple form of a gas
turbine used for propulsion is the turbojet engine, which is shown in Figure A-l. Air
enters the intake with a speed roughly equal to the speed of the aircraft, and is diffused
prior to entering the compressor. In the compressor energy is added, and the
temperature and pressure of the air stream increase. Thereafter, the warm compressed
air stream is mixed with fuel in the combustion chamber and bumt, resulting in a large
temperature rise. The hot combustion gases are then expanded in a turbine which is
mounted on the same shaft as the compressor, and thus drives the compressor. The
remaining energy of the gas stream leaving the turbine is expanded through a propelling
nozzle, thus providing thrust.

1 2 3 Combustion I' ? 6
I lntake |Compressor| chamber Turbine Nozzle |

Figure A-1. Schematíc description ofa simple turbojet engine [adaptedom Cohen et
al., 1996].

Assuming that air enters the engine with the velocity Va, leaving with the velocity VJ-
and neglecting any difference in mass ow, W, between the inlet and outlet streams, the
thrust output of the engine is given by:
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F=W-(Vf-V)+A,~(P,-R.) (A-1)

where the rst term, W (VJ--Via), is the momentum thrust and the second term., Aj (Pj~
Pa), is the pressure thrust. The momentum thrust arises due to a change in the Velocity of
the air stream, while the pressure thnst arises when exhaust gases are not expanded
completely to Pa in the propulsive duct, causing the exhaust pressure in the exit plane,
PJ-, to be greater than the pressure of the inlet, Pa, and thereby providing a pressure thrust
acting over the jet exit area, Aj. For more detailed performance estimations the fuel ow
should not be neglected. However, since the fuel ow is normally only a few percent of
the gas ow through the turbines, neglecting it can be a reasonable assumption.

As a measure of how well an aero gas turbine performs, an overall efciency is dened
as the ratio ofuseful work on the aircraft to the energy of the fuel supplied:

-_F__V_ A,°
W~LHV (`)

where Wf is the fuel ow and LHV is the lower heating value of the fuel. The thermal
efciency, i.e. the conversion of thennal energy into mechanical energy, is subject to
the laws of thermodynamics. Theoretically, the highest thermodynamic efciency of a
reversible heat engine operating between two thermal energy reservoirs at temperatures
T1 and Th is the Carnot efciency, dened by [Cengel and Boles, 1994]: ~

i=`1--I . -j (A3)
V h_ «.º .

where T1 and Th are the lowest and highest temperatures within the cycle, respectively.
For aircraft engines the lowest temperature is equal to the atmospheric temperature and
the highest temperature is equal to the combustor outlet temperature, thus giving ja
Carnot efciency of about 0.85. In practice, the thermal efciency is lower because the
Brayton cycle ,on which aero engines operate is less efcient than a Carnot cycle for
the same maximum temperature, and because of losses in the components due to
viscous effects [Kerrebrock, 1996]. The thermal energy supplied in the fuel is Wf LHV,
and this energy is converted into potentially useful kinetic energy for propulsion, W
(Vjz-V32)/2, together with unusable enthalpy the jet, mCp (TJ--Ta), and hence the
thermal efciency can be dened as [Cohen et al., 1996]: j V

np Z ` 2 (A-4)"'
W, -LHV

12 The Brayton cycle is the ideal cycle for gas turbine engines [Cengel and Boles, 1996]. The cycle is
made up of four internally reversible processes: isentropic compression, heat addition at constant
pressure, isentropic expansion and heat rejection at constant pressure.

  it
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The effectiveness with which the propulsive duct is being used for propelling the
aircraft is called the propulsive efciency. This is defined as the ratio of used propulsive
energy to the sum of that energy and the unused kinetic energy of the exhaust jet
[Cohen et al., 1996]:

.(1/j_Va) 2
nF: 2 =_ V~

W.|:Va ,(1/j _Vu)+|] 1+7: (A-5)

Examining equations (A-4) and (A-5) it can be seen that the denominator of equation
(A-5) is equal to the numerator of equation (A-4), and thus that:

T10 :T11/1

-npAsthe overall efficiency is linked to the aircraft speed, and therefore not an exclusive
engine parameter, this concept is often díscarded in favour of the specic fuel
consumption (SFC) for propulsion engines. The specific fuel consumption is dened as
the fuel consumption per unit thrust (e. g. g/kN s):

SFC = (A-7)

The SFC in tum is proportional to Va/T10 [Cohen et al., 1996]. It is important to
minimise SFC for applications where the mission fuel consumption is of primary
interest, e.g. long-range civil aircraft applications. When comparing SFC levels for
different engines, it is important to know that the heating values of the els are the
same; otherwise they are not comparable.

Another important performance parameter is the specific thrust (SPT), which is the
thrust per unit of mass ow of air at engine inlet (e.g. m/s):

F
SPT = _ _

W (A 8)

Since engine size is related to the frontal area, which is detennined by the air ow, the
specific thrust gives an indication of the relative size of engines producing the same
thrust. The engine size does not only relate to the weight of the engine, but also to the
drag via the frontal area. For applications where engine weight or/and volume is crucial,
or for aircraft ying at high Mach numbers where the drag per unit frontal area is high,
it is particularly important to maximise specific thrust.

Looking at equation (A-1) it is clear that the required thrust can be obtained by
designing the engine to produce either a high velocity jet of small mass ow or a low
velocity jet of high mass ow. By doing the latter, the propulsive efficiency increases
(since VJ- decreases, see equation (A-5)), and hence SFC decreases at the expense of
decreased SPT. In order to achieve this, the turbofan engine was conceived. The
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turbofan engine features a fan, driven by an additional turbine downstream of the
compressor turbine that pumps air through a secondary nozzle. The high-pressure parts
of the engine, consisting of the high-pressure compressor, combustion chamber and
high-pressure turbine, are commonly referred to as the core of the engine. The ratio of
the cold mass ow of the by-pass to the hot mass ow passing through the core is called
the by-pass ratio (BPR):

BPR
WCOTC

The by-pass air could either be mixed with the hot ow from the core prior to the
propelling nozzle or exhausted through a separate nozzle.

Appendix A.2 - Gas Turbine Engine Components
This appendix embodies a brief description of the components included in an aero gas
turbine. The function along with the physics occurring in each component is briey
covered. ~ _ âº

A.2.1 Ine . .
The prime requirement for the aero engine intake is to diffuse the free stream air from a
high Mach number, while minimising the pressure loss up to the compressor face. In
addition, the ow should ideally enter~the compressor with a uniform pressure and
Velocity at all flight conditions. If these -requirements are not satised, the compressor
might surge, which can result in either -combustor ame-out or severe mechanical
damage due to blade Vibration induced by unsteady aerodynamic effects [Cohen et al.,
1996]; - ' ~

By treating the inlet as an adiabatic ßduct it may be found that the total temperature
across the inlet is constant (since there is no heat or work transfer), 'while a loss of
stagnation pressure arises due to friction and shock waves at supersonic speeds. Under
static conditions or at very low forward speeds, the intake acts as a nozzle in which the
air accelerates from restto the compressor inlet Velocity. However, for normal forward
speeds the air is decelerated, causing the static pressure to increase from 'the
atmospheric pressure, Pa, to the compressor inlet pressure, P2. It is the stagnation
pressure at compressor inlet that is essential for performance calculations, and the
pressure rise, P2-Pa, is referred to as the ram pressure rise.

Engines designed for subsonic speeds usually employ a pod mounting in which the air
is diffused till the engine intake leading edge, wherethe air is accelerated along the
nose bullet as the ow area transitions from circular to annular before the compressor
face (see Figure A-2). During static conditions the air is accelerated from behind and in
front of the ight intake, and thus to avoid ow separation the leading edge needs to be
rounded. r '
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AERO SUBSONIC INTAKE
- POD MOUNUNG

iítii Iiiíl

Fígure A-2. Configuration ofan aero subsonic intake featuring a pod mountirg [Walsh
and Fletcher, 1998].

At supersonic speeds the intake needs to diffuse the flow from supersonic to low
subsonic speeds. A reasonable axial Mach number for the first compressor stage is in
the region of 0.4-0.5 [Cohen et al., 1996]. In order to accomplish this at supersonic
speeds with an acceptable level of efciency, an intake of a convergent-divergent type
often needs to be employed. Typically, such an intake is rectangular with a variable
throat area.

The engine intake efficiency depends upon« the location of the engine in the aircraft (in
wing, pod or fuselage). The aerodynamic design also affects the intake efficiency. There
are a number of ways to define the intake effectiveness: isentropic efficiency, ram
efficiency and pressure (or ram) recovery factor. The isentropic and ram efficienciesare
commonly used and are dened in terms of temperature rises and pressure rises,
respectively, while the pressure recovery factor is defined as the total pressure ratio over
the intake, Pt;/Pia. The ram recovery factor relates to the ram pressure rises.

A.2.2 Compressor
The purpose of a compressor is to increase the total pressure of a gas stream to the
pressure required by the engine cycle, while using the minimum amount of shaft power
possible. There are two different types of compressors: centrifugal and axial ow
compressors. As the names indicate, the difference consists of the direction of the air
ow through the compressor. While the air ow in an axial compressor flows parallel to
the shaft(s) of the engine, the flow is directed radially in a centrifugal impeller, followed
by a radial diffuser in a centrifugal compressor. For applications where small frontal
area, low weight and high efficiency are essential, the axial type is the preferable
choice. The centrifugal compressors dominate for small sizes where cost is paramount.
For large sizes the only possible choice is the axial ow compressor. Due to these
considerations, the axial ow machine dominates the field for large power amounts and
the centrifugal compressor is restricted to the lower end of the power spectrum, where
the ow is too small to be handled efficiently by axial blading [Cohen et al., 1996]. An
advantage of the radial compressor is that it is less sensitive to a non-uniform inlet ow.
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The compressor comprises a number of stages, see Figure A-3. Each stage consists of a
row of rotor blades followed by a row of stator vanes. The rotors are mounted on a
common shaft. Over the rotor blades the static temperature, the flow velocity, and hence
also the total temperature are increased. Assuming an adiabatic process and knowing
that there is no work input, it follows that the total temperature is constant over the
stator row [Cohen et al., 1996]. While all power is absorbed by the rotor row, kinetic
energy is transformed to an increase in static pressure over the stator row by diffusing
the ow. Moreover, the total pressure decreases slightly due to iction. As a
consequence of decreasing relative Velocity (velocity of the ow relative to the rotor
blades and stator vanes) for both the blade row and stator row, the static pressure is
increased over both these stages.

Owing to the adverse static pressure gradient through the compressor, the pressure ratio
attainable in a single stage is limited to avoid ow separation and reversal ow [Walsh
and Fletcher, 1998]. If the difference between the ow direction and the blade angle
(angle of incidence) becomes excessive, stall arises. As opposed to the compressor, the
turbine works with an advantageous pressure gradient, and as a consequence of this a
single turbine stage can drive a large number of compressor stages. The adverse static
pressure gradient along the compression process makes the design of the compressor a
challenging task indeed.
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Figure A-3. Sixteen-stage high-pressure ratio compressor (by courtesy of General
Electric) [Cohen et al., 1996].

Commonly the angle of the rst row of stator vanes may be changed by control system
action. This is called variable inlet guide vanes (VIGVS), and is used to improve the off-
design operation. In addition, it might be desirable to provide more stator rows
downstream with variable angles, so-called variable stator vanes (VSVs).

As a measure of the effectiveness of a compressor, an isentropic efciency is dened as
the ratio of the ideal specic work input, i.e. specic enthalpy rise for a given pressure
ratio, to the actual. An alternative measure is the polytropic efciency, which is the
isentropic efciency over an innitesimal small step in the compression process, such
that its magnitude would be constant throughout the process [Cohen et al., 1996]. For
performance calculations the isentropic efciency is the preferable measure.

In order to assess the compressor performance during part load conditions, compressor
maps, i.e. plots of pressure ratio and isentropic efciency versus quasidimensionless
ow for a series of lines of constant quasidimensionless speed, are employed.
Principally, a compressor map for an axial compressor is shown in Figure A-4. As seen
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in the gure there are two different conditions that limit the flow, namely, the surge line
and the choke condition. Surging is a complex flow phenomenon that can occur during
certain operation conditions when the stall becomes severe. Describing this
phenomenon is beyond the scope of this appendix. The interested reader is referred to
textbooks, such as Walsh and Fletcher (1998) and Cohen et al. (1996). Choking occurs
when the ow Mach number in the smallest ow passage of a stage reaches unity,
making it impossible to increase the ow further.
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Fígure A-4. Compressor map ofan axial conguratíon [Walsh and Fletcher, 1998].

A.2.3 Combustion Chamber
Combustion in a gas turbine combustor is a continuous process in which fuel is bumt in
the air supplied by the compressor. An electric spark is used to initiate the combustion
process, and thereafter the ame must be self-sustaining. From an engine cycle
perspective, the combustor outlet temperature is the essential parameter. There are three
different possible types of combustion systems [Cohen et al., 1996]: can, cannular and
annular combustors. In the can type, which was employed by the earliest aircraft
engines, the air leaving the compressor is split into a number of separate streams, each
supplying a separate chamber. If the ame tubes are uniformly spaced around an
annular casing the concept is called cannular. This combustion system is commonly
employed by industrial gas turbines. Owing to its compact dimensions, it is the annular
combustor that is the preferable choice when the available space is the limiting factor.
The annual combustor has no separate ame tubes, and it is this combustion system that
is universally used in modern aircraft engines.

Designing a gas turbine combustion chamber is a challenging task, comprising several
diffculties and trade-offs. The combustion chamber should satisfy a wide range of
requirements whose relative importance varies among engine types. Amongst others the
following basic requirements need to be regarded in the design process [Lefebvre,
1998]: high combustion efficiency, reliable and smooth ignition, wide stability limits,
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low pressure loss, reasonable outlet temperature distribution (pattern factor), low
pollutant emissions, good durability and freedom from combustion-induced instabilities.
These tasks must be accomplished, requiring minimum space within the engine envelop
and at the same time meeting the engine weight and cost targets [Ziemann et al., 1998a].
In Figure A-5 the main components of a conventional combustion chamber are shown.
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Figure A-5. Conventíonal combustion 'chamber [Lefebvre, 1998].

The main function of the primary zone is to anchor the ame and provide sufficient
time, temperature and turbulence to attain essentially complete combustion of the
incoming fuel-air mixture [Lefebvre, 1998]. If the temperature in the primary zone .is
high enough (higher than about 2000 K), dissociation reactions will result in the
appearance of essential concentrations of not completely oxidized species in the efflux
gases. In order to recover these dissociation losses and to continue combustion of any
imperfectly mixed fuel-rich pockets, the combustion chamber features an intermediate
zone. Before the combustion gases enter the turbine, the temperature needs to be
reduced and a temperature distribution acceptable for the turbinegneeds to be created.
Ideally,Äthe temperature should be lowest where the m_echanical stresses are highest,
which is at the turbine blade root, and at the turbine blade tip, to protect seal materials
[Lefebvre, 1998]. Reduced temperature and a reasonable temperature distribution are
achieved in the dilution zone where theremaining air is admitted through holes in the
annulus. 9 ~ âº

A.2.4 Turbine ' V ' g '
The functionality of the turbine is to extract power from the gas ow leaving the
combustion chamber to drive either a compressor, or in the case of a power turbine, to
drive a load, such as a propeller or an electrical generator. Similarly as for compressors,
these could be axial or radial. The vast majority of gas turbines employ axial turbines.
Exactly the same arguments as were raised in the section discussing compressors,
concerning axial versus radial ow machines, apply for turbines. The turbine stage
comprises a row of nozzle guide vanes (NGVS) followed by a row of rotor blades
mounted. on .a disc (see Figure A-6). In multi-stage turbines, the discs are mounted on a
conical feature fonning a drum. I p '_
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Figure A-6. Axial turbine configuration [Walsh and Fletcher, 1998].

The high temperature and pressure gas stream is accelerated and turned over the nozzle
guide vanes. In this process there is no heat or work transfer, and only a small loss in
total pressure owing to friction and turbulence. Furthermore, the total temperature is
unchanged, and the static temperature and pressure are reduced due to increasing the
ow Velocity. Across the rotor, work is extracted by changing the whirl (tangential)
flow velocity (which produces a torque), and the total temperature and pressure are
reduced. '

In order to attain a high performance of a gas turbine, there is a desire to increase the
maximum allowable temperature in the cycle. One way of demonstrating that an
increased combustor outlet temperature provides performance benefits, is to consider
the Camot efficiency (equation (A-3)). This efficiency says that to maximise the
thermodynamic efficiency, the difference between the minimum and maximum
temperature in the cycle should be maximised. The maximum cycle temperature is
limited by the maximum allowable metal temperature of the nozzle guide vanes and the
rotors of the high-pressure turbine, which are dependent on material properties. As
discussed in this thesis, also concems of emissions of oxides of nitrogen have become a
limiting factor for the combustor outlet temperature. The effectiveness of the turbine is
expressed via the isentropic efficiency defined analogously to the isentropic efficiency
for a compressor.

For reasons of cooling hot parts of the turbine and providing air for several other
purposes (sealing, handling bleed, customer bleed, etc.), air is extracted from a suitable
engine location of the compressor. The air is transferred either internally through a
series of orices and seals, or extemally via pipes outside the engine casing. The rotor
blades are then cooled by forcing air from the inside of the blades through holes to
remove heat and to create an effusing layer of air outside the blades, which reduces the
rate of heat transfer from the hot gas stream to the blade. This principle is called intemal
forced convection of air and is shown in Figure A-7, together with some other methods
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of blade cooling. Stator vanes are cooled in a similar manner. Extracting air and cooling
hot parts this way gives rise to losses that deteriorate the performance. However, the net
effect on the performance when including the effect of increasing the maximum.
allowable metal temperature is a substantial performance benet [Cohen et al., 1996].
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Figure A-7. Different methods ofblade cooling [Cohen et al., 1996]. ,

The perfonnance of turbines at various operating conditions is estimated using turbine
maps which are derived in a similar manner as the compressor maps. For the most
common form of turbine maps, the capacity (quasidimensionless flow), efficiency and
exit swirl angle are plotted for lines of constant quasidimensionless speed versus the
pressure ratio. Similarly as for the compressor map, for each speed line there is a
maximum ow that cannot be exceeded, i.e. the choke condition. . º í âº

A.2.5 Propelling Nozzle _ e º - . - ¬ « V 2
The function of the propelling nozzle is to convert the internal energy of¬ the gas stream.
into kinetic. energy, and hence provide thrust. »A simple turbojet engine features a
propelling nozzle downstream of the turbine, while a turbofan engine either may feature
two separate nozzles for the hot and cold streams, or a single nozzle in which the two
streams leave after having been mixed. Prior to the nozzle, the gas stream leaving the
turbine is diffused to reduce .velocity, and hence reduce friction loss, in the jet pipe.
Furthermore, for military applications when thrust boosting is required, an afterbumer
might be included in the jet pipe. p I ~ ~ , - - _

When discussing propelling nozzles, the question arises whether to employ a simple
convergent or a convergent-divergent nozzle. As the expansion ratio across the nozzle
often is higher than the critical ratio (the ratio that gives sonic ow in the throat, and
thus makes it impossible to increase the ow further), itappears to be desirable to use a
convergent-divergent nozzle. Theoretically (i.e. assuming isentropic expansion), the
maximum thrust is achieved when complete expansion to the atmospheric pressure

i
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occurs in the nozzle. This implies that the pressure thrust (second term in equation (A-
1)) due to incomplete expansion does not entirely com.pensate for the loss of momentum
thrust due to a smaller jet velocity [Cohen et al., 1996].

However, when taking friction into account this is no longer true, since the theoretical
jet velocity is not achieved. Furthermore, a convergent-divergent nozzle is heavier and
larger, and thereby causes installation losses and affecting the aircraft weight
detrimentally. For expansion ratios smaller than the design value, these nozzles would
certainly be less efficient than the convergent, because of losses incurred by the
formation of shock waves in the divergent proportion [Cohen et al., 1996]. For these
reasons convergent nozzles are the most widely used. Nevertheless, the convergent-
divergent are the nozzles that are used at high supersonic speeds when the large ram
pressure rise in the intake results in a very high nozzle pressure ratio.

The losses of the propelling nozzle could be included either via an isentropic efficiency
or via a specic thrust coefcient. The former is dened by the ratio of the actual total
temperature change across the nozzle to the isentropic temperature difference. The
specic thrust coefcient is expressed as the ratio of the actual specific gross thrust,
namely, [W VJ-+AJ~ (PJ--Pa)]/W, to that which would have resulted from isentropic ow.

Appendix A.3 - Gas Turbine Engine Performance
The subject of gas turbine performance embodies the analysis of a gas turbine-based
system, involving merit parameters, such as thrust and power, and ow parameters,
such as pressures, temperatures and mass ows [Whellens, 2003]. Estimating the
performance is highly important during the whole engine design process, from the
preliminary cycle design studies to the post-production phases.

The performance analysis can be carried out at three levels [Whellens, 2003]: design
point performance, off-design performance and transient performance. At the design
point the geometric quantities of the engine are dened, and the performance at this
operating point affects the performance at all other operating conditions. Off-design
performance refers to the performance at any other point within the operational
envelope. The performance during transient modes, such as acceleration and
deceleration, is referred to as transient performance. In order to assess the performance
of a certain gas turbine system, a description of the engine in terms of its constituent
components needs to be defined, individual engine components and the gas owing
through the system need to be modelled, and a set of compatibility laws needs to be
considered.

Except for some engine components (e.g. the fan) where the ow at inlet or outlet is far
from spatially unifonn, the components are modelled as one-dimensional. At the design
point, components are described in terms of variables that are either easily relatable to
the design criteria for the engine (e.g. pressure ratio for compressors and temperature
rises for combustors) or are directly obtainable from the application of the compatibility
laws (e.g. the required power output for the turbines) [Whellens, 2003]. Moreover,
efciencies and pressure losses for individual components are often required. At off-
design, on the contrary, performance of individual components is estimated using
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maps. Maps describe the behaviour of a certain component at part load conditions.
For compressors and turbines, for instance, the maps feature the pressure ratio and
efficiency versus non-dimensional ow and non-dimensional rotational speed (see also
Appendix A.2). In order to model the gas ow, it is usually treated as a multi-
component ideal gas. Ã

The compatibility laws constitute the mass, energy and shaft speed compatibility
[Whellens, 2003]. Mass compatibility is the same as conservation of mass within a
component, while the energy compatibility implies that the energy is conserved within a
component. In addition, the latter implies that the individual spools are in energetic
equilibrium, usually meaning that the work required by the compressors is equal to the
work provided by the turbines on the same spool. The shaft speed compatibility is only
required for off-design conditions and means that all components that are mechanically
linked to the same shaft rotate at the same speed.

The engine design process is initiated by selecting a certain operating point as the
design point, according to which the engine thermodynamic should be designed. This
operating ~point often corresponds to a point within the operational envelope of a high
power setting, such as take-off or top of climb. Alternatively, the operating condition
where an engine will spend most time is chosen as the design point. The cycle design
point needs to be dened in terms of ambient conditions (altitude, Mach number and
any possible temperature deviation from the ISA standard) rand in terms of;the
components design variables. The main output ofthe design point analysis is the
engine geometry, including some critical ow areas, such as nozzle areas and turbine
nozzle throat areas.

Once the engine geometry has been xed, the off-design performance behaves, to a first
order of accuracy, non-dimensionally [Walsh and Fletcher, 1998]. This implies that for
a certain component, there is a dimensionless parameter grouplthat is constant for all
operating., conditions, once the geometry _is fixed. Instead of referring to full
dimensionless groups,- referred groups, which are groups of parameters where the
constants have been removed and theta (inlet temperature/288.15 K) has been
substituted for temperature and delta (inlet pressure/10.325 kPa) has been substituted
for pressure, are commonly considered.. º - º º .V , .

Having dened the engine geometry, the performance may be calculated at any
operating point by dening the altitude, ight Mach number, any temperature variation
from the ISA standard and a value dening the throttle setting, usually the combustor
outlet temperature (COT). Finding the performance of a specific off-design point isan
iterative procedure, involving the denition of iteration variables and seeking the set of
data that both satises the compatibility laws and yields the same values of critical ow
passage areas as determined at the design point. The required number of iteration
variables ~ is determined. by the I specic engine configuration and the.. individual
component models [Whellens, 2003].
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A.3.l Simulation Tools for Modelling Performance
There are a number of simulation tools available, which have been developed by
industrial or academic organisations, for modelling gas turbine performance. Some of
them are commercial and others are in-house tools. In this section three of these are
mentioned very briey and one, TurboMatch, is described more in detail. In order to
allow for emissions estimation, the version of TurboMatch used for hydrogen fuel has
been supplemented with various routines by the author of this thesis.

One of the most well-known codes is GasTurbTM which is a Windows-based user-
friendly code [Kurzke, 1998]. It allows for design, off-design as well as transient
performance analysis for a number of pre-dened configurations, both stationary and
airborne. Parametric, optimisation and sensitivity studies can easily be performed. One
drawback of this program compared with the TurboMatch program described below is
that the program does not allow for the analysis of unconventional cycles as those
discussed in section 2.2.4.

Another program is the GSP (Gas turbine Simulation Program) developed by NLR
(National Aerospace Laboratory) of the Netherlands which allows for both steady state
and transient performance estimations [Visser and Broomhead, 2000]. It is based on a
Windows platform and also has built-in facilities for emission calculations, control
system design and diagnostic studies. The last program mentioned here is the NCP
(National Cycle Program) program. It is the result of the combined effort of different
American engine manufacturers and NASA's Lewis Research Centre. Using this tool it
is possible to model an engine for both steady state and transient conditions.

TurboMatch

Below follows a brief description of the simulation tool TurboMatch, taken from the
User's Manual [TurboMatch, 1999]. For more information about the simulation tool and
how to use it, one is referred to the Users Manual, and for detailed infonnation
concerning the code structure and its subroutines, one is referred to Boggia (2001).

The TurboMatch scheme has been developed by the School of Mechanical Engineering
at Craneld University to conduct design and off-design calculations of gas turbines. By
means of codewords, various pre-programmed routines, known as Bricks, can be
called to simulate the action of different gas turbine components, resulting in output
such as engine thrust (aero gas turbine) or power (stationary gas turbine), fuel
consumption, etc., together with details of individual component performance and of the
gas properties at various stations along the gas turbine.

Most Bricks corresponds to particular components, e.g. intake (INTAKE), compressor
(COMPRE), burner (BURNER) and turbine (TURBIN), but there are also Bricks for
arithmetical operations (ARITHY) and for the final calculation of performance
(PERFOR) when all component processes have been evaluated. At each station along
the gas turbine, the gas state is described by a number of quantities, known collectively
in TurboMatch as the Station Vector (the word vector being used in the sense of an
ordered set of numbers without any directional signicance). Since most Bricks
simulate the thermodynamic processes that occur within a component, they can be
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considered as operating upon the gas state at the component inlet so as to generate the
gas state at outlet. In addition to the Station Vector, generally the Bricks require other
input data items (e.g. efciencies, pressure loss factors, pressure ratios, etc.). These
items are known collectively as Brick Data, and their nature and number are different
for each Brick. Furthermore, some Bricks generate output (e.g. thrust,~power, etc.),
known as Engine Vector Results, which. are different in kind from the Station Vectors.
Some Bricks also need inputs that are outputs from other Bricks employed earlier in the
program (e.g. compressor work, which is generated by the COMPRE Brick and
subsequently used by TURBIN Brick). Such quantities are known as Engine Vector
Data. A schematic gure illustrating the described features is shown in Figure A-8. -
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Fígure A-8. Schematic description ofthe TurboMatch scheme structure.

In order to run a simulation an input le (?'.inp) needs to be prepared. In the .input le
the gas turbine that is desired to.be modelled is built from a series ofcodewords, which
describe, in the order needed, the various Bricksrto be used, together with -information
as to their Station Vector, Brick Data and Engine Vector requirements. The results of
the present TurboMatch version are stored in two output files. In the .tmr le~'a11
results are stored in a legible fashion, while the results in the fot.4 le are organised
in a fashion that facilitates the extraction of the results to Microsoft Excel, where gures
can easily be plotted.

Changes to the TurboMatch Source Code A .
The original version of the TurboMatch code was designed for analysis of gas turbines
using kerosene only. In the EC-sponsored project CRYOPLANE, aimed at investigating
the possibility of using hydrogen for aviation, performance data of aero gas turbines
buming hydrogen were required, including data for design as well as off-design
conditions for both conventional and unconventional cycles. Since TurboMatch is a
flexible simulation tool, featuring a modular structure that makes it easy to add
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additional components or input external results, it was decided that this code should be
used for this purpose. However, to allow for hydrogen use, changes were needed.

Particularly, emphasis was to be given to those functions and subroutines that calculate
the thermodynamic properties at various locations along the engine. These properties
comprise enthalpy, entropy, Cp, R and molecular weight, and are needed by different
Bricks which are called during the execution of the program. All changes made to the
TurboMatch source code to enable modelling of gas turbines using hydrogen are
thoroughly explained in Boggia (2001). Having performed the changes, the results have
been checked and compared with results obtained by the well-established gas turbine
performance simulation code GasTurb. The work with changing the code was
completed successfully by Boggia (2001), and depending on fuel temperature, the
changed version of TurboMatch is able to produce performance data very accurately for
design as well as off-design conditions for both conventional and unconventional gas
turbine cycles using hydrogen.

In addition to calculating performance data, for the purpose of the research carried out
in this thesis, it was desired to calculate the amount of emission produced at certain
operating points when using hydrogen. To achieve this, additional modules were
developed and integrated in the TurboMatch code by the author. When burning
hydrogen the only exhaust emissions are H20 and NOX, hence modules to estimate these
emissions were required. The theory applied to estimate the emission index of N0x is
given in section 4.2, while the H20 emissions are proportional to the fuel consumption.
Moreover, a module that calculates the GWP in a certain operation point was
developed. The theory about the GWP concept is explained in section 3.4 and Appendix
B. The hydrogen version of TurboMatch was supplemented with the functions and
subroutines listed in Table A-1, comprising the new emission features.

In addition to these les, two text les employed by the subroutines READ-
EMISSIONSDATA and READGWPDATA need to be located in the same area as
the other les. The le NASA DATA.txt contains data of ame temperature and mass
fraction of H20 at combustor exit versus temperature, pressure and equivalence ratio,
obtained by the NASA CEA code [McBride and Gordon, 1996; and Gordon and
McBride, 1994], while the le GWP DATA.txt contains GWP numbers for the
species H20 and NOX versus altitude, from Svensson et al. (2004). All subroutines are
called from the main program, which is located in the le master.for. All changes and
additional statements in the code performed by the author are preceded by remarks to
facilitate for anyone who would like to work with the code in the future.
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Table A-1 _ The new routines added to the Turb0Match codefor calculation ofemission
indices ofH20 and NOX, as well as GWP.

File Routine(s) Function
ConstAssign.for CONST_ASSIGNMENTS All constants and _

parameters used in the new
routines are assigned A
values.

Emissionsfor EMISSIONS Calculates the emission _ V
indices of H20 and NOX.

GWP.for GWP Calculates the GWP value
Interpolation.for INTERPOLATION Employs interpolation

routines to nd the ame
temperature and mass
fraction of water
(combustor exit) for given
values of temperature, V
pressure and equivalence

A q ratioí._ ,
InterpolationGWPdata.for INTERPOLATIONGWP Employs interpolation

_ routines to nd the GWP MV
_ A _ numberfor the species . _"

H20 and NOX for ae given
2 2 altitude. ` Q

IP.for IP3,IP2, IPI, IP3 F, IPZF, These routines are used for
, IPIF, DELIND, DELINDF interpolation in 1-3F

. dimensions. Only IPIF and
IP3F are used. IPlF is
employed by _ e

Ä . INTERPOLATIONGWP

I A . and IP3F is employed lby ,V
_ INTERPOLATION.

ReadData.for READEMISSIONSDATA Flame temperature and
2 _ . - . mass fraction of H20 (at

combustor exit) versus
_ temperature, pressure and.

equivalence ratio are read
from. the text le NASA
DATA.txt and stored in
arrays.

ReadGWPdata.for_ READGWPDATA GWP numbers for the
species H20 and NOX

. versus altitude are read
from the text file GWP
DATA.txt and stored in
arrays.
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A.3.2 Design Point Performance Behaviour
During the engine design process design point performance diagrams are created. These
are also commonly used for comparing the performance of different engine concepts.
These diagrams feature engine perfonnance parameters, e. g. SFC or SPT, versus cycle
parameters, e.g. OPR, COT or BPR, and are created by calculating the design point
performance for a range of cycle parameters for which each combination represents a
specific engine geometry.

For a turbojet engine there are two main design parameters: COT and OPR, while there
are three for a turbofan engine: COT, OPR and BPR. In addition there is a fouh
parameter, the fan pressure ratio (FPR), involved in the engine design process for a
turbofan engine. However, for a given core engine (i.e. specied COT and OPR) and a
xed BPR, there is an optimum value of fan pressure ratio, which both minimises SFC
and maximises SPT. Having specified the core, the amount of work provided to the
low-pressure turbine is also xed. Then the optimum fan pressure ratio is the pressure
that transfonns a reasonable amount of energy from the core to the by-pass stream. If a
too low value of fan pressure ratio is chosen, the core jet velocity becomes excessively
large, and ultimately .there is no point in employing a fan. A too large fan pressure ratio,
on the other hand, will result in an excessive by-pass jet velocity. By algebraic
differentiation, it can be shown that the optimum value of the fan pressure ratio is the
one corresponding to a ratio of by-pass jet velocity to core jet velocity equal to the
energy transfer efficiency, i.e. product of low-pressure turbine and fan efciencies
[Walsh and Fletcher, 1998]:

Vjby-pass _ " _ _
V T LPT n fun T rf (A°1jßore

These efficiencies are about 0.9, and thus the optimum core jet velocity becomes higher
by a factor of about 1.2. In practice, to reduce design and handling problems at the
expense of a very small penalty in SFC, a value of fan pressure ratio lower than the
optimum is chosen [Pilidis, 2001].

In Figure A-9 to Figure A-12 the design point performance for turbofan engines of
different by-pass ratios for subsonic and supersonic conditions are displayed. All
numbers are derived for a stator outlet temperature (SOT) equal to 1500 K. More
details and explanations can be found in Walsh and Fletcher (1998).

For Mach number 0.8, SFC improves signicantly and SPT deteriorates essentially with
increasing BPR. The main reason for the improved SFC is the increased propulsive
efficiency due to the decreased core jet velocity. Owing to the increasing inuence of
momentum drag with speed, only by-pass ratios of 2.5 or smaller are practical at Mach
number 2.2. For the reasonable small SOT shown in Figure A-11, increasing BPR

B SOT is a measure of the cycle temperature which is defined slightly different from COT. While COT
refers to the temperature at the rst turbine nozzle guide vane leading edge, SOT refers to the temperature
at entry to the rst turbine rotor. The difference between these is small, and depending on the design of
cooling ows SOT could be slightly lower than COT.

/._
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actually makes SFC worse. However, for larger SOTs, SFC improves with increasing
BPR.

mmmmmwdmamámßmySHHmmw%aHWRßmmwmdMaMmSOT
and BPR for subsonic speed. For the SOT level displayed in Figure A-10, SPT
deteriorates slightly when OPR is increased. This is a consequence of the low jet
Velocity. At higher temperatures SFC remains constant when OPR is increased. At
supersonic speed, a signicant pressure increase happens due to the intake ram.
recovery, and hence, the optimum OP_R is lower than for subsonic conditions (Figure
A-11). The trend on SPT is the same, but the effect is even larger than for Mach number
0.8. '
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Figure A-9. Design pointgdiagram showing SFC ratio versus OPR ana' BPR at optimurn
FPR at 11 000 m, ISA, 0.8 Mach number [Walsh and Fletcher, 1998]. ' . y âº

Another parameter which has a large inuence on the performance is the maximum.
cycle temperature, here dened as SOT. The gures shown here are obtained for a
specified SOT, and hence its inuence on the performance cannot be seen in the gures.
As SOT is increased, SPT is always increased, while SFC can both decrease and
increase depending on BPR. Thisis true for both subsonic and supersonic conditions.
Increasing SOT implies that the jet velocities become larger. For a high BPR engine an
increased SOT has a benecial effect on SFC, whereas it has a detrimental effect on a
low BPR engine where the jet velocities are already large. For intermediate BPR
engines the optimum value for minimum SFC increases with BPR. Generally, as more
power is available to the low-pressure turbine, both the optimum OPR and BPR
increase as SOT is increased.
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Figure A-12. Design point diagram showing SPT ratio versus OPR and BPR at
optimum FPR at I1 000 m, ISA, 2.2 Much' number [Walsh and Fletcher, 1998]. .

A.3.3 Off-design Performance Behaviour W
When the engine is designed the off-design ,performance may be calculated at any
operation point within the operational envelope. For illustration the effects on a high by-
pass turbofan engine of altered operational conditions are briey outlined here.
Investigating three different high by-pass ratio engines, Pradewa (1995) found that as
the Mach number is increased the net thrust is decreased, and hence SFC is increased.
For Mach numbers' less than 0.3, the gain in thmst for a given reduction i Mach
number is quite large, 'the main reason being that the momentum drag «is de_creas`edL For
higher Mach numbers the ram compression becomes significant, and thus the loss in
thrust decreases with Mach number. Between Mach numbers 0.6 and 0.9, the thnst is
more or less unchanged. V ` _ _ _ 4

Following Pradewa ( 1995) the thrust is decreased and SFC is, for high Mach numbers,
decreased with altitude. For lower Mach numbers SFC is yunaffectedgbyaltitude. The
main reason for the decreased thrust is that the engine mass flow is! decreased with
altitude, because the ambient static pressure and density falls with altitude. However,
the effect of lowered mass ow is partly compensated by the factthat the 'engine
behaves non-dimensionally, which in this case irnplies that the engine behaves as if the
rotational speed was rising..Th_is is because the non-dimensional speed, which is defined
as the ratio of the rotational speed to the square root of the ambient static
temperature,increasedas the altitude is increased (in the troposphere).

Considering the non-dimensional rotational speed, it, may be understood that the engine
will deliver higher overall temperature and pressure ratios on a cold day than on a warm
one, thus the thermal efficiency and thrust become higher.
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APPENDIX B - DERIVATION OF A GLOBAL

WARMING POTENTIAL (GWP) MODEL

If aircraft-produced particles and their effects upon clouds are disregarded (see sections
l.2.2 and 3.4), the aircraft emissions only affect the radiative balance of the atmosphere
directly through radiative forcing of carbon dioxide and water vapour. Furthermore,
emissions of oxides of nitrogen affect the radiative forcing indirectly through changes in
concentrations of ozone and methane, which are both greenhouse gases. The aim of this
section is to derive a method for calculating the global warming potential (GWP) of
I-120 and NOX emissions emitted by aircraft. Rather than employing a sophisticated 3-D
climate model, a simple parametric method is used following the methodology proposed
by Klug et al. (1996) and Klug (2001), taking into account model results and
recommendations from IPCC (1999). In order to consider the nonlinearity and the large
variability of the indirect effect of short-lived NOX emissions on radiative forcing, a
plume model is employed. This GWP model is derived in collaboration with Jana
Moldanova at IVL, Swedish Environmental Research Institute, and published in
Svensson et al. (2004). The calculations using the plume model MAP (explained below)
are carried out by Jana Moldanova. .

The global warming potential of a trace gas is the ratio of the global warming through
emission of one kilogram of the gas to the global wanning through emission of one
kilogram of CO2:

GWP.fTº = (B-1)
Ec02(T)

where T is the time horizon and Ei is the waming effect of the trace gas, i. The lifetime,
1, of the trace gas usually differs from the lifetime of CO2. Therefore, the warming
effect of a trace gas is connected to a corresponding time horizon and the integrated
radiative forcing, RF;

  _; _:

E,(T)=jR1¬¬,~@fd=Rf«¬,.~1-(1-e (B4)0

Generally, theGWP varies with the time horizon chosen. Typically horizons of 20, 50,
100 or 500 years are used. For the GWP calculations in this study, the time horizon of
100 years is chosen. All data are intended to represent the situation in summer
atmosphere at mid-latitudes if such resolution is possible.

The radiative forcing of a trace gas is related to the climate change expressed as change
in surface temperature, AT0, through a climate sensitivity parameter, X:

AT, = º-RF (B-3)
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The climate sensitivity parameter generally varies for different species and altitudes.
However, for the altitudes in question (0-15 km), Ä differs within a factor of 2 (a value
0.92 K per W/m2 is recommended in IPCC (1999)). Generally, RF is seen as a
parameter which is linearly related to climatic change [IPCC, 1999; and IPCC, 1990].

lncrement of species, Y, at a given altitude, h, causes a change in radiative forcing. The
change can be quantifed using a sensitivity function, S(h), which determines the change
in RF at the tropopause level with stratospheric adjustment for a unit increase of Y in
the vertical column, AY (DU)14:

n RF(/1) = Arm) - s(h) (B-4)

If Y is produced in the atmosphere from the emission of species X and the lifetime of
the emission is short in relation to the time horizon, the increase in the total column of
Y (DU) in the atmosphere over a certain area due to the emission, Q (kg), is:

AY(h)=Q*T(P_(h))df'C (B-5)

where Py(h) is the production rate, i.e_. the number of molecules produced by one
molecule X released in the atmospherefwithin the lifetime of X, tx, If Y is emitted
directly, the integral expression in equation-(B-5) vanishes. The constant C has the unit
DU/kg and recalculates the mass of Y to a'column expressed in DU for thesize of the
region examined, A (m92): 0 ~ V

1MWX-A

MWX is the molar weight of X, Vmo = 22.414x10`3 is the molar volume at 273 K and
101.325x103 Pa (coming from the definition of DU) and the numerical value comes
from the recalculation of m to 0.0lmm. and of kg to g. For example, taking the emission
rate of NOX in kg and considering the species being dispersed over the area between 30
and 60°N, the parameter C gets a value' of`5.24x10`1° DU/kg;

The production rate Py(h) of secondarily-formed greenhouse gases concerns the
formation of ozone and the destruction of methane through reactions with oxides of
nitrogen; As argued in IPCC (1999), the GWP concept is not well suited for short-lived
gases that are fonned at production rates which are strongly dependent on atmospheric
conditions; However, since there are no methods available that are suitable for these
types of studies, the problem is approached by assuming that the species are affected by
oxides of nitrogen under a rather short lifetime of NOX, using a fairly detailed chemistry
description of the dispersing plume. The ozone formation and methane destruction are
evaluated under different conditions, and average values to describe the
production/destruction are used. Dispersion and the radiative forcing of the ozone and
methane are then estimated from the results of global models.

' one Dobson Uni: (DU) is equa ro a 0.01 mm mick Coumn ofgas ar 273 K and 101 .32sº<103 Pa.
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ln order to estimate the ozone production and methane destuction, a plume model of
aircraft emissions, MAP [Näs et al., 2003], is employed. The model simulates an entire
ight mission of an aircraft using aircraft emission data as described in this work. In the
model, the emissions in a dispersing aircraft plume at engine outlet (approximately 10 s
behind the engine) are followed for 10 days. The initial plume processes involving
chemical and gas-to-paticle conversion of emitted gases in the cooling plume were
adopted from detailed studies by Kärcher et al. (2000), Gleitsmann and Zelhier (1998),
Tremmel et al. (1998) and Kärcher et al. (1996). The plume expansion in the vortex
regime is described using a parameterisation of Schumann et al. (1998). After the
turbulent dissipation of the vortex, i.e. after two minutes of simulation, the plume goes
over to the dispersion regime when the plume expansion is induced by atmospheric
diffusion. The plume is then described by the Gaussian approximation [Konopka, 1995;
and Schumann et al., 1995]. The chemical reaction scheme of the expanding plume is
based on work by Tremmel et al. (1998) and Hendricks (1997), which has been further
developed to consider the gas phase and heterogeneous reactions possibly important for
ozone cycling in the tropopause region and in the stratosphere. This chemical
description considers 100 species in over 310 gas-phase and 15 heterogeneous
reactions.

To consider the variability of ozone fonnation and the effects on methane from oxides
of nitrogen, a number of simulations involving different seasons, time of the day and
latitudes are studied. Effects of both conventional and hydrogen aircraft are compared.
As a result of this study, it can be concluded that production of ozone relative to emitted
NOX is little sensitive to the time of the day when the emission takes place and is not
sensitive at all to the aircraft type (when the cuise phase is considered). There is a large
variability of P03(h) with altitude over the latitudes which coincide with the position of
the tropopause and with the level of NOX pollution in this area. Table B-1 gives an
overview of the results.

Table B-1. Chemical lifetime of ozone, average production/destructíon of ozone P(O3)
and methane P(CH4) in summer at mid-latitudes due to oxides of nitrogen emitted at
different altitudes (for methane 2 díerent valuesfor conventional and liquid hydrogen-
fuelled aircra are presented), and the sensitívity function, S, for I DU ozone change
[Hansen et al., 1997] at dierent altitudes used in the model.

Altitude lifetime P(O3) S(O3) P(CH4) [g(CH4)/g(NOX)]
Conv. H2

O
[km] [di mo.)/g<NoXº1 [W/m2 DU]

162 5.3 0.009158 -0.91 -1.05
4 24 7.2
6 35 12.6
8 52 21.4
10 79 20.2
12 132 16.3
14 380 1.3
16 300 3.1

0.017400
0.027052
0.032671
0.025889
0.012964
0.004449
-0.002500

-0.72
-0.70
-0.46
-0.43
-0.30
0.10
0.08

-0.75
-0.72
-0.55
-0.52
-0.39
0.01
-0.01

The GWP is a relative number where the RF of one species is related to the RF of
carbon dioxide (CO2) (see equation (B-1)). It is important that the two forcings which
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are compared are based on the same assumptions. The RFC02 used here is based on the
parameterisation of Hansen et al. (2000) which is in agreement with IPCC (1999). The
RF of additional CO2 is calculated according to: ' W

RFCO2 =f(C)_f(C0) (BJ)

where

f(c) = 4.996 - zn [c+o.ooos - C2] (B-8)

where c and co are the CO2 mixing ratios after and before the addition, respectively. The
RF values do not increase linearly with ACO2, and are dependent on the CO2 mixing
ratios into which the additional amount of CO2 (ppm(V)) is added. However, for ACO;
below 10 ppm(V), the increase in RF can be assumed to be linear, and thus SCO; can be
assumed to be constant. For a 370 ppm(V) CO2 level, the dRFC02/dCO2 has a value of
0.0156 W/m2 ppm(V), which, assuming l ppm(V) throughout the whole atmosphere
and the number density profile of the US standard atmosphere, corresponds to an S
value of 1.947x10`5 W/m2 DU. The lifetime of CO2 is assumed to be 150 years [IPCCâ
1996] and it is homogeneously mixed over the same area as the examined species but
throughoutthe entire vertical prole. Assuming a lifetime of CO2 of 150 years anda
time =horizon T,of 100 years, the warmingfeffect of CO2, E002, is 7.736xl0`13 W yr/111?
kg if the affected area is assumed to be between 30 and 60°N, i.e.9.36xl03 m2. The
ar_eais a factor 5.5 smaller than the Earth7s surface and is used consequently for all
species. As RF is considered to increase linearly with the concentration changes
considered here, the area .is cancelled when the warming effects are related .to each other
in the GWP calculation. ~ . _ . V ' _ ~

Radiative forcing of- the water vapour is coupled to large uncertainties due to a huge
variability of its concentration in the troposphere where it is employed in the
hydrological cycle. Furthermore, it is extremely sensitive to temperature feedbacks,
such as sensitivity of cloudiness, evaporation intensity and air water vapour content on
surface temperature [IPCC, 1999]. In this study RFH20 values obtained. from a- model
experiment [Brühl et al., 1991]' are used. According to Brühl .et al. _(199i1), the R at the
tropopauselevel (10 km) from rising H2O.concentration by 10% between -10 and 15 km.
altitude is 0.65, w/m2, resulting in an s value- (10-15 km.) of s.ssx1o'4 W/m2 DU. .This
value does not include any stratospheric adjustment. The residence times used in
equation (B-2) are listed in Table B-2. The original lifetimes from Klug and Grassl
(1993) are adjusted around the tropopauseregion according to Klug (2001a). . _
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Table B-2. Lifetime and sensitivityfunction versus altitude ofwater vapour.

Aimde [km] 120[yf] sm DU]
0 0.040 0.0

0.041 â
0.042 â
0.044 â
0.046 â
0.050 â
0.054 â
0.058 â
0.068 â

9 0.110 â
10 0.250 s.s5º<10*
11 0.360 â
12 0.450 â
13 0.550 â
14 0.650 â
15 0.750 â

00\lO\kI1-$>LºJl\J>-^

Radiative forcing of ozone is evaluated by combining plume modelling for ozone
production calculations and estimates based on global models for radiative forcing of
the ozone formed from oxides of nitrogen.
0 The ozone production rate, P(h), is highly non-linear and depends on the chemical

composition of the atmosphere and on the radiation intensity. Production of ozone
integrated over the lifetime of NOX emitted at altitude is calculated under a range of
conditions (varying time of the day, time of the year and latitude). See Table B-1.

0 The chemical lifetime of nitrogen oxides is taken from Ehhalt et al., 1992, who used
a quasi-2D model. Values are varying from some hours at the ground to a few days
in the lower stratosphere.

0 The sensitivity function, S, is taken from Hansen et al. (1997) who perfonned model
experiments with the Wonderland climate model where they have added 100 DU
ozone to one model layer after the other and calculated the RF of the additional
ozone for a period of 50-100 years after the addition. The values used at altitudes in
question are displayed in Table B~1. From sensitivity tests of climate response to
ozone changes at a certain altitude, Hansen et al. (1997) concluded that the response
could be linearly scaled to the amount of ozone.

0 The chemical lifetime of O3 needed in equation (B-2) is longer than the chemical
lifetime of NOX. The lifetimes presented by Grewe et al. (2002) are used here (see
Table B-1).

In order to consider the inuence of mixing on the lifetime of ozone formed at a certain
altitude, the following very simple assumptions are made [Klug et al., 1996]:
0 Since the lifetime of NOX is known to be much shoter than the lifetime of O3, only

transport of O3 is included. The O3 is produced exclusively within a layer of one
kilometre around the emission height of NOX.
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0 The produced ozone is mixed equally down to the ground and one layer upwards.
Right below the tropopause no upward mixing is possible. Above the tropopause no
mixing takes place at all.

0 The tropopause is assumed to be located at the following altitudes with the
following probabilities: 10 km: 6%, 11 km: 22%, 12 km: 44%, 13 km: 22%, 14 km.:
6%.

This mixing scheme only affects the ozone lifetimes, since mixing is already included in
the sensitivity function of ozone, S03, from the model simulation.

Emissions of oxides of nitrogen affect mixing ratios of methane through increased
concentration of OH radicals and hence decreased lifetime of methane. To estimate the
radiative effect of decreased methane concentrations, a method similar to that used for
ozone is employed: ~ -
0 The production rate, P, for methane is calculated using the MAP model. As the

reduction of CH4 is mainly driven by the increase of OH through the reaction
HO2+NO -> OH+NO2, 'CX in equation (B-5) is equal to INOX. The production rates
are summarised in Table B-1. There is a difference in methane
production/destruction between effects of emissions from conventional and
hydrogen-fuelled aircraft. This difference is, however, rather small* when the effect
of emissions on ozone is taken into account, and hence, the GWP values of NOX are
assumed to be the same for both aircraft types.

o` ^The'chemical lifetime of NOX is assumed to be the same as assumed for theozone

calculations.0The differential RF to the mixing ratio of methane, dRF/dCH4 (W/m2 ppm(V)), is
taken from Hansen et al. (2000): ' W `p ' '

R = o.o406~ (JZ -,/Ã)-i[g(m,0 ) _ g(m,n )] (B-9)

where ~

g(m,)±o.s~z[1'+2º1o-5(m~)°~] _ ' (B-10)

where mo and m are CH4 mixing ratios before and after the CH4 change, and no and
n are the N20 mixing ratios before and after the change. The RF values differ for
CH4 and N20 mixing ratios into which the additional amount of CH4 (ppm(V)) is
added, and do not respond linearly to the increment of the CH4 mixing ratio.
However, for a narrow range of ACH4, the change in RF can be assumed to be
linear. For CH4 levels corresponding to the year 2000, i.e. 1.7 ppm(V), dRF/dCH4 is
0.38 W/m2/ppm(V) when 1 ppm(V) change is considered, which. is in agreement
with the corresponding value of 0.37 W/m2 ppm(V) stated in IPCC (1999). For
ACH4 smaller than 0.1 ppb(V), the dRF/dCH4 is equal to 0.4297 W/m2 ppm(V),
which, assuming 1 ppm(V) throughout the whole atmosphere and number density
prole of the US standard atmosphere, corresponds to S equal to 5.362x10`4 W/m2
DU.

0 The global chemical lifetime of CH4 (used in equation (B-2)) is assumed to be nine
years [IPCC, 1999], and independent of altitude. _
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Using a methodology similar to that explained here and including vertical mixing, Klug
et al. (1996) calculated GWP numbers due to NOX emissions versus altitude. They
compared their results with 14 different earlier model simulations of various authors,
performed to estimate the change in ozone concentration due to air trafc [Brasseur et
al., 1996; Johnson et al., 1995; Wuebles et al., 1993; Beck et al., 1992; WMO, 1991;
and Johnson et al., 1992]. With 1 Tg NOX emission between 10 and 12 km altitude, the
model runs yielded a GWP value ranging from 120 to 400, with an average of
approximately 220. Other published GWP values of NOX cover a wide range of values
between 210 [Johnson et al., 1992] and 456 [Johnson et al., 1996]. In order to obtain
these values Johnson et al. (1992) assumed that the NOX emissions are emitted at 0-12
km altitude, whereas Johnson et al. (1996) assumed an emissions height of 8-10 km. In
this study, values ranging from 1.7 to 6.6 times lower are derived. The deviation is due
to using a different methodology, likely to be explained mainly by the following factors:
0 As opposed to the GWP model derived by Klug et al. (1996) (where it is assumed

that the warming function of CO2 is based on the area of the whole Earth), the
warming function of CO2 is based on the same area as the warming function of other
species, resulting in a warming function of CO2 about 5.5 times higher than that
based on the whole Earths surface area.

0 In the large-scale models the emissions are dispersed directly over a large area
which makes the ozone formation more effective, giving an overestimated value of
ozone production between 30 and 150%. The deviation between plume models and
global models is found using the MAP code. In addition, this deviation was found
by Kraabøl et al. (2000) and Petry et al. (1998).

Having these factors in mind, the numbers obtained here are comparable to the values
presented in the literature. The global warming values of NOX and water vapour used in
this paper are presented in Table B-3 and in section 3.4.

Table B-3. GWPfiguresfor CO2, H20 and NOX versus altitude.

Amudqkm] Gw1>(co2) GwP(H2o) GwP(No.)
0 1 0.00 -7.1

0.00 -7.1
0.00 -7.1
0.00 -4.3
0.00 -1.5
0.00 6.5
0.00 14.5
0.00 37.5
0.00 60.5

9 0.00 64.7
10 0.24 68.9
11 0.34 57.7
12 0.43 46.5
13 0.53 25.6
14 0.62 4.6
15 0.72 0.6

0O\]O\lJ-I>~UJl\)º-*
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APPENDIX C - ADDITIONAL DATA FOR THE

AIRCRAFT MISSION PERFORNIANCE

MODELLING TOOL

Appendix C.l - Prediction of the Gas Turbine Engine Weight
To enable the calculation of the engine performance at different points within the
operation envelope of engines having different engine cycle parameters, the engine
weight needs to be predicted. Following Whellens (2003), three categories of aero-
engine weight estimation methodologies can be dened: low-accuracy methods,
component-by-component methods and cycle parameter-based methods.

The low-accuracy methods rely on historical data, and the weight of the propulsion
system is related to one of its main performance parameters (typically take-off thrust),
or alternatively, to a simple combination of performance parameters and cycle
parameters. Though these methods rely mainly on historical data, they are not suitable
for estimating weights of unconventional engines which are designed for criteria other
than those commonly considered in the past.

The most detailed methods are the component-by-component approaches. These
methods require detailed knowledge of the engine conguration and its components.
The engine weight is calculated as the sum of the weights of the individual components,
which are usually estimated using analytically-based correlations that are calibrated
against historical databases. These methods are necessary for very detailed studies when
stage loadings, wheel speed, etc. are to be calculated. However, they are not suitable for
the preliminary design studies performed in this thesis.

The method employed here falls under the category of cycle parameter-based methods.
These methods rely to a smaller extent on historical data than the low-accuracy methods
and do not require such a detailed engine description as the component-by-component
methods do, but they principally consider the inuence of main cycle parameters. Thus,
they are suitable methods for assessing the aero engine weight of novel engine
congurations. lt is worth mentioning that in this context, novel means congurations
consisting of conventional components but designed for different criteria; hence, the
congurations may have unconventional combinations of engine cycle parameters.

Gerend and Roundhill (1970) proposed a cycle parameter-based method including semi-
empirical correlations of engine weight and dimensions which are developed using data
for over 350 engines from the time period 1940 to 1980. By splitting the total engine
weight into gas generator and fan section, the weight and dimensions are, to a first
order, estimated by assuming that engine weights and dimensions are a function of
engine cycle and configuration parameters. Various correction factors are introduced to
take account for W1 (mass ow at engine inlet), BPR, OPR, TET, entry-into-service
year, Mach cruise number and duct configuration. Furthermore, the lifetime for which
the engine is designed is taken into account. Having tested and calibrated their model
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against 350 turbofan engines, Gerend and Roundhill (1970) found that around 85% of
the cruise engine weights are predicted within 15% of the real values.

The model developed by Gerend and Roundhill (1970) has been used recently by
Whellens (2003). The original model comprised upper limits on BPR and OPR of 10
and 35, respectively, which was not considered enough by Whellens (2003). To justify
this, the correction factors dealing with these parameters were extrapolated to higher
values of BPR and OPR. The correction factors covering the effects of entry-into-
sen/ice year and TET, were recalibrated against ,a pool of more recent engines spanning
many major engine manufacturers. After the novel calibration Whellens (2003)
concluded that errors up to 20% must be expected from. the model.

In this thesis a slightly simpler model given in Torenbeek (1982) is employed. Similarly
as the Gerend-Roundhill method, Torenbeek (1982) has developed a model to estimate
the engine weight as a function of engine cycle parameters based on existing engine
data. The main difference is that fewer factors are included in the latter model. In spite
of this, the model is, as shown below, able to predict the engine weight with errors
within the same orders of magnitude as' Whellens (2003) illustrated for the' Gerend-
Roundhill model. In this method the engine is divided into a gas generator (consisting of
compressor(s), high-pressure turbine and combustor) and a propulsive device
(consisting of fan, low-pressure turbine and nozzle(s)). By assuming that the gas
generator weight is proportional to the mass ow owing through it and that the weight
of the" propulsive device is proportional tothe` fan thrust, the following expression for
the dry engine weight including its fundamental accessories is set upz' " '

.I l _ _ .
EW,=,C1_.Wg..+C2_F/an ._ (C_1)

Having made some simplifying assumptions, an approximate expressionifor the fan
thrust as a fraction of total take-off static thmst is derived (for. more details, see
Torenbeek (_l 982)):_ V J A _ _. A (_

F, 1 . ., =1_ . _
FW -BPR (C 2)

where ntf is equal to the efciency of the energy transformation from the low-pressure
turbine to the fan (assumed to be 0.75). Elaborating equation (C-1) further and applying
it to actual engine types, the constants are found to be:

C, = 10- 0PR°~ (C-3)

C, = 0.12 (c-4)

Inserting equations (C-2) to (C-4) into equation (C-1) and expressing the gas generator
mass ow as a function of specific thrust (SPT) and BPR, the dry engine weight is
approximated with the following equation [Torenbeek, 1982]:
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10 - 0PR°~ 1
EW=F,,~ L--+012 1-_---º-- c_5

isPT~(1+BPR) i ¬/1+0.7s-BPRM ( )

The result is hence an equation for the dry engine weight dependent on Fsto, OPR, SPT
and BPR. All parameters refer to static sea-level conditions. The specic thrust (SPT)
is, in turn, highly dependent on the turbine entry temperature (TET). Using this
equation, the contribution from the fan should be 20% higher for geared fans and
another 20% should be added for variable pith fans. If present, also the extra weight for
acoustic treatment needs to be added. Torenbeek ( 1982) moreover states that the
Variation of engine weight with high values of BPR cannot be predicted with certainty
with this equation.

In order to evaluate the equation, it is employed to calculate the engine weight for a
number of different engines with known cycle parameters (for take-off conditions) and
engine weights. A selection of engines for which sufcient data are available in the
public domain [Gunston, 2002] is used. When using these data, one should be aware
that the quality and scope of the data given are dependent on what the manufacturers are
willing to publish. The data are from a large number of sources, and thus there is a risk
that they are not always obtained for strictly the same conditions. However, Gunston
(2002) is the best available source for data of civil aero engines. In Table C-1 the results
of equation (C-5) are compared with the weights given in Gunston (2002) for a number
of engines. Engines having BPRS between 1.7 and 6.3, and are certified between 1971
and 1998 are considered.

Amongst the selection of engines considered, the deviation in engine weight (between
the results obtained using equation (C-5) and figures stated in Gunston (2002)) varies
between -13.6 and 21.9%. The engine weight of the engine which is studied here
(V2527-A5) is underestimated with about 8%. This deviation is acceptable, and the
weight predicted by the correlation is employed in chapter 4. This limited study
indicates that errors in the same order of magnitude as are expected from the Gerend-
Roundhill method, i.e. up to about 20%, could be expected when using the equation
proposed by Torenbeek (1982) to calculate approximately the engine weight. Any
conclusions concerning prediction certainty with respect to cycle parameters or
certication year are difficult to draw from these results.
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Table C-1 Evaluation ofthe engine weightprediction model (equatíon (C-5)).

Engine
Notation

Year
of
Cetif.

BPR OPR FSt0
[RN]

SPT
[N s/kg]

EW
(Gunston
(2002)) [kg] ~

EW by eq
(C-5) [kg]

Dev.
1%]

JT9D-7
D36
RB21 1-
22B
JT8D-217
CF6-
80C2A1
Tay 611
PW4056
CFM56-
5A4
V2527-
A5.
TRENT
772
CFM56-
7B26
PW4090
BR700-
715C1-30

1971
1977

1979

1980

1985

1986
1986

1986

1992

1994

1996

1996

1998

5.1
5.6

4.9

1.7

5.1

3.0
4.9

6.2

4.8

5.0

5.1

6.3

4.5

22.2
20.0

25.0

18.2

30.4

15.8
30.0

29.0

28.5

35.5

27.6

38.3

37.6

202.8
63.7

186.8

89.0

257.4

616.1
252.3

97.9

117.9

316.3

117.0

408.3

102.3

290.5
250.0

298.4

406.2

320.9

331.2
326.4

264.5

331.6

344.2

331.1

330.9

354.6

4014
1109

4171

2052

4144

1422
4273

2266

2370

4785

2384

7140

2114

3835
1255

3604

2022

4818

1255
4725

1887

2186

5833

2107

7112

1952

-4.5
13.2

-13.6

-1.4

16.3

-11.7
10.6

-16.7

-7.7

21.9

-11.6

-0.4

-7.7

ui« .

Appendix C.2 - Effects on Nacelle Drag and Weight of Re-Sizing the
Nacelle "

In order to assess easily the effects on engine drag and weights of alteredgengine size,
approximate sealing correlations are applied. The engine consists of the engine itself,
the nacelle and the accessories. The pylons are not considered, since they are considered
to be part of the airframe. ` ' ` V , ii _ 0 9

In the public domain [Gunston, 2002] data, such as weights and geometries, of the
considered engine, V2527-A5, may be found. Knowing the geometries and using a
computer program which is aimed at predicting aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft
[Schemensky, 1973], the drag coefcient times the reference area, CDSN, for this
engine is found to be 0.044 m2. This value was derived for the cuise condition, i.e.
altitude 11 000 m and Mach number 0.8, where most of the fuel is burnt. Nevertheless,
it is believed to be sufciently accurate also for other conditions. The simulation to
obtain this value was performed by Anders Hasselrot at FOI (Swedish Defence
Research Agency). By assuming that the engine size changes symmetrically, i.e. the
ratio of diameter to length is unchanged, and that the nacelle has the form of a cylinder
(see Figure C-1), CDSN is proportional to the nacelle inlet diameter squared. This is in
agreement with assumptions made in a similar study by Whellens (2003). For
convenience the ratio of the diameter of the scaled engine to the diameter of the datum
engine is named the linear scale factor, LSF:
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D
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Figure C-1. Simplified nacelle geometry.

Following the definition of LSF, CDSN for a scaled engine is:

CDSN = CDSdm »LSF 2 (C-7)

and the change in CDSN, ACDSN, is estimated by:

ACDSN = cDs, ~(LsF2 -1) ((3-3)

While the engine dry empty weight is estimated using the methodology described in
Appendix C.l, the nacelle and accessories mass are scaled. By assuming that the nacelle
is a symmetric cylinder, with the length, L, the outer diameter, D0, and the inner
diameter, Di, (see Figure C-1) its mass can be estimated as:

MN =§-p ~f=-L~(D,f -Df)=k-L~(D -0,)-(D +D,-) (C-9)

where pN is the density of the nacelle material and k is a constant. If it is assumed that
the thickness, i.e. (D0-Di)/2, increases in proportion to the diameter, then the nacelle
mass becomes proportional to the diameter squared, whereas the nacelle mass becomes
proportional to the diameter if it is assumed that the thickness is independent of the
diameter. In reality there probably is some relation between the thickness and the
diameter, but it is probably not reasonable to assume that the thickness changes in
proportion to the diameter. By assuming that the thickness is proportional to the D15
and that the size changes symmetrically, the nacelle mass of a re-scaled engine is
determined by:
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MN = MM, ~LSF (C-10)

Since the accessories weight is small in comparison to the nacelle weight, both these
weights are scaled by the exponent derived for the nacelle weight. Using equation (C-5)
and the information on distribution of the total engine mass from Gunston (2002), the
sum of the nacelle and accessories mass for the V2527-A5, MNM, engine is estimated to
be 1001.6 kg.

Appendix C.3 - Data on Overhead Mass versus Changed Engine Size
When the engine size is changed, the MTOM of the aircraft also needs to be changed in
order to preserve the range for a given payload. If the engine diameter is increased, the
wetted area of the nacelles is increased, and hence also the total drag. As a result the
mission fuel consumption rises. An increased engine weight will increase the need for
stiffer wings, and thus a higher aircraft structure weight. Both these effects will impose
the need for an aircraft with a larger MTOM. For these reasons the MTOM will increase
more than the additional engine weight. If the engines are down-sized it would have the
opposite effect on the MTOM. The additional effect on MTOM, here denoted overhead
mass, MOH, by altering the engine size is estimated using Piano. By changing the engine
size and drag coefcient times the reference area for the nacelles, CDSN, and nding the
MTOM that gives an unchanged range, data on the overhead mass versus the changed
engine sizes are obtained; see Table C-2. 1 1

The effect of scaling the engine on the dry engine weight is estimated using equation
(C-5), on the nacelle including its accessories mass using equation (C-10), and on CDSN
using equation (C-8). In Table C-2 the [effect on the overhead mass of scaling the
engines for the medium-range aircraft in question for a range of 6 818 k is shown.
Using linear interpolation this table is used to estimate the overhead mass (MOH in
equation (4-10)) for a given change in total engine mass.

Table C-2. Effect ofscaling the engines on. the aircraft MOM

Quantity º Value S
Linear scale factor (LSF) [-] 0.85 1.0 1.15
Difference in total engine _ Q0805 0 24833
mass, all engines [kg]

Diffefenw zi CDS an -0.05224 .~ 0 0.06071
engines [m ] ~
Difference in MTOM [kg] -4057 'L 0 4831 '
Overhead mass [kg] -1976.4 ' 0 ,2347.7 .
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Appendix C.4 - Data on Balanced and Unfactored Field Lengths

Table C-3. Unfactoredeld length and balancedeld length versus TOP and tan(%eg2)
(see section 4.3.2.1 for denitíons). The numbers are obtainedfrom figures in ESDU
(1985).

tan('Yceng2) T()P
Unfactored eld
length [m]

Balanced eld
length [m]

001
003
005
Ol
015
O01
003
005
O1
015
001
003
005
Ol
O15
001
003
005
Ol
015
001
003
005
01
015
001
003
005
Ol
015
001
003
005
Ol
015
001
003
005
01
O15
001

2500
2500
2500
2500
2500
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
7500
7500
7500
7500
7500
10000
10000
10000
10000
10000
12500
12500
12500
12500
12500
15000
15000
15000
15000
15000
17500
17500
17500
17500
17500
20000
20000
20000
20000
20000
22500

455
420
390
350
327
765
715
675
635
610
1100
1020
965
905
870
1420
1318
1260
1170
1105
1740
1625
1550
1420
1345
2070
1920
1835
1680
1575
2375
2203
2100
1925
1798
2655
2465
2350
2155
2010
2920

790
605
530
465
465
1120
945
850
778
775
1440
1270
1165
1070
1058
1770
1592
1485
1370
1320
2105
1910
1798
1640
1583
2442
2223
2090
1910
1840
2790
2540
2385
2180
2105
3150
2865
2665
2440
2355
3540
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0.03
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.1
0.15

22500
22500
22500
22500
25000
25000
25000
25000
25000

2710
2580
2355
2220
3155
2935
2775
2550
2420

3175
2940
2680
2600
3958
3480
3203
2930
2830

Appendix C.5 - Computation of Atmospheric Conditions and the
Speed of Sound ¬ -
The atmospheric pressure, temperature and density for International Standard
Atmosphere (ISA) conditions can be determined as a nction of pressure altitude and
ISA deviation using the equations provided in Table C-4 [ESDU, 1986; and Le
Dilosquer, 1998]. `

Table C-4. Equationsfor computatíor ofaitmospheríc conditions.

Range of pressure heights, h [m]: ` V <11 000 m ~ 11 000-20 000 m.
Quantity Format of Constants in

numerical numerical
expressions expressions âº

Temperature
for ISA
conditions [K]
Pressure for
ISA and off-
ISA f '
conditions 1
[Pa]

Density for
ISA
conditions
[kg/H13]

Density for
off-ISA
conditions

A+Bh'*"C)"1'Jl'1'1ÜO

(C + Dh)E

F exp(Gh) _

(1 + Jh)'~ = -23.659414 X 10â

ZZT'

M exp(Nh) Ã

PsA
AT

1+_-
TsA

9288.15
-6.5 X 10*

8.9619638
_ = -020216125 X 10â

5.2558797

1.048840

4.2558797

216.65
0

1.282445 in
-015768852 X 10'â

2.o6214oo .
-osvesssz X 10â

Knowing the temperature, T, and considering air as a perfect gas, the speed of sound,
is determined by [Anderson, 1989]:

a=,/X-R-T (c-11)

aa
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where ' denotes the ratio of the specific heat at constant pressure, Cp, to the specic
heat at constant volume, CV, and R denotes the gas constant. For air Y equals 1.4
(approximate value) and R equals 287 J/kg K.

Appendix C.6 - Data on Drag Coefficients for Zero Lift versus Mach
Number and Altitude

The drag coefcient is estimated using equation (4-22). Data on C00 and k versus
altitude and Mach number are obtained from the drag polar of the aircraft under
consideration [Oelkers and Prenzel, 2001] and using the aircraft characteristics provided
in Piano. The characteristics in Piano are obtained by employing a variety of
preliminary design-style techniques. The total drag in Piano is derived by adding the
zero lift, the lift dependent, the compressibility and the trim drag contributions. In the
model used here it is assumed that the aircraft is clean, i.e. undercarriage and aps are
retracted, during the complete climb phase. On a real medium-range flight, the
undercarriage is retracted almost directly after take-off, while the aps not are
completely retracted until the aircraft has climbed about 1-2 km in altitude. Neglecting
the inuence of undercarriage and aps will therefore underestimate the total drag
coeffcient in the beginning of the climb phase. Data on CD0 and k versus Mach number
and altitude are supplied to the program in the form of tabulation, see Table C-5. Using
linear interpolation, CD0 for the specific altitude and Mach number is calculated. The
parameter k equals 0.0409 and is independent of altitude and Mach number.

Comparing the drag coeffcient results obtained using the described methodology with
the complete drag polar provided in Piano for a clean aircraft, it is concluded that CD is
underestimated by 10-20% during approximately the first 400 meters (in altitude), while
it is overestimated by 1-2% for the remaining of the ight mission. For low altitudes
where CL is high, a parabolic equation (equation (4-22)) is obviously not sufcient to
imitate accurately the drag polar. This is the main reason why CD becomes too low for
low altitudes where CL is high. Since the effect of undercarriage and aps is neglected,
CD will be even more underestimated during the initial climb. However, in terms of fuel
consumption and emissions, this deviation might be compensated by a slightly
overestimated CD for the remaining part of the ight.

Table C-5. Drag coejciertfor zero IW versus altitude and Mach number.

Altitude [m] Mach number C00
0 0.4 0.01461
0 0.6 0.01503
0 0.8 0.01517
6000
6000
6000
12000
12000
12000

0.4 0.01619
0.6 0.01647
0.8 0.01650
0.4 0.01839
0.6 0.01846
0.8 0.01835
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Appendix C.7 - Equations for Subsonic Compressible Flow
For Mach numbers larger than 0.3, the flow velocity is too large to justify the
assumption of incompressible ow [Anderson, 1989]. During the second phase of the
climb procedure the velocity exceeds this value but it is lower than the sonic speed. At
this ow regime, equations for Subsonic compressible ow that take account for
compressibility effects should be used to calculate the pressure difference and the
velocity that are needed in the model.

Using relations valid for isentropic ow, the following equation to estimate the
difference between the total pressure, Pt, and the static pressure, Ps, can be derived
[Anderson, 1989]:

. Y
_1 T

]1;_}1=1-fç.í(l+-'Y-2_.Ma2)Y'_1i| , (C_12)

where ' denotes the ratio of the specific 'heat at constant pressure, Cp, to the specic
heat at constant volume, CV, and Ma denotes the ow Mach number. For preliminary
design calculations, a xed value on Y may be assumed: 1.4 for air and 1.333 for
combustion gases [Cohen et al., 1996]. ~

Knowing the pressure difference the actual air speed can be calculated as [Anderson,
1989]:

Y-1
2 . __« T

. Y_1 P .

where a denotes the speed of sound.- During the second climb phase the aim is to keep
the indicated air speed, IAS, constant, which is achieved by keeping the «pressure
difference between the total and the static pressure constant. The true air speed, TAS, is
then calculated using equation (C-13).

Appendix C.8 - Data. on Aircraft Usable Fuel Volume
In order to estimate the effect on the usable fuel volume for the aircraft under
consideration of scaled engines and MTOM, Piano is used to obtain a set of data. These
data are supplied to the program in the form of a tabulation of usable fuel mass versus
changed engine size (in terms of kilograms) and MTOM. For given engine mass and
MTOM, the usable fuel mass is then obtained using linear interpolation.

When the engine size is changed the wetted areas of the nacelles are increased, and
hence also the total drag. This is achieved in Piano by applying a change in CDSN (drag
coefcient times the reference area) for the nacelles (equation (C-8)). As for the effect
on the nacelle mass of re-sizing the engine, the effect on the dry engine mass is
estimated using equation (C-5) and on the nacelle including its accessories mass using
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equation (C-10). When the MTOM is changed the wing area is changed in proportion
(equation (4-11)).

When the required aircraft fuel volume is changed, it is assumed that the fuel volume of
the tail cone of the aircraft is re-sized. For simplication it is assumed that only the
length of the tank in the tail cone, and hence also the aircraft length, changes when
either a larger or smaller fuel volume is required. This implies that the length of the tail
cone is assumed to be proportional to the change in required fuel volume. However, for
aerodynamic purposes, the minimum tail cone length is considered to be about two
times the diameter of the fuselage. Below this length the tail cone is not reduced, even if
it would be possible to store the required fuel volume in a smaller tank.

Using the described methodology the usable fuel mass, i.e. total fuel mass minus fuel
reserves, for three different engine sizes and maximum take-off masses are obtained;
see Table C-6.

Table C-6. Eects on the usable fuel mass and range of changed engine size and
MTOM

LSF
Difference in total
engine mass. all
engines [kg]

MTOM
[kg]

Wing
area
DHÃ

Fuel
mass

Fuel
reserve

Usable
fuel mass Range

lkï¬

0.85
1
1.15
0.85
1
1.15
0.85
l
1.15

-2080.6
0
2483.3
-2080.6
0
2483.3
-2080.6
0
2483.3

83000
83000
83000
87594
87594
87594
92000
92000
92000

161.1
161.1
161.1
170
170
170
178.6
178.6
178.6

[kg]
9127
8387
7479
10405
9636
8700
11620
10858
9935

[kg]
1203
1232
1273
1220
1247
1280
1240
1264
1295

[kg]
7924
7155
6206
9185
8389
7420
10380
9594
8640

6707
5864
4876
7663
6823
5831
8518
7696
6733
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APPENDIX D - AIRCRAFT TYPES USED IN

EMISSION SCENARIOS

Table D-1. Aircraft types used in the emission scenarios of the conventional fleet
development, assuming the low passenger growth scenario.

Aircraft

Type

Tech.
level

2001 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050

B737-600
B737-800
A321-100

A330-200

CMR1-300

CMR1-400

0
0
0
Ker 1
Ker 2
Ker 3
(0) 4
Ker 1
Ker 2
Ker 3
(0)
Cryo 1
Cryo 2
(0)
Cryo 1
Cryo 2

9
13

ll
15 12

17 12

20

12
1

20

15

20
4

Sum 22 26 29 32 33 39
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Table D-2. Aircraft types used in the emission scenarios of the conventional eet
development, assuming the high passenger growth scenario.

Aircraft
Type

Tech.
level

2001 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050

B737-600
B737-800
A321-100

A330-200

CMR1-300

CMRI-400

0
0
0
Ker 1
Ker 2
Ker 3
(0)
Ker 1
Ker 2
Ker 3
(0)
Cryo 1
Cryo 2
(0)
Cryo 1
Cryo 2

9
13 12

16 8
5

21

8
5

21

5
2
9.

21
3
1

2
14

3
23

Sum 22 28 34 34 41 42

Table D-3. Aircraft types used in the emission scenarios ofscenario 1.

Aircraft
Type

Tech.
level

2001 20l'0:*"__;--»2020 2030 2'040 2050

B737-600
B737-800
A321-100

A330-200

CMR1-300

C_MR1-400

0
0
0
Ker 1
Ker 2
Ker 3
(0)
Ker 1
Ker 2
Ker 3
(0) _
Cryo 1
Cryo 2
(0)
Cryo 1
Cryo 2

9.
13

11
15 12

17
12

20

12
1

20

3
12

zo
4

A

Sum 22 26 29 32 33 39
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Table D-4. Aircraft types used in the emission scerarios ofscenario 3.
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Aircraft
Type

Tech.
level 2001 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050

B737-600
B737-800
A321-100

A330-200

CMR1-300

CMRI-400

0
0
0
Ker 1
Ker 2
Ker 3
(0)
Ker 1
Ker 2
Ker 3
(0)
Cryo 1
Cryo 2
(0)
Cryo 1
Cryo 2

9
13

11
15 12

17 11

1

20

11

2

20

15

20
4

Sum 22 26 . 29 32 33 39

Table D-5. Aircraft types used in the emission scenarios ofscenario 2.

Aircraft
Type

Tech.
level

2001 2010 @~ 2020 2030 2040 -2050

7

B737-600
B737-800
A321-100

A330-200

CMR1-300

CMR1-400

0
0
0
Ker 1
Ker 2
Ker 3

<0)
Ker 1
Ker 2
Ker 3
(0)
Cryo 1
Cryo 2
(0)
Cryo 1
Cryo 2

9
13 12 ""

16

iji

8
2

3

21

8
2

3

21

4
12

23
2

1
15

2
24

Sum 22 28 34 34 41 42
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Table D-6. Aircraft types used in the emission scenarios ofscenarío 4.

Aircraft
Type

Tech.
level

2001 2010 2020 2030 2040 2050

B737-600
B737-800
A321-100

A330-200

CMR1-300

CMR1-400

0
0
0
Ker 1
Ker 2
Ker 3
(0)
Ker 1
Ker 2
Ker 3
(0)
Cryo 1
Cryo 2
(0)
Cryo 1
Cryo 2

9
13 12 -

1 6 8
5

2

8
5

21 21

1
15

2
2

1
15

2
24

Sum 22 28 3 34 41 42
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